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Prologue

✥ Getting Acquainted with History

The problem of a beginning is the beginning of a problem.

—UNKNOWN

The Eleventh National Woman’s Rights Convention came to order on 10 May 

1866. The guns of the Civil War had quieted a year before, and many felt 

the time had come to revisit unfi nished business. The woman’s rights move-

ment, which had suspended activity during the bloodiest war in American 

history, held its fi rst postwar convention in New York City’s Church of the 

Puritans. Lucretia Mott, aged seventy-three and an elder stateswoman of the 

movement, looked out over the enormous crowd and saw the cause passing 

into new hands. “It is no loss,” she explained to those assembled, “but the 

proper order of things, that the mothers should depart and give place to 

the children.” The fact that Mott appeared battle scarred, with hoarse voice 

from a head cold and bruised face from a recent streetcar accident, added 

poignancy to her remarks. She recalled the long history of women’s rights 

activism that had led to this day. “Young women of America,” she urged, “I 

want you to make yourselves acquainted with the history of the Woman’s 

Rights movement.”1

Mott highlighted the importance of collective historical memory to the 

operation of social movements—the central preoccupation of this book. 

Mott was not alone in urging women to learn their history. After the Civil 

War, women’s rights activists with similar concerns held commemorative 

conventions, gave speeches on women’s rights history, celebrated the ac-

complishments of pioneering women, held birthday celebrations, observed 

anniversaries, wrote historical accounts, and more. All of it was instructive. 

Indeed, activists rebuilt a movement after the disruptions of the Civil War, 

in no small part, by getting acquainted with history—that is by consciously 

and unconsciously creating collective memories for the movement. Remem-
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bering played a critical role in providing a foundation, justifi cation, and 

rallying point for rebuilding. Remembering also sustained movement activ-

ists over the second half of the nineteenth century, as it became clear that 

women’s rights would not be won anytime soon.

Remembering was a fi ercely contentious process, however. It would take 

the remainder of the century for most white women’s rights activists to 

agree upon a shared history. A shared history they recognized as best repre-

senting their collective past—a past used to chart their future. The eventual 

triumph of one particular story, over any other number of possible stories, 

was the product of a long-lived contest within and outside the movement. 

That story was no more “true” than any other. But as a few activists pushed 

it to the fore, and growing numbers took it to heart, it took on the veneer 

of truth. As this mythological tale took shape, it did more than simply re-

fl ect activists’ understanding of the past. It would fundamentally reshape 

the movement over the second half of the nineteenth century. Put another 

way, the myth itself became an important actor in the development of nine-

teenth-century feminism.

That eventually triumphant mythology went something like this: In 1848, 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Lucretia Mott convened the fi rst women’s rights 

meeting the world had ever known, the historic Seneca Falls convention in 

upstate New York. Here, Stanton famously made the fi rst public demand for 

women’s voting rights. A demand enshrined in that convention’s manifesto, 

the “Declaration of Sentiments.” That demand, along with the convention 

itself, marked the beginning of a women’s rights movement. According 

to this telling, the idea for the convention had arisen far away and years 

earlier, at the World’s Anti-Slavery Convention in London in 1840. British 

abolitionists had denied seats to U.S. women delegates. Incensed, Mott and 

Stanton (who fi rst met in London) agreed to hold a protest convention upon 

their return to the United States. Pulling it off took eight years, when the 

women fi nally implemented their long-delayed convention plans. In many 

accounts, Susan B. Anthony also entered the story, even though she had not 

been present at the creation associated with 1848. By the turn of the cen-

tury, this founding myth had become all anyone needed to know about “the 

history of the Women’s Rights movement.”2

Curiously, when Mott urged young women to learn their history, she did 

not tell the story we all know, because that story—as a foundational story—

did not yet exist in 1866. It was not that Mott favored some other memory. 

Her historical remarks were notable for the absence of any familiar or co-
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gent story. Mott’s movement remained merely a loose collection of events. 

She made vague allusion to women’s rights having begun “more than twenty 

years since,” putting the origin in the early 1840s, or perhaps the 1830s. 

But then Mott reached back further still. She urged young women to learn 

their history “from the days of Mary Wollstoncraft [sic],” British woman 

of letters, who published A Vindication of the Rights of Woman in 1792, the 

fi rst extended Enlightenment treatise on women’s rights. Having gone back 

to the previous century, Mott treated the 1848 meeting as mere footnote. 

Surveying the large audience before her in 1866, she could not help but 

compare it to the relative “handful who met . . . in the fi rst Convention . . . 

at Seneca Falls.” The comparison underscored how the movement had ma-

tured, but it hardly cast the 1848 convention as a central event, much less 

the birthplace of a movement. Later, after praising women literary fi gures 

and God’s moving grace, Mott recalled women’s exclusion from the 1840 

World’s Anti-Slavery Convention, but she drew no causal connection be-

tween it and plans for the 1848 convention. These two events, which would 

eventually become tightly linked in feminist lore, had no connection at all 

in Mott’s remarks. “I like to allude to these things,” she explained by way 

of closing, “to show what progress we are making.” Beyond assessing prog-

ress—from small to large numbers, from exclusion to inclusion, from con-

demnation to acceptance—Mott’s remarks followed no particular sequence. 

Although she urged those assembled to learn their history, she offered them 

no memorable stories to hold onto—no story at all, in the sense of a linear, 

unifi ed narrative. Mott’s “history” was literally incoherent: without causal-

ity or even chronology and without any overarching sense of design. It sim-

ply did not cohere into what scholars would call a “master narrative.”3

Stories are made, not found, and in 1866, the story of Seneca Falls had yet 

to be made. Even those activists who considered Seneca Falls to be the fi rst 

U.S. women’s rights meeting did not give it the seminal status it would later 

occupy. Someone, or some collection of people, at some time had to put the 

story together. And they had to persuade others to accept that story as their 

own. When, then, did Seneca Falls emerge as a familiar pattern of details, as 

a recognizable tale, and as nineteenth-century feminism’s watershed event? 

This book locates the origins of the Seneca Falls story in the post–Civil War 

years, some twenty to thirty years after the actual meeting, arising from the 

messy, contentious world of post–Civil War politics. It interrogates how the 

meeting at Seneca Falls became the myth of Seneca Falls. And it examines 

the consequences of this development for the women’s rights movement. 
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By tracing that history and its implications, this book tackles one of the 

still-intractable mythologies of U.S. history and, in the process, offers a new 

genealogy of American feminism.

Seneca Falls is perhaps the most enduring and long-standing myth ever 

produced by a U.S. social movement. If schoolchildren learn anything about 

U.S. women’s history, they learn the story of Seneca Falls. The location of 

the convention is today the site of a national park, the only such park ded-

icated to women’s rights.4 Given the stature of this story, it is surprising 

that we do not yet have a history of it. We have many good histories of 

the meeting, but none of the story.5 This gap in our knowledge is perhaps 

less surprising when we consider the internal logic of origins tales them-

selves. Origins myths work to legitimate and unify the messy contingencies 

of political struggle, making both the outcome and the story of that struggle 

seem unmanipulated, if not inevitable. At the same time, an origins story, 

once dominant, promotes the forgetting of struggles within the struggle, 

the debates and rivalries within the movement itself. Eventually, several 

competing narratives give way to a dominant collective memory, and hav-

ing won, that story appears to tell itself, being self-evidently true. So it has 

been for over a century with the story of Seneca Falls. That tale has so suc-

cessfully erased its own contested origins that it has become sacrosanct. It 

has become “a kind of natural fact, as if it had always been meant to be.”6

Precisely because of its revered status, questioning this founding myth 

of feminism—indeed, even to call it a myth—may, at fi rst glance, smack 

of disrespect. But we might just as easily conclude that querying this story 

is to fi nally grant it the respect it deserves. Scholars have taken nearly all 

the great “myths” of American history seriously enough to investigate and 

decipher them. In the process, they have given us a much deeper apprecia-

tion for such tales and an ability to effectively grapple with and analyze the 

power dynamics within them. We know, for example, that the civil rights 

movement did not really begin when Rosa Parks, tired and fed up, spon-

taneously refused to give up her seat at the front of the bus—a story that 

obscures the planned and calculated nature of black protest, the scope of 

white supremacy’s operations, and the complexity of Parks herself.7 And we 

know that Betty Friedan’s 1963 groundbreaking work, The Feminine Mys-

tique, did not emerge solely from her discontent as an isolated middle-class 

housewife—a myth that overlooks Friedan’s and other postwar feminists’ 

deep roots in the radical labor movement and the devastating effect of Mc-

Carthyism on feminist politics.8 We tell these canonical stories of American 

history for the lessons they possess (about the possibilities and limits of the 
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movements they forge), not for their accuracy, which has little correlation 

to a story’s power.9

Myth in this context does not mean, as it does in popular use, a falsity. 

Rather, myth means a venerated and celebrated story used to give meaning 

to the world. The 1848 meeting, so far as we know, was the fi rst meeting ex-

plicitly called to demand women’s rights in the United States. That is largely 

undisputed. This does not, however, mean the meeting began a movement. 

That claim—that origins myth—had to be created by people, who infused 

this event, over other possible events, with a particular kind of meaning. 

Put another way, an origins myth does not actually pinpoint a beginning so 

much as it acts as a fi lter that people use to impose a certain type of mean-

ing onto a complex and contested landscape. Recovering that complex, con-

tested, and contingent world, which the mythology itself has concealed, is 

one principle aim of this book. To call Seneca Falls a myth, then, is simply 

to acknowledge that it is an event as well as a story, and that the two are not 

one and the same. It draws our attention to the power dynamics within the 

story, rather than calling that story false. In short, it takes the story seri-

ously enough to query it.

Movements can and do begin in many places. One could anchor the 

beginning of the women’s rights movement in the United States in many 

events—some before, and some after, Seneca Falls. One could begin with 

the Grimké sisters’ practical and theoretical defenses of women as public 

actors in the 1830s. With black women’s resistance to slavery and to the sys-

tematic raping of their bodies. With the Lowell Mill textile operatives and 

their 1834 and 1836 strikes for fair treatment and decent wages. With the 

early anatomy lectures of Mary Gove Nichols and Paulina Wright (Davis) 

that helped women claim sovereignty over their bodies. With six women in 

upstate New York who, in 1846, two years before Seneca Falls (where the 

fi rst demand for female enfranchisement was supposedly made), petitioned 

their state constitutional convention for the right to vote. With Lucy Stone’s 

1847 lecture tour on women’s rights. With the fi rst national women’s rights 

convention in Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1850, when local events became 

coordinated into a larger, national whole. Or on a smaller scale, with the 

moment any given individual woman chose to enter a life of activism on 

behalf of her sex. Women’s rights had many beginnings. And for much of 

the early to mid-nineteenth century, people commonly invoked a variety of 

events when they spoke about the origins of women’s rights.10

This book, then, is not intended to parse facts versus legends, deciphering 

whether the Seneca Falls meeting “truly” constitutes the beginning, or argu-
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ing for some other “truer” beginning. Although people are nearly univer-

sally driven to locate beginnings,11 we can never really know or fi x them.12 

“Every event in history is a beginning, a middle, and an end,” historian Lori 

Ginzberg reminds us; “it just depends on where you pick up the thread and 

what story you choose to tell.”13 The following pages are dedicated, instead, 

to understanding how this founding myth was created as well as the poli-

tics and lessons it contained. They ask how this story instructed people to 

act, think, and dream. And they investigate how a story helped transform 

a movement.

The search for answers to how and why a nineteenth-century women’s 

rights movement came to be rooted in the popular imagination in an ad hoc 

meeting in upstate New York requires looking in at least two places: heated 

battles among activists over the direction of a postwar women’s rights 

agenda, and larger battles among Americans over the memory of the Civil 

War. When the women’s suffrage movement regrouped in 1866, it faced dif-

fi cult challenges. There was external opposition, to be sure. But there was 

also considerable struggle among women’s rights activists. Reform women 

argued about whether suffrage ought to be the postwar women’s rights 

agenda—itself a new idea. And those who thought it should argued passion-

ately over the strategies and goals a postwar women’s suffrage movement 

ought to pursue, a subject that provoked signifi cant dissent. In these intra-

movement battles, two women, more than any others, used memory to for-

ward their particular political agenda: Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. 

Anthony.

Stanton and Anthony met in 1851, and they quickly cemented an abid-

ing friendship that lasted a lifetime. Amelia Bloomer—who, like Stanton, 

lived in Seneca Falls—had introduced the pair when Anthony visited the 

area. Anthony lived forty miles north, near Rochester, New York. She was a 

schoolteacher and the daughter of reform-minded parents. She advocated 

women’s equal wages, temperance, and also abolition. She remained un-

married and never had children. Anthony, as some have commented, was 

married to her work. Where Stanton was the philosopher, Anthony was the 

organizer. They complemented one another and did more together than ei-

ther could have accomplished alone. Throughout the 1850s, Anthony had 

pushed Stanton, busy with young children, to remain active in reform work. 

She frequently traveled to Seneca Falls, for example, to lock Stanton in a 

room to pen an address to an upcoming women’s rights convention, taking 

charge of Stanton’s children while their mother worked. At one point, the 
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women had to save Stanton’s toddler, who had been thrown into water by 

his brothers in order to see if the corks they had attached to his body would 

allow him to fl oat. It was not always a harmonious friendship, but their af-

fection was steadfast, deep, and abiding.14

When the pair turned once again to women’s rights work after the Civil 

War, they entered contentious terrain. Battles over the relationship of 

black men’s suffrage and women’s suffrage divided activists in an acrimo-

nious split that would last the rest of the century. It produced two com-

peting national women’s suffrage organizations, each charting a different 

path to victory. Many more suffragists organized in different directions on 

the ground. Meanwhile, other women demanded that postwar activism in-

volve considerably more than demands for the vote—everything from equal 

wages to control over their bodies to resisting racist violence in the South. 

And many women had overlapping reform allegiances. For a time, it was 

not clear what women’s rights cause, or what version of suffrage activism, 

would most successfully vie for women’s limited resources. The birth of a 

divided and chaotic suffrage movement—within a rapidly expanding wom-

en’s movement—left prominent suffragists scrambling to persuade other 

activists they represented the “true” version of women’s rights. At the same 

time, prominent suffragists battled with one another, as well as grassroots 

suffragists, over which strategy represented the “right” path to winning the 

vote. These contentious intramovement politics motivated Stanton and An-

thony to begin creating an origins story in an ongoing effort to unify activ-

ists and settle these disputes.

A second context for understanding why Stanton and Anthony made an 

origins story out of the 1848 meeting was the postwar culture in which they 

lived. Perhaps at no other time in U.S. history had Americans of all back-

grounds argued so vehemently over matters of memory. They argued over 

how to remember the Civil War in an effort to chart a path forward. The war 

had settled two things: the South would remain part of the Union, and chat-

tel slavery was over. Much more remained unsettled. How would the South 

rejoin the Union? Would the terms be harsh or lenient? And would former 

Confederates be allowed to participate in politics, after the slaughter they 

had caused? Equally important, and even more vexing (given American rac-

ism), was the status of freedpeople. Should they be citizens, and therefore 

entitled to the benefi ts and protections citizenship offered? What, if any-

thing, did freedom guarantee? If it guaranteed nothing, was freedom even 

meaningful? At the heart of the matter was (and is) how to defi ne freedom 
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and, thus, how to defi ne equality—an issue that directly involved the wom-

en’s movement.15

That fi erce debate—over competing defi nitions of freedom—took place 

in the arena of memory. It was not the only arena, but it was a critical one. 

Because freedom had no inherent, self-evident meaning, Americans de-

bated its defi nition by attempting to defi ne the past. Why had the Civil War 

been fought? Answers to that question, which varied widely, defi ned dif-

ferent paths forward. Had it been fought, as freedpeople and abolitionists 

argued, for emancipation? If so, that required a postwar political response 

that validated the needs of freedpeople and invested freedom with signifi -

cant weight. Or had it been fought, as white supremacists argued, for valor, 

honor, and states’ rights? If so, that required a postwar political response 

that elevated the rights of white Confederates over the rights of freedpeo-

ple, whose needs were largely erased by such a memory. Or had it been 

fought for a myriad of other reasons, all of which urged a different political 

response in the present, and future. Remembering the war became a boom 

industry, in which Americans argued about how to rebuild the nation. That 

memory contest consumed the political energies of generations after the 

war, even those who had not participated in the war, and it was a defi ning 

feature of politics for the rest of the century.16

Most of these memories were highly masculinist, praising the contribu-

tions of men and omitting—indeed, forgetting—the contributions of women. 

That, in turn, helped marginalize women’s demands for equality, demands 

for their own reconstructed political status, on a national political agenda. 

It helped cloak the vibrant debates among women about what constituted 

equality. And it tried to silence women’s contributions to and participation 

in this larger national debate. Determined to be neither erased nor silenced, 

women entered the memory wars by telling their own versions of history. To 

enter politics in this era was to enter a conversation about memory. Women, 

therefore, as one suffragist later put it, began narrating and celebrating his-

tory “in our own way.”17 They did this as one way to argue for rights in a 

climate where history and rights were inextricably interwoven.

No two women did more to create that history than Stanton and Anthony. 

They were savvy politicians, who increasingly understood—consciously or 

not—how vital an origins story could be to the operations of activism. 

Scholars have only just begun to consider how stories operate in social 

movements, and how stories are, in fact, essential to the life of social move-

ments, instructing activists about what priorities to prize, how to imagine 

themselves, how to cohere, and how to move forward.18 Stanton and An-
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thony learned this lesson about the power of telling stories over the tur-

bulent 1870s, and they learned it better than any of their peers. They built 

the Seneca Falls mythology piece by piece—sometimes unconsciously, if 

nevertheless deliberately—to market their particular agenda for women’s 

rights and also to insist upon women’s place in national memory. They then 

worked assiduously to persuade others to listen. Eventually, by century’s 

end, many did. But this was not a given. It required hard, exacting work, 

and that gathering mythology—along with the leadership of Stanton and 

Anthony themselves—was always contested. The two are arguably the most 

important women’s historians of the nineteenth century, and overlooking 

this critical dimension of Stanton’s and Anthony’s activism discounts the 

women themselves.19

By unraveling the mythology they created, this book presents Stanton 

and Anthony as we are sometimes unaccustomed to seeing them. A Sen-

eca Falls mythology rings true because we have been reading the end of 

the story back onto the beginning. A Seneca Falls mythology, which only 

became dominant at the end of the century, has imposed a sense of order 

and inevitability onto the whole of nineteenth-century women’s rights, 

onto what was actually a world full of contest and contingency. As a result, 

Stanton’s and Anthony’s leadership, and their particular rights vision, has 

seemed to be a historical constant: “true” from the antebellum era on. We 

have very little sense of how they became recognized leaders within the 

movement, and how historical memory played a critical role in that process. 

Neither do we know much about how suffrage came to dominate a postwar 

women’s rights agenda. 

The mythology Stanton and Anthony created has, in turn, sanctifi ed 

them, so that it can, at times, be uncomfortable to see them as complex 

political actors, driven by an ambition to lead and animated by the self-

assured knowledge that they knew best. That ambition and self-assurance 

produced undemocratic and domineering behavior at times. In this respect, 

Stanton and Anthony were no different than male politicians. But ambition 

and calculation are still traits we have a hard time reconciling with female 

politicians. At the same time, an expectation that venerated movement ac-

tivists behave somehow more nobly than ordinary people has added to the 

challenge of recovering the full complexity of leading activists (particularly 

these leading women). That expectation, in turn, limits our understanding 

of the operation of social movements, something that has certainly been 

true of the suffrage movement.20

Given the notoriety of the suffrage movement, it is surprising that we do 
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not have more histories of it.21 There exist many excellent books that have 

enhanced our understanding, but woman suffrage continues to be a subject 

that receives scant attention given the duration and complexity of the move-

ment itself. What scholarship does exist has tended to concentrate on move-

ment origins (1848–60) or on the years leading up to victory (1895–1920), 

leaving the middle decades of this long movement relatively unexamined. 

What is more surprising is that the fi gures most identifi ed with the suffrage 

movement, Stanton and Anthony, were most active in the very years for 

which our knowledge is most attenuated, the campaign’s middle decades. 

To date we still do not have a thoroughgoing scholarly biography of An-

thony, arguably the most recognizable woman of the nineteenth century 

(thanks, in part, to the ill-fated dollar coin). The reasons for this are many. 

Among them are the ways in which the collective memories built by suf-

fragists—including Anthony herself, as well as many others after Anthony’s 

death—have obscured the three-dimensional personality and complicated 

political world behind those remembrances, collective memories that have 

had a long, long life.22

NOTHING ABOUT THE LITTLE TOWN OF SENECA FALLS suggested it 

might be the site of the nation’s fi rst women’s rights convention, save for 

the fact that Henry Stanton, Elizabeth Cady’s new husband, had settled his 

young family there. Cady Stanton was the precocious daughter of a wealthy 

New York politician and judge. She had defi ed her father’s wishes and mar-

ried the nearly penniless Henry Stanton, a scruffy abolitionist, in 1840. 

Henry had determined that their European honeymoon would start in Lon-

don, at the World’s Anti-Slavery Convention. She was there as a mere specta-

tor, without reform credentials of her own. In fact, it would be many years 

before Stanton became a committed reformer. In London, Stanton was, as 

one historian put it, a “political lightweight” in the company of giants.23 But 

she experienced a personal conversion there. Meeting Lucretia Mott for the 

fi rst time, a woman twenty-two years her senior and a towering fi gure, was 

life changing for Stanton.24 Though she herself was not an experienced abo-

litionist, Stanton felt personally indignant over the exclusion of Mott and 

other female delegates from the proceedings. After a long and contentious 

debate that occupied the entire fi rst day’s proceedings, male delegates de-

termined women could sit behind a dividing bar and listen, but they would 

not be seated as formal convention delegates. Stanton also developed a 

healthy respect for men such as William Lloyd Garrison, who sat behind the 

bar in solidarity, to protest women’s exclusion.25
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Mott was already a veteran reformer and acknowledged leader in the 

abolitionist movement. In the 1830s, she had been a founder of biracial or-

ganizations such as the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society and the Philadel-

phia Female Anti-Slavery Society, and she had actively participated in the 

founding of Garrison’s American Anti-Slavery Society. A Quaker minister 

and ardent abolitionist, she had pioneered new roles for women before the 

Civil War by speaking and acting publicly at a time when the general senti-

ment dictated women remain silent and out of the public eye. She lived up 

to her principles and boycotted slave-produced cotton, sugar, and produce. 

She was so frugal that she would pack two pages worth of writing onto 

one piece of paper, fi lling a page with tightly spaced horizontal lines of 

text, then giving it a quarter turn and penning a new set of lines on top of 

and perpendicular to the fi rst. Mott had endured mob attack—both verbal 

and physical—not just for her abolitionism, a wildly unpopular cause in the 

North, but also for her women’s rights activism.26

For Mott, women’s exclusion was odious, but familiar. Women abolition-

ists had fought against social prejudice since their entrance into the move-

ment. The Grimké sisters, Sarah and Angelina, had received resounding 

criticism for their choice to lecture publicly, to large audiences, against the 

peculiar institution of slavery. Ministers and others denounced the sisters 

for defying their expected roles, which dictated that women remain passive 

and in the private, domestic sphere, away from public politics, which was 

thought to be an aggressive sport better suited to men. The Grimkés were 

also criticized for violating the biblical Pauline dictate, in which women 

were to remain silent. They received equal criticism for speaking to mixed-

sex audiences (called “promiscuous” audiences), something considered 

deeply unacceptable. The sisters fought back and defended their rights as 

women to be public, political actors. Sarah wrote one of the early theoreti-

cal texts defending women’s rights: her Letters on the Equality of the Sexes, 

published in 1838. The experience was the same for other women abolition-

ists, who populated the women’s rights movement in signifi cant numbers. 

Although they had begun as abolitionists, the criticism these women en-

dured transformed them into powerful women’s rights advocates. Quickly, 

the abolitionist movement, founded in the early 1830s, became one that 

argued for the emancipation of enslaved people while also defending the 

rights of women. Sometimes opposition came from within the abolitionist 

movement itself, but American male abolitionists also converted to some 

degree of support for women’s rights.27

For Mott, then, the controversy over women’s participation in the London 
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1840 World’s Anti-Slavery Convention was nothing new. It was offensive but 

routine, and not especially threatening. In her diary, she noted pleasantly 

that fi rst meeting with Stanton but attached no special signifi cance to it. 

Stanton was a minor fi gure, while Mott’s days in London were fi lled with 

adventurous travel and meetings with eminent reformers. Nor did Mott’s 

diary corroborate Stanton’s memory that the pair, brimming with indigna-

tion, vowed to work together on a women’s rights convention upon their 

return to the United States.28

If they made such an agreement, nothing came of it for eight years, dur-

ing which the two women had little contact. After returning from her hon-

eymoon, Stanton settled into a life of domesticity, birthing children and car-

ing for her growing family. Eventually, Henry settled his family in Seneca 

Falls, where his wife chafed in domestic confi nement. Her native New York 

State, along with Pennsylvania and New England, were hotbeds of antebel-

lum reform. In the summer of 1848, Mott came from Philadelphia to attend 

a yearly Quaker meeting and visit her sister. Martha Coffi  n Wright was ex-

pecting a baby and lived in Auburn, New York. Together, the sisters traveled 

to the area around Seneca Falls on a social visit. Their host, Jane Hunt (of 

Waterloo), invited a neighbor, Mary Ann McClintock, and Stanton—likely 

on Mott’s suggestion. “What began as a tea party,” one historian writes, 

“turned into something quite different.”29 All the women knew each other 

through kinship or Quaker networks except Stanton, who nevertheless (so 

the story goes) poured out her domestic woes to Mott.30 The group decided 

to take action. They wrote a notice for the local newspapers announcing “a 

Convention to discuss the social, civil, and religious condition of woman.”31

In the eight days between the call and the meeting itself, the women 

drafted a protest statement—the now-famous Declaration of Sentiments. 

Stanton outlined ideas for the document, and she called upon Elizabeth Mc-

Clintock for assistance.32 The pair, with some help, drafted the meeting’s 

manifesto on a round, mahogany tea table in the McClintock’s parlor. Stan-

ton modeled her declaration on the Declaration of Independence. She up-

ended that document, however, by revising its famous line: “We hold these 

truths to be self-evident, that all men and women are created equal.”33 In-

stead of indicting the King, women went on to indict men for their unequal 

treatment of women. At the end, they listed a series of demands, or “reso-

lutions.” These included women’s access to education and the professions, 

property rights, voting rights, and an end to the sexual double standard. 

The document would become the centerpiece of the two-day convention.34
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On the 19th and 20th of July 1848, the women assembled at the Wesleyan 

Chapel on the town’s main thoroughfare. They were unsure what to expect. 

To their amazement, roughly 300 people arrived. Because it was considered 

too scandalous to have a woman as chair, Mott’s husband, James, chaired 

the convention. Stanton read the Declaration of Sentiments, and conven-

tion goers debated and voted upon its eleven resolutions. All the resolutions 

passed unanimously but one: the ninth resolution demanding voting rights. 

That resolution provoked controversy and nearly failed.35 Stanton had in-

sisted upon its inclusion in the declaration. Mott thought it ought to be re-

moved. It passed when Frederick Douglass—the escaped slave, abolition-

ist, and newspaper editor—rose and spoke in its favor.36 Douglass lived in 

nearby Rochester. He would become a lifelong supporter of women’s rights, 

and his support for Stanton’s resolution proved crucial to its passing. In the 

end, one hundred women and men signed the document. The convention 

report then went forward with portions of the Declaration of Sentiments 

Lucretia Mott (Courtesy of 

Special Collections, Fine Arts 

Library, Harvard University)
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included (notably, the demands, including the ninth for women’s voting, 

were not included).37 

The 1848 meeting gave Stanton a purpose that lasted until her death in 

1902. She gave her fi rst major address on women’s rights that fall.38 She trav-

eled in abolitionist circles, partly because this was where women’s rights 

supporters could be found, but she was always more of a bystander in that 

cause than an ardent participant. Women’s rights consumed her mind. She 

would struggle over the antebellum years to balance her activism with the 

demands of her young family. In all, she would have seven children, the 

last born in 1859. Here, Anthony provided able assistance, helping Stanton 

carve out time for women’s rights work. After meeting in 1851, the pair sup-

ported one another’s dedication to women’s rights. Stanton could not have 

stayed active in reform during the 1850s without Anthony’s help. Anthony 

not only helped Stanton carve out time to write; she pushed her to do so. 

Stanton penned the manifestoes and, together, with Anthony’s consummate 

organizing skill, they delivered them.39

After the meeting in Seneca Falls, women’s rights supporters held more 

meetings elsewhere. The organizers of Seneca Falls planned a meeting in 

Rochester, New York, for the following month. (Anthony, who did not meet 

Stanton until 1851, did not attend this second convention, just as she had 

not attended the Seneca Falls convention a month earlier.) The Rochester 

meeting was even more radical in its demands than Seneca Falls had been, 

and it appointed a woman to chair the proceedings. Soon, women and men 

convened their own local conventions to protest injustice against women in 

states including Ohio and Indiana. State and local women’s rights organiza-

tions also formed. By 1850, agitation was so robust that activists decided 

to hold the fi rst national women’s rights convention in Worcester, Massa-

chusetts. It welcomed delegates from women’s rights groups around the 

Northeast and the Midwest. Paulina Wright Davis, who had worked as an 

abolitionist and a women’s health educator, chaired the meeting. After that 

fi rst national convention in Worcester in 1850, women’s rights activists held 

national meetings annually. Local and state conventions continued to be 

held as well. Agitation for women’s rights was not new in the 1850s. It had 

occurred in the 1830s and the 1840s as well. Ernestine Rose, for example, 

had crusaded for married women’s property rights, resulting in the expan-

sion of married women’s property rights in New York in 1848. And Maria 

Stewart had lectured on the crippling effects of racism on black women’s 

self-development in the 1830s. What was new was the form that activism 
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took. Conventions now became a staple of women’s rights work (as they 

were for other reform causes), and they helped to propel its growth.40

Lucy Stone was a leading fi gure in this period, and she would do bat-

tle with Stanton and Anthony after the Civil War. A Massachusetts native, 

Stone had deep roots in the abolition and women’s rights causes. She had at-

tended Oberlin College (founded by abolitionists), the fi rst school of higher 

education to admit both women and blacks, and she graduated with honors. 

In 1847, she became the fi rst woman from Massachusetts to earn a college 

degree. That same year, she gave her fi rst public speech on women’s rights. 

She then began lecturing on behalf of antislavery, a still-controversial 

career path for women. She traveled the North speaking to general, and 

sometimes hostile, audiences about this largely unpopular reform move-

ment. Like other female abolitionists, she defi ed convention and suffered 

public attacks for being “unwomanly.” In 1848, she felt torn between the 

two causes, and she arranged with the American Anti-Slavery Society, her 

employer, to devote weekends to speaking for antislavery, and weekdays 

to speaking for women’s rights. She helped organize the Worcester conven-

tion of 1850, and she was a constant presence in all the antebellum national 

women’s rights conventions. Although she vowed, as a very young girl, to 

never take any man as master, she eventually accepted Henry Blackwell’s 

marriage proposal, and the two married in 1855. She defi ed convention, 

however, by rewriting her marriage vows to omit the word “obey” and by 

keeping her maiden name. (More than a century later, feminists of the 1970s 

who fought to keep their own names in marriage resurrected Stone’s mem-

ory and called themselves “Lucy Stoners.”) Stone’s best friend at Oberlin, 

Antoinette Brown (Blackwell), the fi rst woman to be ordained as a minis-

ter in the United States, married Henry Blackwell’s brother and so became 

Stone’s sister-in-law. Henry Blackwell’s sister, Elizabeth Blackwell, was the 

fi rst woman to earn a medical degree in the United States, a degree she 

received in 1849. Stone was, and would remain throughout the nineteenth 

century, a prominent, formidable fi gure in the sprawling feminist-abolition-

ist coalition.41

No one in these years agreed about where the movement had begun. In 

fact, they spent little time examining the question. Although it would be-

come a major preoccupation among some postwar feminists, the question 

garnered little fascination in the antebellum decades. Perhaps the only per-

son interested in the matter was Stanton. As early as 1848, she considered 

authoring a history of women’s rights. In 1855, she revived the idea. She 
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wrote Mott for details about the movement, since Stanton herself knew lit-

tle about activism before her own involvement. Not surprisingly, she drew 

upon what she did know: her own experience. Stanton suggested the move-

ment had begun in 1840, in London, the site of her own conversion.42 Mott 

corrected her, suggesting she reach further back. The movement had begun, 

Mott wrote, with the formation of the national Anti-Slavery Convention of 

American Women in 1837.43

The 1848 convention came up occasionally, but it certainly did not inspire 

reverence. When delegates to the 1853 National Women’s Rights Convention 

considered authoring a women’s rights declaration, Mott informed them 

that such a manifesto had already been written in 1848 in Seneca Falls. They 

resoundingly rejected it.44 As late as 1861, on the eve of the Civil War, activ-

ists did not have a shared, stock origins myth. “It is diffi  cult to tell when or 

how this idea of human equality fi rst took to itself form and purpose . . . with 

reference to the inferior position of women,” commented one Ohio woman 

as women suspended annual conventions due to secession.45 Not even the 

details of the 1848 convention itself were clear or settled yet. If Mott’s 1840 

diary made no mention of plans hatched in London for a U.S. women’s rights 

convention, she would later recall a different origin. Mott remembered that 

she and Stanton had come up with plans for a women’s rights convention 

a year later, in 1841, while strolling the streets of Boston.46 She would even 

be unsure when that soon-to-be iconic convention had taken place, asking 

Stanton: was it in “47 or 8”?47

WHEN, THEN, DID SENECA FALLS EMERGE as the main story with a codi-

fi ed, familiar structure? And why? How did the meeting at Seneca Falls be-

come the myth of Seneca Falls? In what ways did that story, that origins 

myth, serve as a collective political resource for post–Civil War feminists? 

And—if stories are actors, essential to mounting resistance campaigns—

what type of movement did it help produce? Lastly, how and why did Stan-

ton and Anthony use this story to intervene in broader national memory 

debates after the Civil War, and with what outcome? These are the central 

questions of this book. It unravels the tangled skeins of suffragists’ collec-

tive memories to recover the politics behind this creation legend and its 

ultimate effects.

Chapter one locates the battle over movement beginnings in the fi ghting 

within the antebellum feminist-abolitionist coalition that fractured along 

painful fault lines immediately following the Civil War. It examines how suf-

fragists responded to the fraught politics of the late 1860s by creating a trial 
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collective memory for the movement. Here, suffragists identifi ed Worcester 

in 1850, not Seneca Falls in 1848, as the origin of the campaign, revealing 

how fungible the question of beginnings still was. Chapters two and three 

explore the sprawling, expanding, and chaotic movement politics over the 

early 1870s, which left Stanton and Anthony on the defensive more often 

than they would have liked. So they began tentatively, and then more deci-

sively, sketching out a Seneca Falls origins narrative to try gaining traction 

in the sprawling postwar movement. Partly because of the eventual triumph 

of a Seneca Falls origins narrative, which foregrounded woman suffrage and 

a federal strategy as the pinnacle of a rights agenda, much of the vital de-

bate over what a women’s rights agenda should be in the postwar era has 

been lost—or at least scattered into a host of separate, unconnected stories. 

Chapters two and three integrate that history back into the story of how 

a postwar women’s suffrage agenda developed and examine how Stanton 

and Anthony, who faced challenges in every direction, used an increasingly 

codifi ed Seneca Falls narrative to intervene in that process. 

Chapter four examines the politics behind Stanton and Anthony’s 1880s 

production of their massive three-volume History of Woman Suff rage. Those 

magisterial volumes were their most defi nitive statement of a Seneca Falls 

origins myth, their most robust intervention in post–Civil War memory poli-

tics, and their most righteous insistence that the deeds of women would 

not go unrecognized or unrewarded by anything less than full citizenship. 

Here, they used Seneca Falls to lay out an alternative memory of the Civil 

War, a hitherto unrecognized suff ragist memory, which defi es scholars’ ef-

forts to map memory politics of this era as defi ned by a battle between an 

emancipationist memory, on the one hand, and a white supremacist mem-

ory, on the other. Chapter fi ve argues that the maturation of a Seneca Falls 

mythology by 1890 helped to fundamentally transform the movement and 

lift Anthony to the pinnacle of that reorganized movement. After this, it 

would be harder and harder to see these middle decades without the veil of 

the collective memories that suffragists built around them. To see through 

that veil, we must fi rst recover the history of those memories themselves, 

memories that were born in the immediate, tension-fi lled aftermath of the 

American Civil War. 
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1. Woman’s Day in the Negro’s Hour

✥ 1865–1870

The newly formed American Equal Rights Association (AERA) appeared 

doomed before it even got started. At its second annual meeting, in 1867—

two years after the Civil War had ended—George T. Downing asked whether 

those assembled would be willing to support the ballot for black men before 

women. Lucretia Mott confessed that women “had a right to be a little jeal-

ous” of such a development, but she tried not to pick sides. Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton was unequivocal: “I say, no; I would not trust him [black men] with 

all my rights; degraded, oppressed himself, he would be . . . despotic.” Abby 

Kelley Foster then piped up. Women had no claim to priority because they 

were not “in the same civil, social and political status to-day” as black men, 

who were now “whipped and beaten by thousands, given up to the most 

horrible outrages, without that protection which his value as property for-

merly gave him.” Stanton disagreed. In her view, if there was to be a ques-

tion of priority, white women—whom she deemed educated and therefore 

intelligent—must win out. “The safety of the nation as well as the inter-

ests of women,” she railed, “demand that we outweigh this incoming tide 

of ignorance, poverty and vice, with the virtue, wealth and education of 

the women of the country.” To which an outraged and astonished woman 

shouted, “Shame! shame! shame!”1

Tensions over priority—who would vote fi rst, black men or white women 

—wracked the AERA from its inception. Feminist-abolitionists had orga-

nized the AERA a year prior in an effort to jumpstart the women’s rights 

movement, which had suspended operations during the Civil War. What 

that movement now stood for—in a world where slavery existed no more—

sparked intense debate. The AERA was dedicated to the enfranchisement of 

both black men and all women, in theory. But the practicalities of building 

a viable campaign around those goals—not widely supported by the general 

population—proved immediately vexing. Women’s and black men’s simul-

taneous enfranchisement seemed politically unrealistic to some. As a result, 
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reformers began arguing among themselves about who should take priority. 

These clashes intensifi ed over the late 1860s and early 1870s, splitting the 

feminist-abolitionist coalition into rival factions that lasted for decades.2

Disagreements over how to defi ne a postwar rights agenda had a pro-

found and lasting effect upon feminist memory practices. These debates 

drove some reformers to reach backward in an effort to chart a way for-

ward. Very quickly, women began to make claims about where an antebel-

lum women’s movement had begun, and they began to characterize that 

ostensible beginning in particular ways. Those characterizations generally 

expressed their hopes for the movement’s future. Pinpointing the origins of 

women’s rights would be an elusive target, however. It would be decades 

before any story won out. Although the stories postwar suffragists created 

centered on antebellum events, those stories were emphatically about el-

evating the importance of the vote in a postwar rights agenda as well as 

navigating the treacherous terrain of postwar politics. Put another way, 

the story of Seneca Falls was emphatically a post–Civil War story. To locate 

the roots of a Seneca Falls mythology, and to understand how it operated 

as both a resource and a strategy, requires looking here, at the late 1860s, 

where the battle over beginnings began.

✥ The American Equal Rights Association

Quickly, and for complicated reasons, members of the antebellum abolition 

and women’s rights movements, which had overlapping membership, each 

decided upon the extension of voting rights, or enfranchisement, as the best 

guarantor of freedom and equality. With slavery ended, questions about the 

status of formerly enslaved persons consumed postwar politics. Were freed-

people citizens? If so, did they have the same citizenship rights as whites? 

What did freedom mean? Few people agreed. Freedpeople themselves de-

manded a host of rights, from land to the right to serve on juries.3 Many 

northern abolitionists, however, quickly settled upon voting rights as the in-

novation most needed, overlooking the broad constellation of freedpeople’s 

demands. Senator Charles Sumner, a leading Radical Republican (meaning 

those who supported some degree of equal rights for freed persons) argued 

that the ballot was “the great guarantee and the only suffi  cient guarantee” 

of human rights.4 “The ballot is the one thing needful, without which . . . 

all other rights will be no better than cobwebs, which the master will break 

through with impunity. To him who has the ballot all other things shall be 

given,” Sumner thundered.5 This broader political emphasis on the vote as a 
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“suffi  cient guarantee” of freedom changed the ways in which some women 

defi ned a rights agenda after the Civil War. An antebellum women’s rights 

movement had been about a host of demands, of which the vote was only 

one. Now, an antebellum women’s rights movement shaded into a postwar 

women’s suffrage movement. The women who agreed with this shift in em-

phasis now called themselves suffragists, and they too began arguing that 

the vote was women’s best guarantee of freedom. But what this new suf-

frage movement would be—indeed, whether a movement would develop—

had yet to be worked out.6

The American Equal Rights Association was suffragists’ fi rst attempt at 

organizing on a national scale. Local women’s rights organizations and 

women’s suffrage organizations existed in various states, but the AERA 

was to be national in scope, setting a national agenda—in theory, anyway. 

It drew many of the same faces that had been arrayed in the antebellum 

feminist-abolitionist coalition. Lucretia Mott was an important member, 

as were Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Lucy Stone. Henry 

Blackwell, Stone’s husband, was a prominent member, as were other lead-

ing abolitionist men such as William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Philips, Rob-

ert Purvis, Frederick Douglass (now the nation’s leading African American 

statesman), and others. Northern black women also played important roles 

in the AERA. Sojourner Truth and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Harriet 

Purvis, and Sarah Remond were all members. Truth had been formerly en-

slaved in New York. She became free in the 1820s, and after a revelation 

from God became an itinerant preacher as well as an antislavery advocate. 

Harper, Purvis, and Remond were all born free black women, and they 

hailed from prominent reform families. They were all antislavery as well 

as women’s rights activists. The antebellum women’s rights movement had 

important roots in abolition, and AERA membership showed how important 

those connections remained after the war.7

The relationship between abolitionism and women’s rights had always 

been troubled, however, with some abolitionist men being tepid in their 

support for women’s rights. This tension quickly became evident after the 

war, when the American Anti-Slavery Society refused to support women’s 

voting rights. In the wake of Union victory, the American Anti-Slavery Soci-

ety debated its postwar role. Abolition had been won. Was the society’s pur-

pose then ended? Many argued it was not, because freed people did not yet 

enjoy basic civil rights. They committed the organization to a new goal: Af-

rican American enfranchisement, as a protector of freedom. But many male 

abolitionists refused to support universal suffrage, meaning voting rights 
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for all—men and women. Members such as Parker Pillsbury and Stephen 

Foster—husband of the esteemed women’s rights and antislavery advocate 

Abby Kelley Foster—tried to get the American Anti-Slavery Society to en-

dorse universal suffrage over so-called manhood suffrage, but they failed.8 

Wendell Phillips, the American Anti-Slavery Society’s president, famously 

called this the “Negro’s Hour.”9 Black voting rights, he insisted, must come 

fi rst. Women’s voting rights would follow at some later, unspecifi ed date—a 

distant, illusory promise. For understandable reasons, many women, and 

some men, found this deeply objectionable. The AERA was meant to be the 

American Anti-Slavery Society’s counterpoint, supporting voting rights for 

all women as well as black men.10

As the debate over priority within the AERA and the American Anti-

Slavery Society underscored, black women found themselves in a diffi  cult 

position. The Anti-Slavery Society’s support for black voting rights gener-

ally meant black male suffrage. Whereas white women in the AERA who 

demanded women’s voting rights generally meant white female suffrage. 

Northern black men too fell into the trap of assuming black to be male and 

women to be white, leaving black women struggling for visibility and ac-

cess.11 Black women’s rights were therefore frequently eclipsed in these 

postwar discussions. Women such as Harper, Purvis, Remond, Truth, and 

others fought to keep black women’s rights at the forefront of a postwar 

rights agenda. Harper had urged members of the 1866 AERA founding con-

vention to remember that the rights of black men, black women, and white 

women were all “bound up together,” and that the organization therefore 

ought to avoid arguments over priority.12 The battle of Harper and others 

for recognition—of their existence, their unique needs, and their theoreti-

cal contributions to the movement—proved to be particularly diffi  cult and 

long lived.13 

All of these tensions came to a head in Kansas in 1867. In that year, the 

Kansas legislature submitted two referenda to the state’s eligible voters 

(white men): one for black suffrage and one for woman suffrage. Voters in 

other northern states had already voted down several black suffrage pro-

posals, but this was the fi rst time any state had put the question of woman 

suffrage to a popular vote.14 Seeing Kansas as a litmus test, the AERA sent 

members to canvass the state in order to drum up support. Lucy Stone and 

her husband Henry Blackwell arrived that spring. Over the summer and fall, 

the AERA dispatched others to the state. They hoped Kansas might be an 

opening wedge in the fi ght for universal suffrage.

When opportunities opened in Kansas, AERA members were still reeling 
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from the recent passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, which, for the fi rst 

time, inserted “male” into the U.S. Constitution. The debates among the 

feminist-abolitionist coalition over how to defi ne black men’s postwar rights 

wracked the U.S. Congress as well, which struggled to defi ne the legal status 

of freedpeople. The proposed amendment extended citizenship to African 

Americans (which had been denied them since the 1857 Dred Scott Supreme 

Court decision). It also defi ned citizenship as “male.” This threw women’s 

citizenship—long presumed—into question. If women weren’t citizens, did 

they have any legal standing? Were they protected by the U.S. Constitution? 

Or did they have no legal rights whatsoever? The Fourteenth Amendment 

raised troubling questions. Instead of opposing its ratifi cation, AERA mem-

bers turned to Kansas, where they hoped the passage of women’s suffrage 

would settle these questions. If Kansas declared women voters, then they 

must be citizens.15

Leading Republican politicians, however, along with a host of abolition-

ist men, refused to endorse the woman suffrage referendum in Kansas. This 

frustrated Stanton and Anthony and prompted them to make a controver-

sial choice. They arrived in Kansas that fall, by which point the chances 

for either referendum looked grim. With only lackluster support from Re-

Frances Ellen Watkins Harper (Courtesy 

of the Prints & Photographs Division, 

Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-118946)
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publican Party members, the pair decided to team up with a Democrat, the 

party of the white supremacist South. George Francis Train’s entrance into 

the campaign proved electric. Train supported white women’s suffrage but 

not black suffrage. This put him at odds with the goals of the AERA. An ec-

centric driven by publicity, Train dressed in patent leather boots, lavender 

kid gloves, and a blue coat with brass buttons. Train had made a fortune in 

transportation and railroads. In addition to his wealth, he had grandiose po-

litical ambitions, aspiring to the presidency of the United States. His dress 

was as distinctive as his stage presence. Known for his epigrams, Train let 

them fl y:

While the muscle and color and wool of the Blacks

Is the chief stock in trade of your old party hacks,

My mission to Kansas breaks the White Woman’s chains,

Three cheers then for Virtue and Beauty and Brains.16

Because Train supported woman suffrage, unlike many of Stanton’s and 

Anthony’s abolitionist colleagues, they found in him a valuable ally. Their 

choice to align with Train further revealed their willingness to prioritize 

white women’s voting over that of blacks. Anthony began touring Kansas 

with Train, trying to drum up support for the faltering woman suffrage 

measure. They spoke from the same platform day after day, as Train lam-

basted black suffrage and argued for white women’s superiority over os-

tensibly degraded black men. AERA members, including Lucy Stone, who 

looked on from Boston, were aghast. On Election Day, both measures lost. 

Kansas would be neither the fi rst state to fully enfranchise women, nor a 

bellwether in the struggle for black male suffrage. Controversy over why 

the two measures had lost—the lack of Republican support, the infl uence of 

George Francis Train, and other accusations—would be debated within the 

movement for years to come.17

Stone and other AERA allies were further shocked when Stanton and An-

thony turned their journey home into a speaking tour with the race-baiting 

Train. They spoke to audiences along the route from Kansas to New York, 

denigrating black men and lauding women’s suffrage. “Reformers had been 

so long surfeited with the smell of African,” Train railed, “that they had no 

sense of the white man or woman.”18 Given Train’s open opposition to black 

civil rights, a stated goal of the AERA, Stone and other AERA members were 

even more astonished to fi nd Stanton and Anthony billing their stops as 

AERA fundraisers. Train, meanwhile, promised Stanton and Anthony fund-

ing for a women’s rights newspaper.19 They were elated. But the content of 
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their new newspaper, the Revolution, which began publication in January 

of 1868, caused further rifts within the AERA. Train was a contributor, and 

he and Stanton both advocated educated suffrage in the Revolution’s pages.20 

They argued, in short, that only voters who could pass an educational test 

should be allowed to vote. Many within the AERA felt educated suffrage 

violated its universal suffrage stand, rendering ineligible most freedpeople 

(educating enslaved people had been illegal, leaving them without basic 

literacy). To compound matters, Anthony fi rst tried to run her newspaper 

from the offi  ces of the AERA, ousting Stone. “Without so much as saying, ‘by 

your leave,’” Stone vented to a coworker, Anthony “literally turned us out. 

Susan said to us, ‘I am the American Equal Rights Association.’”21 Already, 

tensions were running high.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony (The Schlesinger Library, Radcliff e 

Institute, Harvard University)
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The sweeping range of Stanton’s pronouncements within the Revolution’s 

pages further enfl amed matters. Although Stanton believed the vote was 

the pinnacle of a rights agenda, she never limited her vision to this goal. 

Stanton was among the nation’s most brilliant intellectuals and a radical 

thinker (although her radical stands were always limited by her elitism). 

She was a philosopher at heart. And the Revolution gave her a mouthpiece 

for her political views, views that quickly proved controversial within the 

movement. Not only did Stanton advocate educated suffrage, she openly 

advocated women’s right to divorce, something considered entirely scan-

dalous among most Americans, a threat to the stability of the family and 

the nation. When Hester Vaughn, a working-class immigrant, was convicted 

of infanticide (with no evidence) early in 1868, Stanton rushed to her de-

fense. She used Vaughn’s case to illustrate the sexual double standard, the 

hopelessness of women unable to control their bodies (Vaughn’s pregnancy 

had likely resulted from rape), and the danger of women’s economic sub-

ordination. Stanton joined a campaign to pardon Vaughn and wrote for the 

Revolution in her defense.22 Stanton’s respectable, white colleagues within 

the AERA sidestepped the controversial issue. Together with Anthony, Stan-

ton also took a suspicious and sometimes oppositional stance toward the 

Republican Party. This too proved unwelcome among Stanton’s and Antho-

Ticket for lecture by Anthony, Stanton, and Train in Corinthian Hall, 1867 (Susan B. 

Anthony Papers, Rare Books, Special Collections and Preservation Department, University 

of Rochester)
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ny’s AERA colleagues, most of whom remained loyal to the party of emanci-

pation. Stanton’s iconoclasm unsettled many within the AERA, who feared 

she would bring discredit upon the cause. But Stanton loved ideas, and she 

followed them to their logical conclusion, regardless of the political fallout. 

Stanton’s work on the Revolution also made it clear that she was only mar-

ginally at home in the AERA.23

By November 1868, a group of anti-Train, pro-Republican suffragists lo-

cated in the heart of abolition country began a new organization to coun-

ter Stanton and Anthony. They called their organization the New England 

Woman Suffrage Association (NEWSA). A group from within the New Eng-

land Anti-Slavery Society—including Abby Kelley Foster and her husband, 

along with Thomas Wentworth Higginson, life-long abolitionist and com-

mander of a regiment of black Union troops—quickly took control of the 

meeting. Higginson accused Stanton and Anthony, not in attendance, of 

acting “zealously & constantly” and suggested the new organization “criti-

cize by superior action.”24 The New England Woman Suffrage Association 

recruited the support of powerful Republican politicians, who were also 

happy to check Stanton’s and Anthony’s criticisms of their embattled party. 

And it moved immediately to build state and local affi  liates. Its members 

also pressed New England state legislatures for action on women’s voting. 

In short, they tried to control the leadership of a fl edgling women’s suffrage 

movement.25

✥ A Political Firestorm

Soon arguments over a new constitutional amendment, the proposed Fif-

teenth Amendment, tore apart the already-fragile postwar coalition and 

left the AERA in tatters. The many constituencies supporting black vot-

ing rights—freedpeople, abolitionists, women’s rights activists, and radi-

cal Republicans—got an unexpected political windfall with the November 

1868 elections. The Republican candidate for president, General Ulysses S. 

Grant, won only a narrow victory, while Democrats took control of the U.S. 

House of Representatives. That narrow victory along with the loss of the 

House led even moderate Republicans, still tepid in their support for black 

voting, to think a federal guarantee for black voting was now necessary. It 

would, at the very least, boost the numbers of Republican voters and deliver 

future Republican victories. Before a Republican-controlled Congress left 

offi  ce that March, it hastily moved to consider black voting. Congressmen 

debated the issue over the early months of 1869, and by February, chances 
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looked slim. Legislators hammered out a last-minute compromise, however, 

and a Fifteenth Amendment swiftly passed both houses. That amendment 

banned states from denying voting rights “on account of race, color, or pre-

vious condition of servitude,” and it gave Congress the power to enforce the 

provision, something they would do unevenly with the Union troops still 

stationed in the South. The amendment then moved to the states for ratifi -

cation, where its chances remained uncertain.26

AERA members broke into acrimonious debate about the Fifteenth 

Amendment at their May 1869 convention. After transacting organizational 

business, Stanton rose to deliver a major address, an opening salvo in the 

ensuing fi ght. “ ‘Manhood suffrage’ is national suicide and woman’s destruc-

tion,” she railed. “Remember, the fi fteenth amendment takes in a larger 

population than the 3,000,000 black men on the Southern plantations. It 

takes in all the foreigners daily landing in our Eastern cities, [and] the Chi-

nese crowding our western shores.” “Think of Patrick and Sambo and Hans 

and Yung Tung, who do not know the difference between a monarchy and 

a republic, who cannot read the Declaration of Independence or Webster’s 

spelling book, making laws for Lucretia Mott . . . [or] Susan B. Anthony.” 

Ratifi cation, she warned, would further strengthen “the ignorant foreign 

vote,” which “already holds the balance of power in this country by sheer 

force of numbers,” corrupting American democracy by producing elections 

determined not by reason, but by “impulse or passion, bribery or fraud.” 

Moreover, the amendment, she railed, “creates an antagonism everywhere 

between educated, refi ned women and the lower orders of men, especially 

at the South.”27

Stephen Foster challenged Stanton’s commitment to universal suffrage, 

the goal of the AERA. The growing opposition to Stanton from within the 

AERA prevented organizational “harmony,” he alleged, and he suggested 

Stanton retire from leadership. Stanton, in turn, demanded that Foster 

specify his complaints. Foster obliged and unleashed a litany of objections: 

the Revolution’s recent editorial against the Fifteenth Amendment, Stan-

ton’s and Anthony’s support for George Francis Train, and Stanton’s own 

declared support for educated suffrage. “Now I put myself on this platform 

as an enemy of educated suffrage,” he continued, “as an enemy of white suf-

frage, as an enemy of man suffrage, as an enemy of every kind of suffrage 

except universal suffrage.”28

As the tumult quelled, Douglass spoke. His voice was quiet, prompting 

Anthony to deliver an unfriendly jibe about his being inaudible. Douglass 

played the diplomat. He offered honorifi cs to Stanton while implicitly criti-
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cizing her by disparaging the Revolution. He attacked its editorial stands 

against black suffrage and its use of epithets such as “Sambo.” “I must say,” 

he continued, “I do not see how any one can pretend that there is the same 

urgency in giving the ballot to the woman as to the negro. . . . With us, the 

matter is a question of life or death. .  .  . When women, because they are 

women, are hunted down through the cities of New York and New Orleans; 

when they are dragged from their houses and hung upon lamp-posts; when 

their children are torn from their arms, and their brains dashed out upon 

the pavement; when she is an object of insult and outrage at every turn; 

when they are in danger of having their homes bur[n]t down over their 

heads; when their children are not allowed to enter schools, then she will 

have an urgency to obtain the ballot equal to our own. (Great applause.)” A 

voice from the audience shouted: “Is that not all true about black women?” 

“Yes, yes, yes,” Douglass rejoined, “but not because she is a woman but be-

cause she is black.”29

Anthony and Stone were then moved to speak. Anthony began: “If you 

will not give the whole loaf of justice to the entire people, if you are de-

termined to give it, piece by piece, then give it fi rst to women, to the most 

intelligent & capable of the women at least. . . . When Mr. Douglass tells us 

today that the cause of black man is so perilous, I tell him that wronged & 

outraged as they are by this hateful & mean prejudice against color,” she 

continued, “he would not today exchange his sex.” Stone praised the Fif-

teenth Amendment and urged the audience to leave aside questions of pri-

ority. “We are lost if we turn away from the middle principle and argue for 

one class,” Stone argued, adding that “the question of priority should never 

have been introduced into the discussion.” She closed by hoping against 

hope that someone could get them “out of this terrible pit.”30

The following day, battles continued. Douglass asked permission to pres-

ent a resolution pledging the association’s support for the Fifteenth Amend-

ment. He judged it “preeminent among all political reforms” and said it 

“should be hailed as a step toward the attainment of the reform sought by 

this convention—the securing of the ballot for woman.”31 Paulina Wright 

Davis declared her preference for women’s enfranchisement fi rst, argu-

ing that black men would be tyrants. Stanton and Anthony also opposed 

the resolution. Frances Harper rose in support. “The question of color,” 

she stated, “was far more to her than the question of sex.”32 Pandemonium 

broke out as Charles Burleigh, a white abolitionist, attempted to speak but 

was hissed down by the sizeable crowd. Quiet was briefl y restored when An-

thony begged that the convention “be spared the disgrace of hissing down 
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a man!”33 When Blackwell moved a vote on Douglass’s resolution, Stanton 

suggested the vote be deferred. “All in favor” of deferral, she called, “say 

Aye!” A small rumble of “ayes” came forth. “All opposed,” Stanton rejoined, 

“say No!” A roaring thunder of noes arose. “The Ayes have it!” Stanton de-

clared. Ripples of laughter and disgust rolled through the crowd in reaction 

to Stanton’s blatant disregard for the actual vote.34

The choice was an unenviable one, and the fi restorm it generated was 

about more than race. The Fifteenth Amendment also raised questions 

about how to achieve social transformation. Should reformers and radicals 

pursue a piecemeal strategy or try to remake society all at once? Did fore-

stalling one goal equal its loss, as Stanton and Anthony warned? Or could 

the winning of one goal hasten the winning of other, still-unrealized goals, 

as Stone, Kelley Foster, Douglass, and others prophesied? No one could fore-

see the future, so it was impossible to know. But the stakes, no one doubted, 

were enormous. What came next fueled suffragists’ efforts to locate move-

ment origins, something that had not overly preoccupied activists to this 

point. What came next also decisively infl uenced the shape those memory 

projects took.

Frederick Douglass (Courtesy 
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✥ Which Way Forward? The National and 

the American Woman Suffrage Associations

Within days, Stanton and Anthony bolted from the AERA and formed a new 

national organization—the National Woman Suffrage Association. That Sat-

urday evening, two days after the AERA adjourned, Stanton and Anthony 

held a reception at the Woman’s Bureau, a large New York City brown-

stone that housed the Revolution’s offi  ces. Exactly what happened would 

be the subject of longstanding contention and debate. Stone and Blackwell 

charged that Stanton and Anthony had called the meeting in secret, waiting 

until their rivals had left town in order to ensure their exclusion.35 It was 

true that no call or announcement had been issued, nothing to announce the 

plan or welcome interested parties. Stanton and Anthony defl ected charges 

of collusion by claiming the founding of the association had been purely 

spontaneous, and not even their idea. Western women delegates, who had 

come East expecting a women’s rights convention, had pushed the idea, 

the pair claimed, expressing “a general dissatisfaction .  .  . with the name 

and latitude of debate involved in an ‘Equal Rights Association.’” “It was, 

therefore, decided,” Stanton explained, “to organize a National Woman’s 

Suffrage Association.”36 “The purpose of the [new] Association,” one news-

paper explained, “was . . . a desire to discuss woman suffrage separate and 

apart from the question of equal rights and manhood suffrage.”37 A lengthy 

debate about barring male membership lost when put to a vote, while the 

National Association made the Revolution its offi  cial organ. The assembled 

also hastily adopted a constitution and a list of offi  cers and laid plans for 

pressing women’s voting rights.38

Stanton and Anthony took an explicit stance against ratifi cation of the 

Fifteenth Amendment. They ran editorials in the Revolution against it. They 

also took to the lecture circuit to campaign against it.39 Many of their AERA 

colleagues—who had spent their lives in the abolitionist movement and 

who feared for the lives of African Americans being brutally terrorized and 

murdered in the South—found this opposition odious. 

From Stanton’s and Anthony’s point of view, the Fifteenth Amendment 

had only one redeeming feature: it set a new constitutional precedent by 

allowing federal regulation of voting. That right had historically been re-

served to the states. State constitutions contained provisions that defi ned 

who could qualify as eligible voters. Generally, these provisions specifi ed 

that voters had to be, among other things, white and male. But the Fifteenth 

Amendment now declared any provision requiring voters to be “white” un-
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constitutional. This, Stanton and Anthony argued, had changed the terms 

of the fi ght for enfranchisement. Women no longer needed to pursue voting 

rights at the state level. They could press Congress for a federal amend-

ment.40

A Sixteenth Amendment fully enfranchising women was the National As-

sociation’s principle goal. And its members applauded Congressman George 

Julian’s (R-Ind.) 1869 introduction of a federal amendment to Congress. 

It read: “The Right of Suffrage in the United States shall be based on citi-

zenship, and shall be regulated by Congress; and all citizens of the United 

States . . . shall enjoy this right equally without any distinction or discrimi-

nation whatever founded on sex.” The measure was more than a woman 

suffrage measure. It nationalized suffrage, making it the province of the 

federal government, something still uncertain in the wake of the Fifteenth 

Lucy Stone (The Schlesinger Library, Radcliff e Institute, Harvard University)
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Amendment. The proposed amendment explicitly enacted a radical revision 

in how the nation regulated suffrage, something that drew as much, if not 

more, opposition as its implications for sex. Believing that the amendment 

properly remade state and federal power, the National Association worked 

to move the proposal through Congress. The Sixteenth Amendment failed to 

make Congressional headway, but the strategy generated growing support 

among suffragists.41

The National Association was, at this point, more of a paper tiger than a 

mass organization. The association began holding weekly meetings in New 

York City, where it was headquartered and where Stanton now lived.42 There, 

members of the National Association struggled both to defi ne a women’s 

rights agenda and to create a constituency. They toyed with aligning with 

labor activists. And they cast about for ways to forge a postwar coalition 

that put women’s rights at its center. Stone and others were stunned to fi nd 

the National Association now claiming to represent the cause of women’s 

suffrage. Stanton and Anthony’s creation of the National Association was, 

like the founding of the New England Woman Suffrage Association, a bid 

for movement leadership, something that continued to be contested and 

continuously redefi ned.43

Within weeks, the New England Woman Suffrage Association and its allies 

within the AERA moved to counter.44 Stone stood at the center of the effort. 

She and others began corresponding with reformers around the country 

about the possibility of forming an alternative national women’s organiza-

tion.45 They stressed the need to support the Fifteenth Amendment as an 

important piece of a suffrage and civil rights agenda. They also argued that 

any self-styled national organization should grow out of an open and trans-

parent process.46 Hoping to check Stanton and Anthony, they soon issued a 

call for a mass meeting to form an American Woman Suffrage Association. 

The goal of the new organization, Stone explained in a private letter, was 

“to unite those who will work steadily to one end, who will not weaken our 

claim by opposition to the 15th amendment, or by raising side issues. It is 

especially to unite those who cannot use the methods, and means, which 

Mrs. Stanton and Susan use, but who” believe that by uniting they “will 

be more effective than is possible at present.”47 In public, they were a bit 

more diplomatic, never openly naming Stanton, Anthony, or the Fifteenth 

Amendment. “Without depreciating the value of associations already exist-

ing,” read the American Association’s public invitation to its founding con-

vention, “it is yet deemed that an organization at once more comprehensive 

and more widely representative than any of these is urgently called for.”48
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The American Woman Suffrage Association was created in November 1869 

at a large convention in Cleveland, Ohio. In contrast to the small gathering 

that had formed the National Association six months earlier, Stone had re-

served a large auditorium, which now fi lled to capacity. People were forced 

to stand in the aisles, and the gallery stairs were converted into makeshift 

seating.49 In all, roughly 1,000 people attended—some being merely curi-

ous onlookers.50 Leading men in the new organization included abolitionist 

and Republican stalwarts Thomas Wentworth Higginson and William Lloyd 

Garrison. The nation’s most prominent minister, Henry Ward Beecher, was 

chosen its president. Other luminaries such as Julia Ward Howe, who had 

written the “Battle Hymn of the Republic,” and Mary Livermore, a moving 

force in the Midwestern Sanitary Commission, which provided medical care 

and provisions to the Union Army—both new converts to suffrage—took 

prominent roles in the new organization. Stone, in turn, chaired the meet-

ing, which carefully avoided any discussion of black suffrage and the divi-

sive Fifteenth Amendment.51

The American Association supported a state strategy for winning woman 

suffrage—the route antebellum reformers had followed. Its offi  cers dis-

agreed that the Fifteenth Amendment had given the federal government the 

power to appoint voters. The Fifteenth Amendment had been justifi ed by 

national emergency, but it did not change the balance of federal and state 

power, they countered. Like many (if not most) Americans, they continued 

to believe the prerogative to appoint voters rested with the states, as it had 

since the nation’s founding. Anthony attended the Cleveland convention, 

largely as an onlooker. She tried without success to sway the organization to 

support a Sixteenth Amendment. This strategic dispute over how to pursue 

women’s voting rights was more than stylistic preference. It represented 

two very different interpretations of constitutional law, which had larger 

national repercussions for the appointment and regulation of all voters—

something that would soon become evident. The decision of the Wyoming 

territorial government to fully enfranchise women in 1869 seemed like evi-

dence that a state strategy could and would bear fruit. The decision of the 

Utah territorial government to do the same the following year offered fur-

ther encouragement. In both territories, women suddenly exercised full vot-

ing rights. The tide, the American Association hoped, was in their favor.52

The avoidance of side issues was the keynote of the American Associa-

tion’s new weekly newspaper, the Woman’s Journal. This was a direct re-

sponse to the latitude of the Revolution. Stone, Livermore, Howe, Higginson, 

and Garrison edited the Woman’s Journal, which made its debut in January 
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of 1870.53 Blackwell explained in the journal’s fi rst issue that the American 

Association sought “to limit the range of discussion to woman suffrage.”54 

In this way, its editors hoped to reduce the rancor among reformers that 

seemed to arise on every score. It also hoped to make the cause reputable 

in the arena of public opinion by avoiding entanglement with other contro-

versial issues such as divorce. “As advocates of equal rights,” Blackwell con-

tinued, “we protest loading the good ship of Woman Suffrage with a cargo 

of irrelevant opinions.”55 Blackwell simultaneously rejected the latitude that 

had characterized the AERA. That experience taught him that merging sev-

eral reform goals was ultimately unproductive. The Journal’s editors hoped 

a simpler agenda might help the cause gather momentum. The Woman’s 

Journal also avoided endorsement of a Sixteenth Amendment, and its edi-

tors pointedly refused to mention the National Association by name.56

✥ Tilton’s Union

For a brief period, over 1869 and 1870, it was not clear if the organizational 

split would last. No sooner had Stanton, Anthony, and Stone created their 

rival organizations than other suffragists began calling for their dissolu-

tion. The pressure for unifi cation came from various quarters. Midwestern 

women denounced the split as divisive, irrelevant, and counterproductive. 

Many wanted to steer clear of eastern divisions, and they demanded unity 

from any self-styled national organization.57 Letters also poured into the 

Revolution denouncing the split.58 Douglass and Mott too advocated union.59 

Meanwhile, Theodore Tilton—an eastern abolitionist, prominent news-

paper editor, and women’s rights advocate—began a unifi cation petition 

drive. (It eventually netted more than 1,000 names.)60 In March of 1870, he 

announced that a committee composed of representative members from the 

National and the American Associations would convene in April at the Fifth 

Avenue Hotel in New York City to affect a merger.61

When Anthony heard of Tilton’s plan, she was immediately furious. She 

opposed unifi cation, and she accused Tilton of knowingly calling the so-

called Fifth Avenue Convention for a date when she and Stanton would be 

away in the Midwest lecturing and thus unable to attend.62 The Revolution 

denounced the plan as well.63 For once, the editors of the Woman’s Journal 

agreed with their rivals. Its editors also opposed Tilton’s unifi cation bid, 

denouncing it in their pages. They declared that only one national organiza-

tion existed, the American Association, so there was no need for a merger. 

The other society, which they declined to name, was no more than a local 
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society, they charged, an exclusive cabal and national in name only.64 The 

American Association had extended the olive branch at Cleveland, they re-

minded readers, inviting everyone to unite, and their rivals had refused to 

join. If there was division, the American Association bore no responsibil-

ity, they explained.65 The Revolution similarly denounced unifi cation plans, 

while Anthony fi red off letters strongly dissuading any collaboration with 

Tilton, denouncing the plan “as futile” as “overtures to Jeff[erson] Davis 

and his compeers.”66 Before the April meeting even took place, it appeared 

doomed.

Tilton nevertheless managed to pull off the meeting, with representatives 

from each side in attendance. By the time it convened Anthony had changed 

her tune, largely due to pressure from women of the Midwest, where she 

was on tour and where everywhere women demand unity. She opposed 

unifi cation, but she realized that her open opposition was a risky political 

stand, given the numbers of women who denounced the split.67 So she di-

rected National Association representatives (Parker Pillsbury, Josephine S. 

Griffi  ng, and Charlotte Wilbour) to attend the meeting but to concede noth-

ing.68 The three insisted that any new organization must support a Sixteenth 

Amendment. In response, representatives from the American Association 

(Stone, Higginson, and George William Curtis), who claimed to be “volun-

teers” rather than offi  cial representatives, which would have implied an en-

dorsement of the meeting, withdrew. Their withdrawal made the American 

Association, rather than the National, now appear to be the roadblock to 

unity. It also took heat off Anthony for appearing to have been the one ini-

tially causing division.69

After the American Association representatives left the meeting, Tilton, 

National Association members, and a few neutral parties organized a new 

society, the Union Woman Suffrage Association. It would mirror the shape 

and priorities of the National Association. The Union Association was of-

fi cially launched a month later. In May of 1870, the National and the Ameri-

can Associations both held their annual conventions in New York City, con-

vening on the same day in an explicit challenge to one another. The National 

Association voted—in a small business meeting, not in a vote of the general 

membership—to merge into the Union Woman Suffrage Association, with 

Tilton as president. The Union Association made the Sixteenth Amendment 

its cornerstone. The American Association, trying to sidestep the Union As-

sociation in hopes of marginalizing it, claimed their constitution prevented 

any vote on unifi cation.70

Meanwhile, in conjunction with the American and Union Association 
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meetings, the greatly attenuated AERA met in executive committee. Stone 

and Blackwell wanted to dissolve it. Tilton, Stanton, and Anthony brought 

superior numbers with them, however, and insisted the AERA merge into 

the Union Association. They no doubt hoped this would legitimate the new 

Union Association, making it seem that old coalitions endorsed the new 

organization. Anthony and company carried the vote, which Stone and 

Blackwell saw as rigged.71 Just weeks before AERA’s executive committee 

met, the American Anti-Slavery Society had met in the same hall where the 

Union Association now convened and voted to disband. Ratifi cation of the 

Fifteenth Amendment in March of 1870, they argued, had completed their 

grand and glorious work.72 From this point forward, the shape of woman 

suffrage organizing appeared considerably different than it had immedi-

ately after the Civil War in 1866. The organizational split, it became clear, 

was lasting, and old reform coalitions were now disbanded. The Fourteenth 

and Fifteenth Amendments became part of the U.S. Constitution. Black 

men’s suffrage had been won. And suffragists hoped they might make wom-

en’s voting the nation’s next great political reform. 

✥ Memory and the Second Decade Convention

Quickly, in the face of all these challenges, remembering emerged as an 

important strategy for inserting women’s voting into the national political 

agenda. Remembering also became central to how some suffragists navi-

gated divisive politics within the movement, divisions that showed no signs 

of healing. By 1869, Paulina Wright Davis was planning the suffrage move-

ment’s fi rst major commemorative event: the 1870 Second Decade Conven-

tion. Davis heralded the Second Decade Convention as a celebration of “the 

twentieth anniversary of the inauguration of the Woman Suffrage move-

ment.”73 Davis, a veteran activist, dated movement origins to 1850. Anni-

versaries of the 1848 convention in Seneca Falls had passed unnoticed.74 

Suffragists paid them no heed. The fi rst event they used to anchor the move-

ment’s beginnings was the 1850 convention in Worcester, Massachusetts. 

Worcester had been the fi rst national woman suffrage convention, where 

activists from different states had united into a larger whole. Davis now pro-

posed that they come together again, in a massive show of unity designed to 

persuade Americans that women’s suffrage was not a fringe demand but one 

made by overwhelming numbers of women. The Second Decade Convention 

was suffragists’ opening salvo in a long contest over memory.

Davis surely proposed the anniversary convention in reaction to larger 
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trends in national memory culture, a culture that marginalized women’s 

rights activists. Following the Civil War, Americans argued vehemently over 

matters of memory. They argued over how to remember the Civil War in an 

effort to chart a path forward. In the fi rst years after the Civil War, aboli-

tionists enjoyed a brief period where they successfully competed to defi ne 

the war’s memory. The ratifi cation of the Fifteenth Amendment in March 

of 1870 was, in some ways, the summit of their ability to impose their Civil 

War story onto the course of subsequent events. Abolitionists argued that 

they had effectively persuaded the North of the evils of slavery, and the 

South, in response, had provoked a war in a desperate attempt to save the 

institution. “Bitter as the confl ict was,” it had nevertheless been a noble war, 

embodying “great principles: freedom and good versus slavery and evil.”75 

Blood had been shed, they argued, to cleanse the nation, North and South 

alike, of that abominable sin. Now, with military victory and the ratifi ca-

tion of the Fifteenth Amendment, the nation was being washed clean, and it 

seemed impossible to abolitionists that such a radical transformation in the 

political, social, and economic order could ever be forgotten, or reversed. 

As John Greenleaf Whittier, poet of the abolitionist movement, confi dently 

predicted, Americans would cherish the memories of abolitionists long af-

ter “pyramids and monuments shall have crumbled to dust.”76

White supremacists, on the other hand, offered a different memory of 

the war, in an effort to argue for a different political settlement after the 

war. They continued to oppose rights for freedpeople, and so they argued 

that the war had not been about slavery at all. It had been about honor and 

country. Each side, they insisted, had fought for the same thing, a defense 

of white manhood. Both sides represented good; neither was evil. This was 

a fi ght among brothers, not enemies. Confederates should therefore be re-

membered with respect and leniency. They should be allowed to participate 

in postwar politics and not be banned for treason. At the same time that this 

memory argued for leniency for white Confederates, it attempted to divert 

attention away from the collapse of slavery as an essential piece of the war. 

White supremacists thereby attempted to divert memory away from freed-

people themselves. Emancipation should be forgotten, and freedpeople’s 

strivings forcefully denied.77

African Americans, like white abolitionists, made emancipation central 

to their arguments about how the war ought to be remembered. African 

Americans busily defi ned, revised, and retold the story of a slave past, and a 

black past, in ways that ennobled black people and depicted them as conse-

quently fi t for the full entitlements of citizenship. Those entitlements, they 
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argued, should include not just citizenship and the right to vote but land 

redistribution, freedom of movement, restoration of their families, protec-

tion from violence, the right to bear arms, the right to serve on juries, the 

right to noncoercive labor contracts, and much more. In their view, the 

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were only partial steps toward up-

lifting the race, delivering justice, and rebuilding the nation. Their emanci-

pationist memory of the war and of a black past, along with its inherent po-

litical demands, was considerably more complex than that of abolitionists.78

Americans articulated (and insisted upon) these competing memories in 

multiple ways, including commemorative celebrations, which were a tan-

gible part of daily existence after the Civil War. African Americans and abo-

litionists launched numerous Emancipation Day celebrations, marking that 

anniversary with events both planned and spontaneous, events that contin-

ued for decades after the war. They soon staged celebrations to commemo-

rate the anniversary of the Fifteenth Amendment, too. White supremacists 

organized lynch mobs to suppress both types of events, and both types of 

memories. They countered not just with violent repression, but with com-

memorative celebrations of their own. They erected countless public monu-

ments, large and small, to celebrate the titans of the recent war and to cast 

Confederate offi  cers into stony immortality. Each monument, and each ded-

ication, argued for white men’s heroism. In essence, they argued that ex-

Confederates deserved to be remembered honorably, and therefore treated 

honorably. Confederates and Unionists both dedicated cemeteries to honor 

the many dead, using those ceremonies to put forth their own arguments 

about why the dead had given their lives. Confederates and Unionists, black 

and white, also mounted numerous Veterans Day celebrations to honor 

the bewildered living. All of them made contrasting arguments about the 

types of men who had fought and what they had fought for. Americans com-

posed songs to tell stories about the war; they wrote novels to sentimental-

ize it; and they wrote military memoirs to valorize the living. Freedpeople, 

too, chronicled their lives in print. Everywhere Americans turned, people 

launched memory projects to explain why the Civil War had been fought, 

and what the world, therefore, now ought to look like.79

Suffragists launched the Second Decade Convention, in part, to protest 

the ways in which the history of women’s rights activism was marginalized 

in postwar memory culture and, subsequently, in political culture. Some 

suffragists became disgruntled with the ways abolitionists’ remembrances 

forgot the contributions of women, who had been integral to the antislavery 

movement. They saw this forgetting as intimately connected to the refusal of 
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some male abolitionists to support women’s voting rights after the war. And 

they began to disrupt abolitionist anniversary events. Although the Ameri-

can Anti-Slavery Society disbanded in 1870, abolitionists continued to meet 

periodically, generally to hold reunions and to mark their anniversaries—a 

chance to celebrate and also defend the political victories they had won. Yet 

an abolitionist memory, like all memories, involved a fair amount of for-

getting. Abolitionists consistently misrepresented—or forgot—the fact that 

white northerners had only grudgingly supported emancipation as a war 

aim, and many had never supported it at all. An abolitionist memory ne-

glected the pivotal efforts of enslaved people to free themselves by running 

away in massive numbers, fl eeing to Union Army lines, and making their 

plight an unavoidable war issue. And as feminist-abolitionists objected, it 

also forgot women’s pivotal role within the abolitionist movement, without 

which the grand movement surely would have collapsed.80

Women had done a fair amount of the legwork for abolition. They were 

largely responsible for collecting signatures on petitions for the eradica-

tion of slavery, which was a massive undertaking, with petitions of all sizes 

fl ooding into Congress over the antebellum decades and hampering con-

gressional business. Women wrote some of abolitionism’s most famous and 

incendiary tracts. They were among abolitionism’s most famous orators. 

Their boycotts of slave-made products made an important moral statement. 

And their fairs and bazaars raised much of the money that sustained north-

ern abolitionism. During the Civil War, northern feminist-abolitionists also 

abandoned their women’s rights work in favor of pressing the federal gov-

ernment to make abolition a Union war aim. Surely they too deserved some 

of the spotlight celebrating the deeds of abolitionist men. Surely they had 

shown their political mettle, making them equally worthy of voting rights. 

Surely they should be remembered. But when abolitionist men organized 

and held anniversary events, the contributions of women were diffi  cult to 

see. At an antislavery reunion in Chicago, women seized the fl oor to ask 

why more women were not in attendance, angrily accusing organizers of 

ignoring them. One woman looked out over the crowd, expressing pride in 

abolitionism’s victories but confessing that she felt “sadness mingled with 

her joy because . . . the meeting . . . was a man’s meeting particularly.”81

The 1870 Second Decade Convention signaled suffragists’ intentions to en-

ter the theater of memory and thus compete in this arena of politics. Paulina 

Wright Davis had been an active participant in the antebellum abolition and 

women’s rights movements. In the 1830s, she worked with Ernestine Rose in 

New York to secure married women’s property rights. (Married women had 
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no legal ability to hold property.) In the 1840s, she studied medicine and 

gave lectures on anatomy and physiology to women only, helping women 

claim control over their bodies. In the 1850s, she owned and edited an early 

women’s rights newspaper, the Una (1853–55). She had also helped chair 

and organize the fi rst national women’s rights convention in Worcester in 

1850. She now planned that event’s anniversary celebration for October, the 

same month that women and men had gathered in Massachusetts twenty 

years earlier.82

Although Davis hoped the anniversary might unite suffragists, it instead 

began a decades-long contest over movement beginnings. Davis had begun 

planning the event just as the split in national forces took shape. That or-

ganizational split forever shaped the politics of remembering within the 

suffrage movement, and it infl uenced how the anniversary took place. Da-

vis’s invitation to the Second Decade Convention declared it to be “above 

all party considerations and personal antagonisms, and this gathering is to 

be in no way connected with either of our leading Woman Suffrage organi-

zations[;] we hope that the friends of real progress everywhere will come 

together and unitedly celebrate this twentieth anniversary.”83 But the event 

had an unmistakable National-turned-Union Association stamp.

Davis, who sided with Stanton and Anthony, announced the event at the 

May 1870 Union Association convention. And a slate of National Association 

fi gures were chosen to help organize it.84 The leaders of the Union Associa-

tion evidently then renounced themselves as managers of the anniversary, 

in order “to divest it in advance of any appearance of being the act of one 

of the two rival national associations to the exclusion of the other.”85 They 

recommended management be passed to the “surviving members of the 

original convention,” to enhance the likelihood of neutrality.86 But surviving 

members such as Stone and other American Association fi gures did not get 

involved. That fall, it appeared the event might not happen at all because 

Davis fell ill. Stanton stepped in to help with the planning, salvaging the 

celebration.87

On Friday, 20 October 1870, Stanton called the meeting to order and de-

clared that the celebration to commemorate “The Twentieth Anniversary 

of the Inauguration of the Woman Suffrage Movement” was now in session. 

They met despite driving rain, gale-force winds, and—dramatically—an 

earthquake the day prior. “The sky wept, and the earth shook,” one newspa-

per reported, “but nothing daunted the champions of women’s freedom.”88 

Several competing events in the city that same day drew away potential au-

dience members,89 but there was a reasonable showing.90 “The movement in 
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England, as in America,” Stanton instructed those gathered, “may be dated 

from the fi rst National Convention, held at Worcester.”91

Stanton then turned the chair over to Davis, who explicitly challenged 

an abolitionist memory.92 Davis read a lengthy historical overview of the 

campaign for women’s rights, the culmination of a historical lecture she 

had been giving at suffrage events throughout 1869.93 Davis characterized 

the birth of the suffrage movement as “the greatest movement for humanity 

ever inaugurated.”94 In so doing she countered abolitionist claims that anti-

slavery had been the greatest movement humanity had ever known. She was 

already on record opposing black men voting before white women. She now 

opposed abolitionists’ memory claims by arguing that the women’s rights 

movement was more historic than antislavery. Davis excerpted a letter from 

Garrison, the father of antislavery, to buttress her point: “I doubt whether 

a more important movement has ever been launched, than this in regard to 

the equality of the sexes.”95 If woman suffrage was “the greatest movement 

for humanity ever inaugurated,”96 then present politics demanded prioriti-

zation of sexual equality, not racial justice.

Davis also offered her address, and the anniversary event itself, as a ral-

lying point for rebuilding. The nascent suffrage movement faced a some-

times-hostile political climate, along with internal turmoil, competing alle-

giances, insuffi  cient resources, and the diluting effect of multiple strategies. 

There was nothing certain about its survival. Marking a beginning provided 

a measuring stick, allowing Davis to compare past to present and therefore 

to judge, by some seemingly objective standard, whether women had cause 

for encouragement. “Has this work . . . failed,” Davis asked, “and become a 

monument of buried hopes?”97 No, history proved just the opposite. “In re-

viewing the past we have only cause for rejoicing . . . and for courage in the 

future.”98 Davis invoked inevitable victory by invoking the past. She empha-

sized the “wonderful strides our cause has made . . . , which neither ridicule 

nor unreason can assail.”99 Davis also made a promise to women consider-

ing joining the crusade: they had nothing to fear. Whereas speakers at early 

conventions “were met with hoots of derision” and required “the services of 

the police . . . to keep order,” audiences now exhibited a “profound respect 

for the speaker and her subject.”100 Conversion to woman suffrage prom-

ised reverence and the chance to participate in something historic, she sug-

gested. “We call young, fresh workers,” she continued, “to receive from our 

hands the sacred cause.”101

Davis’s memory, too, was partial, as all memories are. She chose selec-

tively from the past. An antebellum women’s rights movement had numer-
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ous priorities, of which the vote was only one, and not always the most 

important. Yet in Davis’s rendition, an antebellum women’s rights move-

ment had only one priority: the vote. She made this point by mentioning 

and highlighting only one of the long list of resolutions, or demands, that 

had been passed at antebellum women’s rights conventions, that for suf-

frage.102 This partial memory, too, was instructive. Some veteran workers 

lamented the turn to suffrage after the Civil War, thinking the movement 

had given up an important, earlier breadth. Davis treated this change not as 

a new priority, or a redefi nition open to debate, but merely the way it had 

always been. This helped legitimate the emphasis of the nascent postwar 

suffrage movement. Davis also used her address to remind politicians and 

fellow abolitionists that women’s disenfranchisement was not new. Women 

had already been demanding this basic guarantor of freedom for decades, 

and it was not, therefore, justifi able to postpone those demands. The time 

to enfranchise women, she emphasized, was now.

However much anniversary organizers strove for neutrality, the event 

highlighted how profoundly partisan the question of origins now was. In a 

divided movement, where women marked the start of their movement had 

important consequences. If suffragists had questions about which organiza-

tion—or which women—to follow, the event claimed history could answer 

them. Unlike the partisan politics that produced the split, history appeared 

to be a neutral judge, rendering unassailable answers. An origins tale, in 

particular, could do this, since whoever claimed to have been the source of 

the movement could also claim to be its rightful heir in the present. This is 

exactly what happened at the Second Decade Convention. After surveying 

at length women’s rights actions in the antebellum decades, Davis claimed 

the National-turned-Union Association “was the outgrowth of this [earlier] 

demand for freedom.”103 In other words, she drew a line of succession to 

Stanton and Anthony and implicitly condemned Stone and her colleagues 

for being on the wrong side of history. At the commemoration, Anthony also 

offered a resolution endorsing a Sixteenth Amendment, implying that his-

tory moved inexorably toward this strategy, not a state-by-state approach.104

Davis extended this logic in her published address. After the Second De-

cade Convention, she printed her speech under the title A History of the 

National Woman’s Rights Movement, for Twenty Years. At roughly twenty-fi ve 

pages, it was the fi rst extended, published chronicle of the movement.105 In 

her account, Davis argued that the National Association carried the mantle 

of history and thus offered the true path to liberation. To side with Stanton 

and Anthony and to align behind the vote as the pinnacle of a women’s 
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rights agenda was to be on the correct side of history. She defended the 

National Association by defl ecting criticism surrounding the secretive way 

in which some alleged it had been formed. “Notice was given,” she asserted, 

and the association created “at a large meeting, in which nineteen States 

were represented.” Its formation marked a new “historical era, the infl uence 

of which cannot be estimated for years.”106 Davis’s characterization of the 

American Association’s ability to lead the charge for the vote, and all that 

supposedly inhered within in it, was, by contrast, damning. She gave that 

society one line, charging the American Association had no goal or purpose. 

“Its work,” she wrote, “is yet to be done.”107 With that, she dismissed it. Davis 

never discussed the causes for division. They were irrelevant in this adjudi-

cation. What mattered was who had inherited the past.

The irony was that neither Stanton nor Anthony had attended the 1850 

Worcester convention. Anthony did not make her fi rst appearance at a na-

tional women’s rights convention until 1853.108 Stanton did not attend any of 

the 1850s national women’s rights conventions. She fi rst appeared at a na-

tional women’s rights convention in 1860, a full decade later.109 The pair had 

been absent from the fi rst national conventions. Their rivals in the Ameri-

can Association, on the other hand, had been present at nearly all the early 

national conventions.

Yet Stone and other members of the American Association boycotted the 

Worcester anniversary celebration, although they had been moving infl u-

ences at the original 1850 convention. They did not even sign the anniver-

sary call.110 The commemoration failed to unify suffragists, as Davis had 

originally hoped. Whether Stone and other American Association members 

were invited to participate in the planning is unclear. But the event went 

forward without their participation. The decision of Stone, Kelley Foster, 

Garrison, and others to absent themselves from this inaugural staging of 

movement memory, to offer no counternarrative, lent further credibility 

to Davis’s claim that the National-turned-Union Association was the legiti-

mate “outgrowth” of this original demand for freedom.

As this inaugural staging of movement memory, the 1848 Seneca Falls 

convention was visible, but Davis did not highlight it in any particular way. 

During her historical address from the stage of the anniversary celebration, 

Davis pointed out that three conventions preceded the 1850 national con-

vention in Worcester: “one at Seneca Falls, one at Ohio, and one at Roches-

ter.”111 Davis pointed out that Stanton had, at Seneca Falls, offered a resolu-

tion on the franchise, again reducing the demands made there to this one. 

But about Seneca Falls, she said no more. The meeting was a passing detail, 
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one in a whole host of early infl uences. And when she later added to that 

list the exclusion of women from the 1840 World’s Anti-Slavery Convention 

in London, she made no connection between it and the decision to call the 

1848 convention. They were unrelated in her history. Instead, in her account 

all these early infl uences led to Worcester, when the movement could be 

said to have truly begun.112

Neither did Stanton discuss the 1848 Seneca Falls convention at the an-

niversary or in her published writings. She spoke to the 1870 anniversary 

gathering on marriage and divorce.113 Two years earlier, in 1868, James Par-

ton had put together a series of biographical sketches of leading women’s 

rights activists, published as Eminent Women of the Age. Stanton wrote the 

short entry titled, “The Woman’s Rights Movement and Its Champions in the 

United States.”114 She referenced the Seneca Falls meeting in her biographi-

cal entry on Mott, but she claimed no special signifi cance for that event. 

She even failed to note that it was the fi rst such convention.115 Stanton wrote 

her account before the split in national suffrage forces, and that is evident 

in the generosity she showed Stone, crediting her with having been “the 

fi rst speaker who really stirred the nation’s heart on the subject of wom-

an’s wrongs.”116 Similarly, Theodore Tilton, who authored the biographical 

sketch of Stanton in Parton’s volume, claimed no special signifi cance for the 

1848 meeting in Seneca Falls.117

If Stanton had backed Davis’s 1870 claim that “the movement in En gland, 

as in America, may be dated from the fi rst National Convention, held at 

Worcester,” she did not argue that for very long.118 The newly emergent and 

evidently lasting split between the National and the American Associations 

put a new burden on the question of beginnings, and where some suffrag-

ists dated their origins began to shift as they fought with one another in the 

years to come.



2. Movements without Memories

✥ 1870–1873

At the National Woman Suffrage Association’s annual 1873 meeting, “a 

wreath of laurels, interwoven with a silver thread” occupied center stage. 

The National Association had just been reconstituted, and Stanton and An-

thony devoted their 1873 May convention to a celebration of Seneca Falls’s 

twenty-fi fth anniversary—to what they were now calling “the ‘silver wed-

ding’ of the doctrine.” Near the wreath and its silver thread sat three origi-

nal organizers of the 1848 convention: Lucretia Mott, Martha Coffi  n Wright, 

and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who were joined by other leading National 

Association fi gures.1 No longer did Stanton and Anthony insist that the 1850 

Worcester convention had begun the movement. They now relocated and 

antedated the movement’s birthplace and time. As events receded and vet-

erans aged, organic memory was both fading and being intentionally re-

made. The myth of Seneca Falls—in the sense of a venerated story, or col-

lective memory, that gave the movement a particular origin, a particular 

doctrine, and a particular meaning—fi rst began to cohere here, twenty-fi ve 

years after the event itself.2

The three years preceding the 1873 anniversary convention had been 

diffi  cult ones for Stanton and Anthony, and those diffi  culties fueled their 

efforts to reshape the movement by redefi ning its ostensible origins. The 

1870s saw a new wave of vitality and participation in suffrage organizing, 

so varied and so widespread that it threatened to overshadow the pair. The 

movement grew exponentially, its ranks swelled by women with their own 

agendas, advocacy styles, and senses of history. Although an antebellum 

origin bolstered a sense of historical continuity between pre- and postwar 

organizing, the Reconstruction-era suffrage movement was not a mere re-

sumption or continuation of prewar organizing. As the postwar movement 

splintered, its lack of organizational and individual memory occasioned 

both creativity and bitterness.
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After the Civil War, a new generation of fresh faces and voices took 

up feminism for the fi rst time, having been radicalized not by the long 

abolition struggle but rather by their more recent and diverse war work.3 

Through the variety of women’s voluntary and paid work supporting the 

Union and its army, many women developed an understanding of them-

selves as strong-minded, public citizens.4 After 1865, they opened new 

fi elds of women’s rights activism by reinventing it from the ground up. By 

ignorance or exuberance, some simply took for granted the generation of 

women who had paved their way, while others expressed open hostility, or 

a lack of deference, toward movement veterans. This hostility went both 

ways. In 1869, Stanton accused one group of newcomers of talking “a great 

deal of nonsense, and . . . hunting after notoriety.”5 Later that year, when 

a New York Times reporter bluntly asked Anthony about rumors that she 

was an “autocrat,” she dismissed the accusations as “efforts of jealous and 

envious women who have slept while I worked. . . . Now that the movement 

is a success . . . ‘every one is ready to jump aboard the train.’” Revealingly, 

Anthony complained that “every one [now] thought they had as much right 

to manage matters as we had.” Over the next decade, Anthony and Stan-

ton struggled to respond as more people jumped aboard the women’s rights 

train with their own ideas about where it should be headed.6

Such issues had come to a head by 1873, when Anthony felt keenly the 

need to bring the movement together behind a national-level campaign. For 

this and other reasons, Stanton and Anthony began to articulate a new ori-

gins story for feminism. But to understand why the pair turned to Seneca 

Falls in particular, as opposed to other plausible beginnings, and how they 

fi rst began to sketch out an origins story that not only outlived them but 

took on a life of its own, requires examining on-the-ground movement poli-

tics during the 1870s, the goal of this chapter and the next.

✥ A Multiplication of Movements

Seeing the suffrage movement much as Stanton and Anthony eventually 

depicted it, scholars and popular audiences often refer to a singular, co-

ordinated women’s suffrage effort after the Civil War.7 It was, however, 

more accurately a collection of movements, goals, strategies, and leaders. 

Although women sometimes worked in concert, in the 1870s they increas-

ingly worked independently. And they sometimes labored unintentionally 

at cross-purposes or purposely at odds. Local, state, and regional activism, 
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not to mention rapid westward expansion, weighed against a unitary move-

ment with centralized leadership or control. Stanton and Anthony quite un-

derstandably aspired to set the tone and the agenda, but their experienced 

voices were not always heeded. The chaotic, expanding shape of the move-

ment was exhilarating, producing massive outpourings of diverse support. 

Initiative and vigor in these years came from the base. The newly created 

national organizations played important roles, but they frequently found 

themselves attempting to catch up to local and individual agitation, even 

struggling to fi nd a place amid the grassroots ferment that exploded after 

the war. 8

Perhaps no region inspired more activist women than the Midwest. The 

Missouri Suffrage Association, one of the fi rst postwar societies, emerged 

from a convention in St. Louis in 1867.9 In Dubuque, Iowa, women orga-

nized that state’s fi rst local society, the Northern Iowa Woman Suffrage 

Association, in April 1869, and another local group formed in the nearby 

town of Monticello in October—both before a state suffrage organization 

was founded in 1870.10 Chicago activists held several large conventions in 

1869 alone, and one group of local activists went on the road for several 

months, barnstorming all over the region with traveling suffrage conven-

tions.11 The ubiquity of suffrage ferment prompted one Ohio newspaper to 

observe in 1869, “the public agitation of the question is [not] confi ned to 

State & National conventions, but county conventions are held in all parts 

of the country.”12

As far away as California, suffragists held numerous local conventions 

and meetings in the late 1860s, inspiring larger annual state conventions af-

ter January 1870.13 Places as unexpected as Battle Mountain, Nevada, hosted 

a woman suffrage convention in July 1870.14 In a pattern that would repeat 

itself throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century, the West also en-

franchised women in advance of the rest of the nation, fi rst in Wyoming and 

then in Utah, with future victories also falling west of the Mississippi River.15

In the South, no antebellum women’s rights movement had taken hold 

(largely because of the region’s complex race and gender dynamics), but 

women and men raised the issue during the early years of Reconstruction, 

when former Confederate states dramatically expanded their voter rolls. 

As early as 1867, a white woman suffrage organization formed in Glendale, 

Kentucky.16 A family of African American sisters campaigned actively in 

South Carolina. Louisa Rollin advocated women’s enfranchisement on the 

fl oor of the State Assembly in 1869, and Lottie Rollin led a woman suffrage 

rally at the state capitol two years later.17 A racially integrated woman’s 
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rights convention was held in Columbia in 1870,18 chaired by one of the 

Rollin sisters. A year later, a state woman suffrage association formed, with 

both black and white membership.  Conversely, woman suffrage activism 

in the former Confederacy was sometimes used to support white suprem-

acy. After an 1871 tour through the region, Paulina Wright Davis remarked 

that opposition to black men’s enfranchisement had turned many southern 

white women and some white men into woman suffrage advocates—but 

only for white women, who presumably would vote with their husbands to 

outweigh the black male vote.19

In Richmond, Virginia, freedwomen in the former Confederacy also 

claimed the vote, but did so in ways that bypassed the organized suffrage 

movement. If the mainstream suffrage movement’s vision of voting rights 

rested on liberal individualism, in which “society is merely an aggregation 

of individuals, each of whom is ultimately responsible for her/himself,” the 

activism of many freed black women did not. The vote, in their view, was a 

community possession—to be cast for the mutual benefi t of the community, 

not an individual’s self-interest. As one historian has shown, in Richmond 

and elsewhere, ordinary black women asserted their right to infl uence how 

black men cast their ballots, which they claimed as their own. They actively 

participated in black political meetings, for example, where they sometimes 

voted and determined community political agendas, which would later be 

carried out at the polls. Women also showed up at the polls on Election Day 

and harassed newly enfranchised black men into voting women’s collective 

political will. At the same time, black politicians and political groups agi-

tated for women’s voting rights, although they were often not connected to 

white women’s organizing.20

The Colored National Labor Convention of 1869, in turn, met in Wash-

ington, D.C., and formed a committee on woman suffrage, chaired by a 

black woman, Mary Ann Shadd Cary.21 And historian Rosalyn Terborg-Penn 

has uncovered a hitherto unknown 1870 woman suffrage petition signed 

by eighteen black women from the D.C. area, each appearing “to be inde-

pendent woman suffragists.” She suggests there are “many more of these 

women to fi nd in southern cities.”22 

Even in the Northeast, where scholars usually locate suffrage history, 

a little-known diversity in organizing existed. A German Woman’s Rights 

Convention was held in Roxbury, Massachusetts, in December 1868.23 In 

1872, a convention of German women in New York City debated and en-

dorsed women’s right to the ballot.24 There even existed an active Young 

Men’s Woman Suffrage League in the 1870s; its male membership held 
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regular meetings in New York City.25 In Boston in 1869, the venerable Wil-

liam Lloyd Garrison marveled at the frequency of state and local suffrage 

meetings held in the region. Unlike antebellum conventions, which had 

been controversial, he noted these now-ubiquitous suffrage meetings had 

aroused “no serious opposition.”26

Although local and state activists may have been welcome signs to Gar-

rison, whose life’s work was more or less done, their numbers, energy, and 

success sometimes left Stanton and Anthony on the defensive or on the 

sidelines, even within their own circle. In January 1871, for example, the 

new suffrage convert Isabella Beecher Hooker—sister of Harriet Beecher 

Stowe and an ally of Stanton and Anthony—planned the annual meeting 

of the new Union Woman Suffrage Association. Fearing Stanton’s presence 

would be too controversial, Hooker disinvited her. Anthony was outraged 

by this slight, but even more so when Stanton quietly decided not to attend. 

Complaining that “every new convert” wants to “improve upon Christ’s 

methods,” Anthony chided Stanton for capitulating, fuming “that you, the 

pioneer, the originator, the leader, should drop, & say to each of these new 

converts . . . ‘Yes, you may manage. . . . [You]r knowledge, your judgment 

. . . are all superior to mine.’” Anthony felt that the movement was courting 

danger while Stanton stood by and watched. Stanton had quickly grown 

weary of the infi ghting accompanying organizational politics after the war, 

and her gradual withdrawal from organizational work alarmed Anthony. 

“To my mind there was never such suicidal letting go the helm of a ship 

in a stormy sea as has been that of yours, these last two years.” “O! how 

I have agonized over my utter failure to make you . . . see the importance 

. . . of standing fast, & holding on to the helm of our good ship,” she wrote. 

“How you can excuse yourself is more than I can understand.”27 For her 

part, Stanton relished a fi ght with suffrage opponents but less so with suf-

fragists themselves. “I am between two fi res, all the time,” she lamented to 

Martha Coffi  n Wright. “Some, determined to throw me overboard, & Susan 

equally determined that I shall stand at mast head, no matter how pitiless 

the storm.”28

Stanton and Anthony had a strong claim on movement leadership. Not 

only gifted thinkers and organizers, they were also rapidly becoming some 

of the nation’s most famous women. They did important work at the federal 

level and on the ground.29 But for the moment, there simply was not one 

“helm” or even one “good ship” of women’s rights activism. The ground-

swell of postwar women’s rights in far-fl ung towns and states made for a vi-

brant chaos that was not conducive to national leadership or national coor-
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dination. Many of the “new converts” were not really converts at all, in the 

sense of being drawn into existing organizations or strategies. Instead, they 

pursued their own targets and solutions, and they launched their own orga-

nizations, their own plans of attack, and even their own newspapers.30 They 

rejected national leadership in favor of grassroots vibrancy and indepen-

dence. This would frustrate Anthony, in particular. She believed strongly in 

the need for a coordinated and centralized movement. And her frustration 

with what she perceived to be the chaos of the immediate postwar years fu-

eled her efforts to unify the movement behind clear leadership. The success 

of the movement, she believed, depended upon it. But for the time being, 

women branched out in very direction. 

✥ Lecturing Women

The new face of activism was nowhere more evident than on the lecture 

circuit, where activists built a new type of movement after the war. Women 

fl ooded onto the postwar lecture circuit—so much so that one newspaper 

dubbed it an “invasion.” Prominent women had lectured prior to the Civil 

War, but they did so in much smaller numbers. Lecturing women also shed 

the negative stigma that had plagued them in the antebellum era. At the 

same time, the postwar lecture circuit—or the lyceum, as it was called— 

became thoroughly commercialized, meaning speakers were routinely paid, 

often handsomely, and this helped encourage women’s infl ux into this new 

type of activism. The skyrocketing popularity of the lyceum as public enter-

tainment meant there were ample job opportunities for lecturing women in 

the postwar years.31

These new realities drove large numbers of women’s rights activists into 

lecturing, where they mounted a series of independent, one-woman move-

ments. Most of these women’s rights lecturers did not work for a suffrage or-

ganization, although they may have belonged to one. This was because or-

ganizations were cash strapped and had little money to pay women for their 

services. Yet activists needed to earn a living, so they pursued opportunity 

on the open market. Their choice to venture into the lyceum lent women’s 

activism a great deal of independence, since they did not need to coordinate 

their messages with any central clearinghouse. Rather, they proffered their 

own analyses of what the hour required.32

The positive reception suffrage lecturers received also underscored a sea 

change in public opinion after the war. “In the course of the next ten or 

twelve years,” one suffragist recalled, “the whole country was seething with 
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interest in the questions that relate to women.”33 People from all walks of 

life—opponents, supporters, neutral observers, and curious onlookers—

fl ocked to suffrage lectures. Suffragists sometimes spent as much as 100 

to 200 nights a year lecturing, crisscrossing the nation by stagecoach and 

train. As these women canvassed the country, the Woman’s Journal began 

running a regular feature, “Notes from the Lecture Field,” to capture the 

feverish activity. Indeed, the ground was positively cluttered with itiner-

ant suffrage speakers, who sometimes drew audiences of several thousand. 

Some of their names are known today, but most are not.34

With all this agitation, the press and the general public sometimes had 

a very different sense than movement veterans of who the leaders were 

at any given time. Women shot to prominence quickly. For example, cel-

ebrated lecturer Anna Dickinson became perhaps the most famous woman 

in America in the 1870s. She ardently supported suffrage, and for a time 

the National Association curried her favor, but she refused affi  liation with 

any suffrage organization, preferring independence. There were regionally 

famous suffrage lecturers too, such as Michigan suffragist (Mary) Adelle 

Hazlett, whom the New York press dubbed the “Michigan Anna Dickinson.” 

Hazlett, for one, abhorred eastern suffragists’ sense that they ran—or at 

least, ought to run—the campaign.35

Anthony perceived mixed blessings in the new popularity of lecturing 

women and the now routine coverage they garnered in the mainstream 

press. More women speaking to more audiences in more places,  along with 

the routine press coverage that such events generated, meant that their mes-

sage, or messages, were reaching more Americans, perhaps, than any other 

form of movement work. Such popularity and presence suggested that the 

achievement of women’s rights was closer than ever before, even as a new 

generation seized the torch rather than awaiting its passing. “How rapidly 

now the ball rolls on,” she mused, “. . . but how different the times.” Ante-

bellum women who had dared to speak publicly endured “ridicule & scorn,” 

she recalled, paving the way for the “profi t and emolument” now accruing 

to “the newly awakened . . . [who] push their way into prominence . . . & . . . 

take the front seat of the public movement.” The best Anthony could make 

of the “pitiable” ingratitude of so many new recruits was that their sheer 

numbers demonstrated “the nearness . . . of our demand.”36

It was not only “the newly awakened” who pushed in this direction. Even 

Stanton preferred solo engagements during these years. In truth, she hated 

conventions (where she was often attacked for her uncompromising ideas 

and bold personality), and she only attended the National Association’s an-
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nual meetings under extreme pressure from Anthony.37 Not only did Stanton 

fi nd conventions too rehearsed and repetitive, the format was beginning 

to strike her as old-fashioned. On the lecture circuit, Stanton could earn a 

living and develop her philosophical ideas and political arguments without 

hindrance. “So long as people will pay me $75 & 100 every night, to speak on 

my own,” Stanton quipped, “there is no need of my talking in Convention.”38 

At one point, she even offered to donate $100 to convention organizers if 

they would leave her alone “to pursue my individual work.”39

The “individual work” of women who invaded the lyceum following the 

Civil War fundamentally changed how the movement operated. It exerted 

a decentralizing effect, pulling women away from organizational work and 

away from a coordinated message. Nevertheless, the multiplying voices of 

both the famous and the unknown helped to convince average Americans 

that woman suffrage was not necessarily a dangerous idea. Everywhere, 

older activists commented on the vast sea change in public opinion since 

the antebellum era.40 And the opportunities women found on the lyceum 

fueled the grassroots expansion that remade postwar suffrage into a diverse 

and uncontrollable social movement.41

✥ The Challenges of Coordination

Decentralized and independent activism even reshaped more conventional 

suffrage work in the ways that state and local suffrage societies positioned, 

and even imagined, themselves. As Stanton herself acknowledged, national 

organizing was in many ways a response to the new vitality of grassroots 

activism—an effort to make a national movement cohere from the uncoor-

dinated but seemingly ubiquitous local actions.42 Whereas the American As-

sociation’s public mission was to redouble that state activism, the National 

Association hoped to redirect it toward national objectives. Both goals re-

mained sometimes elusive, however, as various state and local organiza-

tions determinedly tried to remain independent.

Some state and local societies did formally affi  liate with national organi-

zations, but equally notable was the refusal of others to do so. In 1869, the 

well-established Missouri Woman Suffrage Association declined to affi  liate 

with either the National or the American Associations.43 Iowa, which formed 

its fi rst state association in June of 1870—with area representatives present 

from both the American and the Union Associations, presumably there to 

persuade the new association to affi  liate—voted to embrace independent 

action, affi  liating with neither.44 In that same year, California women held 
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their fi rst state convention and voted, after a heated debate, to remain in-

dependent of eastern associations for at least one year.45 Sometimes state 

associations reconsidered their auxiliary status, as the Indiana Woman Suf-

frage Association did in 1871, taking up a motion at its annual convention to 

withdraw from the American Association and remain independent.46

Although a national society might claim a state organization or person 

as an affi  liate, this did not mean that the state suffragists understood them-

selves to be auxiliary. As late as 1878, Stone wrote Iowa suffragist Martha 

Callanan regarding disgruntlement in that state about the American Asso-

ciation’s claim upon the allegiance of the Iowa Woman Suffrage Society. 

Stone’s letter outlined the rather loose policy by which the American Asso-

ciation determined auxiliary membership. “We assumed,” Stone explained, 

“that those states which were represented at its [the American Associa-

tion’s] formation were auxiliary.”47 A number of suffragists in the corn state 

disagreed. Wisconsin suffragist Lillie Peckham was furious when her name 

was used, without her authorization, on the public call for the American As-

sociation’s inaugural convention. When she agreed to attend the American 

Association’s founding convention as a Wisconsin delegate, she did so sim-

ply to see what the event was about. She was quite clear that her attendance 

did not constitute a formal endorsement of this society over any other.48 

Fanny E. Russell of Maple Plain, Minnesota, publicly protested the National 

Association’s 1872 listing of her name as a vice president from that state, 

since she was, by choice, not a member of that association. “I was a little as-

tonished,” Russell explained, “. . . and a little curious to know how many of 

the names upon the same list of offi  cers were also used without permission.” 

“Let us each work in our own way,” she continued, underscoring the inde-

pendence of action, “and not force any one to train in a company one does 

not voluntarily join, by using names without permission.”49 Where state af-

fi liations were concerned, confusion reigned.

In some cases, state-level suffragists made alternative attempts to coordi-

nate action across state lines, bypassing national association efforts to do so. 

In June of 1869, activists at an Indiana suffrage meeting backed the creation 

of a new regional association, the Western Woman Suffrage Association.50 

Women and men throughout the Midwest also supported the idea. In the 

fall of 1869, the same year the National and American Associations were 

created, midwestern women held a large convention in Chicago to launch 

the Western Woman Suffrage Association.51 Testifying to the frequency and 

preexisting variety of organizing on the ground, that association’s call in-
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vited all organizations, “whether state, county, or town, whether American 

or of any other nationality,” to attend.52

A year later, in November 1870, a different regional organization, the 

Northwestern Woman Suffrage Association, held a mass convention in De-

troit.53 It was chaired by the noted Michigan lecturer Adelle Hazlett, who 

registered her distaste for eastern divisions and oversight by insisting upon 

midwestern women’s independence.54 Women in Illinois agreed. When the 

American and National Associations failed to unify in 1870, the Illinois 

Woman Suffrage Association registered its dissatisfaction by withdrawing 

from the American Association and voting overwhelmingly to affi  liate in-

stead with the Northwestern Woman Suffrage Association.55

An independent, regional association was soon formed in the far West as 

well. In May of 1871, activists in San Francisco hosted the fi rst annual Pacifi c 

Slope Convention, an organization that lasted for several years. Those at-

tending the four-day convention included persons from California, Oregon, 

Nevada, and Idaho.56 Although these organizations are virtually forgotten 

today, they were a vital part of postwar activism. When asked about suf-

frage organizing in 1871, Stanton explained that there were four national 

woman suffrage organizations: the Pacifi c, the Northwest, the National, and 

the American.57

State organizing was no more harmonious than national organizing, how-

ever, further underscoring the atomized and sometimes confl icting nature 

of suffrage activism in these years. California, for example, was wracked by 

internal division, with suffragists clashing over matters large and small.58 

Divisions characterized organizing in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New York 

as well.59 And divisions on the national scene sometimes spilled over into 

organizing on the state level. The thriving state organization in Missouri, 

for example, founded in 1867, suffered near collapse when American Asso-

ciation allies attempted to drive National Association sympathizers Virginia 

Minor and Phoebe Couzins from offi  ce.60

A group of white suffragists in Illinois rejected what they derisively called 

the movement’s “self-appointed” leadership. Area suffragists became so di-

vided during the planning stages for an Illinois State Suffrage Association 

in early 1869 that they split into two rival factions, which held simultane-

ous conventions that February. Sarah Mills headed a group calling itself the 

“People’s Convention,” which derided Stanton, Anthony, and Stone as “self-

appointed leaders.” Mills accused these women and Chicago resident Mary 

Livermore, who rose to prominence during the war and headed the rival 
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state convention, of trying to bar controversial views and wider perspec-

tives. She viewed their leadership claims not as legitimately won through 

popular acclaim but as something they were busily trying to impose upon 

women. Refl ecting the grassroots energy that animated the vastly expanded 

movement of the early 1870s, she countered that leaders ought to be chosen 

from “the People,” who could better defi ne the demands of the hour.61 Even 

the nationally prominent Antoinette Brown Blackwell, Stone’s sister-in-law 

and the fi rst woman ordained as a minister in the United States, rejected 

the idea that victory required strong leaders. The new grassroots army, she 

countered, was enough to win the day. “There are thousands of ‘women of 

the hour,’” she told Stanton, “we dont [sic] need one preeminent over all 

the others.”62

Anthony positively disagreed. The incredible postwar ferment and the 

pervasive sense that victory was nearly at hand made it even more incum-

bent upon National Association veterans to assume responsibility for the 

course of women’s rights, she believed. In her view, she and Stanton best 

understood how to coordinate that action and how to deliver the neces-

sary, precise fi nal blows to women’s disenfranchisement. “Washington is 

the point of attack,—& if we are not there to make it,” she explained, “some 

others—less competent—surely will be—It will not do to leave that fortress 

unmanned.”63

✥ Victoria Woodhull and the New Departure

The January 1871 Union Association convention underscored just how 

quickly and how spectacularly new recruits rose to prominence during 

these early years. The events that followed confi rmed Anthony’s fears that 

chaos within the movement left it open to misdirection, and it prompted her 

to seek tighter control. The 1871 convention proved notable for two things: 

the entrance into the campaign of a controversial new fi gure, the free-love 

advocate Victoria Woodhull; and the Union Association’s adoption of a new 

suffrage strategy born at the grassroots, the so-called New Departure.

On 11 January 1871, the Union Association delayed its convention’s open-

ing session for a historic occasion—Woodhull’s address to the House Judi-

ciary Committee advocating women’s enfranchisement. Congressional com-

mittees did not usually invite women to address them, so the event itself, 

apart from the subject, was thrilling and not to be missed. Equally electrify-

ing was the person invited. Victoria Clafl in Woodhull was born in Homer, 

Ohio, in 1838. Her father, a con man, had marketed his young daughter as 
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a gifted spirit medium, selling her powers—powers that many nineteenth-

century Americans believed certain individuals possessed—to put the living 

in communication with the dead.64 At age fourteen, she married Canning 

Woodhull, an Ohio doctor, who descended into alcoholism and infi delity, 

leaving Victoria responsible for supporting the family, including their two 

small children. In 1865, well before it was socially acceptable, the pair di-

vorced. Yet they continued to live together, as Victoria cared for her inca-

pacitated ex-husband. Woodhull then remarried and lived under the same 

roof with her new husband as well as her ex-husband, a doubly scandalous 

arrangement. Woodhull, already an ardent spiritualist and a traveling spirit 

medium (who claimed to be animated by the spirit of the ancient Athenian 

statesman Demosthenes), also began to embrace the ideas of free love. Con-

sidered degenerate and even heretical by most Americans, free lovers en-

couraged the expression of women’s sexuality, at a time when women were 

considered to have no sexual feelings whatsoever, only a maternal instinct 

arising from their duty to procreate.65

Woodhull and her sister, Tennessee Clafl in, fi rst catapulted to national 

notoriety when, in 1870—just one year before her address to Congress—the 

pair had persuaded Cornelius Vanderbilt, the obscenely wealthy railroad 

magnate, to set them up with a Wall Street brokerage fi rm. Vanderbilt had 

been grateful to Woodhull for allowing him to communicate with his dead 

wife, and he rewarded her handsomely. Woodhull and Clafl in’s arrival on 

Wall Street created a sensation and delivered a blow for women’s rights, 

with their shocking appearance in this staunchly all-male bastion. Soon, 

the sisters also began publishing a new reform newspaper, Woodhull & Claf-

lin’s Weekly. They used it to advocate a broad reform agenda, including 

free love, women’s rights (including women’s suffrage), spiritualism, radi-

cal labor politics, and communism. Revealing Woodhull’s deep immersion 

in the world of radical politics, her newspaper was the fi rst to publish an 

English translation of Karl Marx’s 1848 Communist Manifesto. Woodhull & 

Clafl in’s Weekly sought complete social transformation. Tennessee Clafl in, 

meanwhile, shocked the public by her choice to wear men’s clothing and 

smoke cigars. That someone as controversial as Woodhull would be chosen 

as the fi rst woman to address Congress on the question of women’s voting 

was somewhat surprising, given she had no longstanding women’s rights 

credentials. She, like so many after the war, was new to the women’s suf-

frage scene, and she contributed to its redefi nition.66

On the morning of 11 January 1871, Woodhull schooled the House Judi-

ciary Committee on points of constitutional law. Under the logic of the New 
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Departure, she argued, women already possessed the right to vote. She based 

her argument on a dazzling new legal interpretation of the Fourteenth and 

Fifteenth Amendments. Whereas women had previously protested their ex-

clusion from those amendments, Woodhull turned this around. She insisted 

that the rights and protections contained within those amendments applied 

to women. Although the second clause of the Fourteenth Amendment stipu-

lated that federal citizenship applied only to the “male” populace, Wood-

hull refocused attention on the fi rst clause, where federal citizenship was 

conferred upon all “persons”—which she insisted must include women. She 

explained that the Fourteenth Amendment, in conferring federal citizen-

ship (which had previously been conferred by the states), made the fed-

eral government responsible for protecting “the privileges” that came along 

with national citizenship. The Fourteenth Amendment had not spelled out 

what those “privileges” were, however. So Woodhull did. Because the only 

legitimate basis for a democratic government could be the will of the peo-

ple, she continued, the most basic of these privileges must be the right to 

vote. Woodhull then turned to the Fifteenth Amendment. It banned disen-

franchisement on the basis of “race, color, or previous condition of servi-

tude.” A “race,” she asserted, “comprises all the people, male and female.” 

The federal government, then, had an incumbent right to protect women 

Victoria Woodhull 

(Portrait by Matthew Brady, 

c. 1870, Collection of the 

New-York Historical Society)
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against voting discrimination. Women, she argued, needed only to march to 

the polls and begin casting their votes.67

Refl ecting the shape of the movement in the late 1860s and the early 

1870s, the New Departure had been born at the local level, with activists on 

the ground. Woodhull merely ushered it onto a national stage. As early as 

1868, women had begun a direct action campaign in Vineland, New Jersey, 

when nearly 200 women showed up to the polls on Election Day to cast their 

ballots. In 1869, Mary Olney Brown, on “the other side of the continent” in 

Washington Territory, took advantage of a loophole in territorial law, which 

enfranchised “all white American citizens above the age of twenty-one,” 

and marched to the polls to cast her vote. These efforts and scores of oth-

ers became part of a larger constitutional argument when, in October 1869, 

Virginia and Francis Minor of Missouri fi rst articulated the New Departure 

strategy. The idea quickly spread through grassroots networks, and by 

1870, the year before Woodhull addressed the House Judiciary Committee, 

women—both black and white—were marching to the polls in signifi cant 

numbers. Congress’s May 1870 passage of the Enforcement Act, designed to 

strengthen the Fifteenth Amendment by providing citizens recourse to the 

federal courts if local election offi  cials refused their ballots, encouraged and 

accelerated women’s direct action voting. Already by 1871, New Departure 

cases were winding their way through the federal courts.68

The main difference between Woodhull and the Minors was the branch 

of government they assailed. The Minors encouraged women to vote, to 

risk arrest, and to test their claims in court. They hoped the judicial branch 

would affi  rm their reading of the Reconstruction Amendments and thereby 

obviate any need to press women’s claim at the legislative level (state or 

federal). Woodhull, by contrast, emphasized federal legislative action. She 

called upon Congress to pass a declaratory act affi  rming this broad reading 

of the Reconstruction Amendments and thereby granting women’s voting 

rights.69

Anthony and Isabella Beecher Hooker were so thrilled that they invited 

Woodhull to deliver her remarks once again, that afternoon, at the Union 

Association’s convention, where she spoke to an enthusiastic packed hall. 

The Union Association threw its energies behind Woodhull and made the 

New Departure the centerpiece of its January 1871 convention, abandoning 

its work for a federal amendment. It was a creative and promising argu-

ment, and the Union Association adopted it wholesale. Urging women ev-

erywhere to drop work for a Sixteenth Amendment in favor of the New De-

parture, Anthony advised activists to give up that “old stage-coach method” 
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and instead “use the new method—the telegraph system—and do the work 

quick.” Anthony’s elation was palpable.70

The National Association urged women everywhere to vote in the upcom-

ing 1872 presidential election.71 Believing the fi nal phase of their long strug-

gle was now at hand, Anthony cheered: “I have new life, new hope that our 

battle is to be short, sharp, and decisive under this 14th & 15th Amendment 

clause—it is unanswerable.”72 She, Hooker, Stanton, and others enthusiasti-

cally welcomed Woodhull into the organization, where Woodhull became 

an overnight star, identifi ed by the press as “the leader of the party.”73 As 

Woodhull stepped into the national suffrage spotlight, Union Association 

members confi dently predicted that woman suffrage was practically won.

The Union Association, which set up a congressional lobby committee at 

its meeting, began petitioning Congress for a declaratory act, and Hooker 

remained in Washington, D.C., throughout the fi rst part of 1871 to pressure 

Congress for its passage. In an unprecedented move, Congress offi  cially 

acknowledged these female lobbyists by setting aside two congressional 

rooms specifi cally for their use—more evidence that victory was surely at 

hand.74 Yet as the momentum within the Union Woman Suffrage Association 

swung behind Woodhull and the New Departure, Anthony also began to feel 

eclipsed and rudderless: “I tell you I feel utterly disheartened—not that our 

cause is going to die or be defeated, but as to my place and work.”75

Stone and her close colleagues in the American Association were neither 

elated nor amused. Always more socially conservative, they feared that 

Woodhull’s controversial free-love views would cost the movement public 

support and thereby delay victory. They had a larger legal quibble as well. 

Like many Americans, they disagreed that the Fifteenth Amendment had 

transferred the power to appoint voters to the federal government. They, 

like others, insisted that this power continued to reside with the states. An 

editor of the Woman’s Journal, Thomas Wentworth Higginson, further ar-

gued in its pages that voting rights were not synonymous with citizenship, 

and therefore were not among the privileges of the Constitution.76

Here, the American and National Associations entered into larger na-

tional debates over a point of constitutional law that remained uncertain. 

Although it is hard to imagine today that voting is not among the most basic 

rights of citizenship, this was by no means agreed upon in the nineteenth 

century. Nor was there yet agreement, as there is today, that federal author-

ity had the right to regulate suffrage. Emancipation had forced a national 

debate on just these questions, and the arguments of the New Departure 

advocates held implications for issues well beyond the rights of women. 
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They went to how broadly the nation would interpret the Reconstruction 

Amendments and thus how broadly they would interpret the rights of Afri-

can Americans.

✥ The People’s Party

Stanton’s admiration for Woodhull differed from Anthony’s. If Anthony was 

impressed by Woodhull’s focused method of attack, Stanton was impressed 

by Woodhull’s breadth of vision. Some northerners, particularly those in 

abolitionist circles, perceived that the Civil War had fundamentally re-

made the world. And they believed that from the pieces of that fractured 

old world they could put together a new and better society. They believed 

they could fi nally perfect American democracy and usher in a new age of 

enlightenment. The war, it seemed, had made this possible, and reformers 

believed they needed to act quickly. That belief produced a broad range 

of reform impulses, refl ecting people’s competing ideas about what that 

new world ought to be and what it required. Abolitionists and freedpeople, 

on the one hand, each put forth a wide range of plans aimed at creating a 

new age of racial equality. Immigrant and native-born wage laborers, who 

felt exploited by the rapid industrialization that overtook the North during 

the war, put forth a wide range of plans to remake the nation’s political 

economy in order to inaugurate a new era of class equality.77 For Stanton, 

women’s emancipation needed to be at the heart of any national rebuilding, 

and in her mind, this needed to join other comprehensive changes. She ad-

vocated revision to things as dry as tariff reform and monetary policy. She 

took positions on labor strikes and much more. Stanton was an expansive, 

comprehensive thinker who dreamt of a radically new and better world. She 

was always oblivious to the ways her elitism bounded that vision, however. 

She loved the rocky seas of political protest and the world of ideas, and she 

was particularly attracted to Woodhull’s advocacy of a new national politi-

cal party—the “People’s Party.”78

Within the year, Woodhull had successfully parlayed her overnight fame 

into leadership of a broad new reform coalition. She persuaded Stanton and 

Hooker to join her in devoting the Union Association’s 1872 spring conven-

tion to the creation of this new political venture. In short, they proposed a 

new national political party made up of labor radicals, temperance reform-

ers, peace crusaders, woman suffragists, and assorted others. Their goal was 

to unseat the Republican Party, which they accused of having abandoned 

any commitment to meaningful equality. The Union Association’s invitation 
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to its May 1872 meeting announced a “People’s Convention,” and it invited 

everyone to come in order to “inaugurate a political revolution.”79 When An-

thony found her name on the call, along with those of Stanton and Hooker, 

she was furious. She thought the idea ridiculous. A women’s political party 

would be a party without electors, she charged, making it completely non-

sensical. So she privately opposed the plan.80

When the People’s Convention’s opened, confusion erupted. Although 

organizers hoped to “inaugurate a political revolution,” the affair under-

lined the many challenges of building reform coalitions, particularly across 

so many issues on which little agreement existed. Likely cognizant of the 

problem, organizers tried to exert some control over the affair. In a fairly 

unprecedented move, they decided to charge twenty-fi ve cents admission 

to the morning and afternoon sessions, “in order to secure quiet and or-

der.”81 (Admission was generally charged only for evening sessions, when 

prominent speakers appeared.) Protests began outside the hall as interested 

parties, some of whom had traveled long distances, arrived and expected to 

enter the hall unimpeded. Upon discovering they would be charged admis-

sion, large numbers left in angry disgust. Inside, Stanton read the platform 

for a new political party—a platform drafted entirely by women. It included 

everything from woman suffrage to fi nancial reform. More chaos ensued 

when organizers opened the platform and resolutions to discussion. The 

audience demanded to know on whose authority these subjects had been 

introduced, and Hooker rapped her foot in an attempt to call order.82

Anthony had had enough. That evening, she attempted to contain Wood-

hull, Stanton, and Hooker. Although Anthony had warmly welcomed Wood-

hull into the Union Association, she now disagreed with the direction in 

which Woodhull and Stanton were heading. And she sought to contain 

them. Woodhull had earlier issued a second call, in addition to that for the 

Union Association’s “People’s Convention,” urging a more general reform 

meeting that was slated to open the following day.83 Woodhull closed her 

Union Association remarks by inviting everyone to adjourn and reconvene 

the following day in Apollo Hall with a host of other reformers to fi nalize 

creation of this new political party. Anthony swiftly interjected. She insisted 

the woman suffrage convention would continue for its planned second day 

and would not dissolve itself into another’s agenda.84 Mayhem broke out, as 

a man from the fl oor called for a vote on whether to join with reformers in 

Apollo Hall. Anthony swiftly declared the evening session concluded. But 

a spontaneous chorus arose strongly in favor of Woodhull’s proposal. Find-

ing herself in a distinct minority, Anthony ignored the shouts, once again 
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declared the meeting adjourned, pushed those on the stage to make a hasty 

exit, and attempted to get in the last word, shouting over the clamor that the 

woman suffrage convention would continue at eleven o’clock the following 

morning.85

✥ Anthony’s New Compass

Anthony took swift control of the Union Association the following morn-

ing, and she would never again release it. From this point forward, she and 

Stanton began to part ways. They remained close allies, each dependent 

on the other, but their temperamental differences became more and more 

evident in the divergent, if still tightly joined, work they pursued. During 

the early years of Reconstruction, Anthony had been willing to join Stanton 

on her free-ranging exploration of radical ideas, but she was increasingly 

unwilling to indulge her friend. Anthony herself was not philosophically 

inclined in the same way that Stanton was. She had her own philosophical 

ideas about what the vote meant (notably, economic independence),86 but 

she was always an organizer at heart. She began to view Stanton’s free-

wheeling tendencies throughout the early years of Reconstruction as po-

tentially damaging to the suffrage cause. She became less and less willing 

to join Stanton on the rocky, open sea of ideas, where Stanton blended 

woman suffrage with other agendas. She found within herself a new center, 

separate from (if never divorced from) her friend. She became increasingly 

convinced that winning the vote required a strong, suffrage-only organiza-

tional stand, moving her closer to the position of the American Association. 

It was not that she became narrow minded so much as she insisted upon 

greater focus. Woodhull’s efforts to capture suffrage organizing and merge 

it with a larger reform agenda would soon turn disastrous, and the episode 

would teach Anthony both to insist upon the priority of the vote and to keep 

the vote separate from other political entanglements. This became her new 

compass over 1872 and into 1873, and she would stand fi rm on that ground 

for the rest of her career.

When the National Association’s meeting convened for a second day, An-

thony greeted only a small audience, most of the previous day’s audience 

having joined Woodhull in Apollo Hall.87 There, attendees formed the short-

lived Equal Rights Party, and they nominated Victoria Woodhull as their 

1872 candidate for president of the United States. She was the fi rst woman 

in history to run for the offi  ce. Woodhull, who loved controversy, accepted 

Frederick Douglass as her running mate, though he himself did not endorse 
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this ticket.88 Back in Steinway Hall, Anthony worked overtime to salvage the 

struggling organization, which she perceived as nearly destroyed. “There 

never was such a foolish muddle,” she confi ded to her diary, “all come of Mrs. 

S. [Stanton] consulting with & conceding to Woodhull—& calling Peoples 

[sic] Con—instead of W.S. [woman suffrage] Con[vention]—.”89  “I never was 

so hurt with folly of Stanton,” Anthony wrote, “all came near being lost.”90

Taking control of what was left of the tattered organization, Anthony 

strove to contain the damage. She declared that her organization endorsed 

no woman for the U.S. presidency. Rather, it pledged to work for whatever 

viable party supported women’s voting rights, and the Equal Rights Party 

was not viable, in her view.91 This put her at odds with Stanton and Hooker, 

who supported Woodhull’s candidacy.92 In the coming months Anthony 

would work hard to redirect the woman suffrage organization she held so 

dear. That organization, the National Woman Suffrage Association—which 

had, by this point, lived several lives—was offi  cially reconstituted at that 

second day of the Union Association’s May 1872 meeting. And Anthony was 

for the fi rst time elected its president. The Union Association was now dead. 

Although Anthony believed she had rescued the National Association “by a 

hair breadth escape,”93 she fretted about how to rebuild it. “Our movement 

as such is so demoralized by the letting go of the helm of ship to Wood-

hull.”94 “I am thrown half off my own feet—really not knowing whether it is 

I who am gone stark mad or some other people.”95

The sex scandal Woodhull unleashed months later seriously hampered 

Anthony’s efforts to breathe new life into the National Association. In Oc-

tober, Woodhull accused the nation’s most prominent minister, Henry Ward 

Beecher, of an affair with his parishioner and best friend’s wife, Elizabeth 

Tilton. Woodhull had grown tired of the near-continual attacks upon her 

reputation by the ostensibly upstanding men of the nation for her free-love 

views and her purported immorality. In retaliation, she decided to expose 

their hypocrisy and strike another blow for women’s rights by attacking 

the sexual double standard—which condemned women for sexual expres-

sion but tolerated it in men. As usual, Woodhull acted with fl air. Days be-

fore the 1872 presidential election, on the front page of her newspaper, 

she branded Beecher—the American Association’s fi rst president, Isabella 

Beecher Hooker’s brother, and one of the nation’s most respected men—an 

adulterer.96 The issue sold out within hours and caused gridlock in down-

town Manhattan. To compound matters, Woodhull named Stanton as her 

source. Leading fi gures in the movement had known about the affair for 

some time, but no one dared publicize it. It was not the type of thing re-
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spectable women talked about in public. Woodhull would pay a heavy price 

for airing it. Offi  cials soon jailed her on charges of obscenity. Because of 

Woodhull’s close alignment with the suffrage movement, the public and the 

press began to brand all suffragists as immoral free lovers, and a heap of bad 

publicity rained down upon the movement.97

Woodhull’s accusations set off the most famous sex trial of the nineteenth 

century—a trial that did signifi cant damage to the movement’s public im-

age, further convinced Stone of her rivals’ recklessness, and left Anthony 

scrambling to do yet more damage control. When Beecher’s criminal trial 

for adultery concluded in July 1875, the guilty Beecher was acquitted. In 

a stark illustration of the sexual double standard, Elizabeth Tilton—wife 

of Theodore Tilton, who had helped create the Union Woman Suffrage As-

sociation—was excommunicated.98 Woodhull, meanwhile, remained defi -

ant. She was let out on bail, once again arrested for obscenity, rejailed, and 

once again released.99 Branded by a famous cartoonist as “Mrs. Satan,” she 

proved to opponents that woman suffrage meant sin and perversion.

The Woodhull affair drove a deeper wedge between the New England and 

New York branches of the movement, a division that showed initial signs of 

rapprochement during the campaign season of 1872.100 After the Woodhull 

alliance, Stone never trusted Stanton and Anthony again. Stone shared the 

view pervasive in the early 1870s that suffrage was nearly won. She believed 

public opinion had turned in suffragists’ favor, and the campaign season of 

1872 suggested that politicians might now follow suit. Stone believed the 

Republican Party’s choice to include a plank on women’s rights in their 1872 

national party platform was a promising omen. For the fi rst time in political 

history, a major national political party affi  rmed that it remained “mindful 

of its obligations to the loyal women of America” and treated their demands 

“with respectful consideration.”101 Suffragists, in Stone’s mind, only had to 

keep up the pressure and not give politicians (or the public) any reason 

to reverse course. Stone believed that in aligning with Woodhull, Stanton 

and Anthony had done just that: they had turned back progress. They had 

turned the tide rolling inexorably toward universal suffrage back upon it-

self. Whether they actually did this is unclear, but for Stone the damage 

was unmistakable. She now viewed the pair as untrustworthy loose cannons 

who caused more harm than good.102

Stanton and Anthony each handled the scandal differently, revealing dif-

ferences in their temperaments and priorities. Stanton refused to sanction 

the sexual double standard as it was being applied to Woodhull and Eliza-

beth Tilton. It galled her that the press demonized Woodhull and Tilton as 
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immoral, while remaining reverent toward the guilty Beecher. Never shy of 

controversy, Stanton defended the two women by publicly corroborating 

Woodhull’s charges and revealing herself as the source of Woodhull’s infor-

mation.103 The degree to which Anthony was moving toward a more focused 

strategy, centered on the vote, was evident in her reaction. She refused to 

get embroiled in a debate on morality and the sexual double standard. Un-

like Stanton, Anthony attempted to dissociate herself and the National As-

sociation from the scandal by declining public comment.104

As the accusations of Beecher’s infi delity became public, Anthony went to 

the polls to cast her vote in the November 1872 election, and this act helped 

her chart a course through the public-relations disasters that followed 

Woodhull’s revelations. Anthony, who had sometimes wondered about her 

place in the work during the late 1860s and early 1870s, was reinvigorated 

by her decision to cast a ballot. She voted for the Republican incumbent, 

General Ulysses S. Grant. “Well I have been & gone & done it!!—positively 

Illustration of the Henry Ward Beecher & Elizabeth Tilton Sex Scandal, with Victoria 

Woodhull swimming, top left (Courtesy of the Prints & Photographs Division, Library of 

Congress, LC-USZ62-121959)
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voted the Republican ticket,” she wrote Stanton.105 Anthony did not share 

the American Association’s commitment to the Republican Party, but she 

believed that if the Republicans won, they would be forced to affi  rm the 

logic of the New Departure.106 She hoped the Republicans’ plank urging “re-

spectful consideration” to “the loyal women of America,” along with what 

Anthony hoped would be a massive voter turnout among women, would 

compel it. Although she turned her back on Woodhull, Anthony remained 

confi dent that the New Departure put suffrage within reach.107

A few weeks later, a U.S. marshal knocked on Anthony’s door and arrested 

her for voting illegally.108 She served no jail time. Yet her arrest, which one 

historian speculates came from the highest levels of the federal govern-

ment, signaled the Republicans’ unwillingness to sanction the New Depar-

ture logic.109 In all, dozens of women, black and white, attempted to vote in 

the 1872 election, and some of their cases began to wind their way through 

the courts.110 It was not the massive showing Anthony and other New Depar-

ture advocates had hoped for. Not even Stanton voted. She had considerably 

Cartoon of Victoria Woodhull 

as Mrs. Satan. Caption reads: 

“Get thee behind me, (Mrs.) 

Satan! Wife (with heavy 

burden): I’d rather travel the 

hardest paths of matrimony 

than follow your footsteps.” Full 

page cartoon by Thomas Nast in 

Harper’s Weekly, 17 February 

1872. (Courtesy of the Prints & 

Photographs Division, Library 

of Congress, LC-USZ62-74994)
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less faith than Anthony that the Republican plank regarding women, which 

Stanton derisively called a “splinter,” promised anything.111 But a somewhat 

rudderless and besieged Anthony was rejuvenated, and she had a mission. 

Her pending trial gave Anthony a focal point during the rough year of 1873, 

when Beecher’s ongoing trial spiced up the news.

Anthony hoped her trial might serve as a test case.112 If she could get a 

favorable ruling at her June trial, then suffrage might be won. So she began 

lecturing widely over the early months of 1873, delivering her “Is It a Crime 

for a U.S. Citizen to Vote?” most nights of the week.113 She hoped to defend 

principle as well as to sway potential jurors. Matilda Joslyn Gage did the 

same. Gage was a prominent New York suffragist, with roots in antebellum 

reform, who from its inception, helped lead the National Association. She 

nightly delivered her “The United States on Trial, not Susan B. Anthony.”114

The Woman’s Journal, by contrast, ran a piece expressing their disappoint-

ment in voting women, calling theirs an unhelpful “belligerent attitude,” 

forcing the issue instead of waiting for public opinion to grant it.115 This 

further retarded the cause, the editors argued. The power to determine who 

could vote belonged to the individual states, they continued, and to suggest 

otherwise was a constitutional violation that threatened “despotism.”116 The 

National Association’s strategy, in other words, did more than retard the 

woman suffrage cause, they warned. It threatened to disrupt democracy it-

self by advocating a dangerous balance between the powers of state govern-

ments and of the federal government. In opposing the National Association, 

the editors of the Woman’s Journal believed they were busily safeguarding 

the very foundations of American democracy.

✥ Back to Seneca Falls

For Anthony, who believed that safeguarding democracy required safe-

guarding a national strategy for women’s full suffrage, the year 1873 

dawned with both pessimism and determination. In a New Year’s Day letter 

to Wright, she worried that so many veteran activists “are relaxing from 

thought & work—feeling that the movement will go forward with its own 

momentum.” Anthony allowed that this was possible, “but I do not believe 

it—hence I cannot relax our effort.”117 The National Association was in a bit 

of a holding pattern that winter, as the New Departure cases slowly wound 

their way through the courts. At the same time, Anthony was eager to coun-

ter the bad publicity generated around the Beecher-Tilton scandal, which 

raged throughout 1873. Unwilling and temperamentally unable to “relax 
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our efforts,” Anthony channeled these various worries into affi  rmatively 

creating some momentum to ensure that “the movement will go forward.” 

Commemoration was still very much in the air nationally, as postwar fervor 

subsided and evolved, and as Americans looked toward the approaching na-

tional centennial. Women were visible and active commemorators in these 

contexts, but a celebration of the cause of women’s rights, not just women, 

in public memory promised to impose some coherence on the sprawling 

and chaotic new suffrage movement. Anthony and others would make the 

upcoming meeting of the National Association, to be held in May in New 

York City, the occasion for such an event.

It may have been no more than coincidence or happenstance that the 

Seneca Falls meeting was now exactly twenty-fi ve years ago and ripe for a 

silver anniversary when Anthony cast about for some reason to celebrate. In 

other words, what was happening in 1873 contributed as much to the myth 

of Seneca Falls as what had happened in 1848. Paulina Wright Davis’s 1870 

anniversary call had stated unequivocally, “The movement in England, as in 

America, may be dated from the fi rst National Convention, held at Worces-

ter, Mass., October, 1850.”118 And Stanton had stood upon the stage of that 

event and enthusiastically agreed. Now, for a variety of reasons, 1848 was 

the right time, and not just because it happened two years earlier than the 

Worcester meeting. Set against the background of turmoil and scandal of 

the early 1870s, the anniversary of Seneca Falls would be as useful as it was 

convenient. Although Anthony held the 1873 anniversary meeting in New 

York City, fi guratively the moment had arrived to go back to Seneca Falls.

As commemorative events go and by the standards of post–Civil War pag-

eantry, the anniversary session was fairly meager in ceremonial display—

perhaps underscoring just how tentative and tenuous this new point of ori-

gin was. Not yet a sacred myth, Seneca Falls was not yet even a story. Its 

most sacred text—the original copy of the Declaration of Sentiments—was 

not on display, because back in 1848 it had not been deemed important 

enough to preserve. And so, aside from the “wreath of laurels, interwoven 

with a silver thread,” no other trappings or relics graced the stage, save for 

three of the original organizers: Mott, her sister Martha Coffi  n Wright, and 

Stanton.119 Reluctantly attending to please Anthony, Stanton had for months 

been dreading the “crucifi xion” of the inevitable attacks she faced at con-

ventions. “I usually preserve the exterior of a saint,” she had confi ded to 

Wright in March, and “there is no use of everybody knowing how like a 

fallen angel I often feel.”120 Perhaps for these reasons, Stanton did not make 

good on the convention call’s promise that she and Mott would share remi-
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niscences of 1848.121 Neither did Mott (who did not try to appear a saint but 

was universally regarded as such). In fact, Mott failed to credit Seneca Falls 

as the birthplace of the movement, instead telling a more collective origins 

story and giving “considerable credit for it to the Quakers.”122 Having stayed 

relatively neutral when the movement split in 1869, Mott lent a nonpartisan 

dignity to this deeply partisan celebration.123

Without any need to resort to outright exclusion, the commemoration 

event acted as a historical sieve: keeping offstage both newcomers and 

longtime leaders such as Lucy Stone, who had not been present at the 1848 

meeting. The same logic might as well have excluded another 1848 absen-

tee—Anthony—but Stanton’s presence onstage made it plausible for her 

longtime collaborator to be there, too. Unable to reminisce about an event 

she had not attended, there was literally nothing for Anthony to do to com-

memorate it—except to preside. Taking the role of onstage historian, she 

narrated events she had not witnessed and imbued them with retrospec-

tive signifi cance. She opened by announcing that they had gathered to cel-

ebrate “the twenty-fi fth anniversary of the movement.” She then read from 

the printed report of the Seneca Falls convention, since most in attendance 

would not have been familiar with what had happened or what had been 

discussed there.124

Only a few years earlier, getting one’s hands on a printing of the 1848 

report would have been nearly impossible. The offi  ces of Frederick Doug-

lass’s newspaper, the North Star, had printed a small run of the report in 

the form of a pamphlet that included the Declaration of Sentiments—the 

original of which may simply have ended up on the print shop fl oor after the 

compositor had set it in type.125 By 1868, Theodore Tilton noted that copies 

of this report “are now rare, and will one day be hunted for by antiquar-

ians.”126 (Today, fewer than twenty-fi ve copies survive.)127 In 1870, however, 

in the wake of the split, Stanton had worked with Amy Post to have the 

proceedings reprinted, many without any visible clue (intentionally or ac-

cidentally) that they were not originals from 1848.128 (Post, an abolitionist 

and Quaker, had signed the original Declaration of Sentiments.) These once 

“rare” proceedings had begun to circulate more widely as a result, establish-

ing a documentary basis for what would become the movement’s origins 

story. Isabella Beecher Hooker, who was kept away from the 1873 conven-

tion, made this point in a letter that was read aloud to those assembled. 

“First, let me beg you my friends, one and all,” she began, “to read the report 

of the fi rst convention at Seneca Falls twenty-fi ve years ago . . . that you may 

join me in heartfelt admiration.” Hooker enthused that she had just fi nished 
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reading the report herself “for the third time,” and that “had I the means, 

the printed reports to this convention should be placed in the hands of every 

woman in the United States.”129 It was surely a reprint that Hooker had in 

her hands. As Mott had done in 1866, Hooker exhorted young women activ-

ists to learn their history—now available in convenient and plentiful form. 

Together with Stanton’s decision to reprint the report, Hooker’s urging that 

women get their hands on this movement talisman began the long process 

of turning the Seneca Falls report—and more specifi cally, the Declaration of 

Sentiments therein—into a sacred text.130

As the 1873 commemoration taught, to have been at Seneca Falls in 1848, 

or to choose to join the struggle that purportedly began there, was to be on 

the right side of history. Anthony said as much from the stage, when she 

predicted triumphantly—if also hopefully—that this “little meeting and its 

doings would one day be as famous as the Declaration of Independence.”131 

In what amounted to its fi rst public telling, this nascent myth emphasized 

that the historic road from Seneca Falls led directly and exclusively to Stan-

ton, Anthony, and the National Association. And while it was slightly incon-

venient that only one of them had actually attended the local gathering at 

Seneca Falls in 1848, neither of them had attended the fi rst national women’s 

rights meeting at Worcester in 1850. That alternative point of origin, which 

they had previously embraced, drew the wrong lessons about which side of 

the divided movement, which side of history, suffragists should choose in 

1873. That story pointed to Stone and her allies who had been moving infl u-

ences at Worcester in 1850. By contrast, a Seneca Falls origin excluded them. 

It was exclusive, rather than inclusive. And Stanton and Anthony preferred 

it for just this reason. It limited the movement’s legitimate leaders to a very 

small contingent. Stone and all those activists who had taken a robust part 

in the antebellum movement over the 1850s, who toiled to build and sustain 

it, were erased—simply because they had not been present at the osten-

sible creation in Seneca Falls. In this way, the 1873 commemoration was less 

about preserving history than it was about creating a collective memory 

that drew a clear line of succession.132

That line of succession was made explicit in a resolution emerging from 

the anniversary: “Resolved, That Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stan-

ton will evermore be held in grateful remembrance as the pioneers in this 

grandest reform of the age; that as the wrongs they attacked were broader 

and deeper than any other, so as time passes they will be revered as foremost 

among the benefactors of the race, and that we also hold sacred the memory 

of their co-labors in the convention of 1848.”133 Worded in the future tense, 
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this resolution looked ahead, not backward. Mott, who was eighty, was vis-

ibly frail and wondered aloud whether the commemoration might be her 

last public appearance. It wasn’t, but the point weighed heavily. Thus, the 

torch was all but passed in 1873 to Stanton “evermore,” not only as Mott’s 

“foremost” successor but as the woman who, as the story went, had almost 

singlehandedly inaugurated the women’s rights movement in the United 

States. The resolution notably made no mention of other organizers such as 

Martha Coffi  n Wright, who sat beside Mott and Stanton on the stage of that 

fi rst anniversary celebration.134 Ironically, Wright, who had been present at 

the creation, was unnecessary to the logic of this story, while Susan B. An-

thony was emerging at its center, although she had not attended. A variety 

of objectives and strategies had been discussed in 1848, but only one served 

the needs of 1873: national suffrage. In this sense, Anthony’s decision to 

vote in 1872 made her the torch carrier for that narrowed memory of Seneca 

Falls. Her two-hour evening keynote at the 1873 commemoration bolstered 

this impression. She dedicated it to her arrest for voting. Although Anthony 

mentioned and praised other women who had voted, she emphasized her 

own effort and experience.135 If Mott was the godmother of Seneca Falls, and 

Stanton was its architect (and Mott’s successor as patron saint), then An-

thony embodied the single-minded pursuit of its greatest promise—namely, 

that someday all women would vote.136

Thus, Anthony emerged from the twenty-fi fth anniversary convention as 

the narrator and historian of a nascent myth, as important as any of the 

women who were actually at Seneca Falls and co-equal with the greatest 

among them. She not only embodied the solitary mythic goal selected from 

many, she was a major advocate of a national strategy for victory and argu-

ably the major opponent of what she perceived to be the threat of decentral-

ization. Anthony was happy for women to work locally, and she encouraged 

their independence—to a degree. Yet she believed that the postwar move-

ment was too atomized to win the future and too shortsighted in losing its 

past. Mary Livermore, for example, was a wartime leader of the Northwest-

ern Sanitary Commission who became a suffragist, a leading fi gure of the 

American Association, and a popular speaker after the Civil War. But when 

Livermore lectured on the history of the movement, she dated it to 1869, 

when she and others radicalized by the war had become active. Privately, 

Anthony criticized Livermore for ignoring or being ignorant of the move-

ment before Fort Sumter, for thinking, like so many of the new suffragists, 

that the cause began with their own entrance into it.137 Anthony worried 

that self-regard was as much a cause of atomization as strategic disagree-
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ments. Yet she and Stanton were human enough not to see clearly that they, 

too, were touting as collective memory a version of history that began the 

movement with Stanton’s personal entry into it. Nevertheless, beginning 

with the 1873 anniversary convention they amended Mott’s 1866 admoni-

tion for women to learn their history. If women were to understand where 

the movement had been and where it must go, the version of history they 

learned mattered.

Anthony and Stanton shared a deep faith in their mission and a righteous 

belief that a story of women’s rights was historically signifi cant, in a larger 

political climate that did not treat the history of women’s rights as worth 

recording or celebrating. They each understood, on some level, that record-

ing and celebrating that history could serve as an important movement re-

source. And each believed that the new generation of recruits was taking 

hold of an important legacy, and that these recruits needed to understand 

the gravity of their mission—something best underscored by appealing to 

history. On these points, Stanton and Anthony aligned. But the infl ection 

each would give to this ongoing project over the years to come differed. 

That infl ection would refl ect the larger political sensibilities of each woman: 

Anthony, the peerless organizer, and Stanton, the consummate philosopher.

✥ The National Association Adrift

In June of 1873, one month after the fi rst commemorative convention for 

Seneca Falls, Anthony lost her voting trial. Judge Hunt found Anthony guilty 

and fi ned her $100 plus the costs of prosecution. She defi antly refused to 

pay. More important, she was denied the possibility of appeal. This meant 

she could not continue to pursue her case and secure a favorable judgment 

from a higher court. The judge clearly meant to put an end to the New De-

parture. He would not sanction its logic. Neither would he allow any other 

judge to sanction it.138

Meanwhile, other women managed to appeal their decisions, until Vir-

ginia Minor, an originator of the New Departure strategy, found herself be-

fore the U.S. Supreme Court. Women had been losing their cases in lower 

courts, so optimism was tempered. In March of 1875, the court ruled unani-

mously in Minor v. Happersett. The justices decided that the Reconstruction 

Amendments had not given the federal government the right to regulate 

voting. In a vindication of the American Association’s position, they ruled 

that the power to determine voter qualifi cations remained with the indi-

vidual states, where it had historically resided. The court also ruled that 
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voting was not, in fact, a right of citizenship. It was, rather, a privilege, to 

which not all citizens were entitled. The New Departure as a quick path to 

victory was decisively dead.139

The decision was about more than women’s rights. It was about how 

loosely the court was willing to read the Reconstruction Amendments. Those 

amendments had not only granted new rights, but they had put the federal 

government in charge of defi ning and defending those rights. The arguments 

women pushed, then, had implications for the rights of African Americans. 

Was the federal government going to interpret the rights outlined in those 

amendments broadly or narrowly? Already by Anthony’s trial in 1873, just 

three years after the ratifi cation of the last of those amendments, northern 

white will to protect African Americans was waning. Whites’ tepid commit-

ment to black rights had eroded further still by 1875, and this meant whites 

were less and less willing to sanction the logic of the New Departure. Not 

because they necessarily opposed women’s voting, although they may have, 

but because they were not willing to sanction a broad expansion in black 

rights. With the Minor decision, the Supreme Court dealt a severe blow to 

women’s rights, but the subtext lurking behind the decision was a denial of 

black civil rights.140

After 1873, when it became increasingly clear that women would not win 

their New Departure cases, the National Association was left with no viable 

strategy. Anthony had used the May 1873 anniversary convention to urge 

women to unite under the National Association’s banner, but for several 

years after Anthony’s June defeat, her organization had no concrete plan to 

offer. The National Association had given up pursuit of a Sixteenth Amend-

ment back in 1871, when Woodhull fi rst addressed Congress, and it now 

appeared they could not return to it. The Minor decision appeared to put 

an end not just to the New Departure, but also to the likelihood of winning 

a federal amendment. The court had ruled that Congress could not appoint 

voters. Voters could only be appointed by individual states, as the American 

Association had long argued. So Anthony, who hated what she perceived 

to be ineffi  cient state-by-state work, was forced back into the expanding, 

vibrant, uncontrollable world of local activism, where women sometimes 

pushed right past her.



3. Women’s Rights from the Bottom Up

✥ 1873–1880

Women’s suffrage now had to be won on a state-by-state basis, just as the 

American Association’s leadership had been saying all along. The cause of 

women’s rights confronted the same postwar challenge as African American 

civil rights: a war that began over the question of freedom or slavery in the 

territories ended without settling the question of federal versus state power. 

All states would now be nominally “free states,” but how free? The scope of 

the franchise and the meaning of freedom itself remained open questions 

well after the ratifi cation of the Fifteenth Amendment, and states played a 

pivotal role in that debate. They debated expanding (and restricting) the 

franchise in the fl urry of state constitutional conventions following the 

Civil War as well as the broader wave of legislative revisionism that altered 

state governance in other ways. That complex world of state politics defi ned 

and redefi ned citizen’s rights. And here, after 1873, state-by-state propo-

nents controlled women’s suffrage politics, and they had every reason to 

hope for success. That women had already won full voting rights in the 

territories of Wyoming and Utah was cause for optimism. But votes on 

women’s suffrage were coming up regularly in state legislatures, and the 

signs were often promising. Moreover, state-by-state proponents pioneered 

a range of different strategies, some of which began to bear fruit. Yet when 

Stanton and Anthony tried to enter those state campaigns after the collapse 

of a federal strategy, they were alternately welcomed and unceremoniously 

rebuffed, exposing tense undercurrents in the suffrage movement.1

Meanwhile, still others argued that voting was not the best way to eman-

cipate women at all. Women’s rights activism expanded rapidly after the 

Civil War, and the women’s suffrage movement soon found itself engulfed 

by other movements that offered competing defi nitions of women’s rights. 

These contending women’s rights voices successfully competed with the 

suffrage movement for the allegiance and energies of new recruits. They 

ranged from the free-love movement’s farsighted notions that a woman’s 
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control over her body had to be the foundation of women’s rights to work-

ing-class women’s demands for economic parity. The biggest challenge to 

the suffrage movement, however, came from the Woman’s Christian Tem-

perance Union, organized in 1874 not only to combat liquor sales and con-

sumption but also to protect women from men’s excesses and abuse. In just 

a few years, it became the largest women’s organization of the nineteenth 

century, by far. Its membership dwarfed suffrage organizing, and the tem-

perance movement recruited both veteran and newly activist women onto 

a “separate path,” taking them away from suffrage work. The WCTU even-

tually undertook its own suffrage campaigns, aggravating its already tense 

and fraught relationship with the diverse goals and leaders of organized 

suffrage movements.2

Stanton and particularly Anthony searched for a way forward after the de-

feats of the New Departure. They searched for some way to lead the diverse 

and expanding movements of American women back to a common goal, 

what they believed to be the only sensible agenda: full suffrage achieved 

nationally. Having responded to the challenges of the early 1870s, in part by 

experimenting with the tools of collective memory, Stanton and Anthony 

tentatively sketched out the story of Seneca Falls as a usable past. Over the 

remainder of the decade, they would return to this fl edgling story again and 

again. As time wore on, they learned to tell it more effectively and more 

usefully. Decades before, at an 1854 women’s rights convention in Philadel-

phia, Anthony had heard Lucy Stone make what seemed at the time to be an 

absurdly frivolous suggestion. Women’s “rights, should be illustrated in fi c-

tion. Prizes should be offered for the best stories,” said Stone, who “pointed 

to ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’ to show what fi ction could accomplish.” Stanton was 

even named to the prize committee, but “nothing was ever done to carry out 

the proposition.”3 

By the 1870s, Stanton and Anthony were coming to see that persuasive 

speeches, articles, petitions, letters, and calls to meeting were one thing, but 

the hardly simple art of storytelling was another form of activism entirely. 

The expanding, localized, and sometimes competing world of women’s 

rights activism inspired them to learn and hone this art over the coming 

years, as they struggled to redefi ne a federal strategy born of their frustra-

tion with state work, to persuade women that suffrage was the pinnacle of a 

rights agenda, and fi nally, to disrupt national storytelling, embodied in the 

nation’s 1876 centennial celebration. This would become one of the most 

important lessons Stanton and Anthony took away from the remainder of 
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the 1870s. But their story about where women’s rights had begun—and the 

constellation of meanings it contained—did not go unchallenged.

✥ States’ Rights for Women

Throughout the 1870s, pursuit of state voting rights was a rich and vibrant 

world. That vibrancy grew after the Minor decision, when suffragists who 

had been working for a federal strategy switched to state and local strate-

gies.4 In short, state work involved getting individual state governments to 

strip the word “male” from the eligible voters clauses of state constitutions. 

Those clauses had historically limited voting to persons who met certain 

qualifi cations, such as race, age, and property holding.5 Most clauses also 

defi ned voters as “male.” (New Jersey had historically allowed women to 

vote, until it inserted “male” into its voters clause in 1807.)6 After the Civil 

War, as they had before the war, women strove to get the offending word 

removed from state constitutions and thereby win the right to vote. As they 

had in Wyoming and Utah, suffragists hoped that women would begin to get 

voting rights in other states and territories, setting in motion a force that 

could quickly carry the question throughout the country.

The postwar wave of constitutional revisionism—in which countless 

states revised and redrafted their constitutions—opened up a promising 

arena for attack. After the Civil War, Congress required that southern states 

revise their constitutions in order to be readmitted to the Union, with the 

stipulation that those states affi  rm black civil rights. But this wave of con-

stitutional revisionism was not confi ned to the South. Northern and west-

ern states revised their constitutions again and again, sometimes in quick 

succession.7 Suffragists had every reason to hope that this radical remaking 

of rights at the state level would produce changes in the status of women. 

Indeed, woman suffrage was a subject of frequent discussion. Constitutional 

conventions of all male delegates, black and white, considered women’s 

enfranchisement in New York (1867), Arkansas (1867), Illinois (1869–70), 

Vermont (1870–71), Nebraska (1871, 1875), Pennsylvania (1872–73), New 

Jersey (1873–74), Ohio (1873–74), Missouri (1875), Texas (1875), Colorado 

(1876–77), California (1878–79), Washington Territory (1878), and Louisi-

ana (1879).8

In some states, women pushed the issue onto convention agendas, whereas 

in others the broader climate of rights remaking moved convention dele-

gates to take up the question on their own initiative.9 The Nebraska House 
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of Representatives, for example, sent a memorial (a nonbinding resolution) 

to that state’s constitutional convention urging delegates to support woman 

suffrage because an invidious distinction between the sexes was “unbecom-

ing to the people of this State in the year 1871 of the world’s progress.”10 A 

delegate to the Ohio constitutional convention similarly stated that “the 

question of woman suffrage is, in my opinion, one of the most important 

. . . political problems of this century.”11 Illinois convention delegates voted 

to remove the word “male” and agreed to submit the question to that state’s 

eligible voters in a referendum. They then narrowly reversed their deci-

sion a month later.12 Similarly, Michigan constitutional delegates approved 

woman suffrage at its 1867 constitutional convention but then reversed 

themselves on a second vote.13 By 1874, when they convened yet again, they 

kept women’s voting in their proposed revision.

Michigan’s convention delegates (all male) appear to have taken up the 

question without any organized pressure from women’s groups, who then 

had to hastily organize a campaign to support the referendum. The consti-

tutional convention put forth the clause about women’s voting as a separate 

question. Eligible voters (men) were to cast ballots on the new constitution 

as a whole, and then to cast a separate ballot for women’s voting. As they 

had in Kansas in 1867, out-of-state suffragists descended upon Michigan, 

where they mixed with local suffragists. This added another layer of chaos 

to the 1874 Michigan campaign, as the diversity of personalities and strate-

gies stirred tensions among national leaders, independent state suffragists, 

and local-level suffragists.

Stanton and Anthony, moreover, found themselves outfl anked when the 

American Association held its 1874 annual convention in Michigan, bring-

ing in large numbers of its partisans and luminaries, some of whom then 

stayed to campaign for the measure. Margaret Campbell, an American As-

sociation loyalist, confi ded to Lucy Stone that she was “afraid Susan will 

go.”14 Go she did. After Stanton and Anthony had each campaigned in Michi-

gan for roughly a month, Stone replied to Campbell, “I was sorry, when I 

found that Mrs. S. was to be in Mich. for she is utterly indiscreet.”15 Some 

local suffragists, like the well-known (Mary) Adelle Hazlett—head of the 

Northwestern Woman Suffrage Association and a notable opponent of what 

she perceived to be eastern paternalism and internecine strife—struggled 

to keep local control over the campaign.16 And a group of local suffragists 

declined Margaret Campbell’s services, offered by the New En gland Woman 

Suffrage Association, mistaking her for a woman of the same name who 

was a supporter of Victoria Woodhull.17 Other local women invited national 
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support. How well they all cohered on the ground was an ongoing struggle. 

Personalities clashed. Priorities differed. And confusion and confl ict arose 

about who ought to be in charge.

Quite aside from being unwelcome by some, Anthony went to Michigan 

somewhat reluctantly. Forced back into state-by-state work after New De-

parture defeats, Anthony nevertheless continued to believe that state strat-

egies were a fatal drain on movement energies. She doubted whether in-

cremental gains would ever amount to nationwide women’s suffrage, and 

she worried about dividing scarce labor, with women fi ghting many fi res 

in the states and territories, rather than fi ghting one big fi re in the nation’s 

capital. “Do you see any way we can even hope to make Congress look at 

us?” Anthony queried a friend as the New Departure faced defeat.18 “I do 

not believe in getting suffrage by state action,” she lamented, “but it is the 

only way the politicians will allow us to agitate the question—So I accept it 

of necessity—not choice.”19

Anthony’s presence in Michigan also provided ammunition to the enemies 

of suffrage. One local newspaper editor criticized Michigan’s homegrown 

suffragists for not ordering Anthony out of the state and cited this failure as 

evidence that they harbored a covert agenda for greater sexual freedom.20 

Aftershocks of the Woodhull scandal continued to plague Anthony’s reputa-

tion, despite her attempts to distance herself, and they plagued the move-

ment more broadly by tarring suffragism with the brush of immorality and 

eastern cosmopolitanism. This deepened already-strong prejudices among 

some against suffragist carpetbaggers from the East who condescended to 

save the provinces from inexperience. When Anthony attempted to speak in 

Hazlett’s hometown of Hillsdale, Michigan, the local Woman Suffrage As-

sociation refused to help with arrangements, bluntly fearful that Anthony 

would “do more harm than good.” For better or worse, Anthony drew large 

audiences—even in Hillsdale—but in the fl agship suffrage newspaper, her 

voice did not carry beyond the lecture hall and into print.21 The Woman’s 

Journal amply covered the 1874 Michigan campaign but barely mentioned 

Anthony’s involvement.22

Stanton, likewise, came in for rough treatment by Michigan’s major news-

papers, even though most of them favored women’s suffrage. Her sweeping 

and often-controversial pronouncements—her continued criticism of the 

Republican Party, for example, and her unapologetic confi rmation to re-

porters that she was the source for Woodhull’s knowledge about Beecher’s 

infi delity—did not sit well with many.23 Stanton and Anthony both blamed 

Hazlett, who disapproved of eastern interference, for the bad press cover-
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age.24 Soon national newspapers picked up on the tension, reporting that 

Stanton’s presence in Michigan had “dealt her own cause a severe blow.”25 

The claim underscored the ways in which Stanton was undermined by her 

own fi erce refusal to sanction the sexual double standard, along with her 

uncompromising stands. Her willingness to pursue ideas to their logical end 

made her a dazzling thinker, but not always the most effective strategist.

Another overriding tension in the campaign was the relationship be-

tween woman suffrage and temperance, the rapidly accelerating campaign 

to abolish liquor. Michigan was a hotbed of temperance activism, and many 

women supported both causes. If the Woodhull scandal had linked suffrage 

with free love, Michigan women’s temperance fervor infused suffragism 

with sober morals. Although many eastern and national-level suffragists 

did not share local concerns about demon rum, two rationales for women’s 

suffrage might well have seemed better than one, save for the fact (which 

Stanton and Anthony certainly recognized and feared) that temperance suf-

fragists awakened a powerful new opponent: the liquor lobby.

On Election Day, woman suffrage lost by a large margin: 135,000 to 

40,000.26 Suffragists tossed around blame, not infrequently pointing fi ngers 

at one another. Some blamed liquor interests. Others blamed immigrants, 

a common scapegoat. And some blamed local suffragists for being poorly 

organized.27 The Woman’s Journal blamed Stanton and Anthony, claiming 

the Beecher-Tilton scandal had cost the campaign thousands of votes.28 An-

thony, in turn, blamed “every whiskey maker, . . . drinker, . . . [&] gambler 

. . . every ignorant besotted man . . . & then the other extreme —every nar-

row selfi sh religious bigot.”29 She also blamed herself for not having taken 

inexperienced state and local workers more fi rmly in hand.30 As the chair 

of the National Association’s executive committee, she wrote, “I . . . failed 

to go to their state W. S. Ex. Com. [Woman Suffrage Executive Committee] 

and show them how to do the work.”31 Opposition to women’s suffrage, per 

se, was no longer the only challenge. Coming up with plans to cohere the 

varied campaign into an effective front of attack was, to Anthony’s mind, 

equally perplexing.

Besides continuing to try to infl uence state constitutional conventions, 

state-by-state strategists also attacked a second front: state legislatures. 

Most state legislatures were empowered to pass amendments under exist-

ing state constitutions, although a subsequent voter referendum was usu-

ally required. Meaning if state legislators voted in favor of a constitutional 

amendment granting woman suffrage, that amendment then had to go to a 

statewide referendum of eligible voters. This was a cumbersome path to be 
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sure, since many states required that any constitutional amendment fi rst 

pass two successive legislatures. In some states, the legislature only met ev-

ery two years, requiring suffragists to undertake multiple, drawn-out cam-

paigns. Needing to win three favorable votes, spaced at signifi cant intervals, 

two legislative and one statewide, was a signifi cant hurdle. And activists 

had to monitor and infl uence fi ve votes when both chambers of the leg-

islatures were considered. Anthony’s distaste for state work was certainly 

understandable. But the Minor decision seemed to confi rm it as the only 

route available. Fortunately, public support for woman suffrage surged in 

the 1870s, and state legislators gave suffragists reasons for optimism.

A dizzying array of state legislatures considered woman suffrage mea-

sures in these years. The Minnesota legislature held a hearing on a woman 

suffrage amendment in 1867.32 The Massachusetts Senate Committee on 

Woman Suffrage voted nine to one for a state constitutional amendment 

striking the word “male” from its list of voter qualifi cations in 1869.33 That 

same year, the Nevada Senate narrowly defeated a woman suffrage amend-

ment, which failed by only one vote. On a second vote, they approved the 

measure, only to see it fail in the Nevada House by two votes.34 Rhode Island 

held hearings on the expediency of an amendment in that same year, while 

the Vermont Council of Censors appointed a body to enquire into a consti-

tutional amendment to enfranchise women, an action the committee later 

endorsed in a lengthy report.35 In 1870, both houses of the state legislature 

in Michigan had approved an act to amend the state constitution in order 

to allow woman suffrage. It was struck down, however, by gubernatorial 

veto.36 Also in 1870, a bill for women’s full suffrage was introduced into the 

New Mexico territorial legislature.37 And women’s full suffrage failed in 1872 

in the territory of North Dakota by a single vote.38 That same year, the South 

Carolina legislature, heavily African American, debated a woman suffrage 

amendment to that state’s constitution.39 The Indiana legislature voted on 

woman suffrage in 1877.40 The Massachusetts legislature voted on women’s 

equal suffrage almost every year between 1868 and 1882.41 Those votes were 

often close, with a majority of one house deciding in favor of the reform.42 

And Oregon legislators twice voted on full suffrage bills in the 1870s.43 This 

brief inventory is necessarily selective. Yet even this partial glimpse reveals 

how regularly and how seriously state politicians addressed the question.

Iowa became the next hope for suffragists after Michigan. As early as 1861, 

the Iowa legislature instructed its committee on constitutional amendments 

to enquire into the expediency of striking the word “male” from that state’s 

founding document.44 That legislature had then put woman suffrage to a 
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vote in every session since 1868.45 By 1874, the measure passed overwhelm-

ingly and was scheduled for referendum in 1876. This buoyed suffragists’ 

spirits in the wake of the Michigan defeat.

Anthony had no intention of risking a loss in Iowa in 1876 by making 

the same mistake she felt she had made in Michigan, deferring too much 

to statewide activists. “So now,” she wrote a colleague in January 1875, “I 

propose that the National Society shall mother Iowa & help her on to her two 

feet.”46 Iowa women did not always feel they needed out-of-state mothering, 

however. From 1872 to 1874, while the legislature considered women’s vot-

ing rights, a contingent of Iowa suffragists had asked Stanton and Anthony 

to stay out of the state for fear that their ties to Woodhull would cost votes.47 

Despite Anthony’s assistance (or because of it, in some eyes), state-level 

suffragists lost another chance for a referendum in 1876, when the Iowa leg-

islature failed to pass the provision for a second time.48 Still, state work con-

tinued apace, where state-by-state proponents argued among themselves 

over strategy and what their immediate goal ought to be.

✥ Of Tax Revolts and Tea Cups Half Full

The range of strategies state-by-state suffragists used and the myriad differ-

ent goals they pursued—from full to partial suffrage measures—meant state 

work defi ed easy characterization. Tax revolts, refusing to pay until enfran-

chised on the grounds of “no taxation without representation,” was one 

popular approach. Although the method dated to the 1850s, the centennial 

of the Boston Tea Party in 1873 gave women’s tax revolts new life.49 With 

the collective memory of the American Revolution newly relevant and thus 

ripe for reinterpretation, suffragists made a powerful claim for both women 

and men. Despite the impact of the Civil War and Reconstruction, univer-

sal male suffrage had still not been won in all states. Some still tied voting 

rights to taxation or property ownership, even for white men.50 In many 

ways, women’s tax revolts built upon a more convincing argument than 

the New Departure, which had promoted a clever but controversial reinter-

pretation of the law.51 Tax-protesting women appealed to an already well-

established principle: the obligation of paying a tax demanded the demo-

cratic right to vote against it.52 The Albany Times noted the strategic change: 

“Having failed after many years to secure representation, they [suffragists] 

now demand exemption from taxation.”53 A contributor to the Woman’s 

Journal, meanwhile, commented in 1871 that “hostility to excessive taxation 

seems to be the main plank in the present political platform.”54 As a plat-
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form that had to be deployed individually, whether by women acting inde-

pendently or by organized protests of women acting in concert, tax protests 

became widely popular among all kinds of suffragists in the 1870s.55

The 1873 centennial prompted larger-scale tax protests. The demonstra-

tions were called Women’s Tea Parties, and Lucy Stone and Julia Ward Howe 

organized and spoke at an especially large one in Boston a day before the of-

fi cial anniversary that December. In New York, a state suffrage society used 

their Tea Party to kick off an 1874 campaign demanding New York women 

be exempted from taxation until enfranchised by that state’s legislature.56 

Suffragists launched a similar campaign in Connecticut. Through the pages 

of the Woman’s Journal, Lucy Stone, who had refused to pay her taxes as 

early as the 1850s, called upon women everywhere to protest taxation with-

out representation.57

A pair of elderly sisters, Abby and Julia Smith, mounted the highest pro-

fi le individual tax revolt, also in 1873. Unmarried and living together in 

Glastonbury, Connecticut, the Smith sisters claimed to pay the highest prop-

erty taxes in town. Upon returning from the American Association’s annual 

convention in Boston that October, they found their tax assessment had 

gone up further still. They refused to pay, and Glastonbury offi  cials began 

seizing and selling off their property. The sisters themselves began lecturing 

about their ordeal to public audiences in order to generate sympathy and 

recruits. Audiences roared when the two elderly women recounted how the 

taxman had confi scated all their livestock but two cows: Taxey and Votey.58

William Ingersoll Bowditch, a former abolitionist and an offi  cer of the 

Massachusetts Woman Suffrage Association, angrily pointed out that the 

women of Lexington and Concord, along with neighboring Acton, paid 

enough taxes between them—more than $7,000—to have paid for the 

pricey statue of a minuteman about to be erected in Concord. Bowditch 

sardonically suggested that the town instead erect a centennial statue with 

a revolutionary hero challenging his unfair taxation alongside Glastonbury 

offi  cials unjustly selling Abby Smith’s cows.59

In the other high profi le case of the mid-1870s, Stephen Foster, Abby Kelley 

Foster, Sarah Wall, and Marietta Flagg—all of Worcester, Massachusetts—

refused payment of taxes in 1874. That same year, the Fosters convened an 

Anti-Tax Convention in Worcester.60 They were not alone. In New York and 

California, women also formed anti-tax-paying leagues.61 A group calling 

itself the Woman’s Anti-Tax Paying League of San Francisco circulated a 

tax protest statement to the tax collector’s offi  ce of Alameda County and to 

the press, including the Woman’s Journal.62 And by the mid-1870s, women 
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had formed the Monroe County New York Tax Payer’s Association, based 

in Rochester.63 The newspaper editor turned law school student Mary Ann 

Shadd Cary arrived at City Hall in Washington, D.C., in the spring of 1871 

and argued before the seven-member board that as a citizen, a district resi-

dent, a taxpayer, an African American, and a woman, she possessed a legiti-

mate claim to the ballot.64 In Massachusetts and elsewhere in New England, 

women demanded relief from taxation until enfranchised.65 So did Martha 

Schofi eld, a white woman in South Carolina.66 Conversely, some women be-

gan arguing for the extension of voting to tax-paying women only.67

Once again, as it had with the New Departure, the National Association 

tried to translate this local strategy onto the federal stage.68 At their an-

nual 1874 and 1875 conventions, when the National Association cast about 

for some way to attract congressional notice, members looked upon these 

many actions.69 They adopted and submitted a memorial petition to “ex-

empt women from taxation for National purposes, so long as they are un-

represented in National Councils.”70 National Association loyalist Jane H. 

Spofford held a reception honoring Julia Smith, to give “people an oppor-

tunity to meet this heroic woman.”71 Stanton even composed a speech on 

the subject.72 In Washington, D.C., Isabella Beecher Hooker, the National 

Association’s representative in the capital city, began lobbying Congress to 

exempt women from taxation until they were enfranchised nationwide.73 

That effort was short lived. But it epitomized the ways in which Anthony 

struggled throughout these years to superimpose a federal, unifying plan 

onto the outpouring of state suffrage work.

Partial suffrage also became an important strategy. Partial suffrage mea-

sures gained momentum during these years, as some began arguing that 

limited voting rights were a worthwhile goal. The expense and onus of 

working for so-called full suffrage at the state level made it increasingly 

unattractive, even to the American Association. By 1871, they began to ad-

vocate presidential suffrage, where women could vote for the U.S. presi-

dent, but no other offi  ce. Henry Blackwell was particularly fond of this 

approach. Blackwell and others argued this did not require a state constitu-

tional amendment, thus lifting the onerous demands of accomplishing one. 

Instead, state legislatures could directly enfranchise women for these types 

of elections—meaning one favorable vote, not fi ve. In this way, the Ameri-

can Association hoped to persuade the Republican Party that women’s votes 

were necessary for its survival. They hoped, in turn, that Republicans would 

court women’s votes by supporting more extensive voting rights, eventually 
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moving toward full suffrage. Presidential suffrage was to be an “entering 

wedge” in the fi ght, not an end in itself. The Massachusetts Woman Suffrage 

Association followed this path and pressed its state legislature for partial 

suffrage rights beginning in 1872.74

At the local level suffragists were advocating another partial measure: 

municipal suffrage. The special status of the city of Washington, D.C., had 

prompted this approach immediately after the Civil War.75 In 1867, African 

American and white women and men of the District of Columbia organized 

the Universal Franchise Association to secure local voting rights for women. 

In other words, they sought voting rights in city affairs. Electing as their 

president a U.S. senator from Kansas, they sought passage of a suffrage bill 

like the one just passed to enfranchise black men in the capital.76 By the 

end of the 1870s, the New England Woman Suffrage Association, the Ameri-

can Association, and the Massachusetts Woman Suffrage Association began 

promoting municipal suffrage, and they brought municipal suffrage bills to 

votes in the Massachusetts legislature.77 Whether pursued by African Ameri-

can or white women, for overt or covert reasons, the municipal suffrage 

movement (which was sometimes linked with tax protests) was a kind of 

bottom-up approach to voting rights.

Another group of women did even more to push the idea of municipal 

suffrage: temperance women. The newly formed Woman’s Christian Tem-

perance Union (WCTU) held fast to notions of women’s supposedly supe-

rior morality. They used housekeeping ideas, suggesting that women could 

improve city and municipal health by application of their home caretaking 

skills. And they liked the idea of municipal suffrage giving them a voice in 

local liquor laws. Municipal suffrage was, for some temperance women, a 

suffi  cient extension of rights. Over the 1880s, these campaigns bore fruit, 

and women began voting in certain types of local elections. But the alli-

ances sometimes formed in these municipal suffrage campaigns between 

temperance and suffrage women also brought powerful enemies in the li-

quor lobby, meaning that municipal campaigns were not always an easier 

row to hoe.78

A fi nal partial suffrage strategy was born entirely at the grassroots: school 

suffrage. More successful and common than presidential or municipal en-

franchisement efforts, school suffrage campaigns owed little or nothing to 

either the National or American Associations. Many were not the product of 

any kind of suffrage organizing per se, but rather grew out of other dynam-

ics that were peculiar to a given town, county, or state. Moreover, school 
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suffrage both predated the woman suffrage movement and itself quickly ac-

quired the status of an actual movement, notwithstanding its diversity and 

particularity. Kentucky allowed school suffrage for widows and unmarried 

women who owned property as early as 1838. Michigan followed suit for 

taxpaying women in 1855, as did Kansas in 1861. Colorado approved school 

suffrage in 1876. Minnesota and Mississippi (rarely mentioned in the same 

sentence) both granted school suffrage in 1878. Massachusetts approved 

it the following year. Twelve more states followed in the 1880s. Temper-

ance women often joined or launched these campaigns, hoping to require 

temperance education in public schools. Local school suffrage laws varied 

widely, of course, and imposed myriad eligibility requirements and restric-

tions. But as an uncoordinated and inherently decentralized movement, its 

success was unmistakable.79

In fact, its success placed national leaders and associations in the uncom-

fortable reactive position of being led from below. The school suffrage move-

ment succeeded where neither the National nor the American Association 

had been able to, in exploding the canard that few women actually wanted 

to vote. What worried national leaders, however, was the prospect of en-

franchised women not actually registering or turning out to vote in school 

elections. The American Association found that getting out the school vote 

required signifi cant resources. The time invested yielded only a small result, 

since few women (when compared to half of the adult population) were 

actually enfranchised by these laws. Anthony found school suffrage, along 

with presidential suffrage, a complete waste of time.80 Harriet Robinson, 

a prominent suffragist in Massachusetts allied with the National Associa-

tion, later called the 1879 Massachusetts measure a “sham,” an effort that 

only tried suffragists’ nerves. Blackwell and Stone, on the other hand, al-

though not strong proponents of such laws, thought they might have a salu-

tatory effect. They tried to remain positive, calling the 1879 Massachusetts 

law a start “in the right direction” and “the thin end of a wedge.” Women 

enfranchised by school suffrage law in Massachusetts did, moreover, be-

gin to support larger woman suffrage aims. But Stone herself chose not to 

vote. Registration required using her husband’s last name, her legal name, 

a concession she refused. Despite this, partial suffrage measures continued 

to be an important strategy of state-level activists and of the American As-

sociation, avoiding the challenges of amending state constitutions through 

cumbersome conventions, legislation, and referendums, while creating an 

entering wedge for winning full suffrage.81
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✥ What Are Women’s Rights?

At the same time that women who identifi ed primarily as suffragists fought 

their battles on many fronts and in many ways, other women began to vie 

for the soul of a rapidly expanding women’s movement. By the mid-1870s, 

just what constituted women’s rights became a topic of heated debate, with 

no agreement that suffrage stood or should stand at the pinnacle of a wom-

en’s rights agenda. Women’s rights were many things in this era, as mul-

tiple, overlapping movements rapidly assumed proportions that would have 

been unimaginable in the antebellum decades. This meant older suffragists 

had another battle on their hands: trying to convince other women that suf-

frage was the best path to liberation.

The WCTU was by far the most successful post–Civil War women’s rights 

organization. Temperance women understood suppressing demon rum as 

a women’s rights issue, albeit one based in religion and a culture of do-

mesticity rather than in liberal individualism and electoral politics. In 1873, 

while the National Association was busy commemorating the twenty-fi fth 

anniversary of Seneca Falls, midwestern women were moving in a different 

direction. In Hillsboro, Ohio, a temperance advocate and professional lec-

turer named Dr. Diocletian Lewis exhorted his audience to defend women, 

family, and the home from the degradation and violence of drunken men. 

Lewis had delivered this lecture many times, in many places, and groups of 

women had, for decades, taken local action against liquor. But neither had 

sparked what began that day in Hillsboro. Something moved these women 

to march en masse to their town’s saloons, hotels, and drug stores and de-

mand that the owners sign pledges to stop selling alcohol. Where owners 

refused, women invaded their establishments, knelt on their rough-hewn 

fl oors in prayer, and sang hymns—often for hours, sometimes for days. 

Within a few weeks, businesses dispensing alcohol in Hillsboro dwindled 

from thirteen to four.82 The fervor quickly spread to other towns as well, 

sometimes following Lewis’s appearances, sometimes not. Liquor sellers in 

other midwestern and northeastern states soon found themselves besieged 

by bands of militant praying women. The spontaneous momentum behind 

the Woman’s Crusades propelled the 1874 creation of the WCTU, which rap-

idly grew into the largest women’s organization of the nineteenth century 

(and remains in existence today).83

The women who joined the WCTU were deeply religious, and many would 

not have joined the women’s suffrage movement. They perceived politics 

and political protest as unladylike. Political involvement defi ed women’s 
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proper domestic sphere as well as their accustomed and proper mode of 

exerting passive infl uence within the home. The WCTU preached “gospel 

temperance” and moral suasion, meaning reform through prayer and moral 

appeals, considered permissible actions for women. The ascendancy and 

popularity of such thinking was anathema to Stanton, who in a public lec-

ture compared the “Woman’s Whiskey War” to “mob law” and worried 

about resurgent religious conservatism.84 Anthony dismissed the crusades 

as “only a spasm.”85 But temperance was no mere spasm.

Temperance drew massive numbers of women into public action, where 

they began to gain an education in formal politics. As they tried to rid the 

nation of demon rum, temperance women began to emphasize the need for 

legislative reform (in addition to moral suasion), and they launched mas-

sive petition drives (considered permissible for women) to demand, among 

other things, laws banning the sale of alcohol. They justifi ed such political 

actions by appealing to their God-given duty to protect the home. Temper-

ance laws would prevent drunken men from spending a family’s income on 

liquor and leaving women and children destitute. They hoped such laws 

would also prevent men’s abuses against women in the form of battery, 

rape, and more—which they reductively contributed to alcohol consump-

tion. Theirs was a women’s rights analysis, but one founded on very differ-

ent principles than the mainstream suffrage movement. In any case, during 

the last decades of the nineteenth century, it is undeniable that the cause of 

temperance—not suffrage—awoke massive numbers of women to a desire 

for political participation.86

The 1874 creation of the WCTU created complications for the mainstream 

suffrage movement, which began to lose recruits and cede momentum to 

temperance work. The temperance campaign proved electric, and some suf-

fragists jumped ship in order to devote more time to temperance work. Emily

Pitts Stevens was a California suffragist, and she published an important 

suffrage newspaper, the Pioneer, which she began in 1869, the fi rst woman 

suffrage paper in the West.87 By 1873, she sold her newspaper to become a 

temperance lecturer and, eventually, a national organizer for the WCTU.88 

Others began to split their time between the two causes. Mary A. Liver-

more, the renowned orator and an offi  cer of the American Woman Suffrage 

Association, for example, became prominent in both causes, lecturing for 

both. Within a few years, the two causes were so intermingled that Liver-

more declared in September 1876 that “the prohibition and woman suffrage 

movement[s] were joined together, like Chang and Eng, the Siamese twins, 

so that you cannot tell which is Chang and which is Eng.”89 The temperance 
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movement was vast and complex, with many on-the-ground women readily 

supporting voting, although it was not yet a stated goal of the WCTU. Mean-

while, many if not most on-the-ground suffragists supported temperance, 

blending together seemingly divergent ideologies—producing yet more 

variation in the suffrage movement. The fact that many, if not most, local-

level suffragists supported temperance greatly worried some national suf-

frage leaders who believed that advancing suffrage required more focused 

allegiance.

The relationship between temperance and suffrage organizing at the 

national level remained uneasy, even after the WCTU formally endorsed 

women’s suffrage in early 1800s. In that year, the redoubtable Frances Wil-

lard, an Illinois college president and dean of women, began a two-decade 

stint as president of the WCTU (which she had helped to found). God had 

asked her to pursue women’s suffrage, she explained, in the name of saving 

the home. Willard’s appeal to God’s will helped persuade the movement’s 

base that the vote—associated with the public (as opposed to domestic) 

sphere and therefore considered appropriate only for men—was a permis-

sible goal. Willard’s “Home Protection” platform grafted suffrage onto the 

organization’s mission and explicitly called it “a movement . . . to secure for 

all women above the age of twenty-one years the ballot as one means for the 

protection of their homes from the devastation caused by the legalized traf-

fi c in strong drink.” More than any other woman who crossed or straddled 

the line between suffrage and temperance activism, Willard’s ascendancy 

offered to “the average woman” not merely a choice among local, state, or 

national strategies but more fundamentally a choice of ideological bases 

and movements for women’s rights.90

At the opposite end of the spectrum from the conservative WCTU were 

the sex radicals, who formulated a different critique of women’s subordi-

nation. Although Anthony cast Woodhull out of the National Association, 

Woodhull did not go away. To escape vilifi cation in the East, Woodhull went 

west. She emerged as a focal point of the free-love movement throughout 

the mid-1870s, and she did more than perhaps any other person to bring 

free-love ideas before the general public. After fl eeing the East, she spoke 

night after night throughout the Midwest and the West, where she became a 

celebrity on the lecture platform. Rural women became radicalized by hear-

ing her speak. Those who were too nervous to attend her public lectures 

consumed free-love ideas in the privacy of their own homes, through the 

pages of Woodhull & Clafl in’s Weekly, which Woodhull continued to print. 

All these women then used the pages of the Weekly to form grassroots net-
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works that developed into a grassroots women’s rights movement. Its pages, 

in turn, helped groom other female sex radical voices, such as Laura Cuppy 

Smith and Lois Waisbrooker. These women helped sustain the movement af-

ter Woodhull ceased publication of the Weekly in 1876 and permanently left 

the country for England in 1877. Woodhull never again played a prominent 

role in the U.S. women’s rights movement. Yet she left a powerful legacy. (In 

England, Woodhull married a wealthy banker and lived the rest of her life 

as a respectable lady in material comfort.)91

Free love grew into a signifi cant movement in these years. Although it was 

vilifi ed in the press as nothing more than immorality and licentiousness, it 

was actually a radical critique of women’s unequal position in society. Phi-

losophies varied, but one consistent theme emerged. All sex radicals argued 

that meaningful freedom required women’s control over their own bodies. 

For them, the heart of women’s inequality lay in private relationships, not 

in politics. The seat of that inequality was marriage. Because women had 

no economic options, they were forced into marriage for access to male eco-

nomic support. In turn, the state gave a husband complete ownership of his 

wife’s body—including expectations that she submit to his sexual requests 

(there was as yet no concept of marital rape). Marriage, they argued, was 

a coercive institution tantamount to state-sanctioned prostitution. Only 

when women had access to economic independence could they freely enter 

into marriage. And only when women had access to information about their 

bodies and contraceptive control could they freely choose motherhood.92

If calling marriage prostitution was not infl ammatory enough, sex radicals 

went further. Women in the nineteenth century were thought to have no 

sexual desire, only a maternal instinct.93 Sex radicals countered that women 

experienced sexual passion and had a right to cultivate their sexuality, 

which included both the right to say “yes” as well as “no.” Sex radicals also 

attacked the sexual double standard, in which women’s sexual expression 

was socially condemned while men’s was encouraged and excused. Finally, 

they supported the labor movement and plans for radical economic reform, 

which they saw as necessary for women’s economic independence. Like 

most reformers in their day, free lovers had overlapping reform allegiances, 

and many supported suffrage, even if they did not think it was the primary 

seat of women’s oppression. After Woodhull’s brief, if memorable, associa-

tion with the National Association, however, mainstream suffragists were 

not eager to welcome sex radicals into their ranks. They feared free lov-

ers might further discredit the cause. Free lovers, meanwhile, thought the 

mainstream suffrage movement failed to tackle the real problems underly-
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ing women’s subordination. As with the WCTU, the relationships between 

the two organized movements was uneasy, even as women on the ground 

blended support for both causes.

Sex radicals formed their own independent women’s rights organizations, 

and these contributed to the movement’s growth over the mid- to late 1870s. 

When the distributor of Woodhull & Clafl in’s Weekly refused to send it out 

due to its ostensibly obscene content, readers banned together and formed 

clubs to ensure the paper’s continued distribution nationwide.94 In 1873, 

women and men helped form the New England Free Love League. And in 

1874, they formed the Western Women’s Emancipation Society.95 From the 

stage of the Western Women’s Emancipation Society’s meeting in Ravenna, 

Ohio, delegates made their priority clear: “Woman’s fi rst great, and all em-

bracing right, without which all talk of other rights is but mockery and non-

sense, is the Right to Herself.”96 The example of these organizations led to 

the creation of others.97 The sex radical press grew as well, with newspapers 

like the Word. These papers helped to cultivate and distribute movement 

philosophy.98

Free lovers sparked a powerful backlash in the form of purity and anti-

obscenity campaigns. These campaigns purported to protect vulnerable 

women from predatory men and sexual danger, but they were in many ways 

men’s continued effort to control women’s bodies. Anthony Comstock, a dry 

goods clerk with service in the Union Army, spearheaded the movement 

and successfully lobbied for the 1873 passage of a federal obscenity law. 

The so-called Comstock Law forbade the circulation of “obscene” material 

through the mail.99 Comstock also successfully worked to classify informa-

tion about abortion and contraception as obscene. Following Comstock’s 

lead, states began to criminalize the practice of abortion and contraception, 

both of which had been legal. Comstock especially relished assaults upon 

editors of the sex-radical press, whose newspapers circulated through the 

federal mail, making them vulnerable to prosecution. Their frank discus-

sions of women’s bodily freedom, which included information on limiting 

pregnancy, made them vulnerable to prosecution under the Comstock Law. 

Woodhull, who made sport of offending Comstock, was arrested and jailed 

multiple times, as were others.100

Working-class women simultaneously launched their own women’s rights 

movements and offered their own analyses of women’s oppression. They 

agreed with the free lovers that women’s economic subordination lay at the 

heart of the problem. But they did not share free lovers’ emphasis on critiqu-

ing marriage and sexuality. The women’s labor movement was, in important 
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ways, an offshoot of the male labor movement, from which women were 

routinely excluded simply because they were women. Sexism in the labor 

movement was rife. Barred from most branches of the male labor move-

ment, women had to organize on their own.

Working-class women, like men, responded to the changed conditions of 

their lives after the Civil War in a process historians have called “Northern 

Reconstruction.” Wage work was not new, but the expansion in that work 

was. The United States emerged from the Civil War as the world’s second-

leading industrial power, and it would soon surpass Great Britain as the 

world’s leading industrial power.101 That meteoric growth in the manufac-

turing sector had largely been a northern phenomenon, and massive waves 

of European immigrants along with rural migrants moved into industrial-

izing northern cities to fi nd wage work. With the growth in manufactur-

ing came a new wave of labor unrest. Industrial workers were caught in 

an often-inescapable web of dire poverty, and they routinely equated their 

lives with those of former slaves, referring to their condition as “wage slav-

ery.” For the most part, no laws governed the conditions of work. There 

existed little protective legislation of any sort and no minimum wage. Hours 

were exceedingly long, pay was scant, working conditions were dangerous, 

and exploitation (including sexual exploitation for women) was common. 

Working women generally made even less money than working men, being 

paid less for the same work or being sex segregated into lower-paying oc-

cupations. Impoverished wage workers, men and women, demanded that 

Reconstruction—the remaking and redefi nition of rights—be extended to 

them as well.102

After the Civil War, industrial wage workers launched a varied move-

ment, which frequently called upon government to take a more active role 

in addressing the needs of working people. They demanded, for example, 

laws limiting the length of the work day, laws for child-labor protections, 

laws to encourage a redistribution of wealth, and more. In short, the la-

bor movement wanted the government to intervene in order to address 

the problems of working people, much as it had intervened to address the 

problems of freed people. Workers launched protests, appeals, and general 

strikes, some of which shut down American cities. And they successfully 

inserted themselves into national political debates, moving the so-called 

labor question to the forefront of Reconstruction-era politics. But sex dis-

crimination, combined with fears that lower-paid women would take men’s 

jobs, undergirded women’s exclusion from men’s labor organizations.103

Working women, and the labor movement more generally, were split over 
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the utility of the ballot. Some believed that the ballot could be used to enact 

their demands. They believed they could vote themselves a shorter work 

day, for instance. An equally large contingent of the labor movement argued 

that the vote had limited utility. For those working men who had the bal-

lot, they pointed out, it had made little impact upon the conditions of their 

lives. Voting, some labor activists suggested, was merely illusory power. 

Better, they urged, to organize in massive numbers and confront industrial 

capitalists head on, in strikes, slow downs, and direct-action campaigns. Al-

though many working women supported women’s voting rights, they often 

prioritized other demands, remaining circumspect about the vote’s poten-

tial to meaningfully affect their lives.104

At the same time, working women sometimes turned to the organized suf-

frage movement for support, but this too was an uneasy alliance. Because 

of the organized male labor movement’s hostility, working-class women 

needed allies in their efforts to organize. Conversely, suffragists wanted to 

draw attention to working women’s plight, at least as they understood it, 

because they saw in them a stark example of the need for sexual equality.

The two groups hardly made ideal partners, however, with mainstream 

suffragists attempting to persuade wage-earning women of their preemi-

nent need for the ballot, and wage-earning women insisting upon their own, 

independent ability to offer solutions to the problems confronting their 

lives. The New England Women’s Club, for example, composed of numerous 

suffragists, investigated the conditions of Boston sewing women and pub-

lished a landmark report with dire fi ndings.105 The short-lived Boston Work-

ing Women’s League, an independent organization composed of working-

class women, appreciated the concern, but fi rmly rejected the suffragists’ 

efforts to impose solutions.106 So too did the Working Women’s Association 

(WWA) in New York City, organized through the offi  ces of the Revolution, 

Stanton and Anthony’s short-lived newspaper (which they had been forced 

to sell in 1870).107 Composed primarily of female typesetters, the WWA “re-

jected Stanton’s suggestion that they name their organization the Working 

Women’s Suffrage Association.”108 They also rejected Stanton and Anthony’s 

suggestion that enfranchisement be the association’s top priority.109 Still, 

the typesetters desired an alliance, both because of the antagonism they 

received from male workers in the National Typographical Union and also 

because of their shared commitment to sexual equality.110 Leading suffrag-

ists frequently imagined a universal woman (a married, white woman of the 

middling classes), and therefore a universal conception of women’s rights—

one centered on the vote. But working women such as Jeannie Collins of 
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Massachusetts challenged them head on, understanding that women did not 

constitute a single, unifi ed group but were, in fact, divided by class. There 

could be no single conception of women’s rights, working women like Col-

lins argued, because “there are not certain wrongs that apply to the whole 

sex.”111

In October 1873, northeastern club women launched yet another women’s 

rights organization, the Association for the Advancement of Woman (AAW), 

at what they called the Woman’s Congress. Club women put their emphasis 

on yet another set of issues, many of which refl ected their own social posi-

tions. Club women’s political leanings ranged from progressive to conserva-

tive. Some had deep roots in reform networks, some were career women, 

and some were upstanding society women. The two most infl uential clubs, 

both founded in 1868, were Sorosis, based in New York City, and the New 

England Women’s Club, based in Boston. These and other clubs met every 

few weeks to educate members on various topics such as the “Pulpit as a 

sphere for women,” and, “Does society properly recognize and respect busi-

ness women?”112 They worked on broad-ranging issues, including “homes 

for unwed mothers; pensions for widows and dependents; protection for 

industrial workers; child-labor laws; [and] maternal and infant-care clin-

ics.”113 The club movement grew rapidly in the half century after the Civil 

War, with clubs forming in cities across the nation. Yet membership was gen-

erally restricted, often by invitation only. What united clubwomen, many 

of whom also had overlapping membership in suffrage organizations, was 

their desire to press for women’s emancipation through education, physical 

activity (considered too delicate for girls), uplift, and self-improvement.114

The AAW and the 1873 Woman’s Congress grew partly out of club wom-

en’s dissatisfaction with certain dimensions of the suffrage movement, in-

cluding Stanton and Anthony’s alliance with the controversial Woodhull.115 

As one newspaper put it: “Justly, or unjustly, the taint of the abominable 

free-love doctrine enunciated so unblushingly by certain female agitators 

has become attached, in the public mind, to some degree at least, to the 

whole ‘woman movement.’”116 Charlotte Beebe Wilbour and other AAW or-

ganizers tried to uncouple the sometimes-negative publicity surrounding 

suffrage (in the wake of the Beecher-Tilton scandal) from women’s progress. 

Wilbour, herself a suffragist, felt there needed to be a less controversial or-

ganization to emphasize and promote other aspects of women’s advance-

ment. Roughly 150 leading women, including Lucy Stone, signed the call to 

the October 1873 Woman’s Congress.117 Anthony’s name, however, did not 

appear; irritated, she complained privately over the omission.118 Neither did 
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Anthony attend the congress, being evidently unwelcome. Yet her absence 

at something such as this—a Woman’s Congress—was conspicuous, so to 

minimize any appearance of division and disagreement, one suffrage news-

paper diplomatically attributed her absence to her sister’s illness. In fact, it 

seems, organizers had excluded her.119

Although the 1873 Woman’s Congress had a sprawling agenda, it stopped 

short of endorsing woman suffrage, likely because of the fact that some 

now associated the demand with sexual scandal.120 Wilbour, who presided, 

squarely challenged leading suffragists. A woman should “no longer be sat-

isfi ed,” she stated, “to follow the lead of others but should herself inaugu-

rate more great movements in the best interests of women.”121 Club women 

intended the 1873 congress to be an umbrella organization, encouraging 

the formation of local clubs and coordinating their action.122 The congress 

itself was to remain an elite body of several hundred, and organizers care-

fully orchestrated the 1873 meeting, controlling who spoke and preventing 

any one subject from dominating. Thirty-fi ve papers were presented over 

several days, on everything from motherhood to women’s colleges.123 One 

speaker briefl y broached the subject of woman suffrage, but it was never 

thoroughly discussed.124 Yet the 1873 congress also elected two prominent 

suffragists, Mary Livermore and Julia Ward Howe, both of the American 

Association, the AAW’s president and vice president.125 After its founding 

in 1873, the AAW became a fairly long-lived organization, holding annual 

Woman’s Congresses in cities around the country. The AAW, too, vied for a 

claim over the tone and defi nition of a women’s rights agenda.126

Black women forged their own defi nitions of rights. The “era’s sea 

changes opened the door to broad rethinkings of the meanings of manhood 

and womanhood for black Americans,” one historian argues. Formerly en-

slaved people, men and women, as well as northern blacks, male and fe-

male, all joined the vibrant and cacophonous discussion about the standing 

of women in public life. Because no universal black woman existed, just 

as no universal white woman existed, black women’s defi nitions also var-

ied. One thing united them: an emphasis on race concerns as an integral 

part of any women’s rights agenda. These debates about women’s standing 

sometimes took place within a black community and sometimes took place 

amid larger national discussions. Freedwomen often emphasized access to 

employment—away from the gaze of white eyes—reunion of their families, 

and physical safety from the threat of rape and lynching that hung like a 

pall over their lives. They fought for desegregation and for expansion of job 

opportunities (most black women were relegated to domestic service, even 
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after the Civil War). Other black women, often more elite northern women, 

fought for women’s rights by arguing for black women’s basic humanity, of-

fering themselves as exemplars of respectable womanhood. Whereas white 

women were presumed to be respectable, black women were not. And elite 

northern black women’s public conduct as respectable women, emulating 

the very norms other white women’s rights activists challenged, was itself 

often a claim to rights. Mocked and degraded in minstrelsy, popular car-

toons, and other forms of popular culture, black women argued by their 

conduct that they belonged to the class of humanity known as “woman.”127

Because the white women’s rights movements often overlooked the 

concerns of black women—sometimes overlooking black women’s basic 

existence—they often had to organize on their own. The failure of white 

women’s organizing to address their concerns, and black women’s simulta-

neous insistence that they control their own lives, meant black women often 

preferred to organize on their own. They were present in the ranks of the 

WCTU, the organized suffrage movement, the labor movement, and eventu-

ally the club movement, but even there, they frequently used those organi-

zations for their own ends. The sexism black women also encountered from 

within civil rights movement, from black brothers-in-arms, made voicing 

their concerns even more diffi  cult at times. But they did voice them. Rarely, 

though, did they turn against black men. The black church emerged after 

the Civil War as a central organizing site for black women fi ghting to im-

prove the conditions of their lives. There, one historian notes, “many new 

organizations were conceived, led, and operated entirely by women,” sup-

porting work within their communities and casting themselves as public ac-

tors. Women became teachers to uplift the race; laundresses staged strikes 

to protest exploitation; and lecturers publicized race concerns. Throughout 

all this activism, black women developed their own unique analyses. They 

insisted upon what scholars call an “intersectional analysis,” one that simul-

taneously took up race and gender, seeing the two as inextricably linked.128

The sprawling, expansive women’s movement grew over the 1870s 

into a multifaceted, broad-ranging campaign. And it offered trenchant, 

if competing, critiques about women’s unequal position in society. Sup-

port for woman suffrage was in some ways a common denominator, but 

many disagreed over making it a primary emphasis. Those that supported 

woman suffrage, moreover, disagreed about what voting rights even meant. 

Throughout the 1870s, women grappled with important questions about the 

nature and foundations of sexual discrimination. And in this vital debate, 

white suffragists did not occupy center stage. These different and simul-
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taneous impulses represented a maturing women’s movement. And given 

women’s many different subject positions, it expanded in many different di-

rections. There could be no single conception of woman’s rights, because, in 

the words of working woman Jeannie Collins, “there are not certain wrongs 

that apply to the whole sex.”129 All this challenged leading suffragists, who 

urgently wanted women to rally around the vote.

✥ An Amendment and a Declaration

As the women’s movement expanded dramatically over the 1870s, the Na-

tional Association had to deal not only with public opposition to enfran-

chisement and with its leaders’ own reluctance to be back in the world of 

state work, but also with other visions of women’s rights. As those move-

ments became more powerful, Stanton’s and Anthony’s concern mounted. 

Their growing awareness about this challenge was refl ected in the National 

Association’s pronouncements. Their annual convention in January 1874, 

for example, gently condemned the outpouring of women’s rights activism 

for being misdirected. From the convention fl oor, offi  cers read a resolution 

advising that women’s “proper self-respect and .  .  . best interests” lay in 

the “enfranchisement of their own sex”; this being “of far more importance 

than all” the other activities that “now absorb . . . a large majority of . . . 

women.”130 Although the leaders of the National Association believed a fed-

eral political solution could best free women, they were constrained by the 

Minor decision. All that changed in 1876, when they tried once again to 

weave these many strands into a single, coherent movement.

That November the National Association issued an appeal and a petition 

for what it hoped would become the Sixteenth Amendment to the Constitu-

tion of the United States, announcing the organization’s refusal to concede 

a federal strategy. The courts had seemed to close this door defi nitively, but 

as Anthony explained—employing new logic—her 1873 trial loss actually 

proved the legality of a federal strategy. If federal authorities could punish 

her for voting in the state of New York, then it stood to reason they could 

also protect her right to do so.131 In other words, if the federal government 

had the right to intervene negatively in state matters, then it could also in-

tervene positively. (Such thinking drew upon general postwar debates over 

new conceptions of positive versus negative liberty.) The National Associa-

tion simultaneously insisted that the Reconstruction Amendments had cre-

ated federal authority to regulate voting, directly challenging the Supreme 

Court.132 They pointed to the ability of the federal government to interfere 
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with voting in the territories as proof positive.133 The wording of their new 

appeal for a Sixteenth Amendment was revealing: “If Women who are labor-

ing for peace, temperance, social purity and the rights of labor, would take 

the speediest way to accomplish what they propose, let them demand the 

ballot in their own hands. . . . Thus only can they improve the conditions of 

the outside world and purify the home.”134 Stanton’s and Anthony’s renewed 

bid for a Sixteenth Amendment was not simply a bid for voting rights, but 

also a renewed bid for the heart and soul of the woman’s movement.135

Stanton and Anthony unveiled their plan for a Sixteenth Amendment at a 

diffi  cult political moment. Suffragists’ optimism, born of the radical ferment 

of the early Reconstruction years, was now dissipating, as women watched 

politicians lose their will to remake individual rights. The Republican Party, 

once the radical party of emancipation, was becoming the party of big busi-

ness. Radical Republicans, who had supported abolition and an expansive 

civil rights agenda, had either died or been purged from the party. And in 

November of 1876, the same month the National Association launched its 

new federal strategy, a contested presidential election brought a formal end 

to Reconstruction. Southern electors agreed to throw the presidency to the 

Republicans in exchange for the removal of federal troops from the former 

Confederacy. When that came to pass in 1877, African Americans in par-

ticular and the cause of voting rights in general suffered the consequences. 

Southern white supremacists had always maintained that policing African 

Americans—which was tantamount to terrorizing them—was a matter of 

states’ rights. Many white northerners, weary of Reconstruction-era battles 

(and always tepid in their support of freedmen), increasingly capitulated to 

this view. As the Supreme Court had signaled in deciding Minor, the nation 

remained unwilling to accept the Reconstruction Amendments as expan-

sions of federal power.136

Although these realities made this an inauspicious moment to demand a 

federal constitutional amendment to confer voting rights, the nation’s hun-

dredth birthday in 1876 represented a unique opening for women. Ameri-

cans were so eager for the centennial that they had started celebrating in the 

countdown to midnight on 31 December 1875. Stanton and Anthony realized 

that the entire coming year would be “a never-to-be-forgotten hour”—per-

haps even, fi nally, the woman’s hour that had been denied them in 1866, ten 

long years ago. In January, National Association president Matilda Joslyn 

Gage, a veteran suffragist, announced plans “to prepare a woman’s declara-

tion, and to celebrate the coming Fourth of July with our own chosen ora-

tors and in our own way.”137 The Centennial International Exposition outside 
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Philadelphia looked both backward and forward, emphasizing an ongoing 

story of progress. The centennial committee’s reneging on promised space 

for a women’s exposition revealed some of the limits of that ongoing story. 

The Women’s Centennial Executive Committee, a mainstream organization 

who celebrated women’s sphere, miraculously raised $30,000 to erect a 

Woman’s Pavilion within the fairgrounds, ensuring women’s inclusion. The 

exhibits, however, celebrated domesticity and touted the dignity of Ameri-

can woman as an aspect of national greatness.138 Lucy Stone sent the Wom-

en’s Committee a ready-made display of “The Protests of Women Against 

Taxation without Representation.” Fearing controversy, organizers put the 

case in an inconspicuous location, out of view.139

The National Association refused cooperation with the entire event. Its 

members designed uncensored exhibits on women’s rights in rented rooms 

near the fairgrounds, rooms that doubled as the organization’s summer 

headquarters and woman suffrage recruiting station. (Anthony had to be 

the offi  cial leaseholder, since, in this year of democratic triumph, married 

women still could not sign contracts under Pennsylvania law.)140 In its small, 

makeshift quarters, the association used its exhibits to demonstrate “that 

the women of 1876 know and feel their political degradation no less than 

did the men of 1776.”141 Women in places such as Milwaukee and Chicago 

also issued centennial protests.142 The experiences of the centennial year 

seemed to teach Stanton and Anthony the power of disrupting historical 

narratives.

In an audacious move, they went so far as to disrupt the ceremonies around 

the Declaration of Independence itself. “On July Fourth, while the men of 

this nation . . . are rejoicing that ‘All men are free and equal’ . . . , a declara-

tion of rights will be issued from these [Philadelphia National Association] 

headquarters,” Anthony and Gage declared that May, along with “a protest 

against calling this centennial a celebration of the independence of the peo-

ple, while one-half are still political slaves.”143 They announced a program to 

be held on the Fourth of July at Philadelphia’s First Unitarian Church, where 

they would read their protest. Anthony hoped for something more dramatic, 

so she applied for platform seats at the centennial’s Grand Ceremonies, de-

signed around Independence Day. Her application was refused.144

On 3 July, the day before the Grand Ceremonies—when Stone, Howe, 

and the American Association presented a dignifi ed program in Horticul-

tural Hall on the fairgrounds about women voting under New Jersey’s state 

constitution of 1776—Stanton made a fi nal attempt for recognition at the 

offi  cial proceedings, requesting a momentary, nonspeaking slot on the cen-
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tennial program. “We do not ask to read our declaration,” she explained, 

“only to present it to the president of the United States, that it may be-

come an historical part of the proceedings.” They were again refused. The 

women spent the morning of the Fourth debating what to do next, deciding 

that Mott and Stanton would go to the First Unitarian Church as planned. 

Meanwhile, Anthony had quietly procured a press pass for the ceremonies 

(through her brother’s newspaper), and she scrounged four additional tick-

ets. She and four others planned to disrupt the offi  cial proceedings, refusing 

to take no for an answer. They were determined “to take the risk of a public 

insult in order to present the women’s declaration and thus make it an his-

toric document.”145

The centennial’s culminating Grand Ceremonies were held in Indepen-

dence Square behind its namesake hall, before a crowd that quickly fi lled up 

every inch of pavement, the stoutest limbs of the oldest trees, and bleachers 

seating 4,000. On the platform were Emperor Dom Pedro II of Brazil and 

other foreign dignitaries, Civil War generals William T. Sherman and Philip 

Sheridan, and many state governors. Acting Vice President Thomas W. Ferry 

represented President Grant. After a fair amount of fanfare, the mayor of 

Philadelphia gingerly brought forward the original 1776 Declaration of In-

dependence, framed and under glass (brought in from Washington, D.C., for 

display). “It was placed upon the speaker’s stand facing the vast multitude 

in the square,” reported one newspaper, “and for fi ve minutes the vicinity 

fairly rang with cheers.” The event of the day was to be a reading of the 

fabled document by Richard Henry Lee, grandson of an original signer. The 

famous “created equal” passage was interrupted by cheers, but thereafter 

the crowd grew bored, and “a buzz of conversation swept across the plat-

form and the square.” Anthony’s little band prepared to move. As Phoebe 

Couzins, one of the group, told it: “We were about to commit an overt act.”146

When the reading concluded and the dignitaries began to stand for yet 

another hymn, Anthony and her entourage pushed their way up the center 

aisle to the lectern, where she said a few “fi tting words” before handing a 

three-foot scroll tied with patriotic ribbons to the acting vice president.147 

“He was seen to bow and look bewildered,” one newspaper recounted.148 

Matilda Joslyn Gage and the others distributed printed copies of their pro-

test declaration, while “on every side eager hands were stretched; men 

stood on seats and asked for them.” Then they were gone as quickly as they 

had come, leaving the presiding offi  cer shouting “Order! Order!” as they 

scurried out of the park and around to the front of Independence Hall.149 
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There, drawing a crowd and applause, “Miss Anthony read the Declaration 

of Rights for Women by the National Woman Suffrage Association, July 4, 

1876.”150 Here and there it echoed the original Declaration of Independence, 

as in its reference to “a series of assumptions and usurpations of power 

over woman.” More than half of it was devoted to “Articles of Impeachment 

Against Our Rulers.” A number of newspapers later printed the entire dec-

laration verbatim.151 Upon fi nishing their surprise reading, Anthony’s group 

joined the other leaders and a large audience for the preannounced reading 

at the First Unitarian Church. Five hours of speeches (including Anthony’s 

on taxation without representation) followed, interspersed “with appro-

priate and felicitous songs.” A few weeks later, an attendee who lived in 

nearby Bristol, Pennsylvania, explained that the disruption at Independence 

Square aimed to ensure that the women’s declaration “shall go on fi le with 

the general archives of the day, so that the women of 1976 may see their 

predecessors of 1876 did not allow this centennial year of independence to 

pass without protest.” The anonymous commentator recalled that the fi nal 

speaker at the church—an Englishman who eagerly quit the Independence 

Square festivities to attend the suffrage meeting—had stated “that he con-

sidered their meeting the meeting of the day, and the event of the day which 

would be handed down in history.” The column concluded, however, that 

“to make his words good, the women will have to furnish a historian, for . . . 

the newspapers make very little mention of the meeting.”152

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage had been thinking similar thoughts for some 

months: women needed to furnish their own historian if women in general, 

and the movement in particular, were to fi nd a place in both future accounts 

and in the collective memory of their day. It would not do to grovel to gener-

als and vice presidents for the momentary chance to “become an historical 

part of the proceedings” or to resort to carrying out public stunts, however 

thrilling, in hopes that their important work “shall go on fi le with the gen-

eral archives.” The three women were beginning to understand that they 

needed “to commit an overt act” not as protesters but as historians, writing 

up their own historic proceedings and making a place for their own archives. 

Ideally, such chores might help promote the cause and also help pay the 

rent. As a start, during the centennial they solicited $5 donations with the 

promise to thank contributors by sending them, as a premium, “a history 

of the woman’s rights movement, which they expected to be a pamphlet 

of several hundred pages.” Fifty-two women responded, and with the $260 

proceeds, they secured their Philadelphia headquarters for the summer. 
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Subscribers were told to expect the history book before the centennial year 

was out.153 The women would not meet that deadline, but history remained 

very much on their minds.154

Fall 1876 was presidential election season, and Stanton, Anthony, and the 

National Association campaigned hard for the Sixteenth Amendment—lec-

turing, lobbying, and petitioning. Three days after the election in Novem-

ber, as the Tilden-Hayes dispute over which candidate had won the 1876 

presidential race preoccupied everyone in the country, they issued their ap-

peal for a federal amendment—more inauspicious timing. Still, they made 

headway. “Having celebrated our Centennial birthday with a National jubi-

lee, let us now dedicate the dawn of the Second Century to securing justice 

to Woman,” they urged.155 It was a full-court press. “Mrs Stanton is on the 

‘War Path’ . . . in Ohio,” Anthony cheered in March of 1877; “I have spoken 

six nights out of every seven for the past seven weeks & have about as many 

more before me—so am up to my ears in packing & unpacking getting to & 

from trains—& to & from lecture halls.”156

The American Association did not welcome this revived federal initia-

tive (or the National Association’s political theater during the centennial). 

When the National Association sent its November 1876 appeal and petition 

to the Woman’s Journal, along with money for printing, Stone refused it.157 

She eventually relented and sent the federal petition to Woman’s Journal 

subscribers. She undercut the action, however, by also including petitions 

for state legislative action. The mailing further explained: the American 

Association “recognizes the far greater importance of petitioning the State 

Legislatures,” since “suffrage is a subject referred by the Constitution to 

the voters of each state.”158 When Anthony asked William Lloyd Garrison, 

American Association member and Woman’s Journal contributor, for a 

letter endorsing the new campaign, he declined, calling the notion “quite 

premature” and likely to bring the woman suffrage cause “into needless 

contempt.” Better, he argued, to spend more time bringing around public 

opinion fi rst.159

The Sixteenth Amendment drive nevertheless gathered steam and gener-

ated signifi cant enthusiasm. Having gathered tens of thousands of names in 

a few short months, the National Association prepared to present them to 

Congress at the beginning of 1877, in conjunction with its annual January 

convention in Washington, D.C. News about agitation for a federal amend-

ment in the states came in from all quarters. In the complicated way that the 

many rights causes often blended together on the ground, Elizabeth Boyn-

ton Harbert, a Chicago suffragist and National Association ally, reported on 
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the temperance work being done in Chicago in conjunction with advocacy 

of a Sixteenth Amendment (even though the WCTU had yet to endorse wom-

en’s voting).160 Not everyone attending the convention supported the idea, 

however. Anthony was reportedly “roused . . . to the boiling point” when 

one man suggested they instead concentrate forces in Colorado, where that 

same month the new state government had agreed to submit woman suf-

frage to a statewide referendum (scheduled for October). This, he argued, 

would be “a shorter way to success” than a federal amendment. An irritated 

Anthony fi red back that this was the work of the American Association.161 

Sarah A. Spencer, who received, sorted, counted, and rolled up the peti-

tions, worked with Anthony to copy thousands of names so that a duplicate 

set could be submitted to the House as well as the Senate. Spencer received 

petitions from twenty-three states, and she presented them by pointedly of-

fering individual congressmen a petition from their home state. Within the 

space of one day, Spencer submitted 40,000 names.162

Mixed success came of the multiple efforts of 1877 and 1878. Eastern 

and midwestern suffragists descended upon Colorado that fall, where they 

mixed with western and local suffragists also campaigning for the state 

amendment. The American Association cancelled its annual conventions in 

order to concentrate on Colorado, holding hope high. When the votes were 

counted that October, the measure lost by a margin of two to one.163 But at 

least one more state had pushed the question to a vote. The defeat, however, 

left the American Association even more committed to partial suffrage as 

a more winnable, if gradual, path to full suffrage. A few months later, the 

National Association’s federal campaign bore fruit when Sen. Aaron Sargent 

(R-Calif.) introduced the Sixteenth Amendment to the U.S. Senate. He did so 

on 10 January 1878. Senate Resolution 12 read: “the right of citizens of the 

United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or 

by any state on account of sex.” The amendment, written by Stanton, was 

modeled after the Fifteenth Amendment, and like that measure, its fi nal 

section gave Congress the right of enforcement. The amendment was read 

twice and then referred to the Committee on Privileges and Elections. 

Women delivered remarks before that Senate committee for two days. The 

crowds were so large that the committee had to move to a bigger room.164 

In a complicated legal argument, Stanton conceded that states retained the 

right to regulate suffrage, but they could not, she insisted, deprive citizens of 

the franchise. Ever since the Reconstruction Amendments, she argued, the 

balance of national power had shifted, and the national government had an 

obligation to protect national citizenship rights, including those of women. 
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The committee chairman’s “studied inattention and contempt” exasperated 

Stanton to such a degree that she barely “restrained the impulse . . . to hurl 

my manuscript at his head.” The Senate took no vote, but the measure had 

(for the second time) been introduced to Congress.165

✥ To Furnish Her Own History

After the revived federal amendment met with defeat in early 1878, Stanton 

and Anthony reacted much as they had after the crises of 1873. Trying to 

maintain morale and enthusiasm during a year that also coincided with the 

thirtieth anniversary of Seneca Falls, and faced with ongoing challenges 

from other groups of activists, they organized yet another commemora-

tion.166 Planning for the thirtieth anniversary celebration was considerably 

more elaborate than in 1873, when they had incorporated a few commemo-

rative utterances into a regular National Association annual May conven-

tion, held in New York City. They now proposed a free-standing celebration 

to take place in July, the month of the original convention. They billed the 

latest commemoration as a “mass reunion” (although only about 300 had 

been present originally) and invited all suffragists—indeed, all women’s 

“Flocking for Freedom.” Cartoon of a petition drive for a federal amendment, featuring 

caricatures of leading women suff ragists taking their petitions to Congress and errone-

ously including Lucy Stone, far left. Cartoon by Joseph Keppler, in Puck, 23 January 1878. 

(Courtesy of the Prints & Photographs Division, Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-73990)
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rights activists—to unite under the banner of Seneca Falls. The anniversary 

call deemed Seneca Falls “the fi rst convention ever held in this country and 

so far as known, in the world.”167 The reunion banner would not, however, 

actually hang in Seneca Falls, New York. It had been a sleepy village in 

1848, and three decades later, it was still no metropolis. Fifty miles west of 

Seneca Falls, the thriving city of Rochester would be close enough and more 

convenient (Anthony lived there), not to mention more suitable as a trans-

portation hub.168 It was also fi tting. The original meeting in Seneca Falls had 

adjourned to reconvene two weeks later in Rochester’s Unitarian Church. 

The thirtieth anniversary commemoration would be held in the very same 

church, they announced, marking it as sacred ground.169

The National Association’s invitation to what became known as the “Third 

Decade Celebration,” which asked suffragists of all stripes to accept the 1848 

gathering at Seneca Falls as “the fi rst women’s rights convention ever held” 

in America or the world, was a provocation that did not go unnoticed—or 

unchallenged. In June 1878, six weeks before the much-ballyhooed event, a 

debate erupted over which of the early conventions could be called the fi rst. 

The editorial staff at the Woman’s Journal issued a direct challenge to the 

National Association’s anointing of Seneca Falls. “The Thirtieth Anniver-

sary of the Second Woman’s Rights Convention the world ever knew will be 

celebrated . . . in Rochester,” they noted tersely. “The fi rst one,” they coun-

tered, “was held in Akron, Ohio, the year before, by Mrs. Frances D. Gage 

and other Western women.”170 Several other women’s newspapers—includ-

ing the Englishwoman’s Review (Great Britain), and the Woman’s Exponent 

(Utah)—picked up and reprinted this correction, spreading the notion that 

credit belonged to Akron.171

“Mrs. Frances D. Gage” herself soon wrote the Woman’s Journal to correct 

its correction. The meeting she had helped organize in Akron had been in 

1851 and had not preceded Seneca Falls. Setting the Journal straight, Frances 

Dana Gage affi  rmed the primacy of Seneca Falls, which she credited to Ame-

lia Bloomer and Stanton, although she claimed not to know whether Sen-

eca Falls was the fi rst “in the world” (as the anniversary call had claimed). 

In correcting the record, however, Gage inadvertently inserted an error of 

her own, mistakenly including Bloomer as one of the 1848 meeting’s orga-

nizers.172 Yet another women’s rights newspaper, the National Citizen and 

Ballot Box, subsequently published a column to dispel all these circulating 

errors.173 This column also took pains to correct a common and growing 

misimpression (which has nevertheless endured) that Anthony had been 

at Seneca Falls in 1848.174 Although Anthony never made such a claim, her 
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ubiquity and centrality in commemorating Seneca Falls and her enduring 

friendship with Stanton made the conclusion an easy jump.

On 19 July 1878, as crowds assembled in Rochester for the thirtieth an-

niversary, temperatures ran into the nineties. Inside the Unitarian Church, 

where pews fi lled to capacity, temperatures ran even higher. Contrasting 

with the short anniversary program of 1873, organizers now devoted the 

entire day to celebration. Urgings to keep cool punctuated the numerous 

speeches from young and old. Amy Post, who had helped to arrange the 

original August 1848 meeting in Rochester, set the tone. Following the in-

fl ated rhetoric of the event’s invitation, she called the Seneca Falls meeting 

“the fi rst Woman’s Rights Convention known in history.” Though the 1848 

Declaration of Sentiments had contained numerous demands for women’s 

rights, Post quoted only the resolution for the franchise. The focus on suf-

frage thus established, Post worked to connect Anthony to Seneca Falls, 

eliding more than two decades of history by jumping directly to Anthony’s 

1872 voting attempt, something that was becoming a familiar pattern in the 

telling of Seneca Falls. Post then acknowledged what had to be on the mind 

of many: “Perhaps some of you think that there is small hope of success 

since we have already been at work thirty years.”175

Post’s remarks and the event itself signaled the shift in mood by 1878. That 

shift gave this anniversary celebration a different infl ection than previous 

commemorations. The heady optimism of Radical Reconstruction, when a 

broad redefi nition of rights seemed possible, had cooled. Reconstruction 

was offi  cially over, and the goal of women’s full suffrage had suffered contin-

ual setbacks. Yet as speaker after speaker took the stage, they recounted the 

extensive gains in women’s rights over those thirty years, such as women’s 

admission into the nation’s universities and esteemed professions. The long 

view showed reason for optimism and for continued work, speakers sug-

gested. In fact, the long view made it incumbent upon young women to take 

up the suffrage cause. Because you have had all the advantages we lacked, 

and because “you hold to-day the vantage ground we won by argument,” 

the older women told the younger, you must “show now your gratitude . . . 

by making the utmost of yourselves.”176 Where the infl ux of new women into 

the cause following the Civil War had disoriented some veterans, the failure 

of suffrage to be won now made those same veterans acutely aware of the 

need for young recruits to sustain the movement well into the foreseeable 

future. The anniversary celebration simultaneously strove to discipline the 

younger women, saying: follow our more experienced lead.

Various pioneers were on hand, but leading fi gures in the American As-
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sociation absented themselves from this so-called mass reunion. Sojourner 

Truth was one of the few prominent black women to attend National As-

sociation events. In her anniversary remarks, she urged women to take 

their rights rather than plead for them, a position that aligned with the 

National Association’s philosophy.177 Truth had been a slave in New York, 

freed in the 1820s, who then preached the gospel as an itinerant minister. 

She was also an active abolitionist who met with Lincoln during the Civil 

War, and she was well known among reformers. She dictated an autobiog-

raphy, which she sold along with her photograph to support herself, and 

she closed the morning session by taking the opportunity to sell her photo-

graph as a souvenir.178 Frederick Douglass, who was also on hand, urged par-

ticipants to buy the photographs.179 Douglass’s support for woman suffrage 

had remained steadfast throughout his long career.180 And he took the stage 

with Stanton and Anthony at this and other events, despite the harsh words 

the three had exchanged in the 1860s. In many ways, their primary fi ghts 

were not with each other but with the larger power structures that denied 

women and African Americans rights. The three remained friends, if not 

close friends, throughout their long careers. Still, Anthony privately encour-

aged suffragists to remember the insult of the “negro’s hour.”181 Meanwhile, 

some of those assembled openly criticized Douglass for urging women in 

his anniversary remarks to be “self-sacrifi cing,” with Stanton quipping that 

women had done that for long enough.182 Yet Stanton effusively praised him 

as the one voice at Seneca Falls who had been willing to support her de-

mand for voting rights. Douglass was now an elder statesman and a national 

institution; his very presence helped enhance the power of the story and the 

legitimacy of the event.183

This was the last major suffrage convention Lucretia Mott attended. She 

was in her mid-eighties. Her family had insisted she remain home, but at 

least as one newspaper reported it, she was determined to be present. She 

offered general reminiscences from her own life, punctuated by urgings to 

improve women’s physical, “civil, religious, educational, and industrial” 

standing, and thereby improve the health of the nation.184 She also spoke 

of the need to separate “true Christianity” from oppressive theological doc-

trine.185 But, notably, once again, Mott did not focus on Seneca Falls as a 

singular watershed. The temperature inside the church was oppressive, and 

friends urged Mott to leave for fear she would suffer heat exhaustion. As she 

departed the stage, the audience stood as a sign of respect. They shook her 

hands as she made her way down the church’s long aisle, with Douglass call-

ing after her and bidding her a “goodbye” on behalf of those assembled.186
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Stanton and Anthony may well have hoped that the 1878 anniversary cel-

ebration would heal or at least thaw the movement’s divisions. “In union,” 

Anthony explained to Lucy Stone in the wake of that anniversary, “there is 

strength.”187 But she could not get Stone or other women’s rights activists to 

agree with her on points of strategy, organization, or theory. Organizers so-

licited letters of greeting and support from those unable to attend, received 

many, read some at the event, and published many more in the National 

Citizen and Ballot Box, the National Association’s new newspaper (its fi rst 

since the Revolution had been sold in 1870), owned and edited by Matilda 

Joslyn Gage. Such letters were opportunities for women to begin telling 

the Seneca Falls story as their story, acknowledging and commemorating it 

whether or not they were actually there. Testimony that Seneca Falls was 

the movement’s shared origin no longer came primarily from Stanton and 

Anthony. In Maquoketa, Iowa, women even held their own thirtieth an-

niversary celebration—with roughly sixty women showing up for a lawn 

picnic, complete with fl ags, fl owers, and banners—surely one of the fi rst 

times women outside New York had actively participated in the collective 

memory of Seneca Falls.188

The question of origins was still far from settled inside the suffrage move-

ment, however. In 1880, the Massachusetts Woman Suffrage Association 

held a different thirtieth anniversary celebration. They commemorated the 

1850 Worcester convention as the movement’s beginning. And they held 

the anniversary in Worcester. Stone opened by quoting scripture: “Put off 

thy shoes from thy feet, for the place where thou standest is holy ground.” 

Where they now stood, she continued, “the fi rst public protest” had arisen 

against those laws that bound women in servitude. Thomas Wentworth Hig-

ginson, a prominent abolitionist and a Woman’s Journal editor, began his 

remarks by calling Worcester the “fi rst Woman Suffrage meeting.” This com-

memoration differed, however, from those staged by Stanton and Anthony, 

and not just in celebrating a different origin. This was very much a local 

affair, organized by the state society and drawing mostly Massachusetts 

residents. Harriet Hanson Robinson (a rare National Association partisan in 

Massachusetts and a rival of Stone) read a sort of historical minority report 

into the record, commenting amid the proceedings that “the fi rst Woman’s 

Rights convention was held at Seneca Falls, N.Y. in 1848.” Stone’s ensuing 

column about the Worcester celebration noted pointedly that Robinson’s 

version of history contained “points she will have to correct.”189

Stanton and Anthony’s version of history—the volume they had promised 

to write for contributors at the 1876 centennial—hoped to correct many 
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points, too, but their Sixteenth Amendment campaign deferred the hope 

and the promise alike. In February 1877, Anthony had penned a short piece 

for an Ohio women’s rights newspaper, acknowledging the delay. “The pro-

posed history of the woman suffrage movement is progressing slowly,” she 

conceded. “The work grows in the hands of its editors—much time and la-

bor have been expended in getting material together.”190 Stanton and An-

thony did, however, manage to get a short historical account into print to 

coincide with the thirtieth anniversary in 1878. 

Two years earlier, Anthony had accepted an assignment to edit the wom-

en’s rights entries for Johnson’s New Universal Cyclopaedia, a four-volume 

reference edited by some of the most distinguished men of the day.191 An-

thony was asked to select women to profi le and to compose the entry on 

“Woman’s Rights.”192 Never being much of a writer, she asked Stanton to 

help her compose the main entry.193 It was the fi rst time Anthony had writ-

ten history for publication, and she knew full well that every inclusion, ex-

clusion, and interpretation would be read politically by those most in the 

know. Trying to stave off dispute, Anthony implored a friend: “Please don’t 

mention the fact of my editorship to any of the Boston ring” (meaning Stone 

and the American Association).194

The 1870s had imposed hard lessons on Anthony and Stanton, as rival or-

ganizations and alternate motivations rapidly produced many movements 

with many defi nitions of women’s rights. That stopped here. Now a widely 

distributed and respected reference volume had asked Anthony “to give the 

defenition [sic] to woman suff rage.” She did so, pointedly, in the entry’s fi rst 

sentence: “Woman’s Rights, a term used in the U.S. to designate the move-

ment for woman’s equal social, civil, political, industrial, religious, and 

educational rights with man.”195 Without apology to Mary Wollstonecraft 

(whom she later mentioned in passing), the entry immediately clarifi ed that 

in the United States, “woman’s rights” meant fi rst and foremost the “social, 

civil, [and] political” rights necessary to gain other kinds of equal rights 

with men. In other words, “woman’s rights” meant exactly what Anthony 

had been insisting: woman suffrage, above all else.

The second sentence dispelled any doubts about where it all began: “The 

fi rst convention was called July 19, 1848, at Seneca Falls, N.Y., by Lucre-

tia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Martha C. Wright, and Mary Ann Mc-

Clintock” (Jane Hunt being mysteriously absent from the list). A long fi rst 

paragraph of details about the meeting followed, including the passage of 

resolutions demanding educational and professional rights for married and 

unmarried women alike. The meeting had not been without discord, how-
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ever. “The resolution asserting ‘the duty of the women of this country to 

secure to themselves their sacred right to the elective franchise’ was the 

only one that met with opposition. . . . Mrs. Stanton and Frederick Doug-

lass, seeing that the right to make laws was the power by which all others 

could be secured, advocated and carried the resolution.” Explaining that “a 

declaration of rights was adopted, setting forth similar grievances under a 

masculine dynasty to those the colonies endured under King George,” the 

entry noted that although it “was signed by over 100 persons: many with-

drew their names when the storm of ridicule began to break.” Nevertheless, 

“the brave protests sent out from this meeting touched a responsive chord 

in the hearts of women all over the country. Conventions were held soon 

after in Ohio, Indiana, and Pennsylvania, and one in Rochester, N.Y., within 

two weeks.” All this before the end of the fi rst paragraph. Here was a rough 

draft of the myth of Seneca Falls—the fi rst account, not exactly written for 

the history books, but certainly written as history.196

The Cyclopaedia entry accomplished more than literally putting Seneca 

Falls fi rst: it made clear why it mattered so much that Seneca Falls be re-

corded and accepted as the origin of the struggle. The very defi nition of 

“Women’s Rights, a term used in the U.S. to designate the movement” was 

at stake. Those rights, and that movement, were, since the Civil War, keyed, 

in Anthony’s mind, to suffrage—“the right .  .  . by which all others could 

be secured.” But not everyone understood or affi  rmed this, even at Seneca 

Falls. The “progress of civilization” itself, the entry read, had “prepare[d] 

the way for the woman’s rights movement in 1848.”197 That year mattered 

because the unfi nished work of the American Revolution had been revived, 

and in due time, carried on through the Civil War and Reconstruction. From 

the vantage of 1876, when the entry was composed, it mattered that well-

meaning but timid people had to be persuaded by brilliant and farsighted 

political thinkers such as “Mrs. Stanton and Frederick Douglass” to pass the 

suffrage resolution at Seneca Falls. Anthony herself made no appearance in 

the Cyclopaedia’s historical narrative until the fourth paragraph, stuck in 

the middle of a long list of delegates and organizers of conventions that had 

followed in 1850 and 1851. Her name recurred at least once in all but two of 

the remaining nine paragraphs, however—twelve times in all, not counting 

her byline, in a text of less than four pages. That mattered, too, in an en-

try that otherwise took great pains to acknowledge dozens upon dozens of 

important activists, including Stanton’s and Anthony’s bitterest rivals. The 

narrative stated frankly that after the Civil War, “there was a division in our 

ranks” (and here, the encyclopedic tone slipped momentarily into a more 
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personal voice), “growing out of personal hostilities—a difference as to our 

affi  liations, as to the discussion of social questions, and as to the true inter-

pretation of the Constitution, the limits of State rights and Federal power.” 

Writing just fi fteen years after Fort Sumter, Anthony continued, “The seced-

ers, led by Lucy Stone, centred [sic] in Boston.” So, there it was, the specter 

of secession, which had betrayed the sacred principles of the Declaration of 

1848 as much as that of 1776.198

The defi nition of women’s rights, the primacy of suffrage, the federal 

strategy: all of this rested upon fi xing the movement’s origin at Seneca Falls. 

Even “division in our ranks” mattered, in this sense, because internal divi-

sion meant that there was a right side and a wrong side (“the seceders”). 

This is why Seneca Falls had to come fi rst: because right and wrong had 

been there in 1848, too, and right had won the day. Although it surely mat-

tered that a hundred conventioneers had put their names to the Declaration 

of Sentiments, it mattered even more to record for history—although it was 

not true—that “many withdrew their names when the storm of ridicule be-

gan to break.” It mattered to exaggerate the storm and the ridicule (press 

coverage in 1848 was generally favorable or neutral), because three decades 

later the goal was still far from won. It mattered, in short, that the story of 

Seneca Falls was becoming a myth at the same time that it was becoming his-

tory. The myth of Seneca Falls was the myth of America, but an America 

that only the likes of Douglass, Stanton, and Anthony saw clearly at the cen-

tennial mark: an unfi nished America where “brave protests” could “strike a 

responsive chord” and change the way things are.199

If so much political work could be accomplished in a brief historical 

sketch for a multivolume encyclopedia, how much more could be done in a 

multivolume work of women’s history by women historians? The last sen-

tence of the entry (before the Cyclopaedia moved on from “Woman’s Rights” 

to the next alphabetical entry, “Womb,” written by the good doctors E. Dar-

win Hudson Jr. and Willard Parker) read simply: “For further information, 

see History of Woman Suff rage Movement, edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, 

Matilda Joslyn Gage, and Susan B. Anthony.”200 Looking toward the long-

term usefulness and relevance of the entry, they included a savvy plug for 

the defi nitive work, which did not yet exist. Like the nascent myth of Seneca 

Falls and like the ongoing movement itself, the full History of Woman Suf-

frage was still a promise not yet kept.



4. Inventing Women’s History

✥ 1880–1886

After more than a decade of constant travel, Stanton retired from the lecture 

circuit in 1880. Now sixty-fi ve years old, she found the exhausting travel 

less appealing. Sleeping night after night in new places, in sometimes crude 

accommodations, rushing to make engagements scheduled over short times 

across far distances, and anxiously waiting for delayed trains had lost its 

allure. Stanton had spent the better part of the postwar decade and a half 

on the road. With her children now fi nished with their expensive college 

educations, she no longer needed steady nightly door receipts.1 She con-

tinued to lecture, but not nearly as often. Her lyceum retirement freed up 

enormous amounts of time, and she sought another place to apply her vora-

cious intellect. Soon, Stanton persuaded Anthony, age sixty, to also leave 

the lecture circuit temporarily, so that they could fi nally devote intensive 

time and energy to their long-promised and -deferred History of Woman 

Suff rage.2 They vowed to complete it that winter, once and for all. By Oc-

tober 1880, Anthony had relocated to Stanton’s home in Tenafl y, New Jer-

sey.3 Soon they were joined by their younger colleague, fi fty-four-year-old 

Matilda Joslyn Gage, an offi  cer of the National Association who had been its 

president during the centennial. For the last three years, she had been the 

editor and owner of the monthly National Citizen Ballot Box, a new National 

Association organ, which had serialized some early chapters of what the 

three women were now determined to complete as a major book.4

Although they certainly had posterity in mind, their mission was far 

more immediate and political: to give younger women a source for learn-

ing about—and understanding—the movement’s legacies, objectives, and 

strategies. It had become clear during the past decade that woman suffrage 

was not going to be won anytime soon—the work begun by their genera-

tion would have to be completed by the next generation. Large number of 

young woman had taken up the call, but Stanton, Anthony, and Gage still 

despaired over the campaign’s future, especially as other rights agendas 
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and even other approaches to suffrage divided the movement, diluted its 

strength, and, in their view, misdirected its energies. The three were keenly 

aware of getting older themselves, and their mentors and collaborators had 

already begun to die off. That reality weighed heavily, especially when they 

lost Lucretia Mott that November, just as they resumed work on the History. 

“We . . . have been moved by the consideration that many of our co-workers 

have already fallen asleep,” they wrote in the preface to volume 1, “and 

that in a few years all who could tell the story will have passed away.”5 The 

History’s authors hoped that if they could give younger activists a collec-

tive memory of where the movement had been, they would learn the right 

lessons about where it needed to go. The History would be both a gift and 

a lesson. It would be a legacy and a directive—which the authors fervently 

hoped would redirect the movement and keep it on course after they, too, 

“fell asleep.”

The project also reiterated and expanded the hard but crucial lesson 

Stanton and Anthony themselves had learned over the past decade: history 

mattered. It had simply not been enough for women to make their politi-

cal voices heard. They also had to make women’s rights self-evident in the 

postwar politics of collective memory by speaking with history as well as 

for it. It was no accident that their long-held but vague desire to write the 

movement’s history coalesced during the centennial. Between the war itself 

and the nation’s hundredth birthday, collective memory had become both 

a boom industry and a political proxy. Particular ways of remembering the 

war had, in less than two decades, been used fi rst to enfranchise and then to 

disenfranchise black men. Woman suffragists, however, had failed to make 

their cause an integral part of the war’s legacy.

By the time Stanton, Anthony, and Gage were in a position to commit 

themselves to completing the History, publishing had taken its place along-

side monument building and public celebrations as a pivotal arena where 

Americans reshaped the past for present political purposes.6 In 1877, as Re-

construction ended, the War Department fi nally established an offi  cial pub-

lications offi  ce to revive a stalled documentary history of the late confl ict. 

The fi rst volume of The War of the Rebellion: A Compilation of the Offi  cial 

Records of the Union and Confederate Armies appeared in 1881 (the same 

year as volume 1 of The History of Woman Suff rage); 127 further volumes fol-

lowed by 1901, produced by a staff of more than one hundred.7 Meanwhile, 

commercial and popular publishers issued so many war-related magazine 

articles, memoirs, novels, biographies, and histories that the tide “pour-

ing forth from the presses,” one scholar observes, “seemed unstoppable.”8 
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Nearly all of it was military in nature, and nearly all was written by, for, and 

about men.

The coauthors of the History of Woman Suff rage hoped that their work 

might take its place among the military memoirs and countless other vol-

umes devoted to the war.9 This aspect of their motivation and the volumes 

that resulted is easy to overlook: The History of Woman Suff rage was, in an 

important sense, a book about the Civil War and Reconstruction. It was 

a piece—an important and overlooked piece—of the Civil War publishing 

boom. From the introduction’s unmistakably provocative fi rst sentence, 

“The prolonged slavery of woman is the darkest page in human history,” to a 

late chapter’s embrace of a particular memory of “‘the war of the rebellion,’ 

. . . the fi nal struggle between freedom and slavery,” the authors framed the 

story of their movement within antebellum, wartime, and Reconstruction 

politics.10 Simply put, the History made their case for woman suffrage by 

presenting it as inextricable from “the great lesson of the war, National pro-

tection for United States citizens, applied to women as well as to the African 

race.”11 The whole of volume 1 unfolded in uneasy tension with this lesson, 

as the coauthors worked to forge a new Civil War memory paradigm, one to 

join and challenge those already in circulation, just as the balance between 

those circulating memories and their attendant politics was beginning to 

shift and change.12

✥ Friction in the Archives

At Independence Hall in 1876, when Anthony and Gage gave the acting vice 

president their scroll to get it “on fi le with the general archives of the day,” 

their triumph was symbolic—and only symbolic. The offi  cial history and 

proceedings of the centennial had not reprinted any part of the Woman’s 

Declaration of Rights, nor even noted the women’s presence, much less 

their “overt act” of protest. Later that year, launching the Sixteenth Amend-

ment drive, they complained that their unheeded “petitions . . . by the tens 

of thousands, are piled up in the national archives.” In truth, there simply 

was neither anything like a “general archives of the day” nor a U.S. “na-

tional archives” in 1876, and there would not be for nearly sixty years. After 

the British burned Washington, D.C., in 1814, government records that had 

not been lost had been published in the thirty-eight volume American State 

Papers series, but not until 1894 did Congress employ a historian (actually, a 

former Tennessee congressman) to compile, edit, and publish The Messages 

and Papers of the Presidents in ten volumes.13 Well into the twentieth cen-
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tury, original government documents were still preserved (or not) haphaz-

ardly, scattered among the departments that created them, while the papers 

of politicians, poets, and jurists knocked around in family hands until per-

haps some portion went to distinguished universities or ended up in vari-

ous antiquarian libraries and societies. Women were in these collections, of 

course, just as there were a few history books about them, because women 

were part of the national fabric; but their presence was more incidental—a 

byproduct rather than an organizing principle.14 The concept that the deeds 

and documents of women merited preservation along with those of states-

men was itself as radical a concept as any of Stanton’s, Anthony’s, or Gage’s 

political ideas. The History authors’ growing awareness that remembering 

also required a paper trail—in essence, an archive—shaped the unique way 

in which they wrote their History. It would become the story and the ar-

chive all in one.15

Theirs was a stunning act of historical imagination at a time when there 

was barely any such thing as a public archive in the sense that modern 

scholars take for granted: documents collected, organized, and preserved 

systematically, both for their own sake and to furnish historians with a rec-

ord as complete, authoritative, and accessible as possible. Yet, this is exactly 

what Stanton, Anthony, and Gage conceived of and set out to build from 

scratch—with a staff of only three: themselves. As modern scholars do, they 

put research before writing and set out assiduously to collect what today 

would be called primary sources, of many kinds: letters, newspaper reports, 

speech transcripts, pamphlets, legislative reports, legal treatises, and more. 

By 1880, they had been soliciting material for four years and had published 

a few early draft chapters in Gage’s newspaper to generate reader correc-

tions and suggestions (in a rudimentary form of peer review). Published ex-

cerpts and announcements invited “one and all . . . [to] send your facts and 

help us prepare a grand and true history, one of which all women and the 

nation will be proud.”16 They also wrote countless letters asking colleagues 

to write up recollections about their lives or incidents in the campaign and 

to send along any scattered fragments and old documents in their posses-

sion. Besides historical and archival vision, there was genuine humility not 

only in the recognition that they could not possibly remember all that they 

and women they knew had done, across nearly fi fty years and an ocean 

besides, but also in the admission that many women they did not know had 

done many important things they knew nothing about.17

The solicitation to “send your facts” soon buried the three under an ava-

lanche of letters and enclosures. They set about the seemingly never-ending 
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task of sorting, dating, and trying to put the papers into some meaningful 

order. “We stood appalled before the mass of material,” Stanton remem-

bered, “growing higher and higher with every mail, and the thought of all 

the reading involved made us feel as if our life-work lay before us. Six weeks 

of steady labor all day, and often until midnight, made no visible decrease 

in the pile.”18 To compound matters, the reminiscences arriving in the mail 

were much longer than they could use. “Sketches of persons must be very 

brief,” Stanton pleaded with contributors. “We are already swamped with 

material. My head turns to look at it. Everybody amplifi es.”19 

But not everybody cooperated, of course. Some preferred to squelch. 

Lucy Stone opposed the project from the start, fearing that it would be a 

polemic, heavily skewed toward Stanton, Anthony, and the National Asso-

ciation. Stone refused to supply even basic information. “I cannot furnish a 

biographical sketch, and trust you will not try to make one,” she replied. She 

closed her letter: “Yours with ceaseless regret that any ‘wing’ of suffragists 

should attempt to write the history of the other.”20 The History’s architects 

were undeterred, believing that the goal of suffrage was too important “to 

linger over individual differences.”21

With the research phase well under way, the three quickly set up a rough 

division of labor to tackle the enormous scope of the work. “What planning, 

now, for volumes, chapters, footnotes, margins, appendices, paper, and 

type; of engravings, title, preface, and introduction!” Stanton remarked. 

“I had never thought that the publication of a book required the consid-

eration of such endless details.”22 The three agreed that Stanton and Gage 

would do most of the actual writing; Stanton would edit everyone’s prose; 

and Anthony (who was nearly as gifted and driven to organize paper as 

she was people) would manage production details and the vast correspon-

dence the project generated.23 The sheer mass of material very quickly led 

the women to divide the projected book in half. Instead of a single volume, 

they now proposed two. Volume 1 would tell the antebellum story, and vol-

ume 2 would pick up the narrative from the Civil War and bring it forward. 

The three worked together to outline the History’s general vision, chapter 

structure, and content. Stanton and Gage divided up the chapters and each 

drafted different ones. With the general shape and the division of labor de-

cided, Gage worked mostly from her own home in Fayetteville, New York.24 

Because of the loss or possible destruction of her editorial correspondence 

with Stanton and Anthony (who were usually together in Tenafl y, the center 

of production), it is diffi  cult to say how much Gage ultimately shaped the 
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fi nal narrative, but she certainly had less control.25 In both locations, the 

women taught themselves how to write history for publication, discover-

ing a frustratingly improvisational yet deeply satisfying process that every 

modern historian knows well. Gage surveyed the wreckage in her front par-

lor: “In my bay window, stands a table from my library and a stand and 

two chairs, all covered with books and papers. I say nothing of books, pa-

pers & boxes . . . on the fl oor. It is confusion, but out of it grows a history 

chapter.”26

The History’s chapters were innovative in design as well as content. Nearly 

every page contained excerpts (of varying lengths) from diverse kinds of 

original source material. In a chapter on, say, an antebellum women’s rights 

convention, they included not only actual proceedings and (where avail-

able) organizers’ correspondence; they also interwove substantial excerpts 

from contemporary newspaper accounts, speeches by supportive and criti-

cal politicians, legislative hearings, reports, bills, political party platforms, 

judicial decisions, and more. Sometimes they reprinted original material in 

its entirety, fi lling several pages. Offsetting these documents in a smaller 

typeface, they silently cued the reader to perceive and value the privilege 

of examining original sources for themselves. This extensive reprinting 

of documents accounted for the volumes’ massive size, consuming nearly 

1,000 pages each. More than 125 years after their publication, they remain 

an indispensable source, having stood for much of that time as the richest 

repository of published, accessible documentary evidence of nineteenth-

century suffrage movements.27

The three women learned an enormous amount about writing history 

during that long, productive fi rst winter. They grappled with the complex 

tensions between constructed narratives and notions of objectivity. “In our 

history—we want to get actual facts about persons & dates & names in their 

proper order—not the individual’s [personal] feelings,” Anthony confi ded to 

a friend, “and we try—but oh how diffi  cult—almost impossible—to accom-

plish.”28 As chapters were fi nished, Anthony took them for typesetting at the 

printer’s, where second thoughts or production issues sometimes resulted in 

last-minute changes made on the spot.29 But come spring 1881, after months 

of painstaking research, organization, outlining, writing, revision, and edit-

ing, Anthony triumphantly declared that they were “in the last agonies of 

going to press with the history.”30 In May, their publisher delivered a fi n-

ished copy of volume 1, covering the antebellum years and making many 

documents widely accessible for the fi rst time. “It was an octavo, containing 
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871 pages, with good paper, good print, handsome engravings, and nicely 

bound,” Stanton beamed. “I welcomed it with the same feeling of love and 

tenderness as I did my fi rstborn.”31

Although the title page billed Stanton, Anthony, and Gage as the History’s 

editors, they were not merely editors but authors who created a narrative 

of American women’s history where none had existed before. Emphasizing 

their editorship (over their authorship) and including a documentary foun-

dation within the text, however, projected an objective, professional tone 

undoubtedly intended to enhance the volume’s authority. This was surely 

not coincidental. Not only did women’s history not yet exist as a recognized 

worthwhile fi eld, the discipline of history, as a professional discipline with 

objective standards, was in the midst of being born. In 1880, the year they 

began writing, Herbert Baxter Adams founded the history seminar at Johns 

Hopkins University, from which J. Franklin Jameson would earn the fi rst 

doctorate in 1882, the same year the women published volume 2. In 1884 

Adams, Jameson, and other men would found the American Historical As-

sociation, an all-male bastion, like the new profession itself.32 But Stanton, 

Anthony, and Gage insisted they were every bit these men’s peers. And, in-

deed, they were.

Yet the History’s authors were activists, not academics, and as the fi rst 
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sentence of their preface clearly stated, they had intertwined goals. “In pre-

paring this work, our object has been to put into permanent shape the few 

scattered reports of the Woman Suffrage Movement still to be found,” they 

began, “and to make it an arsenal of facts for those who are beginning to 

inquire into the demands and arguments of the leaders of this reform.”33 The 

authors thus carried their book back into the fray. When Stanton addressed 

the Senate Committee on Woman Suffrage in 1882, she pointedly began 

by presenting a copy of volume 1 to every senator in attendance (which 

charmed even the southern Democrats, known for their fi erce opposition 

to her cause).34 Until that day, few if any civilians had ever walked into a 

congressional hearing armed with such an impressive “arsenal of facts.”35

The way they compiled and deployed history revealed that Stanton, An-

thony, and Gage understood history writing to be a critical form of social 

activism. They thought deeply about the relationship between these under-

takings (in ways that professional historians would not begin to honestly 

confront until much later).36 Rejecting the idea that, as they put it, “the 

actors themselves cannot write an impartial history,” they remarked: “to 

be historians of a reform in which we have been among the chief actors, 

has its points of embarrassment as well as advantage. Those who fi ght the 

battle can best give what all readers like to know—the impelling motives to 

action; the struggle in the face of opposition . . . ; and the despair in success 

too long deferred.”37 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage began their labors con-

vinced that “there is an interest in history written from a subjective point of 

view, that may compensate the reader in this case for any seeming egotism 

or partiality he may discover.”38 Although one might ponder whether they 

referred to “the reader” as “he” by mere literary convention or to empha-

size that men, too, could learn a lot from their book, the more fundamental 

point here is that Stanton, Anthony, and Gage intuitively and remarkably 

reached toward the modern (and even postmodern) dilemmas of writing 

professional history. Yet some readers were disappointed and even angered 

by the “subjective point of view” in the work.39

Contemporary reviews of volume 1 were favorable to mixed. “We have 

long needed an authentic and exhaustive account of the movement for the 

enfranchisement of woman,” wrote the New York Sun approvingly. The 

Home Journal chimed in with enthusiasm: “reminiscences, correspondence, 

speeches, essays, newspaper articles, reports of meetings, everything that 

bears on the topic has been made to do service.” E. L. Godkin’s liberal pe-

riodical the Nation was less charitable, dubbing the History an “unedited 

work of many hands, [and] a disorderly repository of facts.”40 Lucy Stone re-
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viewed it critically for the Woman’s Journal in August 1881. “We were asked 

to contribute to this work, but we have neither time nor inclination to write 

personal sketches of ourselves,” she sneered, “. . . while the work remains 

unfi nished.” Although she expressed concerns about fairness and misrep-

resentation, given the movement’s organizational and strategic divisions, 

Stone’s most telling criticism was that such a historical enterprise was sim-

ply “premature.” Stanton, Anthony, and Gage had anticipated this very 

criticism (very likely with Stone in mind) on the volume’s fi rst page, quot-

ing nameless naysayers who had discouraged the project: “It is too early to 

write the history of this movement; wait until our object is attained.” 41 To 

the three coauthors, who fi rmly believed that writing history could shape 

the future, this was all the more reason not to wait.

Stone’s failure to grasp this revealed a more traditional conception of the 

relationship between the past, present, and future—a conception that ulti-

mately worked to her disadvantage. In the arena of history and collective 

memory, Stone’s rivals consistently outmaneuvered her. While she balked, 

they created the movement’s fi rst—and most enduring—master narrative. 

Yet Stanton and Anthony could not have set out to accomplish, or even 

imagined, all that they ultimately did accomplish with the History. Now, 

having fi rst taught themselves how to write history, they turned to learning 

how to use it.42

✥ Volume 1 (1776–1861): The Origins of an Origins Myth

Despite E. L. Godkin’s dismissive review calling volume 1 “an unedited . . . 

disorderly repository of facts,” the History’s editor-authors actually con-

structed very orderly story lines. But the story they crafted from those facts 

was itself, like the archival repository they compiled, a new invention. As 

lived, history has no beginning, middle, or end, but as written, history’s 

beginning is always a choice made by the historian. Where to start? How far 

back to go? In trying to make sense of antebellum women’s history, Stan-

ton, Anthony, and Gage had no choice but to select some origin point. They 

chose to present that point as the 1848 convention in Seneca Falls. Rendered 

much more fully than ever before, that story now took on grander propor-

tions, becoming the key to understanding the entire movement.

But if Seneca Falls was the beginning, what to do with relevant events 

and infl uences that came before the beginning? Stanton, Anthony, and Gage 

collected three chapters’ worth of material that they had to get through 

before they could get to Seneca Falls in chapter 4. They characterized this 
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early history as prehistory, giving chapter 1 the punning title, “Preceding 

Causes.” Here they discussed both earlier movements, such as the antislav-

ery cause in which many suffragists learned how to be activists, and early 

infl uences—people and events that caused the distinct movement that be-

gan at Seneca Falls in 1848. Chapter 1 roamed through the intellectual and 

philosophical underpinnings of woman suffrage, featuring a host of fi gures 

from early European authors to the great women of the American Revolu-

tion, such as Mercy Otis Warren and Abigail Adams, identifi ed as “the fi rst 

American woman who threatened rebellion unless the rights of her sex were 

secured.” In March of 1776, Abigail urged her husband, John, a member 

of the Continental Congress, to “remember the ladies” when drafting the 

laws of the new nation. “If particular care and attention are not paid to the 

ladies,” the History’s authors quote Adams as saying, “we are determined 

to foment a rebellion, and will not hold ourselves bound to obey any laws 

in which we have no voice or representation.” Chapter 1 detailed other do-

mestic infl uences, including “Frances Wright . . . the fi rst woman who gave 

lectures on political subjects in America” and the sisters Sarah and Angelina 

Grimké, who “from the beginning took an active part in the Anti-Slavery 

struggle.” All this encouraged Americans to recognize just how long women 

had been demanding rights for themselves and others. Nevertheless, the 

History treats these antecedent women as either individually heroic or 

working for something other than women’s rights.43

Stanton herself wrote up the fi rst substantive, document-based account of 

a “preceding cause,” devoting the entirety of chapter 3 to “The World’s Anti-

Slavery Convention, London, June 12, 1840,” an event that had changed her 

own life, setting her on the path to becoming a reformer. “The fi rst pub-

lic demand for political equality by a body of women in convention,” she 

wrote, “was a link in the chain of woman’s development, binding the future 

with the past.” Nevertheless, she prefaced the London story by insisting that 

“the woman suffrage movement” was “the legitimate outgrowth of Ameri-

can ideas—a component of the history of our republic,” adding that “above 

all other causes of the ‘Woman Suffrage Movement,’ was the Anti-Slavery 

struggle in this country.” Stanton described being radicalized by anger when 

Englishmen refused to seat American women delegates including veteran 

reformer Lucretia Mott, whom the decades-younger Stanton had just met. 

“As Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton wended their way arm in 

arm down Great Queen Street that night,” she recalled (even if Mott did 

not), “they agreed to hold a woman’s rights convention on their return to 

America.”44
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Two elements of Stanton’s narrative made this an important prologue to 

Seneca Falls. For one, the experience had radicalized Stanton. And in many 

ways, this story, which Stanton now mapped onto the movement, was—more 

accurately—her own personal story. Secondly, for Stanton, who was never 

an ardent abolitionist, the story recast abolitionism. The antislavery move-

ment’s most notable trait was its outrageous hostility to women’s rights. 

Whereas Stone and others depicted women’s rights arising from within abo-

lition, for Stanton, it arose from without. It arose from a necessary break 

with abolition. “The movement for woman’s suffrage, both in England and 

America,” she concluded, “may be dated from this World’s Anti-Slavery 

Convention.” Stanton’s choice to emphasize and craft origins in this way 

surely resulted from her continued animus over the Fifteenth Amendment. 

Stanton made this 1840 story “a link in the chain” of the woman suffrage 

movement’s independence and divergence from the abolitionists, who had 

in 1840 excluded women as participants in an important meeting, and who 

had in 1870 excluded them from the American Constitution.45

The early chapters thus acknowledged “preceding causes” but kept them 

apart from the true beginning of the story: how an independent and fully 

developed movement was born at Seneca Falls in 1848. It was there that 

myriad antecedents “culminated at last in a woman’s rights convention.”46 

The Seneca Falls story elaborated in volume 1 borrows many phrases from 

the account that opened the 1878 encyclopedia entry on “Woman’s Rights” 

that Stanton had helped draft for publication under Anthony’s byline.47 That 

text clearly functioned as a preliminary draft for telling the story in their 

own book, where they could now allot all the space they wished. The ver-

sion in volume 1 actually begins with a document, “a startling announce-

ment” that appeared in the Seneca County Courier on Saturday, 14 July 1848. 

Mott, Stanton, Martha C. Wright, and Mary Ann McClintock—“four ladies, 

sitting around the tea-table” of a fi fth, Jane Hunt—penned this original 

call to meeting. Its publication in a weekly rural newspaper, only fi ve days 

ahead of time, suggests the local and improvisational nature of this found-

ing moment. This is the story of how a small “circle” (a word that appears 

throughout the volume, as in “our circle”) sparked an entire movement.48

“On Sunday morning,” the day after the newspaper announcement ap-

peared, with only three days to go before convening on Wednesday, the 

organizers “met in Mrs. McClintock’s parlor to write their declaration, reso-

lutions, and to consider subjects for speeches.” The implication of naiveté is 

surely intentional and reinforces the utter newness of what they were doing. 

Mott was a seasoned reformer and speaker (and the others were antislavery 
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Quakers), but the narrative emphasizes that they had “no experience in the 

modus operandi of getting up conventions, nor in [composing] that kind 

of literature” and “were quite innocent of the herculean labors they pro-

posed.” The meeting’s (and the chapter’s) key “historic documents” Stanton 

reported, evolved from the women’s dissatisfaction with “various masculine 

productions” they discussed while seeking possible models for a manifesto. 

“The reports of Peace, Temperance, and Anti-Slavery conventions were ex-

amined, but all alike seemed too tame and pacifi c for the inauguration of 

a rebellion such as the world had never before seen.” These women were 

“quite innocent,” and yet also quite radical.49

Finally, “one of the circle took up the Declaration of 1776” and read it 

aloud with gusto. “It was at once decided to adopt that historic document” 

as the basis for their protest by revising its famous list of grievances against 

the King as a list of grievances against “all men.” Now, sitting around Mc-

Clintock’s “antique mahogany center-table,” Stanton and the rest wrote out 

their own “historic document”—the soon to be famous Declaration of Senti-

ments.50

On 19 July, the “eventful day dawned at last,” Stanton continued, and 

crowds assembled outside Wesleyan church, waiting to be let in. But “lo! 

the door was locked,” and Stanton’s son had to be “lifted through an open 

window to unbar the door” from inside. After speeches, Stanton read the 

Declaration of Sentiments, which the chapter then reprints in its entirety. 

“When, in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one portion 

of the family of man to assume . . . a position different from that which they 

have hitherto occupied, but one to which the laws of nature and of nature’s 

God entitle them,” it began, “. . . [then] they should declare the causes that 

impel them to such a course. We hold these truths to be self evident: that 

all men and women are created equal.” Thus the organizers transformed a 

sacred document of the American status quo into a clarion call for women’s 

rights. The authors of the Declaration of Sentiments had even taken pains 

to think up exactly eighteen grievances, the same number put forth in 1776. 

There followed a corresponding series of demands, which the History also 

reprinted, and which included property rights, access to the professions, 

higher education, and an end to the sexual double standard.51

Reprinting the entire 1848 declaration not only preserved it for history 

and made it even more widely accessible, the scope of its demands demon-

strated the completeness of the movement born at Seneca Falls. An inter-

pretive passage that followed the text of the document emphasized, “Thus 

it will be seen that the Declaration and resolutions in the very fi rst Conven-
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tion, demanded all the most radical friends of the movement have since 

claimed.” Paradoxically, the gathering of organizational innocents had nev-

ertheless given birth to a full-grown women’s movement, already complete 

in its ideological development. All that followed, the remaining hundreds 

upon hundreds of pages, was, by implication, derivative. In another pas-

sage (taken almost verbatim from the “Woman’s Rights” encyclopedia ar-

ticle), they asserted that “the brave protests sent out from this Convention 

touched a responsive chord in the hearts of women all over the country” 

and that “conventions were held soon after in Ohio, Massachusetts, Indiana, 

Pennsylvania, and at different points in New York.”52 It was Seneca Falls that 

cohered a movement.

The author-editors reiterated the ripple effect of Seneca Falls in the state 

chapters that alternated with individual women’s personal stories through-

out the rest of the volume. The recollections of Emily Collins, a relatively 

obscure suffragist, followed this Seneca Falls–focused chapter on New York. 

Collins described her conversion, born of the convention in Seneca Falls. 

Since childhood, she “pined for that freedom . . . denied to all womankind. 

.  .  . But not until that meeting at Seneca Falls in 1848 .  .  . gave this feel-

ing of unrest form and voice, did I take action.” The Pennsylvania chapter 

reprinted Lucretia Mott’s remarks at an 1852 convention in Westchester, 

reminding delegates that their ideas sprang full born from “the fi rst Con-

vention held at Seneca Falls, in 1848, where a few women assembled, and 

not withstanding their ignorance of the parliamentary modes of conducting 

business, promulgated these principles, which took deep root.” Where they 

could, then, the authors positioned subsequent history in relation to that 

1848 foundational moment. The Ohio chapter included Gage’s presiden-

tial address to the Cleveland National Woman’s Rights Convention of 1853, 

which opened with “a review of what had been accomplished since the fi rst 

Convention was held at Seneca Falls.” As in the false claim fi rst made in the 

1878 encyclopedia entry and repeated here—that of the declaration’s one 

hundred original signers, “many . . . withdrew their names as soon as the 

storm of ridicule began to break”—those who disbelieved only made the 

Seneca Falls story stronger. This, too, would become a recurring motif.53

The authors then sandwiched a chapter of Stanton’s reminiscences be-

tween the chapters on New Jersey and yet another chapter on New York 

(the only state to receive double billing). Devoting the chapter to Anthony, 

Stanton gave the reader a full introduction to this famous woman, and no-

tably she returned to Seneca Falls. “The reports of the Conventions held in 

Seneca Falls and Rochester, N.Y., in 1848,” she began, “attracted the atten-
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tion of one destined to take a most important part in the movement—Susan 

B. Anthony . . . the Napoleon of our struggle.”54 Later on the same page, an 

account of Stanton and Anthony’s fi rst meeting “in the month of May” (the 

year was somehow omitted in the fi rst printing) gave the impression they 

had met in 1848, perhaps even at the Seneca Falls convention. (Later print-

ings clarifi ed, “it was in the month of May, 1851, that I fi rst met Miss An-

thony.”)55 In any case, “so entirely one are we,” Stanton wrote, “. . . ever side 

by side on the same platform,” that it hardly mattered whether Anthony 

had attended in 1848 or not. Indeed, “I soon convinced my new friend that 

the ballot was the key to the situation,” Stanton recalled.56 In sum, it was 

“reports . . . of Seneca Falls” that had brought Anthony to Stanton, and al-

most from the fi rst moment the two were of one mind that suffrage was the 

primary goal. Here, Stanton clearly also spoke to the multitudes of women 

debating questions of strategy and emphasis in a broader women’s rights 

movement. Then began the second New York chapter, featuring Stanton and 

Anthony’s antebellum work there, which opened by reporting: “A full report 

of the woman’s rights agitation in the State of New York would in a measure 

be the history of the movement.”57

In other words, Stanton and Anthony were the movement. By the end of 

volume 1, which fi nished with an appendix that reprinted several more pages 

of reports, documents, and testimonials related to Seneca Falls, the mythic 

signifi cance of that “eventful day” had been fi rmly established. Whether or 

not one accepted it as the movement’s nativity, volume 1 makes the story of 

Seneca Falls a master narrative, the source of the movement’s broad agenda 

yet narrow strategy, and the inspiration that brought to the cause its most 

brilliant strategist, Anthony, “the Napoleon of this movement.” The myth of 

Seneca Falls was the very crux of that movement, with the comprehensive 

rights agenda outlined in 1848 culled down to one strategic goal—“the bal-

lot was the key”—and distilled into the very title of the volume itself.58

✥ Mrs. Stanton’s Blue Pencil

The chance to interpret the campaign was both a historic opportunity and 

a political minefi eld. When suffragists and reformers read volume 1, and as 

collaborations for volume 2 proceeded, disputes erupted. The preface to 

the History’s inaugural volume downplayed any production tensions, sug-

gesting that sisterly cooperation reigned supreme: “In collecting material 

for these volumes, most of those of whom we solicited facts have expressed 

themselves deeply interested in our undertaking, and have gladly contrib-
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uted all they could.”59 They note minor dissention, but quickly dismiss it 

as having no effect on content. The reality was considerably more compli-

cated. Disagreements extended well beyond Lucy Stone’s vow of noncoop-

eration and her critical review. Disagreements also characterized Stanton’s 

and Anthony’s relationships with their allies, where sometimes bitterly di-

visive disagreements arose over who had been asked to compose material, 

who had authorial control over that material, and the effect of Stanton’s 

“blue pencil.”

Stanton, a gifted stylist, edited contributions ruthlessly, and Anthony had 

to console outside authors, assuring them that they were “not alone in fear-

ing Mrs. Stanton’s reviewing of your chapter.”60 Indeed, the surgical strikes 

of Stanton’s “blue pencil” transformed contributions and brought trouble. 

Early on, Anthony and Stanton had promised assorted contributors that 

their work would go in as submitted. This quickly proved untenable for a 

variety of reasons, including emphasis, style, agenda, tone—and, as always, 

length. Once into the project, Stanton and Anthony explicitly refused to 

publish pieces “exactly as .  .  . sent.”61 Contributors worried that Stanton’s 

and Anthony’s choices shaped meaning, unfairly discounted meritorious 

individuals, or excessively featured the undeserving. Disagreements also 

turned on how much internal history to reveal, some of which was deeply 

divisive.62

Laura de Force Gordon, a prominent California suffragist who was aligned 

with the National Association, raised her hackles when another area suf-

fragist, Ellen Sargent—wife of Aaron Sargent, a pro-suffrage U.S. congress-

man who had introduced the federal amendment for woman suffrage to the 

Senate—was asked to write up California. Given that state-level suffragists 

were no less divided than those at the national level, Gordon likely believed 

that she and Sargent had different stories to tell. Gage shared her friend’s 

surprise and dismay that Anthony had not asked Gordon to write the Cali-

fornia chapter: “I myself was surprized [sic] when I went to Tenafl y . . . to 

fi nd that Mrs. Sargent had been asked to write the California chapter. Of 

course, I expected you to do it, but I was not even consulted. My coadju-

tors are very lawless, and sometimes very far from just, even in regard to 

myself.”63

Harriet Hanson Robinson pulled her chapter on Massachusetts after a dis-

pute with Stanton and Anthony over its content. Robinson was a rare New 

England ally, and Anthony commissioned her to write the Massachusetts 

chapter for volume 1. For reasons that are unclear but seemed to be about 

authorial control, Robinson grew frustrated and eventually pulled her con-
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tribution to the History’s fi rst volume. She transformed her chapter into the 

basis of her own historical book. In 1881, the same year the History’s fi rst 

volume appeared, Robinson published Massachusetts in the Woman Suff rage 

Movement. Robinson had been a Lowell mill girl, one of the early factory 

workers in the Massachusetts textile mills of the 1830s who struck for equal 

wages and encouraged women’s self-development. Her emphasis, then, was 

different than that of the History’s author-editors and may have informed 

her decision to pull her chapter. Robinson treated Seneca Falls as one event 

among many, not as the inspiration for all subsequent organizing. Where 

the Lowell mill girls are an important early force for women’s rights in Rob-

inson’s account, they are barely visible in the History.64

Another incensed contributor and reader was Amelia Bloomer, a tem-

perance and women’s rights newspaper editor perhaps even more famous 

as the namesake of the controversial “bloomers” costume. (Loose, fl owing 

pantaloons that were less restrictive than the painfully tight corsets and 

long, heavy skirts of the era, bloomers were worn by antebellum dress re-

formers, including Stanton, for a time.)65 A resident of Seneca Falls, she 

had introduced Stanton to Anthony in 1851. A few years before the Civil 

War, Bloomer had relocated from Seneca Falls to Iowa, where she remained 

an active reformer and suffragist. Stanton and Anthony had solicited both 

Bloomer’s personal reminiscence of her years in New York and an addi-

tional chapter on Iowa (which had to be shelved when they divided the 

projected book into two volumes). As volume 1 continued to become more 

crowded, Stanton and Anthony decided not to include Bloomer’s reminis-

cence either. They instead used the space for a sketch of Ernestine Rose, 

the mover behind New York’s 1848 married women’s property law (grant-

ing married women the right to own property, something historically de-

nied them).66 All that remained of Bloomer’s submission was a long passage 

about temperance work, lifted from her recollection and dropped without 

attribution into the second New York chapter. Bloomer was furious. Stanton 

and Anthony offered repeated apologies, attributing the confusion to over-

work and unknowingly making promises they could not keep.67 Bloomer’s 

anger mounted when, several weeks later, Anthony mailed back Bloomer’s 

Iowa chapter requesting further revisions while adding that once the pages 

were resubmitted, Anthony could not promise “how or what we will do with 

them.”68 When Bloomer’s Iowa chapter fi nally appeared fi ve years later, in 

volume 3, she complained privately of “Mrs. Stanton making it read as she 

would like it to be and not as facts made it .  .  . I was disgusted and dis-

heartened. . . . I feel that the thing ought to be rewritten. . . . It is all very 
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discouraging, for they will leave in and take out whatever they please, and 

one don’t [sic] know how it will come out.”69

✥ Volume 2 (1861–1875): 

Radical Women in Radical Reconstruction

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage cut short any celebration over the completion 

of volume 1 and laid plans to fi nish volume 2. They expected to return to 

work that summer of 1881, but Stanton became gravely ill, likely with ma-

laria, and her bouts with fever delayed their plans.70 Gage was thoroughly 

exhausted from simultaneously working on big books while editing a news-

paper, and she was in personal fi nancial trouble. She decided to sell the Na-

tional Citizen and Ballot Box to make time for renewed work on the History. 

With the October 1881 issue of the newspaper, after three and a half years as 

editor, she bade her readership “Good Bye.”71 The National Association no 

longer had a newspaper, something that had long been an important goal 

for Anthony.

The three fi nally set to work again that fall, with a still-weak Stanton. 

“Buried in manuscripts” for yet another fall and winter, they faced the usual 

profusion of material.72 To solve this ongoing dilemma, they decided—once 

again—to divide one projected volume into two.73 The second volume 

would span from “the fi rst gun on Sumter, April 12, 1861,” through “the Ne-

gro’s Hour” of postwar politics, to the Sixteenth Amendment campaign of 

the early 1870s. Beyond these battlefi elds, the chronology of this volume 

also meant that it would have to narrate the internal split in the women’s 

suffrage movement. “And here will come the tug of the work,” Anthony con-

fi ded, “for from 1866 began the differences” that pitted former allies against 

one another.74 Once again, the women sat buried in documents and drafts 

for month after month. They had taught themselves how to write history in 

struggling through volume 1. Now, however, the history itself had become 

more vexing and complicated, for the postwar nation and the postwar suf-

frage movement alike. “Oh! to see the end of it all!!” Anthony exclaimed 

in May 1882, when she, Stanton, and Gage completed a second volume of 

952 pages.75 In the context of war, race, and Reconstruction, the line of de-

scent “from . . . the Convention at Seneca Falls in 1848, down to the pres-

ent moment, .  .  . has been only the repetition of a traditional prejudice,” 

they charged, against all who would be free. During this trying postwar 

hour, movement veterans and movement heirs failed to take to heart the 

lessons of Seneca Falls: freedom for all. These short-sighted activists sub-
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sequently jeopardized national security, as fi ghts erupted about which was 

worse, “prejudice against race” or “prejudice against sex.” “But from this 

opposition on all sides, true woman suffragists learned their power to stand 

alone, and to maintain the right against large and honorable majorities”; 

“few only,” they added, “were equal to the emergency.”76

Volume 2 was at once a signifi cant contribution to the burgeoning culture 

of commemoration of “the war for freedom and for the restoration of the 

national unity,” as the History put it, and a signifi cant intervention into the 

continuing politics of “reconstruction . . . on the broad principle of equal 

rights for all.”77 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage organized volume 2 around 

what they deemed the salient feature of the era, national politics, and there-

fore around the only suffrage organization that fully understood that, the 

National Association. Chapters on both are interspersed throughout, be-

ing explicitly in dialogue with one another. As the nation united, the main 

chapters explain, old colleagues divided.78

This was a cruel irony, which Stanton, Anthony, and Gage felt keenly as 

activists, and which they demonstrated powerfully as historians in a stun-

ning opening chapter titled “Woman’s Patriotism in the War.” Surveying 

the diversity of women’s war work—from nursing to canning, sewing, fund 

raising, soldiering (“when she could do so without detection”), burying, dy-

ing, strategizing, politicking, and voicing “the solemn lessons of the war: 

liberty to all; national protection for every citizen under our fl ag; univer-

sal suffrage, and universal amnesty.” Besides biographical sketches of “a 

few representative women” such as Anna Ella Carroll, Clara Barton, Doro-

thea Dix, Elizabeth Blackwell, Josephine Griffi  ng, Anna Dickinson, and a 

remarkable array of women in male uniform, the authors devoted much 

space to the proceedings of the Woman’s National Loyal League, formed by 

suffragists (including Stanton and Anthony) to press for transforming the 

war into one for emancipation and equality. The chapter argued unequivo-

cally that women had helped to free the slave and to win the war. So “how 

was it possible that when peace was restored,” they asked, in an incredibly 

moving passage, that women “received no . . . general recognition for their 

services, which .  .  . have been concealed from the people and ignored by 

the government.”79 No less than “the black man in the ‘Union blue,’” they 

argued, women had earned the right to vote through wartime service; and 

yet, the former had been remembered and rewarded while the latter had 

been quickly forgotten or erased. By arguing that historical amnesia under-

girded women’s continued oppression, they also underscored their faith in 

the emancipatory power of writing history and shaping collective memory.
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In essence, Stanton and Anthony explicitly challenge what later scholars 

have called an “emancipationist” or “abolitionist” memory of the war (and 

their attendant political demands for civil rights). Those overt efforts to 

remember that slavery and freedom were the war’s root cause had cast a 

shadow over a more emancipatory, more inclusive, and meaningfully “true” 

story of the American past, argued the History’s authors. They forwarded 

their own more fundamental (in their view) “truths” about the nation’s 

past—“truths” that were erased in all national memories, “emancipation-

ist” and “reconciliationist” alike—in what they viewed as a broader, more 

egalitarian suff ragist memory.80

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage developed a suffragist memory of the war 

and Reconstruction as a powerful indictment of the Republican Party and, 

to a somewhat lesser degree, their longtime abolitionist allies for ignoring 

or distorting the primary lesson of the war: national protection for national 

citizenship. That this lesson had been willfully overlooked at the expense of 

women was made glaringly clear by the insertion of “male” into the Four-

teenth Amendment’s defi nition of citizenship and the omission of “sex” 

from the Fifteenth Amendment’s protection of voting rights. But, the Histo-

ry’s authors note, “Miss Anthony and Mrs. Stanton, ever on the watch-tower 

for legislation affecting women, were the fi rst to see the full signifi cance” of 

the Fourteenth Amendment’s gendered wording “and at once sounded the 

alarm.”81 For disrupting the precarious consensus of Radical Reconstruction 

they were attacked and condemned by former friends and longtime foes, 

but they rejected any compromise “of our one grand, distinctive, national 

idea—UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE.” At an 1867 convention Stanton thundered, 

“We alone have struck the key-note of reconstruction. While man talks of 

‘equal, impartial, manhood suffrage,’ we give the certain sound, ‘universal 

suffrage.’ While he talks of the rights of races, we exalt the higher, the holier 

idea proclaimed by the Fathers, and now twice baptized in blood, ‘indi-

vidual rights.’ To woman it is given to save the Republic.”82

Volume 2 brims with indignation, understandably—but sadly and pain-

fully, it also brims with elitism and racism—both in the Reconstruction-era 

woman suffrage politics it depicts and in the framing and assumptions of 

the book itself. The chapter on women’s wartime patriotism provided an 

early glimpse of this in its critique of the Radical Republican party, which 

by 1881 had been in power for twenty years and yet still “refused to secure 

[women] in the same civil and political rights enjoyed by the most igno-

rant foreigner or slave from the plantations of the South.”83 Stanton and 
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Anthony did not let go of their Reconstruction-era views. To the contrary, 

they defended them. Stanton had been right at Seneca Falls, and she was 

right now—or so the story went.84

Their account of the 1869 convention of the American Equal Rights As-

sociation (the last before the split) is devastating in its continued insistence 

upon Stanton’s foresight in that moment. Once again in the History’s pages, 

Stanton openly engaged Frederick Douglass in debate about the pending 

Fifteenth Amendment and said fl atly that she did not “believe in allowing 

ignorant negroes and foreigners to make laws for her to obey.”85 Stanton and 

Anthony’s continued faith in educated suffrage, evidenced throughout the 

volume, revealed deep-seated prejudices expressed far too widely and far 

too often to be explained as mere demagoguery. They spared no ink in pre-

senting them. In her evening keynote address to that same 1869 convention, 

Stanton recast the icons of Seneca Falls (standing in for what is depicted as 

a broader vision of freedom) into a breathtaking provocation. “Think of Pat-

rick and Sambo and Hans and Yung Tung, who do not know the difference 

between a monarchy and a republic, who can not read the Declaration of 

Independence or Webster’s spelling-book, making laws for Lucretia Mott,” 

she said. Although Frederick Douglass called her out for race baiting, she re-

peatedly made, and the History continued to print, similar statements. The 

National Association’s appeal to Congress, as it debated the enfranchise-

ment of black men in the District of Columbia in 1869, is but one example: 

“You have added insult to injury by exalting another race above her head: 

slaves, ignorant, degraded, depraved, but yesterday crouching at your feet, 

outside the pale of political consideration, are to-day, by your edicts, made 

her lawgivers!”86 Referring to the need for educated suffrage and praising 

their own stance against the Fifteenth Amendment, the pair, almost alone, 

rightfully understood “that with the incoming tide of ignorant voters from 

Southern plantations and from the nations of the Old World, government 

needed the intelligent votes and moral infl uence of woman to outweigh the 

ignorance and vice fast crowding round our polling booths.”87

✥ A Suffragist Memory of the War

The frequency, even ubiquity, of such rhetoric in the making of suffragist 

memory frustrates scholars’ efforts to understand post–Civil War memory 

culture as a two-way contest between emancipationist or abolitionist ways 

of remembering the era, on the one hand, and reconciliationist memories 
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that erase black freedom in favor of appeals to racism as a basis for reunit-

ing white Americans, on the other. Although a suffragist memory certainly 

undermined both abolitionist and emancipationist memories of the war in 

its degrading depictions of black men, Stanton and Anthony never tried to 

forget or erase emancipation or to deny it as the war’s true goal and legiti-

mate outcome. Nevertheless, they disagreed both with the masculinist bent 

of abolitionist memory culture and with its tendency toward self-congrat-

ulation, which erased the contributions of women. Although abolitionist 

men imagined themselves in the radical vanguard of human rights, they had 

grossly violated human rights, Stanton and Anthony charged, by compro-

mising and granting suffrage to “ignorant” black men but not “educated” 

white women.

At the same time, a suffragist memory, as embodied in and undergirded 

by the myth of Seneca Falls, undeniably diminished emancipationist mem-

ory, which was under attack in the 1880s, amid the end of Reconstruction 

and the advent of Jim Crow. Volume 1’s insistence that Seneca Falls had in-

augurated “the most momentous reform that has yet been launched on the 

world”88 and put forward “the most important demand of the century”89 im-

plicitly and explicitly (not to mention, intentionally) undercut the claim that 

African American suffrage was urgent. “While we have always demanded 

emancipation and enfranchisement for the African race,” Stanton wrote in 

the Revolution in 1868, “we have no great enthusiasm for ‘negro suffrage’ 

as a party cry, because it is too narrow and partial for the hour.” Suffragist 

memory rejected both “the Negro’s hour” and “the woman’s hour” in favor 

of “everybody’s hour.”90 This memory simultaneously ignored and helped 

silence the many other rights demands that were embodied in an emanci-

pationist memory forwarded by blacks themselves, including demands for 

land, education, and freedom from violence. If the race baiting of “Patrick 

and Sambo and Hans and Yung Tung” represented suffragist memory and 

the myth of Seneca Falls at its worst, the myth of Seneca Falls also seemed 

to contain ideas at their best—namely, universal suffrage.

Yet if these twin ideas seem at fi rst contradictory, they were, in fact, two 

sides of the same coin. Stanton and Anthony defi ned universal suffrage as 

educated suffrage—a point that is easy to overlook. Both women and blacks 

should be enfranchised, in their view, but that abstract right should then 

be limited by practical means testing. This would ensure that disenfran-

chisement took place on what they viewed as “just” grounds, as opposed to 

the unjust grounds of abstract categories such as “race” or “sex.” Flowing 

from what Stanton “termed her isms, her radical Anti-Slavery and Woman’s 
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Rights, her demand for liberty and equality for women and negroes,” suf-

frage memory was a radical woman’s version of Radical Reconstruction.91

Nevertheless, suffrage memory in general and the myth of Seneca Falls in 

particular found little space for black women, who were almost invisible in 

the History. At their most combative, feeling pressed to defend or declare 

“the woman’s hour,” the work’s authors envisioned the woman in question 

as white and privileged. Black women do appear in the History’s excerpted 

documents, because they were present and a part of the debates. But they 

are invisible in the History’s larger narrative arc. They are not an integral 

part of the story. Where black women do appear, rather than talk for them-

selves, they are more often talked about—as in Paulina Wright Davis’s re-

marks (made at a National Association conference) that, if anything, black 

women should be enfranchised before black men. “The black women,” she 

said, revealing evolutionary theories of race, “are more intelligent than the 

men, because they have learned something from their mistresses.”92

And where the History’s authors permit black women to speak, the women 

tend to be folksy caricatures angry over sexism. Black women certainly did 

care about sexism, but that concern is distorted in Stanton and Anthony’s 

telling. Black women developed some of the most important intersectional 

critiques of the nineteenth century, examining the ways in which multiple 

forms of oppression interlocked. Put differently, black women refused to 

separate the two causes. Yet Stanton and Anthony permit them only one or 

the other concern: gender or race. Stanton and Anthony, in turn, pick for 

them.

For example, the History included a rendition of Sojourner Truth’s speech 

before an 1850s Ohio women’s rights convention. The speech is recounted 

by a white woman, Frances Dana Gage, who recalls a supposedly thrill-

ing moment when Truth stood and spoke, salvaging the cause of women’s 

rights. When Stanton and Anthony wrote the History, Truth was fairly well 

known among a general audience in the North, thanks, in part, to biograph-

ical pieces about her by leading literary fi gures such as Harriet Beecher 

Stowe, author of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Truth was also a member of the postwar 

feminist-abolition coalition, and she attended some National Association 

meetings, one of the few black women to do so. Revealing the ways in which 

white women often exoticized Truth, Stanton and Anthony introduce the 

speech by informing readers that Truth “is still living . . . though now 110 

years old.” 

The document Stanton and Anthony print is full of drama. As tumult grips 

the meeting, with cries of opposition to women’s demands, “the leaders of 
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the movement trembled on seeing a tall, gaunt, black woman in a gray dress 

and a white turban . . . march deliberately into the church, walk with the air 

of a queen up the aisle, and take her seat upon the pulpit steps.” She then 

rises and speaks, quelling the tumult and dispelling the opposition. Truth’s 

words are reported in dialect (which in all likelihood was not the way they 

were actually delivered), further exoticizing her and demeaning her intel-

ligence. She dispels stereotypes, one after another, about women’s supposed 

frail constitution, using herself as a countervailing illustration and under-

scoring each point by repeating the phrase, “And ain’t I a woman?” “Amid 

roars of applause, she returned to her corner, leaving more than one of us 

with streaming eyes, and hearts beating with gratitude.” In this story, as 

it is here told and reprinted, Truth chooses sex over race. Stanton and An-

thony used her to argue that black women endorsed and deferred to a white 

women’s rights agenda as representing the concerns of all women, includ-

ing those of black women. As the story continues, Truth returns to her seat, 

sits quietly, and takes her direction from white women, who then run the 

meeting. She is a supporting cast member, not a main fi gure. And, of course, 

none of this comes from Truth herself.93 

Stanton and Anthony, in turn, omit speeches by women such as Frances 

Ellen Watkins Harper, who explained at the 1866 AERA meeting that black 

rights and women’s rights were “all bound up together.” Stanton and An-

thony used the published proceedings of the 1866 AERA meeting to com-

pose their chapter on the AERA. They excerpt those proceedings at length, 

but Harper’s speech, which appears within them, does not make the cut.94 

Stanton and Anthony reference her by name only, listing her as a member 

of the fi nancial committee.95 Harper never speaks. And of the roughly four 

dozen engraved portraits included in the History, none features an African 

American woman.96 Overlooking the intersectionality of black women’s ex-

periences, Stanton and Anthony posit a universal woman who is encom-

passed by the concerns of white, educated women. There is little aware-

ness in the volume of the ways in which womanhood is marked as white, 

however. To the contrary, Stanton and Anthony present themselves as—and 

surely believed themselves to be—the “true” representatives of meaning-

ful inclusion. “Our Woman’s Rights Convention has now taken the broad 

platform of ‘Equal Rights,’” volume 2 explains.97 Yet in their support for an 

educational test, Stanton and Anthony advocated the disenfranchisement 

of large numbers of black women, not to mention uneducated white and 

immigrant women. Stanton and Anthony wrote a history that helped bury 
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black and working women’s insights that no universal womanhood existed. 

That history insisted that educated, white, middle-class women could, and 

should, speak for all women.98

This whitening of Stanton and Anthony’s history, of their rights agenda, 

and of the memory they forged had a distinct, if dubious, political advan-

tage in the political climate of the 1880s. As increasingly large numbers 

of white Americans threw an abolitionist and an emancipation memory 

overboard, Stanton and Anthony’s suffragist memory argued that women’s 

rights need not be discarded with them. Americans knew that abolition and 

women’s rights were tightly linked, with many prominent fi gures partici-

pating in both. By 1880, with women’s voting rights still deferred and an 

abolitionist memory falling out of favor, Stanton and Anthony surely wor-

ried that women’s rights might fall victim to these larger shifts in national 

memory culture and national politics. They tried to create a women’s rights 

memory that could compete in the national arena, and whether they in-

tended to or not, their History supported white supremacists’ arguments 

about the tragedy of Reconstruction. That tragedy was not the 1880s col-

lapse of black rights, as abolitionists and freedpeople argued, but rather 

the enfranchisement of supposedly ignorant and degraded black men in the 

fi rst place. Stanton and Anthony knew of civil rights violations in the South, 

but in choosing to ignore them, they participated in the rehabilitation of 

white Confederates. Black men’s voting is never threatened in this account. 

Their voting rights are granted and presumably freely exercised—doubling 

the insult to white women. In Stanton’s and Anthony’s view, the tragedy 

of Reconstruction was not retreat from African American civil rights, but 

rather the continued disenfranchisement of white women. And as more and 

more people began telling the story of Seneca Falls in the 1880s (which held 

together the History’s logic), they reinforced the racial politics encoded in 

that collective memory. 

✥ The History’s Outliers

Not everyone bought this gathering suffragist memory, including some suf-

fragists themselves. Lucy Stone and Henry Blackwell were the project’s 

most obvious detractors. In 1881, the American Association published a 

short eight-page pamphlet outlining its history, presumably in response to 

the History’s fi rst volume, published that same year. It contained no inter-

pretative frame, however; and at eight pages, it was hardly a match for the 
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magisterial History.99 It was likely a preemptive strike as well, anticipating 

the publication of volume 2, and an effort to keep alive a different suffrage 

memory, one that was not antagonistic to black male enfranchisement.

In 1882, as the History’s authors were fi nishing volume 2, Stone authored 

a brief history, giving her version of postwar divisions. Blackwell also au-

thored a competing account. “The causes of the division . . . has [sic] never 

been publicly stated,” Blackwell explained. The American Association, he 

continued, had avoided any mention of them in order to preserve decorum 

and harmony. But those causes “are so wholly ignored in the Woman Suf-

frage History . . . that it is due to the truth of history that they should be 

put into permanent form. The seceders,” Blackwell continued, aiming at 

Anthony and Stanton the damning language of secession introduced in the 

1878 Cyclopaedia, “were the framers of the National W.S.A.”100

Stone and Blackwell each emphasized the same message: the catastrophic 

damage they believed Stanton and Anthony had done to the cause of hu-

man rights. If Stanton and Anthony used Seneca Falls to defend themselves, 

as they put it in volume 2, as the only “true woman suffragists,” Stone and 

Blackwell indicted them. Where Stanton and Anthony had defended their 

choice to align with George Francis Train and Victoria Woodhull in the 

pages of their History, and omitted any discussion of damage those alliances 

might have caused, Stone and Blackwell underscored a darker message. 

Those alliances—not abolitionists’ choices or Stone and Blackwell’s sup-

posed shortsightedness—had cost women the vote. Stanton’s and Anthony’s 

ruinous alliances and their countless other offenses to the public morals, 

Stone and Blackwell charged, reversed the dramatic gains in public and Re-

publican Party support after the Civil War, bringing ridicule and “discredit” 

to the cause. Stanton and Anthony seceded and broke ranks “because they 

found themselves unable to control” the AERA, the majority of its members 

opposing their disastrous stances. The American Association had been re-

pairing the damage the pair had caused to woman suffrage’s public image 

ever since. The superior wisdom of their own course, Stone and Blackwell 

countered, was refl ected in the Supreme Court’s rejection of federal power 

to appoint voters and in the fact that the National Association had since ad-

opted the main strategies of the American Association by working in state 

canvasses.101 Here, Stone and Blackwell depicted themselves as the van-

guard of the movement, countering the History’s depiction of the National 

Association as the main (indeed, only) instigator.

Stone’s and Blackwell’s accounts were ineffective for a number of rea-

sons. They remained unpublished, and they were too short, making them 
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no match for the History. Stone and Blackwell were also hampered by their 

choice of topic: the reasons for postwar antagonisms. They failed to reach 

back into the prewar period and market the American Association as the 

rightful heir of an antebellum organizing tradition, and this made their ac-

counts less persuasive. Rather than appearing authoritative, they seemed 

to be harping on the distant past. They could criticize Stanton and Antho-

ny’s ruinous postwar choices all they wanted, but as Blackwell’s account 

acknowledged, by the 1880s there were many activists who had not been 

involved during the divisive postwar era. All they knew of the split were 

legends, if anything. With the publication of the History, Stanton and An-

thony effectively monopolized a movement origins tale, one that anointed 

them, and they consequently appeared to be the movement’s more legiti-

mate strategists. Rooting their story in an origins tale that excluded their ri-

vals made them seem by contrast the movement’s authoritative center. They 

appeared to rise above the fray. Stanton and Anthony had effectively put 

Stone and Blackwell on the defensive, particularly in the eyes of younger 

activists. Stone’s and Blackwell’s defensiveness was evident in their dissent-

ing accounts. Although they tried to paint the National Association as the 

deviation, they continually explained why they had separated. In doing so, 

they inadvertently corroborated Stanton and Anthony’s depiction of the 

American Association as the “seceders,” as the ones who broke away from 

the antebellum tradition. At the same time, Stone’s failure to see memory 

as an important resource and skillful strategy limited her effectiveness. 

She learned only slowly, with the History as her teacher, that memory pro-

ductions were “not a diversion from the real political work of fi ghting for” 

woman suffrage; they were “key sites of that struggle.”102

By this point, Stone had a diffi  cult battle on her hands. The American As-

sociation found almost no place in the History, not surprisingly. Stanton and 

Anthony increasingly controlled not just their own story, but the American 

Association’s too. American Association fi gures were almost entirely miss-

ing from the second volume. They appeared from time to time, but Stanton 

and Anthony continually relegated them to supporting roles, if they allowed 

them to appear at all. During the second volume’s main story, full of drama 

and betrayal, the American Association comes up only once. Discussing the 

1869 creation of the American Association in a single paragraph early in 

volume 2, the authors wrote: “During the autumn of this year there was a 

secession from our ranks, and . . . preliminary steps were taken for another 

organization.”103 As with their 1878 Cyclopaedia entry, their use of secession-

ist language is damning. Readers can trust that the American Association 
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broke ranks, and not the other way around, because these women and men 

were on the wrong side of Seneca Falls, meaning they were on the wrong 

side of Stanton and Anthony. A dry, fi nal chapter on the American Associa-

tion closes the second volume. Yet the chapter falls so far outside the main 

arc of the narrative that it reads as mere appendix, and there is no explana-

tion of what the organization stood for.104

When the second volume was published, the Woman’s Journal published 

two more reviews, one by fellow editor Thomas Wentworth Higginson and 

another by Stone. Higginson also alluded to what he depicted as the damage 

caused by Stanton and Anthony, but he diplomatically never named them, 

his points of disagreement, or the History. He opened gently, alluding to the 

History and adding how “he was struck anew with the diffi  culty of writing 

history . . . correctly,” given that “the same occurrence looks so differently 

to different people.” “What is still more important,” he continued, building 

toward his critique, “is the immense amount of omission that takes place 

in any narrative.” Maybe it was better, he urged, “to let by-gones rest” and 

avoid disclosures about “antagonisms” within the movement, guided by the 

age-old wisdom that “no doubt there was wrong on both sides.” “But it may 

be,” he went on, “that on the one side there is little wrong . . . and on the 

other little right.” “The progress of every great moral movement” has in-

cluded “a great many unworthy .  .  . incidents,” he acknowledged. Yet “in 

rejoicing over the result, we must beware how we canonize all the perform-

ers as saints.” This last line was clearly aimed at Stanton and Anthony. The 

fact that the movement did not die with your folly, he seemed to be saying, 

is not reason to celebrate you now.105

Stone reprinted Higginson’s passage about false saints in her review 

several months later. “No one reading this book would get an accurate or 

adequate idea of the real history of the woman suffrage movement,” she 

charged. The line came almost as a plea. “It will be read with interest by the 

increasing numbers who come into our ranks,” she acknowledged, but read-

ers who have “no intimate knowledge of the facts in the case” could easily 

be misled, “giving large credit to the book as one of uncommon interest.” 

In other words, young people and new converts should not be led astray by 

what seemed to be a compelling story. Stone was beginning to understand 

that the History was perhaps not as big a diversion from the real work of the 

movement as she had fi rst concluded.106

The children of William Lloyd Garrison also seemed to understand that 

the stakes over where one dated movement beginnings were signifi cant. They 

were working on a biography of their father when the History was published, 
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and they redirected their narrative to do battle with it. Although Garrison’s 

children declared that the results of the 1840 London Anti-Slavery Conven-

tion “do not immediately concern this biography,” they felt compelled to 

address it nevertheless, precisely because of how Stanton and Anthony had 

positioned it in their History. That event “is commonly treated,” the Gar-

risons wrote, pointedly citing the History, “with some injustice to the Grim-

kés [sisters Sarah and Angelina], as the initial cause of the woman-suffrage 

movement.” The Garrison biography depicted women’s rights as supported 

by abolition (and certainly Garrison remained an ardent supporter over his 

lifetime), and it depicted women’s rights originating earlier than Stanton 

would have it, coming out of a collaboration with, not a necessary and justi-

fi ed rejection of, the abolitionist movement. In this biography, Garrison and 

abolitionists in general went in for women’s rights “to their utmost extent.” 

The Garrison children understood that Stanton and Anthony’s damning of 

abolition, subtly rooted in the Seneca Falls origins story, was helping to 

damage an abolitionist memory, which they hoped to salvage.107

Over the course of the project, Gage had also begun to feel excluded from 

Stanton and Anthony’s vision for the History. It is easy to imagine that af-

ter a tight collaboration extending over thirty years, Stanton and Anthony 

had a diffi  cult time incorporating a third person into that well-established 

dynamic. They likely invited Gage to join the project because she was 

known inside the movement as a historian, keeping rich fi les and fi lling 

her speeches with historical material.108 Gage’s complaints had begun small. 

Early on, she felt cut out of various editorial decisions. Today, she is eclipsed 

in accounts of the History’s production, partly because of the meager ar-

chival record.109 But Gage’s eclipse began in the collaboration itself. In the 

autumn of 1880, as Anthony decamped to Tenafl y to restart work on volume 

1, a reporter from the New York Herald visited to interview Stanton and 

Anthony about their plans for a women’s rights history. The reporter, Gage 

griped, “called over before I went down [to Tenafl y], and they [Stanton 

and Anthony] coolly appropriated the entire History to themselves,—never 

hinting towards me. Consequently only Mrs. Stanton & Miss Anthony were 

put in as its editors, & from the Herald it was copied and went to France in a 

paper—with myself left out. I feel such things and they wrong me.”110

When Gage saw the second volume in print, tensions rose, this time 

over substantive matters of content. The authors had agreed Gage would 

compose (among other things) the chapter on “Trials for Voting,” and they 

roughly agreed on its content.111 Gage sat down to painstakingly reconstruct 

events, fi nding out who had voted where and with what outcome. Her chap-
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ter refl ected the variety and abundance of women’s voting efforts, including 

her own. The chapter that went to press, however, looked considerably dif-

ferent from the one Gage had authored. Anthony subjected it to Stanton’s 

edits as well as her own. Their revised chapter omitted the stories of other 

voting women and added extensive material about Anthony, who became 

its focus.112 This was now a reoccurring piece of the Seneca Falls story: An-

thony’s nearly solo 1872 voting effort as the embodiment of the 1848 con-

vention’s promise. Never consulted and never imagining such a radical 

overhaul, Gage was furious when she saw the chapter in print. Determined 

to correct the record, she tore apart her house looking for the original man-

uscript—material, she underscored, the three women had “agreed upon.” 

But she could not locate it, and her fury grew.113

The problems concealed within the “Trials and Decisions” chapter were 

not anomalous. On another occasion, Anthony again excised Gage’s autho-

rial and historical contributions. Gage had carefully prepared records of her 

battles with a Syracuse minister for inclusion in the appendix of the His-

tory’s second volume, but Anthony decided to cut them. Gage did not dis-

cover this until after pages had been sent to the printer, when changes were 

impossible. Furious, she complained privately to Lillie Devereux Blake, an-

other prominent New York suffragist, who was having her own trouble with 

Anthony.114 “Miss Anthony is and always was lawless,” Gage fumed. “Even 

Mrs. Stanton did not know it until the History was out. I would tell you 

many things, but tell you too much, that you may see Susan B. does as she 

pleases, despite the protests of her co-workers or her own promises.”115 “It 

has always been the policy of Susan and Stanton to play into each others 

[sic] hands and to hold each other up at the expense of all other workers,” 

she later railed. “I have seen it and I know it.”116

✥ Volume 3 (1876–1885): Anthony’s History

The third volume would cover work in the individual states. “If we could 

only get some one in each state to write what has been done in their several 

localities,” Stanton groaned, “we could see our way out of this labyrinth.”117 

She and Anthony asked various local women to write up the details of ac-

tions in their respective states, and they tried to determine what had been 

done where. This volume too, in many ways, falls outside the History’s main 

narrative arc. It begins with a few additional chapters on the National Asso-

ciation, then takes up the states. Those stories, while important, are largely 

derivative. Despite the ways in which the postwar campaign was decidedly 
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local, Stanton and Anthony described a movement that was hierarchical 

and leader-driven, obscuring the ways in which women exerted their own 

independence and forged their own strategies. Stanton and Anthony, in 

essence, described a campaign as they (particularly Anthony) believed it 

should be, rather than how it was. In essence, they wrote into the historical 

record a program for the future.118

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage would not resume work on the History’s fi nal 

volume until the middle of 1885, however, three years after the publication 

of volume 2.119 Immediately upon completing the second volume, Stanton 

had sailed for Europe. She went to visit her son and daughter, both of whom 

lived abroad, and she remained overseas for a year and a half.120 Anthony 

departed for Nebraska, which put woman suffrage to a statewide referen-

dum in 1882. The amendment lost that fall, and a frustrated Anthony vowed 

never to work for a state initiative again.121 After this disappointing defeat, 

Anthony, too, sailed for Europe, at the beginning of 1883, in what was her 

fi rst overseas trip and likely her fi rst extended vacation. Well-wishers and 

the press assembled to see her off. “I don’t see why I can’t have a little fun 

the same as anyone else,” she joked with reporters.122 Anthony planned a 

six-month tour of Rome, Paris, Geneva, and London. But before embarking, 

she made a point of telling reporters that she would return “to this country 

with Mrs. Stanton . . . to write the third volume of ‘The History of Woman 

Suffrage.’”123 The pair sailed back late that fall, aboard the Servia, but the 

ongoing demands of their activist and personal lives meant they did not 

resume work on the project for another two years.124

From this point forward, the History would become Anthony’s—and 

Anthony’s alone. She had earlier shared copyright with Stanton and Gage. 

The three had drawn up a legal partnership agreement, establishing joint 

ownership and a plan to split profi ts equally.125 The agreement surely re-

fl ected their awareness of the commercial potential in Civil War publishing. 

It quickly became clear, however, that there would be no profi ts. And for 

volume 3, Anthony assumed sole copyright. The costs of production were 

enormous, and borne solely by Anthony, who eventually invested $20,000 

(the modern equivalent of $500,000) into the History.126 Over the years be-

tween volumes 2 and 3, Anthony had been unsure about a publisher. Decid-

ing to bypass offers from Fowler & Wells, who had published volumes 1 and 

2, Anthony pulled the third volume and self-published it, bringing added 

editorial control. She moved the entire enterprise to her home in Rochester, 

New York. There, she hired the printer Charles Mann to set type.127

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage fi nally returned to the project in the middle 
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of 1885.128 The women again withdrew from their usual fl urry of activities 

and battened down the hatches.129 Anthony even forwent a chance to vote 

in the 1885 fall elections as part of another large protest action by New York 

women, arguing that she could not leave work on the History. The authors’ 

division of labor remained the same, but Anthony now spent a good deal of 

time consulting with Mann about production in Rochester, where changes 

were sometimes made on the spot.130 They expected to fi nish the volume 

that fall, but despite near-constant labor, their work continued well into 

the following year, 1886. The intense, focused work went on for so long 

that Anthony found it hard to think of much else. She balked in response 

to a reception invitation, the type of affair she had attended thousands of 

times before, fretting about what to wear and how to make conversation. 

“I shan’t know how to behave—I am all rusted out—know nothing . . . but 

history plodding!!”131 By May 1886, they had fi nished the last bit of proof.132 

Anthony then took a vacation, reporting that she was “off duty .  .  . for a 

month—resting—while the Indexer & the Binder fi nish up Vol. III.!!”133 She 

had hired a newspaperman to carefully index all three volumes.134 This con-

sumed yet more time, but Anthony remained committed to the need for a 

good index in order to make the volumes more useful to readers. Then came 

“atrocious” delays in typesetting.135

By the end of 1886—a full ten years after work on the project had be-

gun—the last and fi nal volume of the History was complete.136 The volume’s 

preface expressed the authors’ intermingled sense of duty and triumph: 

“The three volumes now completed we leave as a precious heritage to com-

ing generations. . . . This has been to us a work of love.”137 As if in dialogue 

with their detractors, they acknowledged the complexities of composition 

and the impossibility of writing anything complete. “After faithfully collect-

ing material for several years, and making the best selections our judgment 

has dictated, we are painfully conscious of the many imperfections the criti-

cal reader will perceive.”138

The third volume, like the others, was a remarkable piece of social his-

tory. In important ways, Stanton, Anthony, Gage, and the fl eet of activists 

who worked with them, contributing reports, reminiscences, and state 

chapters, were the architects of social history, well before that fi eld existed. 

They insisted that the deeds of women, not just military generals and states-

men, were critical pieces of national life. They argued that women, even 

obscure, ordinary women, could and did change the course of history. The 

state chapters chronicled the names of women who became the fi rst doc-

tors in their states, the fi rst lawyers, and more. There was a compensatory 
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bent to their project, which aimed to show women as persons of accom-

plishment. “Many who study the past with interest, and see the importance 

of seeming trifl es in helping forward great events, often fail to understand 

some of the best pages of history made under their own eyes,” they wrote; 

“Hence the woman suffrage movement has not yet been accepted as the le-

gitimate outgrowth of American ideas—a component part of the history of 

our republic—but is falsely considered the willful outburst of a few unbal-

anced minds, whose ideas can never be realized under any form of govern-

ment.”139 Stanton, Anthony, and Gage insisted that women—even unknown 

women—were component parts of the national fabric. They therefore de-

served recognition, via the extension of the franchise, the emblem of na-

tional belonging.

Very quickly, the three-volume History of Woman Suff rage began to stand 

as the offi  cial record of the movement, and this had important consequences 

for the evolving shape of the campaign. There was nothing else to rival it. 

Stanton, Anthony, and Gage were not the only suffragists to write history, 

but they were the only ones to try to map a single narrative onto a sprawl-

ing, multifaceted campaign. The other volumes suffragists produced tended 

to be biographical compendiums, which contained short biographical pro-

fi les of great women arranged alphabetically.140 Such volumes were useful, 

important works of social history in their own right. But they did not offer 

an overarching interpretation over fi fty-plus years. Neither did they build a 

massive, readily accessible archive. The History alone held that distinction. 

It was a seminal achievement and a tremendous legacy. Nothing like it had 

ever been produced by a U.S. social movement. The mantle of authority 

the History quickly assumed augmented the arguments contained within it. 

Over the coming years, it would help to transform the movement, remak-

ing it into Stanton’s and Anthony’s image. This did not happen by mere 

publication alone. The pair had to market this story to activists, which they 

believed was merely tantamount to bringing suffragists the truth.

Thanks to Anthony’s efforts, this magisterial project greeted the world 

robustly. Without a readership, the volumes could have only limited value 

and infl uence, which Anthony clearly understood. She took swift charge 

of advertising and distribution. She arranged for the “some 1,500” who al-

ready owned sets to receive the fi nal volume.141 And she worked on expand-

ing sales, both within and outside the woman suffrage movement. Origi-

nally sold for fi ve dollars, the complete set now sold for between fi fteen 

and twenty dollars (between $360 and $460 in current fi gures), and sales 

were somewhat restricted by its steep price.142 Anthony surely donated more 
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copies than she ever sold. She eventually gifted over a thousand copies to 

university and public libraries around the world.143 Not all deemed the set 

worthy of their shelves, however. Harvard University returned Anthony’s 

complementary copy.144 Unfazed, Anthony energetically donated copies to 

congressmen, labor reformers, descendants of women’s rights pioneers, 

women’s rights advocates, and more.145 This was not only a project for pos-

terity; it was intended to be a usable past.

After the publication of volume 3, Anthony took even greater control 

over the History by deciding to buy out her coauthors’ interest in volumes 

1 and 2. Her desire to donate copies widely confl icted with her coauthors’ 

expectation of a profi t from sales, outlined in the legal partnership they 

had drawn up back in the 1870s.146 So Anthony proposed to buy out their 

shares. She was aided by Gage’s tight fi nancial straits. Desperately in need 

of money, Gage agreed to Anthony’s proposition. The transaction did not 

proceed smoothly, however. Before paying her, Anthony demanded a writ-

ten receipt from Gage for $1,000, the amount stipulated for the sale, which 

Gage provided. The check Gage received, however, amounted to only $840. 

An angry Gage complained that Anthony had her receipt “locked up in a 

safe,” leaving Gage “powerless” to press for the additional money owed 

her. Gage was further outraged when Anthony bought out Stanton, who 

enjoyed relative material comfort, for twice what she had offered Gage.147 

Anthony now not only claimed to be the history of women’s rights; she liter-

ally owned that history.

Upon completion of the History, the authors planned a grand historical 

pageant for Seneca Falls, unlike any hitherto staged in the United States. 

Back in 1883, as they headed home from Europe, Stanton and Anthony had 

discussed having a grand assembly of women from around the world in 

order to inaugurate an international suffrage movement as well as celebrate 

the fortieth anniversary of Seneca Falls.148 Stanton closed the History’s fi nal 

volume on that note: “Now that the volumes are fi nished, we are at liberty 

once more, [and] we shall ascertain as soon as possible the feasibility of a 

grand international conference in New York in 1888, to celebrate the fourth 

decade of our movement for women’s enfranchisement.”149 The 1888 Inter-

national Council of Women worked to bring the women’s movement in line 

behind the story Stanton and Anthony had given ten exhausting years to 

constructing.



5. Commemoration and Its Discontents

✥ 1888–1898

“I think we ought to puncture the bubble that the Seneca Falls meeting . . . 

was the fi rst public demand for suffrage,” Lucy Stone began.1 The National 

Association’s 1888 International Council of Women (ICW) called together 

women from across the globe to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of Seneca 

Falls, heralded as the fortieth anniversary of the women’s rights movement. 

The scope of the proposed commemoration was unparalleled. A U.S. suf-

frage organization had never staged anything like it. In anticipation of the 

event, Stone conspired with her sister-in-law about what to do. Stone could 

not resist the story by absenting herself from the gathering. She had already 

tried that by refusing cooperation with her rivals’ anniversary celebrations 

and with their History of Woman Suff rage. To absent herself from an event 

such as this—a weeklong affair, drawing reformers from nearly all women’s 

groups, of all political stripes, from around the world—would be to assent 

to her marginalization and concede defeat.

Stone and her sister-in-law, the pioneering minister Antoinette Brown 

Blackwell, who had also been invited to speak at the ICW, debated strat-

egy for dislodging this steadily gathering origins narrative. In response to 

Stone’s suggestion that the pair “puncture” the Seneca Falls “bubble,” Brown 

Blackwell felt hemmed in. She agreed with Stone that Seneca Falls was not 

what Stanton and Anthony claimed for it. But she worried about decorum 

with any full-frontal attack on those claims: “nothing could be fi ttingly said 

publicly, it seems to me, about what Mrs. Stantons [sic] convention was 

not.”2 It was not, in their view, the beginning of anything. Still, Stone and 

Brown Blackwell agreed to speak. Neither had any intention of celebrating 

the narrative under commemoration, however.

Anthony’s bewilderment over Stone’s proposed talk gave the fi rst indica-

tion. “Lucy Stone—is to speak Pioneer’s day,” Anthony confi ded to a friend; 

“her title is to be—‘The advance of the last fi fty years’—just why she puts 

50—instead of 40—I do not know.” Clearly Stone meant to underline what 
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“Mrs. Stantons convention was not.” Yet the signifi cance of Stone’s appear-

ance at the ICW, organized by the National Association and celebrating a 

narrative Stone opposed, was not lost on Anthony. Nor was the fact that the 

ICW might, at long last, be a unifi ed showing of women, Anthony’s long-

time aspiration. “All of the ‘seceders’ are coming now upon the invitation of 

the Old National W.S.A.!!!” she cheered.3

The stakes were nothing less than the shape and direction of the move-

ment itself, which was about to undergo a seismic shift. Unifi cation negotia-

tions were underway between the National and the American Associations. 

At the end of 1887, Anthony had met with Stone and her daughter to consider 

a mutually satisfactory basis for union. Suspicion on both sides colored the 

discussions. Each side feared being swallowed up by the other. But pressure 

from various quarters meant those negotiations continued throughout 1888. 

How that merger might take place depended on the power each could lever-

age. Being able to claim authenticity as the movement’s originator might 

lend greater strength to Anthony’s negotiating power, something Stone 

seemed keen to avert. Stone could not avert this outcome, however. She 

had not attended to the making and marketing of collective memories, and 

it was now working to her detriment. With the 1888 International Council 

of Women, Stanton and Anthony helped sediment a Seneca Falls story in 

movement memory—a story that now rapidly gained in strength. The ICW 

staged the memory the pair had just laid out in their three-volume History 

—in a pageant unlike any yet seen. An important conference in its own 

right, the International Council of Women also announced a fully mature 

origins myth and served as a rehearsal for reunion. In those negotiations, 

the Seneca Falls story as it had cohered during the postwar years not only 

shaped events to come but also played a role in the fall of one of its archi-

tects and the rise of the other.

✥ A Pageant for the Pioneers

The call for the 1888 anniversary began: “The fi rst organized demand for 

equal educational, industrial, professional, and political rights for women 

was made in a convention held at Seneca Falls, New York (U.S.A), in the 

year 1848. To celebrate the fortieth anniversary of this event, an Interna-

tional Council of Women will be convened under the auspices of the Na-

tional Woman Suffrage Association.”4 But as National Association organiz-

ers were quick to explain, the event would not be confi ned to a discussion of 

women’s political rights. “Formal invitations . . . will be issued to represen-
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tative organizations in every department of women’s work. Literary Clubs, 

Art and Temperance Unions, Labor Leagues, Missionary, Peace, and Moral 

Purity Societies, Charitable, Professional, Educational and Industrial Asso-

ciations will . . . be offered equal opportunity with Suffrage Societies to be 

represented in what should be the ablest and most imposing body of women 

ever assembled.”5 Ambitions ran high.

The National Association assumed sole responsibility for the planning, 

which fell mainly to Anthony, Rachel Foster (Anthony’s assistant), and 

May Wright Sewall (an Indiana suffragist). Originally intended as a plat-

form to create an International Women’s Suffrage Association, the ICW now 

morphed into a celebration of Seneca Falls.6 Having conceived of the ICW 

in 1883,7 Stanton and Anthony fi rst announced the idea to the National As-

sociation’s annual January meeting the following year.8 They fi nally issued 

a call for the meeting three years later, in June of 1887, just as they fi nished 

the History.9 Stanton, however, sailed back to Europe shortly after the third 

volume’s publication, where she remained, returning just in time for the 

fortieth anniversary.10 She was of little help with what organizers called 

“the herculean task” of necessary arrangements.11 The affair, scheduled for 

March of 1888, was to be elaborate: a weeklong event drawing as many 

women from as many different domestic and international reform organiza-

tions as they could muster, all “to impress the important lesson that the po-

sition of women anywhere affects the position of women everywhere.”12 The 

event also now depicted all these disparate women, representing different 

reform organizations, and even different parts of the globe, as the offshoots 

of a common, shared American origin—a signifi cantly expanded claim.

Almost immediately, Antoinette Brown Blackwell took aim at an early 

draft of the event’s call, which underwent several revisions. She objected to 

its opening line, which called the meeting at Seneca Falls the fi rst “public” 

demand for women’s rights. Brown Blackwell’s own experience challenged 

this chronology, and she protested.13 Anthony then changed the language to 

draw less fi re, while still attempting to make the same claim. The published 

invitation that eventually went forward instead characterized the Seneca 

Falls meeting as the fi rst “organized” demand.14 Neither Stone nor Brown 

Blackwell liked the revision.15 Stanton’s and Anthony’s ongoing depiction of 

Seneca Falls as “fi rst”—and, therefore, preeminent as well as sanctifi ed—

did not sit well with either of them. This produced the round of letters in 

which Stone and Brown Blackwell strategized about how to use their ICW 

remarks to defl ate these claims.

The call underwent a few other notable changes. It was fi rst titled, “The 
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Fortieth Anniversary of the First Woman Suffrage Convention.” Organiz-

ers then changed the title into something more comprehensive—and more 

inviting—the “International Council of Women.” The way the meeting at 

Seneca Falls was described also changed. Originally characterized as “the 

fi rst public demand for the political rights of women,” the meeting became 

considerably more all encompassing in subsequent rewrites, no doubt to 

increase the likelihood that more women would identify with the anniver-

sary as well as with the Seneca Falls story itself. The fi nal version extended 

that reach, depicting the 1848 meeting as “the fi rst public demand for equal 

education, industrial, professional, and political rights for women.”16

When the eight-day event opened in Washington, D.C., on Sunday, 25 

March 1888, it was a grand showing. Some women’s organizations at fi rst 

refused to send delegates. But upon fi nding out what an elaborate, compre-

hensive affair it would be, they, much like Stone and Brown Blackwell, felt 

obliged to attend.17 Others participated enthusiastically. In the end, repre-

sentatives from nearly fi fty women’s rights organizations and eight differ-

ent countries assembled.18 To impose coherence on this tremendous show-

ing, Anthony, Foster, and Sewall devoted each day to a particular topic. The 

opening day featured nine women from different reform organizations, all 

speaking on “Education.” The second day saw “Philanthropies” in the morn-

ing and “Temperance” in the evening. Subsequent days had sessions on “In-

dustries,” “Professions,” “Organization,” “Legal Conditions,” “Social Purity” 

(reserved for “women alone,” given is delicate nature), “Political Condi-

tions,” as well as some religious observances.19 (The topic of free love was, 

not surprisingly, absent.) The event was not the fi rst international women’s 

rights convention; others had occurred in Europe.20 It was, however, the 

fi rst international convention held in the United States by any U.S. suffrage 

organization.21 The cost alone—over $10,000 (the modern-day equivalent 

of a quarter of a million dollars)—indicated the scale of the event.22 Clara 

Bewick Colby, a Nebraska suffragist, moved her newspaper, the Woman’s 

Tribune, from Nebraska to Washington, D.C., to issue daily reports.23 Report-

ers from all sorts of organizations and newspapers swarmed the event.24 

Organizers also later published nearly 500 pages of proceedings, bolstering 

the event’s gravitas. The proceedings featured one sole engraving, placed at 

the beginning to sanctify the assembly: an image of the departed Lucretia 

Mott.25

Celebrations of the 1848 Seneca Falls meeting bookended the ICW and 

reinforced the mythology now taking shape around it. The proceedings got 

under way in a “vast auditorium” decorated with fl ags from every U.S. state 
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and from numerous nations. “The platform was fragrant with evergreens 

and fl owers, brilliant with rich furniture, crowded with distinguished 

women, while soft music, with its universal language, attuned all hearts to 

harmony.”26 Anthony then rose and called the meeting’s fi rst day to order by 

announcing the reason for their gathering: “the fi rst convention ever held in 

the world, by women.”27 (An outright falsity.) Following a hymn, Anthony 

continued, “The two moving spirits in originating the call and in carrying 

forward the [1848] meeting were .  .  . our sainted Lucretia Mott .  .  . and 

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who is with us to-day.” Just as Mott would be the 

only person depicted in the 1888 proceedings, hers was the only picture 

gracing the stage. Her portrait (likely from the History) was draped with 

sprigs of lily of the valley. Having reduced the Seneca Falls meeting to these 

two, Anthony proceeded to introduce Stanton, thought to be the only living 

organizer.28

A thunder of applause, a standing ovation, and a sea of waving handker-

chiefs greeted Stanton. She looked out over the immense audience, which 

was standing room only. “We are assembled here to-day to celebrate the 

fortieth anniversary of the fi rst organized demand made by women for the 

right of suffrage,” she began. That gathering “started the greatest move-

ment for human liberty recorded on the pages of history,” she continued, 

taking clear aim at abolition and emancipation narratives. Although “it has 

been our custom to mark the passing years” with suffrage commemorations, 

for this particular anniversary, Stanton explained, “we decided [upon] a 

broader recognition of all the reform associations that have been the natu-

ral outgrowth of the suffrage agitation in the Old World as well as the New.” 

With that, Stanton positioned all women’s rights activism as arising from 

the same, shared origin, Seneca Falls, and all women’s rights work as being 

mere variations on the most important of all reforms, suffrage. Temperance 

activists had founding myths of their own, but Seneca Falls was not among 

them.29 And working women had rejected suffrage as the preeminent of all 

reforms, as well as suffragists’ paternalism, not to mention suffragists’ insis-

tence that women shared a singular, universal identity. But Stanton ignored 

all this. “The key-note struck in this country in ’48 has been echoed round 

the world,” she added, imitating the language of the American Revolution. 

As proof, she offered the anniversary event itself, which drew persons or 

letters from “nearly every state in the Union, from Great Britain, France, 

Germany, Finland, Italy, Sweden, India, Denmark, Norway, and Russia.” In 

her lengthy remarks, she directed listeners to the History of Woman Suf-

frage, buttressing its authority as the arbiter of the ICW’s historical claims.30
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Near the end of her opening address—which underlined women’s fi tness 

for self-governance, evinced a faith in U.S. exceptionalism, and offered as-

surances of success—Stanton urged women to cohere. “Above all things that 

women need to-day in their reform work is thorough organization, and to 

this end we must cultivate some esprit de corps of sex, a generous trust in 

each other.” Stanton’s call for women’s “generous trust” surely caused Lucy 

Stone to shift uncomfortably in her seat. “A difference of opinion on one 

question,” Stanton continued, “must not prevent us from working unitedly 

on those in which we agree.” Stanton was asking women to unite around 

suffrage work (and by implication a federal amendment) and to put other 

issues aside—or at least to subsume them. “I think most of us have come to 

feel that a voice in the laws is indispensible to achieve success; that these 

great moral struggles for higher education, temperance, peace, the rights 

of labor .  .  . are all questions to be fi nally adjusted by the action of gov-

ernment.” Stanton urged women, in essence, to return to the movement’s 

essence, its most sacred object.31 She expertly expressed Anthony’s long-

standing hope that women would unite under a single reform agenda, sym-

bolized by Seneca Falls, to push for the vote in order to accomplish all else. 

Thus began the weeklong event.

The conference’s penultimate day, 31 March, was given over to a session 

titled the “Conference of Pioneers,” designed to celebrate the Seneca Falls 

convention and to honor suffrage movement veterans. The session boiled 

the History’s narrative down to its essence—the demand for the vote at Sen-

eca Falls in 1848 as a genesis story—and it broadcast that story to a large 

and varied audience. Numerous “pioneers”—all suffragists—sat on the 

stage. Those identifi ed as such—forty men and women in all—also received 

purple badges, known as pioneer badges, a lavender ribbon with “1848–

1888” embossed in silver.32 Once again, Anthony presided. After some notes 

of welcome, she introduced Stanton. Stanton delivered a lengthy reminis-

cence about the thrilling events surrounding the 1848 meeting. It followed 

the narrative outlines of the History almost exactly. Stanton began in Lon-

don in 1840, where she and Mott conceived of the convention born of their 

outrage; and she ended with the fortuitous meeting of Anthony in 1851, once 

again referred to as “the Napoleon of our movement,”33 which completed 

the story’s arc. Stanton’s account was full of drama and indignation. Stanton 

spoke at length about how, with Frederick Douglass’s help, she carried the 

resolution for the vote (the only resolution to be mentioned) against great 

opposition. This ostensible fi rst demand for suffrage was—once again, in 

this rendition—her accomplishment, nearly alone.34 Stanton brought this 
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story, and all that inhered within it, to an audience of women who had 

surely not heard it before, at least not in this detail. The audience’s lack 

of familiarity with the story was underlined when Anthony, at the close 

of Stanton’s speech, added: “I should have informed the audience that the 

picture on the platform is that of Lucretia Mott.”35

Following a song, Anthony asked the six women on the stage who had at-

tended Seneca Falls to stand as their names were read.36 Leading fi gures in 

the American Association—Stone, Julia Ward Howe, and Mary Livermore—

were also on the stage that day, but, having played no part in the 1848 meet-

ing, they were ineligible to stand for recognition, a slight surely noticed 

by the large audience and the many members of the press in attendance.37 

Anthony then introduced a few select pioneers who offered prepared re-

marks.38 There were about fourteen speakers in all, most aligned with the 

National Association. There were also references to letters from pioneers 

unable to attend, most of which were reprinted in Clara Colby’s Woman’s 

Tribune for general consumption.39

Frederick Douglass spoke after Stanton. He had, of course, been at Seneca 

Falls, but Anthony had not called his name when she asked those who had 

attended that fi rst convention to stand. Douglass, age seventy, was now an 

eminent statesman, one of the most famous men in America. He described 

the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Seneca Falls, where the 1848 convention 

had taken place, as “the manger in which this organized suffrage move-

ment was born.” Describing that day, he added, “there are few facts in my 

humble life to which I look back with more satisfaction than to the one, 

recorded in the History of Woman Suffrage.” (In his 1880s autobiography, 

however, Douglass failed to mention the Seneca Falls convention or his at-

tendance.) He then addressed the ongoing feud over matters of priority and 

the questions of which was the greater insult, sexism or racism, and which 

movement had done more for human rights, refusing to be drawn into a 

battle. It was a great thing for friends of temperance, peace, and antislavery 

to have organized against drunkenness, war, and slavery, he began. “But it 

was a much greater thing . . . for woman to organize herself in opposition to 

her exclusion from participation in government.” “War, intemperance, and 

slavery are open, undisguised, palpable evils,” whereas the evils of sexism 

were at fi rst “too occult to be seen.” They were taken for granted as the way 

things were meant to be. Brave women, however, had changed all that, and 

he was proud to have lent a helping hand. All were necessary branches of 

human rights, in his view. He then celebrated Stanton and Anthony, with 

whom he had no open quarrel. He praised Stanton for her foresight in 1848, 
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when she had insisted upon the vote, and he showered Anthony with honor-

ifi cs. In all these ways, Douglass implicitly endorsed Stanton and Anthony’s 

historical interpretations of the movement, acknowledging them as “emi-

nent,” and even preeminent. Whether he so intended or not, perhaps the 

most famous human rights activist in America cast Stanton and Anthony as 

the undisputed, universally acclaimed leaders of women since 1848.40

Next Anthony introduced Stone, calling her “one of the oldest and most 

persistent of the pioneers.” “We celebrate to-day the fortieth anniversary 

of the fi rst Woman’s Rights Convention,” Stone began, “but, long before . . . 

woman’s rights was in the air.” With that, she threw down the gauntlet. If 

she and Brown Blackwell had decided they could not explicitly challenge 

the event under celebration, they did so indirectly. Henry Blackwell, Stone’s 

husband, who spoke next, joined them. “We celebrate the pioneers of the 

Woman’s Suffrage Movement,” Blackwell began, but there were “pioneers 

behind . . . [those] pioneers.” And, he continued, “we . . . must place our 

garlands on the brows of our fi rst parents.”41

Like so many feminist-abolitionists aligned with the American Associa-

tion, Stone and Blackwell credited women’s oratory—rather than a conven-

tion—with beginning a women’s rights movement. “Its sure day came, when 

the sisters Sarah and Angelina Grimké, and Abby Kelly [sic] began to speak 

publicly, in [sic] behalf of the slaves,” Stone explained. She and Blackwell 

both recounted the awful persecution these women endured during the late 

1830s—bravely surviving even arson, as one of the halls in which Angelina 

spoke was burned down over her head, so intense was public opposition. 

Defi antly, these three pioneers had earned women the right of free speech, 

and this basic right birthed all that had transpired since. This produced a 

different chronology and a different genealogy than the one Stanton and 

Anthony presented. Mott did not fi gure centrally. Stone, moreover, repeat-

edly referenced the Worcester convention of 1850, one of the few to do so.42

Stone offered her own life as a counternarrative as well. Detailing her 

early women’s rights work, lecturing and canvassing, Stone carefully pointed 

out that she began this work in 1847, a full year before 1848. She was also 

careful to point out that she continued this work without ever having heard 

of the 1848 meeting in Seneca Falls. That meeting, she emphasized, was 

very little known in its day, suggesting—although not outright arguing—

that it could not have birthed all that Stanton and Anthony claimed for it. It 

certainly did not account for the trajectory of Stone’s life.43

Antoinette Brown Blackwell spoke next, and she also offered a different 

chronology. She recalled her days with Stone at Oberlin College, the fi rst 
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institution of higher learning to coeducate women with men. She described 

the ferment surrounding women’s rights there before 1848—discussions 

taking place not in “public,” harkening to the dispute over the wording of 

the ICW’s call, but in private circles. “I was warned against Lucy Stone,” she 

added, “because she would lead away a young woman by talking woman’s 

rights.” She and Stone soon formed a school club dedicated to women’s 

rights—including the right to vote—between 1846 and 1847. “We called it 

a society,” she continued, “but we met for improvement.” And, she added, 

we “were organized before the woman’s convention” at Seneca Falls. Her 

choice of the word “organized” was surely not coincidental, given that 

Brown Blackwell had already sparred with Anthony over that phrasing in 

the ICW’s call. No matter how Anthony parsed Seneca Falls, whether as 

the fi rst “public” or fi rst “organized” demand, Brown Blackwell, Stone, and 

Blackwell marshaled facts, rattling off alternative names and earlier dates 

to underscore what Seneca Falls was not.44

Given the occasion, Stone, Blackwell, and Brown Blackwell could hardly 

hope to roll back the ascendant myth of Seneca Falls. They were outdone 

in the proceedings, as they had been in the pages of the History. Stone was 

an invited guest, not a convention organizer. She had not stood when the 

names of the original pioneers were called. And taking the stage that day, 

with Anthony presiding over the fortieth anniversary celebration for an 

event that Stone had not attended, she appeared subordinate. To compound 

matters, the daily ICW reporting in Clara Colby’s Woman’s Tribune, an un-

offi  cial National Association organ, enraged Stone and Brown Blackwell, 

who felt it made “lies appear the truth.” In the annals of women’s rights 

activism, she and other pioneers, including many founders of the American 

Association, were reclassifi ed as supporting cast members. Stone was no 

longer equal in stature, at least in the construction of movement memory.45

Smoldering tensions over the Fifteenth Amendment, now twenty years 

old, also crept into the proceedings. When Anthony introduced Robert Pur-

vis, she delivered Stone, Blackwell, and Douglass a thinly veiled insult. An-

thony introduced Purvis—a prominent northern black abolitionist—as an 

honorable man, willing to forgo his own voting rights until women’s could 

also be secured.46 Purvis had opposed the Fifteenth Amendment for its ex-

clusion of women, one of the few African Americans to do so.47 Purvis had 

not been there in 1848 to support Stanton, Anthony explained, but he stood 

by Stanton in 1869 when she insisted it was “more important for this Gov-

ernment to have a wheelbarrow load of intelligent, native born, educated, 

tax-paying women than of ignorant plantation men.”48 Anthony implied 
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that just as history had redeemed Stanton’s controversial 1848 demand for 

the vote—evidenced by the grandeur of the 1888 anniversary itself—surely 

history also redeemed her controversial 1869 stand against the Fifteenth 

Amendment. That chapter was closed, but Stanton and Anthony had been 

right, Anthony insisted (and as the pages of their History explained). This 

left Stanton’s reputation as originator, moreover, unsullied. Anthony’s 

choice to reference the tensions of 1869 ignored the ongoing fi ght that Dou-

glass and others had continually waged since 1860 to secure voting rights 

for black men, and basic civil rights for all black Americans, which the Fif-

teenth Amendment had by no means delivered.49

Although Stanton’s pioneer status was supposedly unassailable, the com-

memorative focus on 1848 left Anthony herself in an awkward position. She 

was unquestionably a pioneer of the movement yet had not been present 

at its creation, as the Washington Star noted. “An interesting group at the 

council will be the survivors of those who attended the Seneca Falls meeting, 

forty years ago.” The newspaper listed the names of more than a dozen such 

women “among these pioneers already here” and went on to name the “four 

members of the Anthony family here,” including her younger sister Mary, 

who “were among the original pioneers” (confl ating the Rochester meeting 

with that in Seneca Falls).The long paragraph concluded by paraphrasing 

Mary: “Miss Susan B. Anthony, though probably the best known advocate of 

woman suffrage in the country, was not, to use her sister’s words, born into 

the movement. She did not come in until two years after the Seneca meet-

ing was held.” This bit of gentle, sisterly teasing nevertheless highlighted an 

underlying irony: Susan was increasingly identifi ed with the growing myth 

of Seneca Falls. Although she was not “born into the movement,” Anthony 

was not alone in believing that she was born to lead it. Unable to contribute 

her own memories, she transcended them by once again presiding.50

Anthony closed the Pioneer Day celebration by referring the audience 

to the History of Woman Suff rage. “If you want to know about any of these 

workers,” Anthony explained, “this is the place where you will fi nd it.”51 

Throughout the weeklong event, speakers reinforced the authenticity of the 

History by using it as a touchstone again and again in reference to how the 

past had been.52 The History was a tour de force and an invaluable resource. 

Still, not every woman agreed with the story enacted in its pages and at the 

ICW, as evidenced by Stone’s and others’ comments. But while a few would 

always question the myth of Seneca Falls, many more were becoming less 

and less aware that it even was a myth. The ICW represented the matura-
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tion, and in many ways, the triumph of the memory Stanton and Anthony 

had been creating for the movement.

✥ Negotiations for Union

On the heels of the ICW, the National Association held its annual conven-

tion, where it considered unifi cation with the American Association. It was 

a historic debate that would produce realignments within the movement—

realignments bolstered by the story of Seneca Falls. Pressure for unity had 

mounted over the 1880s. First, younger activists could not understand the 

reasons for national division.53 Organizational division seemed to violate 

the way the movement, at least as the History presented it, was supposed 

to be, with a shared origin and presumably, then, a singular national body. 

Second, in January 1887, the U.S. Senate cast a historic vote. It took the fi rst 

vote by any U.S. congressional body on a federal amendment for woman 

suffrage. That vote failed.54 That same year, on the other side of the con-

tinent, the Washington territorial court overturned woman suffrage on a 

technicality. Washington had granted women, black and white, full voting 

rights in 1883, but the court now reversed that gain.55 Also in 1887, the U.S. 

Congress stripped full voting rights from Utah women.56 All these develop-

ments suggested that unity might help sustain the movement over what now 

promised to be an even longer battle, as gains reversed. Third, local, state, 

and regional suffragists continued pressure for unifi cation, something many 

had demanded since national forces divided back in the 1860s.57 Finally, 

Stone’s daughter wanted unifi cation. She shared her mother’s suspicious 

stance toward Stanton and Anthony, but her mother was almost seventy and 

in mixed health. Alice Stone Blackwell worried for her. She wanted to re-

lieve her mother of the burden of managing the American Association. She 

also wanted to prevent its management falling upon her, once her mother 

could do it no longer. Stone, who initially opposed the idea of a merger, 

eventually relented.58 In the fall of 1887, Stone reached out to Anthony and 

made an overture for unifi cation.59

Stone, her daughter, and Anthony, along with Rachel Foster (Anthony’s 

main lieutenant), met to discuss the idea in December of 1887, a few months 

before the ICW. There was plenty of wariness on both sides. Because she 

had suggested the meeting, Stone began by laying out her vision for a united 

society. She proposed that the two national groups unite under a new name, 

the United Suffrage Associations (in the plural). All other societies (which 
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were not consulted) would be auxiliary to this new umbrella organization. 

The National and the American Associations could continue their work as 

branch societies, each free to pursue state or federal suffrage as they best 

saw fi t. There would be one annual national meeting to end what Stone 

called “opposition between suffragists.” Neither Stanton, Anthony, nor 

Stone would hold the presidency, in deference to mutual suspicions of self-

promotion.60 Anthony rejected this last provision. Stone further suggested 

that any united organization pursue the vote in its many forms, including 

municipal and presidential suffrage, and not simply a federal amendment. 

Anthony replied that municipal suffrage was fi ne, but that presidential was a 

waste of time. The discussions were robust, and they covered much ground. 

At the conclusion of the meeting, Stone and Anthony each agreed to appoint 

seven members to a joint committee to enter into negotiations and come up 

with a nonbinding plan. Once a satisfactory plan was brokered, each seven-

member group would bring that proposal to the executive committees of 

their respective organizations for larger consideration.61

There was plenty of internal debate within the National Association 

around the question of union, some of which turned on where Anthony, 

a unifi cation supporter, was steering the organization. Stanton threw up 

her hands, showing her intolerance for organizational politics and her frus-

tration with Anthony’s growing acceptance of a suffrage-only stance. “The 

National Association has been growing politic and conservative for some 

time,” Stanton wrote a friend; “Lucy and Susan alike see suffrage only. They 

do not see religious and social bondage. Neither do the young women in 

either association, hence they may as well combine for they have only one 

mind and one purpose.”62 Gage opposed the idea of union: “Our Association 

has been steered into an orthodox pit-hole by Miss. Anthony & her aids. . . . 

Great watchfulness and great circumspection is needed, as . . . orthodoxy 

and social recognition are our great enemies.”63 Anthony moved ahead de-

spite criticism. “I suppose your feeling of my change is the same as that of 

Mrs. Gage and Mrs. Stanton,” she wrote a friend, “that is because I am not 

as intolerant of the so-called Christian women as they are—that therefore I 

have gone, or am about to go over to the popular church.”64 “They say I am 

eaten up with a desire to make our movement popular.”65

Over the 1880s, the religious conservatism of the WCTU changed the face 

of the suffrage movement, as it exerted greater and greater infl uence. On 

the ground, it was hard to tell the two movements apart. WCTU recruits ex-

panded the suffrage movement’s base and brought it into the mainstream of 

American politics, but older workers worried about the effect this transfor-
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mation would have on the movement’s ability to pursue and win meaningful 

change, given the WCTU’s deference to gender norms and narrower vision 

of social and economic reform. Whereas earlier activists had imagined vot-

ing as the gateway to a myriad of changes, that conception now narrowed. 

Focusing on the vote as an end in itself, and less on what it ultimately might 

do, allowed greater unity across reform interests—many of which did not 

otherwise see eye to eye. But this suffrage-only orthodoxy that seemed to 

undergird the pursuit of unifi cation concerned women such as Gage and 

even Stanton.66

The National Association committee of seven brought the newly brokered 

unifi cation plan to the organization’s April 1888 convention, on the heels of 

the ICW. The main order of business transpired within the executive com-

mittee, which met separately from the larger convention. After extensive 

debates about who had a right to participate and vote in the executive ses-

sion, the committee of seven made its report. They recommended against 

unifi cation. They reported being surprised by their own recommendation. 

And they acknowledged that the executive committee was surely surprised 

by their recommendation as well. They explained their reasons. They could 

not accept the American Association’s proposal that neither Stanton nor An-

thony assume offi  ce in the united society, at least for the fi rst year. Second, 

although the differences in method between the two organizations were not 

as great as they once were—each conceding to some degree the strategy, 

or strategies, of the other—they still believed that the suffrage movement 

would be “impaired instead of strengthened by a union.” Unifi cation, they 

predicted, would be marred by infi ghting. Better to leave the organizational 

separation, exhibit good will on all sides, and allow each to work in their 

own way.67

Considerable internal debate followed, in which several women also ex-

pressed their unwillingness to overthrow the pioneer and originator of the 

movement, Stanton. A signifi cant number wanted unifi cation, although they 

agreed the terms hammered out by the committee of seven were unaccept-

able. So they appointed a second committee—this time of eight women—to 

confer with the original committee of seven. That new, expanded commit-

tee reversed direction and recommended unifi cation. They rejected every-

thing that had been negotiated to this point, however. They rejected the 

American Association’s proposed constitution, bylaws, and list of proposed 

offi  cers for the new society. They could not approve of governing methods 

for a society that did not yet exist, they explained. So they came up with a 

counterproposal, a brand new idea for unifi cation. They suggested that the 
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offi  cers of both societies “unite in calling a joint convention to consider the 

terms of union.” This convention would be empowered to adopt a constitu-

tion and elect offi  cers. The decision of this joint convention should be con-

sidered binding, each side acceding to its terms. This was, in some respects, 

the National Association’s way of stalling for more time, being unable to 

come to agreement within the executive committee about what a new soci-

ety ought to look like. But because the American Association awaited their 

reply, they had to send something. So they settled upon this vague endorse-

ment of union, drafting a letter to Blackwell (chair of the American Associa-

tion’s unifi cation committee) outlining this new proposal. Although their 

reply postponed any decision on the details of unifi cation, it salvaged the 

possibility.68

One particular debate within the National Association’s executive session 

revealed how questions of strategy that had long divided the National and 

the American Associations were not, by this point, a dead letter. The ques-

tion of how to pursue suffrage, at the federal or state level, remained vital. 

But this question was now joined by debates over the type of voting rights 

to pursue, full versus partial. The American Association and state and local 

suffragists—along with the WCTU—put partial suffrage goals at the fore-

front of the campaign. During the ICW session on politics, there had been 

papers on both municipal and school suffrage, revealing how much partial 

suffrage strategies now permeated the campaign.69 The 1888 National Asso-

ciation’s annual convention further underscored this. During the executive 

session, amid discussions about what a new society ought to look like and 

what work it ought to do, Anthony sparred with members over the type of 

suffrage it ought to pursue. So many conventioneers were brimming with 

opinions that speakers were required to keep their comments to one min-

ute. In the end, Anthony salvaged the idea of a federal amendment as an 

organizational goal, while suggesting “future action in the states,” including 

partial suffrage actions, be left “to the discretion of the members.”70

Upon receiving the National Association’s new terms, the American As-

sociation’s committee replied within days. They were unanimous. Their 

seven-person committee had no jurisdiction to effect a union outside the 

terms endorsed by the American Association’s membership at its annual 

1887 meeting. The committee had been tasked with negotiating on that ba-

sis: outlining a constitution and offi  cers for the fi rst year, to be brought, 

once negotiated, before the American Association for another vote. Agree-

ing to the National Association’s new proposal would violate procedure, 

and any action on the National Association’s proposal would have to wait 
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until the American Association’s next annual convention, when it could be 

taken up by the membership. This constraint on the committee’s power, 

they continued, had been fully explained in advance to Rachel Foster of the 

National Association, so the committee expressed some confusion about the 

National Association’s reply. “Hence we regret your rejection,” they con-

cluded, “since your action, unless it can be modifi ed, necessarily puts an 

end to the negotiations for the present year.”71

The American Association’s committee then added several postscripts. 

The fi rst was perhaps in hopes of rekindling talks. They referred to “a ru-

mor” that they had prohibited either Stanton, Anthony, or Stone from be-

ing fi rst president, and they countered that “this was not the case.” They 

thought it desirable that those connected with the original division step 

aside, in the interest of harmony. For this reason they had proposed Mary 

Livermore (who had strong temperance ties) for president, but they were 

more than happy to entertain alternatives. They then sounded a more som-

ber note, expressing concern over making sure union was accomplished 

through democratic means, with mutual concessions. The National Asso-

ciation’s proposal of a joint convention left open the possibility that one 

society could dominate the other and obliterate it entirely, they pointed 

out. (There were complicated negotiations as to how voting representation 

on each side would be counted.) As long as the organizations were separate, 

unifi cation must be accomplished through a majority vote within each. Only 

then could it be accepted as the legitimate will of both parties, as well as a 

blending of both societies, rather than the domination of one over the other. 

This was their only requirement.72

For the time being, the proposal died, but it was soon picked up once 

again. At the end of 1888, the American Association held its annual con-

vention and revisited the question of unifi cation. There, in a smaller busi-

ness session, they declared themselves to be “in favor of union, on equitable 

terms.” They authorized yet another committee to meet with the National 

Association in order to hammer out new terms. Two months later, in Janu-

ary of 1889, the National Association convened at its annual convention, and 

they also appointed a committee to negotiate terms. Their committee, like 

the American Association’s, included most of the original committee mem-

bers, plus several new faces.73 The two committees sat down together, with 

Anthony now presiding, to draw up a provisional constitution and a slate of 

suggested offi  cers. (Anthony had not been part of the original committee of 

seven.) The two sides eventually agreed to a new name, the National Ameri-

can Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA). They hammered out a variety of 
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governing details. And they deferred the election of offi  cers—still a conten-

tious topic—to NAWSA’s fi rst annual meeting. Each satisfi ed, they returned 

to their respective associations for an internal vote.74

Here things began to go awry. National Association members began ac-

cusing Anthony and other unionists of underhanded tactics in order to 

railroad through a favorable vote on unifi cation. A signifi cant contingent 

within the National Association continued to oppose a merger, agreeing 

with the original recommendation against union. They worried about the 

integrity of the National Association’s ideological mission. Consequently, 

disagreements marred the executive session, where Anthony and other 

unionists sparred with those opposing unifi cation.75 Anthony became the 

de facto chair of that session because Gage, who, as chair of the executive 

committee, should have chaired it, was away in Dakota Territory visiting 

family. What happened next produced considerable controversy. Unlike the 

American Association, which put the proposed constitution and question of 

union to a mail vote of all its members, the National Association voted upon 

it in executive committee (a smaller, select body) and declared its decision 

binding. Late into the night, on the convention’s last day, after a large num-

ber of out-of-town women had departed to catch transportation home, An-

thony called the vote. It passed: thirty for unifi cation, and eleven against.76

When Gage got word that the executive committee had met to consider 

and approve union, she was furious. Had she known the question was to be 

decided, she and others would have approached the annual meeting very 

differently. Gage would have been present. But she received no notifi cation 

that the question would be raised, which she fumed violated the associa-

tion’s constitution. Any change to the governing structure of the organiza-

tion required advance notice, she protested.77 Together with a handful of 

other National Association members, Gage drafted a lengthy, heated protest 

statement, which they had printed and distributed. Signers included Olym-

pia Brown and Harriette Shattuck, who had been members of the original 

committee of seven (opposing unifi cation), along with signatories Charlotte 

F. Daley, Marietta M. Bones, and Harriet Robinson (Shattuck’s mother, who 

had sparred with Anthony over the History). They titled their protest “A 

Statement of Facts: Private.”

The dissenters raised several distinct issues. They protested unifi cation 

itself, for merging a federal strategy with a state-level strategy, something 

they opposed. They especially challenged procedure. “The work of ‘union,’” 

they charged, “was accomplished in a packed committee.”78 Gage and her 
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coauthors alleged that several women who opposed unifi cation were re-

moved from the committee and replaced with supporters. The National As-

sociation’s governing constitution further required that any radical change 

in the organization, such as its dissolution, needed advance announcement. 

Yet none was given. As a result, unifi cation—which was, from their point 

of view, the dissolution of the National Association—had not received suf-

fi cient consideration within the organization, and its members had not 

consented to this action. Gage and her coauthors further objected to the 

executive committee’s presumption to speak for the entire organization. 

When Clara Colby, an executive committee member and cosigner to the pro-

test statement, had objected during the proceedings and argued the ques-

tion ought to be put to a vote of the membership in a written ballot, the 

“packed committee” had squashed her motion. Debate over the proposal, 

then, never reached the convention fl oor, and members were not allowed a 

voice. That the executive session took a vote at nearly midnight, when many 

had departed, was further shocking.79 “The ‘thirty,’” Gage and her compeers 

charged, “violated the principles of a just government, and of the primal 

woman suffrage demand—individual consent—‘the consent of the gov-

erned,’—when they thus assumed to control the opinions of the hundreds 

of individual members of the National Woman Suffrage Association.”80

Gage had for some time suspected that Anthony was trying to capture 

control of the association and steer it toward union, but she never imagined 

that such an important matter would be decided in this fashion.81 Anthony’s 

sometimes-domineering style was known, but even some of her close allies 

were astounded. Anthony’s “word is the parliamentary law of the meeting,” 

a reporter had earlier and somewhat sardonically noted; “Women . . . are 

saved any parliamentary discussions such as arise in the meetings of men; 

they acknowledge that she is an autocrat. All are agreed that no better sys-

tem than the absolute control of Susan B. Anthony can be devised.”82 Still, 

Gage was shocked to discover Anthony heralding unifi cation as a fait ac-

compli.83 “The full extent of the treachery by which we were sold has not yet 

been fathomed and maybe never will,” Gage confi ded, “. . . unless persons 

cast aside . . . [a] blind belief in some who were prominent in this ‘union.’”84

✥ Anthony’s Ascent and the New Face of Organizing

The leadership of the newly unifi ed national organization had yet to be de-

cided. That question was deferred for a year, until the two organizations 
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met in 1890 for a joint convention to ratify the union. A number of people 

suspected Anthony had designs on the presidency. From the beginning of 

negotiations, Stone had predicted it. When Anthony fi rst rejected Stone’s 

suggestion that none of the three women preside over a unifi ed association, 

Stone had confi ded: “She so much wishes to be president herself! To bring 

her to the top at last would be such a vindication she cannot bear to forgo 

it.”85 When the National and the American Associations met in February 

1890 to formally constitute the new National American Woman Suffrage As-

sociation, it became clear that Anthony intended to lead the new organiza-

tion. Anthony defl ected the appearance of self-interest, however, something 

helped by the origin story she had been laying out over almost two decades. 

She could not have envisioned her ascent to leadership over a unifi ed cam-

paign when she fi rst began telling that story, or even when she wrote the 

History, but she now deployed that usable past to help reshape the present.

A national organization under a single leadership that set agenda and 

coordinated policy among state and local workers had long been Anthony’s 

dream. She had felt continually frustrated with the expansion in the suf-

frage movement during the 1870s, as it headed in myriad different direc-

tions. And she had felt frustrated with the inexperience of new recruits. She 

believed that if suffragists only united behind her and Stanton’s experienced 

lead, suffrage could be won. For all these reasons, she admired the central-

ized, hierarchical structure of the WCTU. “Your thorough organization is 

my pride,” Anthony told WCTU president Frances Willard; “it is the result 

of one head working to one end.”86 The model of the WCTU’s thorough orga-

nization enhanced Anthony’s wish to remake the suffrage movement in its 

image. During the initial meeting with Stone, back in December of 1887, An-

thony had referenced the WCTU’s example. Any unifi ed national organiza-

tion “really ought to be organized thoroughly, like the W.C.T.U.; every local 

society paying a portion of its annual fee to the State Association, and the 

State a part to the National Association,” she told Stone.87 This desire—for 

a centralized, hierarchical organization, which she believed could usher in 

victory—helped drive Anthony’s desire for unifi cation, and it informed her 

approach to its leadership.

In February of 1890, both the National and the American Associations 

met in Washington, D.C., to dissolve themselves and form a new national 

organization. Both sides had agreed that NAWSA’s president would be cho-

sen immediately before the opening of the convention’s fi rst day. Before 

that joint meeting, each association held a fi nal meeting of their respective 

executive committees in order to conclude organizational business and to 
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offi  cially end their existence. These respective executive committees then 

met jointly, before the opening day of NAWSA’s convention, to formally con-

summate union and elect the new organization’s offi  cers.

As a candidate for president, Anthony ran into trouble. “I have letters 

which accuse me of having favored the union solely for personal and selfi sh 

considerations,” she explained. She defended herself by appealing to the 

now well-established narrative of a singular movement founded at Seneca 

Falls. Withdrawing her name, she instead urged a strong vote for the undis-

puted founder. “Now what I want to say to you is, don’t you vote for any 

human being but Mrs. Stanton. . . . I want her elected.”88 Privately, Anthony 

knew full well that Stanton had no intention of heading the new organiza-

tion. She disliked organizational politics, and she had a ticket to sail for 

Europe, where she intended to remain. In fact, neither Stanton nor Stone 

participated in the deliberations of the executive committees. Stanton ex-

empted herself, and Stone, who had energetically helped run the American 

Association for twenty years, was too ill to travel. She remained at home 

in Massachusetts, missing this historic occasion and a crucial chance to in-

fl uence events and to intervene in how the movement’s history was used. 

This too enhanced Anthony’s ability to steer the vote. A Washington, D.C., 

newspaper noted strife in the proceedings, observing that suffragists might 

be “of the opinion that serious breaches of parliamentary usage are com-

mitted through ignorance or with intent.”89 When it came time for the vote, 

Anthony strongly encouraged a large turnout among National Association 

members, so that votes for Stanton might be cast in a larger number. Stan-

ton was elected president; Anthony, vice president; and Stone, chair of the 

executive committee.90

Stone, “choking and breathless” from respiratory problems, waited at 

home for news from her husband and daughter, both in attendance. She had 

long believed that if she held the high ground and refused to spar openly 

with Stanton and Anthony, the “better doings” of the American Associa-

tion would, over time, become clear to all. Conversely, she believed that 

time—in essence, history—would prove Stanton and Anthony to be liabili-

ties within the movement. But news of the vote brought a sense of deep 

foreboding. She regarded her election to chair of the executive committee as 

nothing more than “complimentary.” She understood that Anthony was now 

in charge of the vast organization she had helped build and lead for twenty 

years, and she felt dread. Stanton and Anthony’s joint election, on the heels 

of the ICW, where she had been reclassifi ed as a supporting cast member, 

could only mean trouble for Stone and, she feared, for the American Asso-
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ciation’s long record of good work. She anticipated with apprehension “the 

humiliation which will [now] be poured upon our side—only for the cause 

we would not bear it.” For her part, Stanton was not wild about being in 

close proximity with Blackwell, who continued to sling arrows at her. The 

merger was anything but harmonious.91

On NAWSA’s opening day, Anthony presided—both fi guratively and liter-

ally. Stanton appeared fl eetingly, and only because Anthony had pressured 

her to be present. Although she was elected its president, she had little en-

thusiasm for the new organization. Stanton spoke briefl y at the convention’s 

opening session, to a sea of applause. She then immediately sailed for Eng-

land (before the convention had even concluded). In Stanton’s absence and 

as NAWSA’s vice president, Anthony chaired the meeting and ran the new 

organization. She presided over it in the coming year, and she steered its 

course. It was now effectively hers. If Stone had felt confi dent that history 

would, over time, prove her right, she had not attended to that history care-

fully enough. Stanton and Anthony had given the movement a collective 

memory that cast them as its embodiment, and they now—in no small part 

due to that memory—stood as its supreme heads.

Anthony’s critics within the National Association protested yet again. 

Gage, Robinson, and Brown boycotted NAWSA’s fi rst convention along with 

Anthony’s newfound power. Although NAWSA declared all state organiza-

tions to be affi  liates of the national parent body, Robinson fl atly refused to 

merge her state chapter, the National Woman Suffrage Association of Mas-

sachusetts, into NAWSA. She feared her organization’s long-lived autonomy 

and its own goals would come to an end. Together with her daughter, Har-

riette R. Shattuck, Robinson kept the National Association of Massachusetts 

alive and independent for several years, maintaining a robust member-

ship. Anthony, however, kept constant pressure on the group to unite with 

NAWSA’s Massachusetts branch. By 1892, Robinson and her daughter both 

resigned from the organization. As Robinson’s biographer observes, the 

“union in 1890 . . . marked the beginning of the end of suffrage activity for 

the Robinson women.” Both had been prominent activists for many years. 

Robinson’s women’s rights activism dated to the antebellum years, when 

she had been a Lowell mill girl. Their departure from the movement was 

the result of what both felt was the narrowing of national policies after the 

merger.92

Gage and Brown, on the other hand, protested by forming a new, rival as-

sociation, the Woman’s National Liberal Union (WNLU). Having advertised 

well in advance, they held their fi rst national convention in Washington, 
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D.C., in February 1890, just days after the NAWSA meeting—in an explicit 

challenge. The Woman’s National Liberal Union had a short-lived newspa-

per, the Liberal Thinker, which Gage edited. Its fi rst issue featured numerous 

articles critical of NAWSA. Opposed to the breaches of democratic proce-

dure and what she viewed as Anthony’s self-aggrandizement, Gage was also 

suspicious of the growing infl uence of conservative Christian women within 

organized suffrage ranks—particularly the infl uence Willard and the WCTU 

now played within NAWSA. Anthony courted and befriended Willard. That 

willingness of Anthony and others to sanction the infl uence of evangelical 

Christians within the movement led Gage to think that NAWSA could no 

longer do the work necessary to emancipate women. “The fi rst object of 

our association is for the purpose of showing the cause why woman has not 

been enfranchised,” Gage began; “It is owing to the teaching of the church.” 

And she called Willard “the most dangerous person upon the American con-

tinent today.”93

Clara Foltz of California also denounced NAWSA for threatening the cause. 

In contrast, she praised the WNLU for promising to rescue it. “I do think 

that the women who have had control of the Woman Suffrage movement 

have led to its defeat; I do think that the course pursued by the women who 

have assumed its management has brought it to such a condition that but 

for this brave movement [the founding of the WNLU] it would have been an 

ignominious and disgraceful pass.” This “has been long understood,” Foltz 

continued, “by those who are brave enough to think without the consent of 

. . . priests.” “Mrs Gage in her heroic calling of this convention has shown 

that she appreciated the situation,” Foltz concluded.94

Gage’s new organization never got off the ground. After a successful in-

augural convention, drawing women from around the country, the group 

faltered, evidently due to a lack of resources. Anthony was a staunch op-

ponent of the group. She did not tolerate divisions in the ostensibly unifi ed 

suffrage ranks. It went against her goal of a singular movement under “one 

head,” which she believed could bring about victory. She actively discour-

aged women from attending or joining the WNLU. Anthony also absolutely 

forbade Stanton—who was considering supporting the group because of its 

attack on conservative Christianity, an interest Gage and Stanton shared—

from supporting the WNLU.95 Anthony needed Stanton fi rmly in her camp. 

Stanton was the originator, the pioneer, the legitimator of NAWSA as the 

restoration of a supposedly unifi ed past, centered in Seneca Falls. Still, 

Stanton, who always cared more deeply about ideas than movement poli-

tics, sent a letter to the Liberal Thinker supporting its philosophy.96 Stanton 
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explained that although she supported the WNLU’s positions on religious 

dogma, she “could not honorably lend my name or infl uence to what is in 

the nature of a secession from the suffrage ranks,” thereby honoring An-

thony’s wish that she remain tied to NAWSA.97 This prompted Gage to call 

Stanton “a traitor to what she knows is right.”98

The shape of organizing now looked quite different than it had in the 

1870s. NAWSA was the preeminent national organization, and it strove to 

create a centralized, hierarchical movement. In 1892, NAWSA members 

elected Anthony its president, a position she would hold until her voluntary 

retirement in 1900. At that point, she would appoint her successor. NAWSA 

was very much Anthony’s. The younger women within it, who were fast ris-

ing through the suffrage ranks, women such as Iowa suffragist Carrie Chap-

man Catt (also a WCTU member), were known as Anthony’s “nieces.” She 

actively trained these recruits, although they did not always do her bidding. 

The degree to which Anthony could control the new organization is an open 

question. Yet more than anyone, as one historian points out, she had the 

stature to keep this large and increasingly disparate coalition together.99 By 

the 1890s, NAWSA included not only temperance women but also groups 

such as the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, and many more. It was a 

sprawling coalition held together by a common goal but not an ideological 

vision. Anthony had always, even now, held an expansive notion of what the 

vote could and should do.100 But it was increasingly eclipsed by the organiza-

tion’s focus on a single goal over a broader vision—a shift Anthony helped 

oversee.

Stone was only peripherally involved in NAWSA after its creation. She 

tendered her resignation from the executive committee in 1891. The mem-

bership, out of deference, refused to accept it, but she was never very active 

in NAWSA. She continued to work on her own, but age and illness restricted 

her activities. When able, she joined her daughter and husband in continu-

ing to edit the Woman’s Journal, and she traveled, although not much. Stone 

was able to frustrate one of Anthony’s long-standing wishes, however. Ever 

since having to sell the Revolution in 1872, Anthony had dreamt of a single, 

centralized woman suffrage newspaper under her command. Much to An-

thony’s chagrin, the Woman’s Journal, which Anthony presumed would be a 

NAWSA organ, remained under Stone and Blackwell’s ownership, who con-

tinued to criticize Stanton and Anthony in its pages—more evidence that at 

least among movement veterans, unifi cation was a fraught affair.101

By the early 1890s, few if any independent state societies still existed. 
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State societies were made auxiliary to NAWSA, and NAWSA’s governing 

structure made it somewhat impervious to the infl uence of individual mem-

bers. This was part of its hierarchical structure. Whereas individuals could 

have joined the old National Association and voted as a member, without 

any mediating organization, voting members within NAWSA were now ap-

pointed and limited. Activists had to fi rst join a state society, then enter 

NAWSA as a delegate from that state society. Voting within NAWSA was on a 

delegate basis, with states appointing delegates to the national organization 

in the same proportion as that state’s congressional representation. This 

organizational structure refl ected that of the old American Association. It 

meant individual members were disenfranchised, and the old structure of 

the National Association was obliterated. One could neither join NAWSA 

directly nor vote in NAWSA as an individual, as was previously possible in 

the National Association. The state-delegate structure replaced individual 

representation and vastly narrowed who could participate in NAWSA gov-

ernance. This worked against the decentralization of the late 1860s and the 

1870s, and women such as Gage and other NAWSA dissenters criticized this 

governing structure for being undemocratic.102

Gone too were the independent lecturing women. The vast expansion of 

the lyceum that had taken place during the Reconstruction years had now 

collapsed. Over the 1880s, opportunities for suffrage lecturers contracted, 

as public entertainment shifted to minstrel shows and other acts. Audiences 

were less and less willing to turn out in large numbers for reform topics. 

The fervor for that kind of intense political discussion, generated by the 

Reconstruction-era ferment, had subsided. Women still lectured, but they 

now needed the independent means to do so or to be among the select few 

whom suffrage organizations could afford to pay. This underscored another 

transformation. A woman now had to have either independent wealth or 

the imprimatur of an organization to fi nd a place in the lecture fi eld. The 

possibility of earning a living on the lecture circuit during the immediate 

postwar years meant it was open to all. But this was no longer true. Olympia 

Brown despaired over the shift. Her business had collapsed, and she had lost 

her life savings. “As you say,” she commiserated with Colby, “one can get 

nothing by lecturing.”103 Observing the rising star of Carrie Chapman Catt, 

a popular fi eld agent, Colby noted how Catt’s independent wealth allowed 

her to lecture before audiences—in essence, to be an active suffragist. She 

is “of course, . . . well fi xed and can afford to give her time and expenses for 

the honor it is,” Colby lamented.104 This too meant that the shape of suffrage 
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organizing in the 1890s underwent a profound transformation. At least in 

the arena of lecturing, access was no longer democratic, and the ground-

swell of independent agitation contracted.105

A movement fundamentally remade, yet seemingly the same as always: 

this was the memory work done by the myth of Seneca Falls. By making 

1848 into a sacred point of origins, the story had given a persuasive logic 

to unifi cation, construing it as reunifi cation, the mere correction of a fatal 

error, the return to a righteous path. This mature myth now encompassed 

disparate women aligned behind a common goal, under a common, central-

ized leadership. Structurally, the movement was now more centralized and 

hierarchical, and its focus was considerably narrowed. The full-blown myth 

of Seneca Falls—carefully laid out in the History, as a story of top-down 

leadership and derivative state satellites—masked how the 1890s move-

ment was radically different than that of just a decade before. That story 

also concealed the ways in which memory itself had helped to remake the 

movement. One mid-twentieth-century biographer of Anthony adopted this 

persuasive if misleading logic, explaining that with the merger, “the conti-

nuity of the suffrage movement had been preserved and its descent from 

Seneca Falls fully established.”106

In 1891, Stone was still sparring with Stanton and Anthony about where 

the movement rightfully began, unwilling to concede the dominance of Sen-

eca Falls and 1848 in movement memory.107 Together with the Massachusetts 

Woman Suffrage Association, Stone helped organize a fortieth anniversary 

celebration for the 1850 convention in Worcester.108 Unable to pull it off in 

1890, they held it in the early part of 1891. At the anniversary, Stone told a 

thrilling narrative about how the original organizers had decided to hold 

the 1850 convention. She then interpreted its importance: “That was the be-

ginning of the great movement for equal rights in any national form.” There 

had previously been conventions at Seneca Falls, Akron, and Rochester, she 

noted, but those were only “the real beginning of meetings,” not of a move-

ment.109 The Worcester anniversary again placed an emphasis on the brave 

oratory of Abby Kelley and Sarah and Angelina Grimké, while also now 

nodding to Lucretia Mott—a sign of the changing discourse—by regretting 

that her early speeches at the fi rst two Worcester conventions, in 1850 and 

1851, had not been preserved.110 The 1891 event was a small meeting, with no 

particular fanfare. It seemed almost insignifi cant after the grandeur, scope, 

and pageantry of the 1888 Seneca Falls anniversary. Worcester seemed, in 

fact, forgettable. Despite Stone’s claims for it over twenty years, however 
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attenuated and episodic, Worcester was not the face of the movement and, 

partly as a result, neither was Stone.

Anthony’s ascent to nearly unrivaled leadership within the pantheon of 

suffrage “pioneers” was aided by Stone’s infi rmity over her fi nal years and 

then by Stone’s death in 1893. Despite weakness and frailty, Stone insisted 

upon addressing the 1893 World’s Congress of Representative Women, held 

in May, in conjunction with the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair. Stone again 

spoke on “The Progress of Fifty Years,” and she again referenced the path-

breaking work of Abby Kelley Foster and the Grimké sisters. She noted that 

twenty states now had school suffrage, and women enjoyed municipal suf-

frage in Kansas. The chronicling of fi fty years work exhausted her, and she 

had to slowly navigate her way back to her seat. It was Stone’s last speech. 

She had hoped to return to Chicago that August, but pain crippled her. A 

month later, she was diagnosed with advanced stomach cancer. She died 

within weeks. Anthony’s leading rival had departed the earth, helping to 

further consolidate Anthony’s gathering image as the singular, guiding fi g-

ure of women’s rights.111

✥ Stanton’s Eclipse

Within a few years of Stone’s death, Stanton’s celebrated role as the move-

ment’s mother also died a painful death, although Stanton herself still lived. 

Her resounding reversal in movement memory soon left Anthony standing 

alone as the custodian of a memory she had built, despite not having partici-

pated in the 1848 meeting itself. The decline in Stanton’s reputation began 

innocuously, resulting from her increasing absence from organizational life. 

Younger women within the movement, including Anthony’s lieutenants, had 

little opportunity to interact with Stanton. Always more of a philosopher at 

heart, Stanton attended fewer and fewer suffrage events as her infi rmity 

increased, and she spent more time in the solitary pursuit of writing. By 

the late 1880s, Stanton was unable to stand long enough to deliver a speech, 

and she could not navigate stairs. This made attending suffrage conventions 

diffi  cult and eventually impossible. She had given up her house, and her 

children now cared for her in their homes. She could not travel unaccom-

panied, and NAWSA’s 1892 annual convention in Washington, D.C., was her 

last. Anthony, fi ve years Stanton’s junior, remained a vagabond, traveling 

at length and staying on the road for months at a time. She remained able 

to keep up with the pace of movement life, whereas Stanton could not. The 
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two spent very little time together after fi nishing the History, and they em-

barked on no major projects together. They remained close, but their inter-

ests, priorities, and physical abilities diverged.112

Stanton’s radical rethinking of the Bible had much more drastic implica-

tions for her standing in movement memory. In the early 1880s, Stanton 

began penning critiques of organized religion’s misogyny. Those attacks ac-

celerated over the 1880s and into the 1890s. Although Stanton wanted dis-

tance from the day-to-day operations of the organized movement, she did 

not want to see it captured by devout and conservative Christians, whose 

infl uence within the suffrage ranks continued to grow. Over the 1880s, at-

tacks on the gains of the postwar women’s rights movement relied heavily 

on biblical justifi cations, and this too motivated Stanton’s renewed inves-

tigation into religion. Stanton’s intellectual life also brought her into close 

contact with free thinkers and the anticlerical movement, who helped in-

form her thinking. All these infl uences produced a profound reorientation 

on Stanton’s part.113

Stanton’s continued disinterest in organizational suffrage politics was 

now enhanced by her waning faith in the power of the vote. A nominal suf-

fragist to her fi nal days, she had an epiphany in her later years. “I have 

passed from the political to the religious phase of this question,” she wrote 

a friend, “for I now see more clearly than ever that the arch enemy of wom-

an’s freedom sulks behind the altar.”114 She was impatient for change, and 

she felt betrayed, one historian notes, “both by politicians and by a politi-

cal process” that met women with sharp indifference and “that fed upon 

women’s energies without ever compensating them with full citizenship.”115 

“I am sick of the song of suffrage,” she told Gage. “To rouse woman to a 

sense of her degradation under the canon law and church discipline, is the 

work that interests me most, and to which I prepare to devote the sunset of 

my life.”116

In 1895 Stanton resumed work on what she considered the crowning work 

of her career, her Woman’s Bible.117 In the fi rst part of that year, NAWSA 

held the fi rst national suffrage convention ever convened below the Mason-

Dixon Line. NAWSA’s choice to convene in Atlanta represented, to a de-

gree, the ways in which the suffrage movement was exchanging principle 

for expediency.118 To appease the white South—which NAWSA was actively 

courting as part of its bid for a broader base and congressional votes—An-

thony asked Frederick Douglass not to appear at the convention.119 (Doug-

lass died, quite suddenly, only months later.)120 Despite Anthony’s attempt 

to avoid the scandal of a black man appearing on stage with white women, 
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unthinkable in the white South, the 1896 convention drew considerable fi re 

nevertheless. While Anthony presided over the affair (which Stanton did 

not attend), a minister denounced all suffrage women in a speech that was 

picked up by Atlanta newspapers and subsequently produced an uproar. 

“When I read of the ferocious attack of the Baptist clergymen on woman,” 

Stanton told a reporter, “it seemed to me the time had come.”121

A new English-language version of the Bible had recently been published 

(the fi rst revision in two hundred years), and Stanton proposed to put to-

gether a committee to examine this version, which—like all versions before 

it—she believed perverted original scripture. Stanton selected biblical pas-

sages and studied and interpreted them, authoring commentaries on each. 

Stanton concluded that biblical justifi cations for women’s subordination 

arose not from divine will but from man’s thirst for power. Men had, in 

other words, used the Bible to justify their desire for domination. In 1895, 

she began running her commentaries in Clara Colby’s Woman’s Tribune, ex-

pecting these early installments would generate enthusiasm for her proj-

ect. Without securing their permission—or even their cooperation with the 

project—Stanton also published a list of names, which she called her “Re-

vising Committee,” women who were supposedly working with her on the 

project. This drew the ire of some of the women named, including Mary 

Livermore, a fervent Christian who was staunchly opposed to the project. 

In the end, her so-called committee never met and never worked collab-

oratively, although she did have the support of suffragists such as Colby 

and Gage, who contributed to the project and shared Stanton’s suspicions 

surrounding the church. Anthony declined cooperation. She thought the 

project ill conceived, but she supported her friend’s intellectual freedom.122

Stanton’s move to print her biblical commentaries in advance backfi red, 

beginning a long and painful episode. Her installments drew immediate fi re 

from the growing number of evangelical women in the suffrage movement 

who found her scholarship heretical. Her commentaries were the perver-

sion, they countered, not the Bible. Undeterred, Stanton characteristically 

believed that if only women would listen to her, she could set their minds 

free. Even as she withdrew from movement operations, Stanton maintained 

supreme confi dence in her role as the movement’s ideological leader. And, 

like Gage, she thought she was saving it from conservative drift—over which 

Anthony presided. But ever fewer numbers listened.123

Just two weeks before publishing her Woman’s Bible in 1895, she stood, 

with assistance, before a crowd of 8,000 to mark her eightieth birthday—

one of the last public celebrations of the pioneer NAWSA was about to 
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ostracize. Lauded as the mother of the movement, within a year, she was 

branded an infi del. When the 1896 NAWSA convention opened, Rachel Fos-

ter Avery (recently married) issued a report condemning the Woman’s Bible 

for bringing opprobrium upon the movement. “[Suffrage] work has been 

.  .  . much hindered,” she began, “by the general misconception of the re-

lation of the so-called ‘Woman’s Bible’ to our association.” She suggested 

NAWSA condemn its author in order to publicly dissociate the suffrage 

cause from Stanton’s infl ammatory work.124 Debate ensued, and Colby, a 

Woman’s Bible contributor, managed to get the proposal tabled.125 Behind 

the scenes, discussions continued about a formal censure. Stanton got word 

and grew alarmed. “I stood alone in demanding suffrage in the fi rst conven-

Newspaper clipping about Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s controversial Woman’s Bible 

(Susan B. Anthony Papers, Rare Books, Special Collections and Preservation 

Department, University of Rochester)
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tion,” and time proved me right, she reminded a friend—and herself.126 Dur-

ing a lengthy debate that reached the convention fl oor, Anthony chimed in 

along similar lines: “Lucretia Mott at fi rst thought Mrs. Stanton had injured 

the cause of woman’s rights by insisting on the demand for suffrage, but 

she had sense enough not to pass a resolution about it.”127 Both felt certain 

history was on their side. Both were wrong. A resolution to censure Stan-

ton passed, with Anthony as the only NAWSA offi  cer voting against.128 “I 

shall love [and] honor her to the end,” Anthony wrote, “whether her Bible 

pleases me or not.” Stanton expected Anthony to resign in the wake of the 

censure, but she did not.129

And yet, this painful episode revealed how the movement’s genesis story 

could work both against Stanton and, eventually, without Stanton. Even as 

the ostensible mother and originator of the movement, the story she had 

helped to create and popularize could not save her from censure. The myth 

of Seneca Falls celebrated the vote as women’s emancipator; for Stanton to 

now argue otherwise was to blaspheme the gospel of the movement and 

to lend credence to those who called her a heretic. Stanton had, in some 

sense, written herself into a corner. Increasingly, the myth of Seneca Falls 

would have to go on without her and, notwithstanding the facts, to center 

more on Anthony. It was she, not Stanton, who had been on the platform at 

the National Council of Women’s meeting in February 1895, nearly a year 

before the censure vote, when May Wright Sewall reminded delegates from 

many women’s organizations with many disparate purposes that “when we 

consider the origin of the spirit of organization, the muse of history takes 

us to Seneca Falls in August 1848.” Wright got the month wrong, but there 

was no question who the muse of history was. Anthony became—now more 

than ever—the story’s main keeper, literally and fi guratively. She continued 

to stand at the head of a unifi ed and centralized movement, becoming that 

story’s—and that movement’s—principal embodiment.130

✥ 1898: A Trilogy

Three years later, Anthony staged yet another anniversary convention, this 

time for the fi ftieth anniversary of Seneca Falls. In 1898, Stanton and An-

thony both published book-length accounts of their lives, timed to coincide 

with the fi ftieth anniversary. These three developments so powerfully re-

inforced one another, as did subsequent histories to come, that alternative 

memories virtually disappeared—or, at least, it became harder to discern 

myth from history.
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The fi ftieth anniversary celebration coincided with NAWSA’s annual 

February meeting in Washington, D.C. Although NAWSA brought together 

women with very different histories, the 1898 anniversary, like the 1888 an-

niversary, united them under a suffrage banner with a single origin. NAWSA 

had been founded in 1890 and was holding its eighth convention in 1898, 

but as Anthony explained to a Washington Star reporter, “it will really . . . 

be the celebration of the fi ftieth anniversary of the fi rst woman’s rights con-

vention, which was held in Seneca Falls, N.Y., July 20, 1848.” The article 

further detailed “the causes of the holding of the fi rst convention, as stated 

by Miss Anthony.” She had grown so used to speaking as both a “Pioneer 

Advocate” (as the Star’s headline dubbed her) and an authoritative histo-

rian, that it could be hard to discern which was which—especially since 

fewer and fewer gentlemen of the press (or, indeed, ladies of the NAWSA) 

had any personal knowledge of the antebellum years, or even of the imme-

diate postwar years. Occasionally, journalists asked for clarifi cation. “Miss 

Anthony said to a Star reporter, speaking of the founding of the association: 

I did not become a member until 1850. In 1848, I was teaching school in 

Canajoharie, N.Y.,” she explained. “I heard nothing from my family except 

the talk of this convention.” (Anthony’s father, mother, and sister Mary had 

attended the follow-up meeting in Rochester, two weeks after the gathering 

in Seneca Falls.) Perhaps it felt almost as if she had been there. The 1898 

anniversary starkly illustrated how Anthony was becoming the face of the 

myth. For the fi rst time, Stanton was not present to commemorate the 1848 

Seneca Falls meeting. As leadership narrowed to Anthony, so did the ori-

gins myth. Anthony hosted the anniversary celebration without her lifelong 

friend, the only living planner of the fi rst women’s rights convention.131

For the celebration, Anthony secured the round mahogany table upon 

which Stanton helped write the Declaration of Sentiments back in 1848. 

The table had remained in the McClintock family, and Anthony had tried 

to borrow it for the ICW’s “Pioneer Day” in 1888. The McClintocks felt it 

was too valuable to lend. At the end of 1897, a daughter of the McClintocks 

sent Stanton the table as a gift. She and Anthony planned to use it for the 

1898 anniversary. “All our suffrage daughters,” Stanton wrote, “will then 

have an opportunity of seeing . . . valuable mementos of that eventful occa-

sion.”132 It was the only surviving physical link to that fabled document. The 

original copy of the Declaration of Sentiments had vanished, likely in 1848. 

It seems no one had found it valuable enough to preserve. That grand old 

table, quickly becoming a holy relic, now sat upon the stage, however, and 
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the seventy-eight-year-old Anthony used it as her lectern, literally standing 

behind the myth that she now stood for.133

A copy of the Declaration of Sentiments was displayed on the table, while 

copies were printed in abundance and circulated among those present. An-

thony read from it, explaining that in 1848, the world had mocked it.134 And 

she told the story, beginning in London and ending in Seneca Falls. It must 

have vexed Henry Blackwell and Alice Stone Blackwell, both present and 

both active NAWSA members, to be reorganized under this mythology. The 

Woman’s Journal, in fact, omitted mention of the anniversary and Seneca 

Falls from its extensive convention coverage.135 Decorations were sparse, 

save for the table, the declaration, and an association fl ag with four stars, 

representing the states that now allowed women full voting rights: Wyo-

ming, Utah, Idaho, and Colorado. It also contained markings to indicate vic-

tories for school and municipal suffrage.136 There was a roll call of pioneers’ 

Declaration of Sentiments Table (Courtesy National Museum of American History, 

Smithsonian Institution)
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names, but few were on hand, having either passed away or become unable 

to travel.137 Gage was too sick to be present, so she sent an address.138 Stan-

ton, who no longer attended conventions, calling herself a “free lance,” did 

the same. She traced the progress of fi fty years, telling the story of her life, 

again mapped onto the movement as its collective history. “Let this genera-

tion pay its debt to the past,” Stanton closed, “by continuing the work until 

the last vestige of woman’s subjection shall be erased.”139 A pall fell over 

the proceedings when news arrived that Frances Willard, president of the 

WCTU, had died unexpectedly. Celebration was given over to mourning her 

passing, a sign of how deeply Willard and the WCTU had penetrated the 

organized suffrage movement.140

Stanton’s autobiography formed the second piece of the 1898 trilogy. She 

had begun serially publishing her life story in Clara Colby’s Woman’s Tri-

bune soon after the 1888 ICW.141 Now she collected those articles in a single 

volume (with revisions), entitled Eighty Years and More, to coincide with 

the anniversary. Notably, she ended her account in 1895, with the assembled 

8,000 paying her tribute on her eightieth birthday. The painful events of 

1896 were missing.142 And surely Stanton intended her life story as vindica-

tion, something that strongly infl ected her work on the History as well. Her 

autobiography displayed Stanton’s usual stylistic brilliance—being a lively, 

humorous read. With regard to movement memory, Stanton followed the 

same structure she had devised in the History. After giving some early his-

tory, Stanton dove into a chapter on the 1848 women’s rights convention, ti-

tled “The First Woman’s Rights Convention.” The details were rather sparse, 

perhaps because the story told itself at this point. Perhaps they were sparse 

because Stanton had lost interest in the tale, being tired, as she put it, of 

“the song of suffrage.” She was more interested in religious criticism, and 

her autobiography refl ected her newfound conviction.143 Still, the usual nar-

rative conventions applied.

After describing the 1848 convention, Stanton followed with not one but 

two chapters on Anthony, in which it seemed once again, as in the History’s 

fi rst edition, that the two had met in 1848. Whether a deliberate choice on 

Stanton’s part or an accident of memory, it is hard to say. But it was a re-

peated pattern. Stanton then brought Anthony aboard that founding leg-

end with the chapter’s fi rst sentence, and each after that. With the move-

ment inaugurated in Seneca Falls, the pair went forth to spread the good 

word. Stanton once again called Anthony “the Napoleon of our struggle” 

(in a passage she recycled from the History),144 surely delighting in the mili-

tary metaphor, as tales of Civil War generals and soldiers continued to pour 
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forth from the presses, drowning out suffragists’ insistence that the postwar 

peace had been betrayed. Both chapters about Anthony are a moving trib-

ute to a friendship lasting nearly half a century. Stanton also speaks to the 

inevitable pains accumulated over a long life of activism. “But, whatever 

may be the imprudent utterances of the one or the impolitic methods of the 

other,” Stanton confi des to her reader, “the animating motives of both are 

evermore as white as the light. The good that they do is by design; the harm 

by accident.”145

Reading early installments of Stanton’s serialized autobiography in 1891, 

Gage was once again incredulous. Gage railed privately about the “falsity 

and injustice” of Stanton’s account. Gage then recalled an incident years 

earlier, when a newspaper report offered the transcripts of different wom-

en’s remarks: “Susan said to Elizabeth in my hearing, ‘No ones speech ought 

to have been reported but yours and mine.’ That is a fair example of what 

always has been her course—only the ‘lying’ is a newer feature.” Just what 

Gage felt Stanton was distorting is unclear, but her reactions underscored 

the power and politics of remembering. The memory Stanton and Anthony 

had so laboriously constructed was further reinforced by Gage’s death. A 

month after the fi ftieth anniversary celebration, Gage collapsed from a mas-

sive stroke and never recovered. She was seventy-one.146

Anthony’s authorized biography was the third piece of a trilogy that com-

pleted the maturation of the Seneca Falls myth. Anthony hated composi-

tion and was not very good at it. So she commissioned the journalist and 

young suffragist Ida Husted Harper to write the chronicle of her life. Harper 

moved into Anthony’s house, occupied the guest room, and the two set to 

work in February of 1897. (When Stanton’s daughter asked if her mother 

might spend the summer with Anthony, Anthony regretted that her guest 

room was occupied.) Resuming history writing held no special pleasures for 

Anthony, who by this point had a painful appreciation for its draining ef-

fect. “I hate the whole business so absolutely that I want to be done with it 

as soon as possible,” Anthony wrote a friend; “I feel like a caged lion every 

minute that I am compelled to think and talk and read of the past.” “While 

I love making history as much as ever,” she added jovially.147 Yet she wrote 

history again and again, a testament to her understanding that the past was 

too powerful to be left unattended. While Harper did the composition, An-

thony supervised. Anthony then read over everything, making suggestions 

and revisions. The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony was a fully cooperative 

undertaking.148

Working in Anthony’s home, Anthony and Harper surrounded themselves 
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with the fi rst, large-scale women’s rights archive. Anthony had been accu-

mulating a massive repository of raw archival material related to the move-

ment since her work on the History. That collection had grown so large that 

she had a third-fl oor attic built onto her house just to store it. She contin-

ued to acquire documents after the History, adding material regularly. At 

the 1888 ICW, Anthony had lamented that the women of forty years ago 

did not realize their historic importance, and thus, tragically, had not saved 

the records of the movement. She urged each and every woman there “to 

make a solemn resolution to-day, that every good thing which a woman 

does, . . . every organization that you have anything to do with,” that “you 

will send” along notices and records so “that all these things may be pre-

served.” “Woman will never be properly recorded in history,” she added, 

“ . . . until they do the work themselves.”149 As Harper began work on An-

thony’s biography in February of 1897, the pair ran announcements in the 

women’s rights press asking for the return of Anthony’s letters.150 As one 

example of the collection’s eventual size, Harper reportedly consulted more 

than 20,000 letters, fi fty years of Anthony’s diaries, the complete runs of 

multiple reform newspapers, and more.151 The collection was somewhat of 

a disorganized jumble, however.152 As the two sat down to work, Anthony 

hired assistants to iron letters and newspapers creased with age and then 

to sort everything into some logical, accessible arrangement.153 There, on 

Anthony’s third fl oor, the pair collaboratively authored yet more volumes 

of women’s rights history, amid an archival collection that was unrivaled. 

Nothing like it existed anywhere. 

Anthony’s authorized biography dwarfed Stanton’s. Whereas Eighty Years 

and More was a modest 470 pages, The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony 

consumed two thick volumes totaling roughly 1,100 pages. Both volumes 

were published in 1898 and timed, like Stanton’s, to coincide with the Sen-

eca Falls anniversary. Anthony’s biography detailed her life up through 

1897. (A third volume was published posthumously, covering Anthony’s fi -

nal years.) Like the History, the Life and Work was a signifi cant achievement. 

Unlike Stanton’s account, which dwelt more specifi cally on anecdotes from 

her own life, Anthony’s discussed movement history, with herself at its cen-

ter. The volumes’ subtitle—A Story of the Evolution of the Status of Women—

was itself revealing. Anthony used her life to anchor what she believed was 

the story of all women. Unlike Stanton’s autobiography, Anthony’s also fol-

lowed the compositional style of the History—which had long ago heralded 

itself as “an arsenal of facts”—offering extensive excerpts from original ma-

terial, including everything from speeches to newspaper stories.154
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The fact of Seneca Falls, or rather the facts of who met there for what in 

1848, was not part of Anthony’s life and work, but it undergirded her Life 

and Work—and with good reason, given all the writing, speaking, and com-

memorating she had done to build the myth that had so profoundly shaped 

the movement. Rather than offering a fully detailed retelling of events at 

Seneca Falls, the text alludes to “a gathering of the believers in 1848” or 

“that immortal fi rst Woman’s Rights Convention of 1848,” all in all nearly 

a dozen times, including how Anthony’s father, mother, and sister Mary 

attended the follow-up meeting in Rochester and signed the Declaration of 

Sentiments. As the third piece of the trilogy of 1898, the Anthony-Harper 

collaboration all but took the myth of Seneca Falls for granted. The compet-

ing potential origins that Paulina Wright Davis, Lucretia Mott, Lucy Stone, 

William Lloyd Garrison’s children, Antoinette Brown Blackwell, and Henry 

Blackwell offered from the antebellum decades forward had all given way 

to a dominant narrative that appeared to be self-evident.155

Harper depicted Anthony’s leadership, in turn, not as a position achieved 

over time, but rather as a constant, foreordained outcome of an alchemi-

cal formula involving unusual foresight, superior skill, and general acclaim. 

Yet traces of that long contested process do appear. “Miss Anthony . . . did 

many .  .  . things, not because they were offi  cially her duty, but because 

Ida Husted Harper and Susan B. Anthony working in Anthony’s attic archive (Harper, 

The Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony, chap. 48)
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they ought to be done and there was no one else ready to undertake them,” 

Harper explained. “For many years she [Anthony] was forced to take the 

lead in all departments of the suffrage work and when they fi nally became 

systematized, with a head at each, she sometimes grew impatient at delay 

and usurped the functions of others without intending any breach of of-

fi cial etiquette.”156 Given her superior skill, the story suggests, the forces of 

progress impelled Anthony to the movement’s fore, a position she assumed 

through no design of her own. This type of hagiography is not surprising in 

a commissioned biography, yet when combined with the other interpreta-

tive layers Anthony had already spun, it is sometimes hard to see much be-

yond what Anthony presents. And it can be hard to see what Stone came to 

understand before her death—that the story was more than an exaggeration 

or misplaced emphasis. It had made many movements, seemingly, into one.

The mature myth of Seneca Falls became, like the octogenarian Anthony 

herself, a veritable monument. The Washington Evening Star summed up 

both in 1900, under the headline, “Work of Susan B. Anthony: Her Name Is 

Synonymous with the Movement.” By the turn of the century, both Anthony 

and “the Movement” were synonymous with Seneca Falls. When NAWSA 

convened in Minneapolis in 1901, a local newspaper praised the organiza-

tion for effecting a half century of “betterment of the social and legal posi-

tion of woman.” The editorial continued, “There is one woman in the asso-

ciation who can look back to the initial convention of women to assert their 

‘rights,’ which was held at Seneca Falls, N.Y., in the autumn of 1848, and has 

seen the movement carried on in the storm and stress of unreasoning public 

opposition to the attainment, one by one, of most of the demands made 

in the Seneca Falls platform.” That woman, of course, was “Miss Susan B. 

Anthony . . . the patriarch of the strenuous and persistent movement.”157 If 

some details were wrong, the larger point was true. One woman more than 

any other did “look back” to Seneca Falls, to combine history and myth 

in order to defi ne that event and achieve its purported platform. By 1901, 

understandings of that event and the movement that followed it had nar-

rowed dramatically to one major goal, and although neither Elizabeth Cady 

Stanton nor Susan B. Anthony would live to see its attainment, the myth of 

Seneca Falls would outlive them both and help to revise another sacred text: 

the Constitution of the United States.



 Epilogue 

✥ The Bonfi res of History

Residents of Rochester reported seeing fi res for weeks. Smoke billowed 

from Anthony’s backyard, as fl ecks of burnt paper fl oated through the air. 

Near the end of her life, Anthony made a shocking decision: to burn large 

portions of the archive housed in her third-fl oor attic. It is impossible to 

know what was destroyed, but for someone as committed to historical pres-

ervation as Anthony, the act seems unimaginable. She had the dual instincts 

of an activist and an archivist, whose visionary and organizational energies 

had fostered the movement and its memory in equal measure. The resulting 

social and women’s history archive would remain unmatched for decades 

to come. Yet despite a half-century of collecting, organizing, interpreting, 

and publishing original documents, Anthony now watched that archive go 

up in fl ames.

Ida Husted Harper claimed to have supervised the burning. After she and 

Anthony concluded their last historical collaboration—and after a suffi  cient 

time had elapsed in which “no suits for libel and no challenges of any kind” 

had been lodged against them—“it seemed safe,” Harper reported, “to be-

gin the work of destruction.” The pair began going through the “mass of ma-

terial,” with Harper invariably recommending throwing things out and An-

thony laying them aside for safekeeping. An exasperated Harper rejoined: 

“Now there is no use in my wasting my time here [if ] you are not going 

to allow this trash to be burned.” Anthony, in turn, pleaded, “I can’t over 

come the habit of a lifetime, which has been to save every scrap of writ-

ing.” Eventually she relented, however, and the burning began. Harper and 

Anthony’s sister Mary at fi rst threw items into the furnace. But with “large 

waste-baskets and the big clothes-hamper” fi lled daily, the furnace became 

inadequate. They began lighting daily bonfi res in the backyard. “The task,” 

Harper recounted, “consumed every working hour for almost a month.”1

She relayed this story in the posthumous volume of Anthony’s biography, 

and it is hard to gauge its accuracy. The burning clearly took place, on a 
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massive scale, but the motivations behind it are harder to decipher. The 

consequences were clear, however: the destruction of the original sources 

meant that Anthony’s authorized biography and the History of Woman Suf-

frage would become the source. A fl yer advertising Anthony’s authorized 

biography explicitly made this point: “This is the only authentic biography 

of her that ever can be written, as the letters and documents will not be ac-

cessible to other historians.”2

Despite this disturbing decision at the end of her life, Anthony was in-

arguably the greatest woman historian—and historian of women—in her 

century. And there was arguably no greater American social historian until 

the African American intellectual and civil rights leader W. E. B. Du Bois. 

Indeed, Anthony largely pioneered the now familiar fi gure of the scholar-

activist, and particularly the historian-activist. The public role of the histo-

rian has typically been credited to later exemplars like Du Bois or Charles 

Beard, contemporaries who were among the fi rst professionally trained his-

torians. Scholar Richard Hofstadter famously referred to Beard as a “histo-

rian engagé” in arguing for the value of history written “by embattled par-

ticipants.” Along with her sometime comrade Frederick Douglass (who kept 

his own papers but did not systematically collect and preserve those of a 

whole movement), Anthony embodied that ideal as much or more than the 

historians of twentieth-century campaigns for justice. And her legacy is one 

we are still grappling with today—in terms of both the activist past we in-

herit and the stories we tell about that past. We struggle to balance the two.3

Anthony’s historical work didn’t end with her authorized biography. Af-

ter Harper and Anthony completed it, they embarked on yet another his-

torical project, a fourth volume of the History of Woman Suff rage. Anthony 

had no other collaborators this time besides Harper. Gage had died in 1898, 

and Stanton took no part. Harper and Anthony shared authorship (or edi-

torship, as they too billed their role), and the aging leader once again self-

published and held sole copyright. This volume—which Anthony conceived 

of quite a long time after fi nishing the fi rst three—covered the period from 

the mid-1880s (where the third volume left off ) to the turn of the century. 

Harper found the work as unremittingly exhausting as Anthony’s previous 

collaborators did, and she too wondered if they might ever emerge from the 

crushing mounds of material. Eventually, after great labor, they published 

volume 4 in 1902.4

Anthony voluntarily retired from the NAWSA presidency in 1900, freeing 

up time for the History. Although there would have to be an election, she 

all but appointed her own successor, choosing among her “lieutenants” and 
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“nieces,” the younger women she had been grooming for over a decade. 

Lillie Devereux Blake, a veteran New York suffragist who believed that 

NAWSA’s work was stalled, considered making a run for the presidency but 

concluded that only Anthony’s anointed successor could win. That honor 

went to Carrie Chapman Catt, a wealthy woman with a college degree from 

Iowa State, a WCTU member, and a NAWSA organizer. There was no love 

lost between Catt and Stanton, against whom Catt had led the censure vote 

back in 1896. For Catt’s generation, Anthony now stood alone as the object 

of their affection. This devotion, together with younger feminists’ increas-

ingly open disdain for Stanton, accelerated Stanton’s decline in movement 

memory.5

Anthony and Harper opened the History’s fourth volume as all good 

movement stories now began, with a recitation of origins. They alluded to 

“the memorable convention of Seneca Falls, N.Y., in 1848,” on the very fi rst 

page of their introduction, and in the very fi rst sentence of chapter two: 

“the fi rst Woman’s Rights Convention on record was held in Seneca Falls, 

N.Y., in July 1848.” Neither of these references made any mention of Stan-

ton. Given her general disfavor within the movement, and her self-imposed 

distance from movement politics over the last decade of her life, suffragists 

increasingly left her out their founding story. It became unclear, or at least 

unspoken, in these turn-of-the-century recitations exactly who had called 

“the memorable convention of . . . 1848.”6

Writing with distinctly junior collaborators, Anthony now used the story 

of Seneca Falls to validate and augment her own historical legacy. Her un-

democratic maneuvers to accomplish unifi cation in 1890 and assume the 

presidency of the new organization are completely absent in this fourth vol-

ume. Origins myths work to legitimate and unify the messy contingencies 

of political struggle, making both the outcome and the story of that struggle 

seem unmanipulated. Hence, dispatching unifi cation in a single paragraph, 

the narrative insists that the 1890 NAWSA convention simply “belonged 

to Miss Anthony, ‘Saint Susan,’ as her followers love to call her.” Explicitly 

rooted in Seneca Falls, from the volume’s very fi rst page, Anthony’s leader-

ship became a fait accompli, and unifi cation became the necessary restora-

tion of an imagined and supposedly shared origin, rather than a dramatic 

departure in movement history. Anthony’s leadership appears as a kind of 

foreordained, inevitable fact, rather than something she sought, won, and 

kept through a contentious and contingent process that lasted for decades. 

Volume 4 did not recount, and perhaps its coauthors did not fully realize, 

how consistently, centrally, and strategically Anthony had deployed the 
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myth of Seneca Falls to consolidate her leadership and to impose her par-

ticular vision of the movement and its goals.7

In 1902, a week after Anthony and Harper completed the new volume, 

Stanton died quietly at her son’s home in New York City. She spent her fi nal 

decade living in an apartment with her children and grandchildren. Her 

mind remained razor sharp, and she continued to write up until her death. 

Her eyesight, however, dimmed, and her prodigious weight restricted her 

movements. She had been failing all year and in her fi nal week became 

bedridden and eventually lost consciousness. She died on 26 October, two 

weeks shy of her eighty-seventh birthday. The next day, a front-page obitu-

ary in the Washington Times recounted the movement’s inspiration during 

Stanton’s life-changing visit to London in 1840. “After returning from Eng-

land with Susan B. Anthony and others she began to agitate for woman 

suffrage. . . . The result of this agitation was the foundation at Seneca Falls 

early in 1848 of the National American Woman Suffrage Association.” Every 

detail here was wrong. A short obituary carried in many papers nationwide 

listed no survivors except “Miss Anthony,” a testament to their fi fty years 

of friendship, before going on to tell the story of Seneca Falls. And the de-

parted’s closed casket appeared beneath a blanket of fl owers and a single 

framed portrait of Anthony. “It seems impossible,” Anthony responded 

upon receiving the news of Stanton’s death, “that the voice is hushed—that 

I have longed to hear for 50 years.” “She forged the thunderbolts,” Anthony 

added, “and I fi red them.”8

Four years later, in 1906, Anthony died. Upon returning home from a 

NAWSA convention in Baltimore and from her own eighty-sixth birthday 

celebration, she felt unwell. A doctor diagnosed pneumonia as she gasped 

for breath. It seemed the pneumonia might take her life, but then her lungs 

began to recover. Her heart, however, remained weak. She had suffered 

heart trouble during her fi nal years, and heart failure likely took her life on 

the morning of 13 March 1906. That evening’s widely circulated Associated 

Press story, almost inevitably, alleged that “with Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

and others Miss Anthony called in 1848 the fi rst woman’s rights convention, 

which met at Seneca Falls.” Newspapers from Nebraska to New England, 

when not giving her outright credit for having “called” the meeting, placed 

Anthony in attendance, as in a much-reprinted statement that “Julia Ward 

Howe and herself were the only survivors of the famous fi rst women’s rights 

convention held in Seneca Falls 1848.” The misconception was so widely 

held that in the months after Anthony’s death, the women’s columns in 

newspapers across the country carried a small feature correcting it.9
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If Stanton increasingly receded from the myth of Seneca Falls after her 

death, the reverse was true for Anthony. The memory of Anthony became a 

powerful weapon in intra-movement politics. Catt’s NAWSA presidency had 

been embattled, particularly by the rivalry of Anna Howard Shaw, another 

of Anthony’s protégées. Although by no means Anthony’s favorite, Shaw 

had been in the right place at the right time to care for Anthony during 

her fi nal days. Shaw spun that experience into a supposed passing of the 

torch to the NAWSA presidency. According to Shaw, Anthony begged her to 

lead the movement, in a deathbed plea: “Promise me that you will keep the 

presidency of the association as long as you are well enough to do the work.” 

Shaw had forced Catt out of the presidency two years earlier, in 1904. But 

Catt’s supporters continued to oppose Shaw as president and fought to un-

seat her, in an attempt to return Catt to the offi  ce (which happened in 1915). 

As that battle raged, and Shaw struggled to hold onto the presidency, she 

repeatedly told, revised, and refi ned this apocryphal story. Using Anthony’s 

memory for what one historian has called Shaw’s own “secular sanctifi ca-

tion,” Shaw helped further elevate Anthony above all others.10

Meanwhile, Alice Paul, a young suffragist who never knew Anthony, de-

cided to resurrect a federal strategy, which NAWSA had largely abandoned. 

She did so from within NAWSA, but soon, for a variety of reasons, Shaw and 

Catt had her expelled. Undaunted, Paul formed a rival suffrage organiza-

tion, the National Woman’s Party (NWP). The NWP worked for a federal 

amendment (while NAWSA stayed focused on the states). Resurrecting a 

version of the federal amendment written by Stanton and introduced into 

the Senate by Aaron Sargent in 1878, they strategically dubbed it the “An-

thony Amendment.” Thus challenging NAWSA directly, they claimed that 

Anthony (and therefore history) was on their side.11

The years leading up to the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1920 

were politically dazzling. Catt, as head of NAWSA, helped win key victo-

ries in several large states, including women’s full suffrage in New York in 

1917, putting pressure on party politicians to recognize and uphold women’s 

voting power. Paul and the NWP, meanwhile, began audaciously picketing 

the White House and putting the issue of woman suffrage before the public 

in tangible, dramatic ways—including hunger strikes. After failed congres-

sional votes on the amendment, President Woodrow Wilson did something 

unprecedented: he addressed Congress and urged its passage. The “Anthony 

Amendment” then passed both houses of Congress in 1919, after signifi cant 

political wrangling. A diffi  cult ratifi cation fi ght lay ahead, in which NAWSA 

and the NWP began a full-court press. The long ratifi cation battle came 
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down to one man in Tennessee, a southern state known for its fi erce op-

position to women’s rights. Harry Burn, the Tennessee legislature’s young-

est member, opposed the amendment. But upon receiving a telegram from 

his mother urging his support (in which she instructed him to “be a good 

boy”) he changed his vote. Surprising everyone, the Tennessee legislature 

approved the amendment by one vote, and the Nineteenth Amendment to 

the U.S. Constitution was offi  cially ratifi ed on 26 August 1920.12

Reporting its passage, newspapers around the country framed this his-

toric moment around Anthony and the myth of Seneca Falls. Although Stan-

ton had written the amendment, headlines and stories construed it as “a 

living monument to its dead framer, Susan B. Anthony.” The United Press 

syndicate headlined its wire story, sent out to hundreds of subscriber news-

papers, the “Outline Story of Suffrage in the United States.” Ending with the 

amendment, the story began predictably. “In 1848 at Seneca Falls, N.Y., Miss 

Anthony called to order the fi rst national woman’s convention. . . . She knew 

her cause was right, [and] she assumed national control of suffrage matters 

on the occasion of Seneca Falls.” This widely reprinted feature did not men-

tion Stanton, Mott, Douglass, or any of the actual leaders of 1848, or indeed 

any other veterans from later wings and phases of the movement. When 

Anthony’s lifelong goal was fi nally achieved, the myth of Seneca Falls not 

only framed this achievement in the public mind but made it hers alone.13

In the aftermath, Stanton’s children and Lucy Stone’s daughter both tried 

to bring their mothers out of Anthony’s lengthening shadow. Alice Stone 

Blackwell felt her mother’s elision keenly, and she now felt the weight of the 

History of Woman Suff rage—to which Lucy had pointedly refused to con-

tribute. That its many volumes now stood unchallenged, Stone Blackwell 

lamented, “was our misfortune. It cannot be helped now, for few persons 

will ever take the trouble to dig out our side from the fi les of the Woman’s 

Journal.” Indeed, almost no one has. Today, there exists no published his-

tory of the American Association, despite its energetic work over twenty 

years, and we still know precious little about Stone herself. “In 1847, she 

gave her fi rst lecture on woman’s rights,” her daughter wrote in a 1930 bi-

ography of her mother, adding pointedly, “This was the year before the fi rst 

local woman’s rights convention was held, at Seneca Falls.” All movement 

histories, even dissenting ones, now revolved in some way around 1848. 

The consequences of Stone’s failure to understand the political power of 

history—and how the myth of Seneca Falls all but erased her from public 

memory—have been surprisingly lasting.14

Stanton’s children were also upset about their mother being written out 
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of history. In 1922, Theodore and Harriot published a two-volume collection 

of Stanton’s letters, diary, and reminiscences. Much as she had often done, 

they took signifi cant editorial liberties, splicing together letters, editing en-

tries, and passing off their own words as if they belonged to Stanton. Her au-

tobiography had not dwelled on either Seneca Falls or her 1848 suffrage res-

olution. By the end of her life, she had lost considerable faith that winning 

the vote would liberate women. The myth of Seneca Falls, born of celebra-

tions and writings from 1868 to 1898, had become more Anthony’s preoccu-

pation than Stanton’s. Again showing how widely held that story now was, 

when Stanton’s children tried to set the record straight, their strategy was 

not to challenge or diminish the myth of Seneca Falls, but rather to put their 

mother back into it—and to make her its central fi gure. Revising the chapter 

she had titled “The First Woman’s Rights Convention,” they named all the 

organizers and the signers of the Declaration of Sentiments, as if to remind 

readers that Anthony had played no part. Harriot and Theodore then added 

considerable material about the convention itself. They underscored that it 

was their mother who had fi rst conceived of the vote as an essential, neces-

sary reform. Inserting words into Stanton’s mouth, without capturing any-

thing like her characteristic voice, they make her say, unequivocally: “I was 

wholly responsible for the IX resolution. .  .  . My revolutionary sentiment 

read: ‘Resolved, That it is the duty of the women of this country to secure to 

themselves their sacred right to the elective franchise.’” Against resounding 

opposition, Stanton prevails alone (Douglass is omitted), depicted as the 

only one who clearly understood the vote as the most “revolutionary” of all 

reforms.15 

They also made substantial cuts to Stanton’s two chapters about Anthony, 

merging them into one and cutting Anthony’s name from the chapter title. 

They downplayed Anthony’s role in the movement and reordered text to 

put distance between her and Seneca Falls. Whereas Stanton had dated her 

friendship with Anthony to 1848, her children dated it to 1851. And whereas 

Stanton’s chapters on Anthony fi lled thirty pages, her children edited that 

material down to only seven. Theodore and Harriot also cut Anthony’s 

photograph, along with any text celebrating her executive skills or empha-

sizing her early commitment to women’s enfranchisement. They waged a 

determined—if largely unsuccessful—battle against Anthony, whose post-

humous reputation nevertheless continued to overshadow their mother’s.16

The struggle to direct the women’s movement in the aftermath of the 

Nineteenth Amendment almost inevitably led to competing interpretations 

of and claims to the memory of Anthony and Seneca Falls, which were now 
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entirely confl ated. To mark the turning point of 1920, Paul and the NWP 

commissioned sculptor Adelaide Johnson to create a large memorial, in-

tended for the U.S. Capitol. Atop a hulking, eight-ton block of white Ital-

ian marble, Johnson carved the portrait busts of three women, Mott, Stan-

ton, and Anthony. The composition of what Johnson grandiosely called the 

“Woman Movement” emphasized Anthony’s preeminence. “Her whole na-

ture speaks to women,” the sculptor said of Anthony, whom she positioned 

not only at the center of the group but also slightly higher than either Stan-

ton or Mott, who fl anked her. The bottom two-thirds of the block, as well 

as one upright column, remained rough and unfi nished, to stand in for the 

rights that remained to be won. The NWP’s request to place the monument 

in the Capitol, however, was resisted by the relevant joint congressional 

committee (“too heavy for the rotunda”) and by the advisory Commission 

on Fine Arts (“not of adequate artistic merit”). So, in yet another daring act 

of political theater, the NWP had it shipped to the Capitol, uncrated, and 

left in an outdoor alcove beneath the main steps. The fi nished monument 

weighed 14,000 pounds and stood seven-and-a-half feet tall. It could hardly 

be ignored. The NWP had forced Congress’s hand. Even before Congress 

acted to accept the monument and move it inside, the activists publicly an-

nounced an unveiling ceremony to be held in the Rotunda and printed up 

programs scheduling it for 15 February 1921—the 101st anniversary of An-

thony’s birth.17

Congress’s acceptance of the Woman Movement—later renamed the 

Portrait Monument—bestowed formal, national recognition on the myth 

of Seneca Falls. At the offi  cial ceremony, representatives of thirty national 

women’s organizations and other supporters crowded under the dome for 

a “spectacle of pageantry and color”—with the NWP banners of gold, pur-

ple, and white “semi-circling the rotunda” and held aloft by “gaily dressed 

women.” Beside each stood a fl ower girl attired “in spring colors, soft yel-

lows, greens, and fawns, symbolic of the promise of better things brought 

by the suffrage victory.” Chicago feminist and Settlement House founder 

Jane Addams presided. Sara Bard Field of California spoke for the NWP 

and pointedly addressed the Speaker of the House: “If you thought you 

came here tonight to receive on behalf of Congress merely the busts of three 

women . . . you were mistaken.” Field emphasized that this gift to the na-

tion represented “the likeness of them and all they mean in themselves and 

in us.” Anthony, Stanton, and Mott were now an inseparable historical trio, 

enshrined in the Capitol Rotunda and literally centered as the lone avatars 

of all American women, past and present, no longer simply leaders of a spe-
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cifi c, bounded movement. The sculpture represented “the body and blood 

of a great sacrifi cial host,” Bard added, “the body and blood of revolution, 

the body and blood of freedom herself.” The drama reached its climax when 

the lights were dimmed, and attendants removed the drapery covering the 

monument. “Suddenly the statue was enveloped in a blaze of light, and the 

fi gures of Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Lucretia Mott 

were revealed,” one newspaper trumpeted, “between the marble fi gures 

of Washington and Lincoln.” Next, the delegates of American and foreign 

women’s organizations stepped up and paid “tribute to the three leaders, 

serpentining through the aisles in a long processional, each one pausing to 

deposit a wreath at the foot of the monument.”18

Before the fl oral tributes had time to wilt, however, congressional lead-

ers banished the Portrait Monument from its place of honor. It had taken 

herculean efforts (involving a block and tackle and an inclined plane) to 

haul the colossus up the Capitol steps. Nevertheless, a few days after the 

unveiling, offi  cials banished it to the basement directly below the Rotunda, 

into a vacant space that had years earlier been designed as a tomb for 

George Washington. A dark, dank space shunned by Washington’s family, 

the crypt had become by 1921 a dusty storage area visited mostly for its 

restrooms. By shoving the Portrait Monument into a corner, offi  cials also 

made it impossible to read a lengthy inscription Johnson had composed 

and “purposely placed . . . upon the back of the monument, that it might 

not divert the spectator’s attention as he looked upon the noble faces of the 

three pioneer women.” The 246-word text had thus far only been stenciled 

onto the marble, not carved into it. Some considered its radical language 

inappropriate, such as this much-quoted provocation: “Woman, fi rst denied 

a soul, then called mindless, now arisen declared herself an entity to be 

reckoned.” The NWP publicly complained about the relocation and about 

the obscuring of the inscription, pointing out that it was “a four-sided me-

morial, instead of one designed to stand against a wall,” but to no avail. By 

early autumn, the neglected sculpture had become so grimy that several 

NWP members made headlines when they descended on the Capitol armed 

with scrub brushes and buckets of soapy water. They went back the next 

day at dawn, according to national news stories, to meet the charwomen 

showing up for work and implore them to keep the statue clean. Not long 

after, one morning in mid-October, it was discovered that during the night 

someone had painted over the inscription, on orders from “Capitol authori-

ties.” Newspapers speculated that Congress had required the removal of the 

inscription as a condition (purportedly accepted by the NWP) for reposi-
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tioning the sculpture from its out-of-the-way corner into the center of the 

crypt. The Washington Times lamented, “Now .  .  . the fi gures stand there, 

unexplained.” Not even a sign or placard identifi ed the three women by 

name, and the Portrait Monument soon became better known by a derisive 

nickname, “Three Ladies in a Bathtub.” Notwithstanding these indignities, 

the statue remained an important rallying point for feminists, who used it 

for pilgrimages and celebrations.19

Barely a week after the inscription’s erasure, the “good ladies of the suf-

frage persuasion” who objected were disparaged in a Texas newspaper edi-

torial for lacking “a sense of humor”—a charge that would become a classic 

putdown of American feminists. What was lost under that layer of paint, 

however, was not only a few overweening lines of activist hyperbole but 

actual historical information that might have educated thousands of tour-

ists, activists, and perhaps even lawmakers who viewed the statue in the 

coming decades. The second of the inscription’s seven short but rambling 

paragraphs read: “Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton in the call of 

that fi rst woman’s rights convention of 1848 initiated and Susan B. Anthony 

marshaling the latent forces through three generations down more than a 

half century of time guided the only fundamental universal uprising on our 

planet. The Woman’s Revolution.” The emphases here, which were in the 

original text, provided a subtle corrective to the myth of Seneca Falls, speci-

fying who had done what (and when) in the revolution, helping to explain 

a monument that otherwise literally lumped all together. Anthony may not 

have been present at the creation, but in this ultimate consecration of the 

myth of Seneca Falls, she would be forever at the center, elevated and fi rst 

among equals.20

Two years later, in 1923, Alice Paul confi rmed Anthony as the face of Sen-

eca Falls when she unveiled her new initiative, the Equal Rights Amendment 

(ERA), which she argued ought to be the next major feminist push. The 

ERA read: “Men and women shall have equal rights throughout the United 

States and every place subject to its jurisdiction.” Her proposal proved quite 

controversial inside the women’s movement, however, where it threatened 

the sex-based legislation that many women’s groups had championed. In a 

calculated bid for legitimacy, Paul decided to unveil the ERA in a ceremony 

at Seneca Falls on 19 July, the famous meeting’s seventy-fi fth anniversary. 

It was among the fi rst times twentieth-century feminists returned to the 

actual site, marked as sacred ground, in order to celebrate and to agitate in 

what would become a ritual strategy. The anniversary meeting closed on 

Sunday, 23 July, with a mass pilgrimage that linked two sacred places. For 
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several weeks thereafter, newspapers around the nation depicted this mo-

ment in a wire photo headlined, “Wreaths for Susan B. Anthony’s Grave,” 

with a caption describing “the pilgrimage of some 300 women who had 

been attending the seventy-fi fth anniversary of the fi rst woman’s rights 

convention, from the convention town of Seneca Falls to the grave of the 

woman who initiated that fi rst convention.” This much-publicized pilgrim-

age encouraged the public to memorize an equation that was already ever 

more understood: Susan B. Anthony and the myth of Seneca Falls were one 

and the same, equivalent and inseparable.21

 NAWSA, which opposed the ERA, claimed that the legacy of Seneca Falls 

remained with them, and they offered not merely symbolic but tangible evi-

dence: the old mahogany table on which the Declaration of Sentiments had 

been written. The table had nothing to do with Anthony, of course, but its 

chain of custody put her right back into the story. After the McClintocks had 

given it to Stanton, she gifted it to Anthony in 1900, for her eightieth birthday. 

By the end of her life, Anthony owned the two most important embodiments 

of the Seneca Falls mythology: the History and the table. In NAWSA’s hands, 

The Portrait Monument (Courtesy of the Prints & Photographs Division, Library of 

Congress, LC-DIG-hec-35259)
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the table and the events surrounding it centered on Anthony. A popular 

Susan B. Anthony calendar issued by NAWSA featured a photograph of the 

table in its natural habitat—Anthony’s sitting room. The caption confused 

more than it clarifi ed: “The Parlor: Showing Table on which the Call for 

the First Woman-Suffrage Convention was written in 1848.” Neither Stanton 

nor the other women who sat around it were mentioned. Consulting the 

calendar, it would be easy to conclude that this was always Susan B. An-

thony’s table, where she had written the invitation to insurrection. After her 

death, the table went to NAWSA and became the centerpiece of an exhibit 

they were asked to create and donate to the Smithsonian Institution to com-

memorate the 1920 victory. Honored with a place in the nation’s attic, the 

table made a fi tting counterpart to the Portrait Monument, especially with 

the text provided by NAWSA: “Mahogany Table. Owned by Miss Anthony, 

and used when writing the ‘Declaration of Sentiments’ for women, in 1848.” 

What were visitors to think?22

Stanton’s children thought it “a memorial to Miss Anthony,” noting that 

the actual women at the table were (as was becoming usual) unmentioned. 

Their offer to donate a portrait of their mother was rebuffed. “Susan B. An-

thony’s name has appeared more frequently than that of any other of the 

pioneers of Women’s Rights; and yet, curiously enough, Miss Anthony took 

no part in the 1848 meeting,” Theodore Stanton wrote in a 1923 feature for 

The Independent magazine, adding for good measure, “Another myth con-

cerning Miss Anthony . . . may be disposed of here, viz., that she was the 

author of the Nineteenth Amendment.” In a letter to the New York Times, 

he was even blunter, demanding that the paper stop repeating such errors. 

“The facts are,” he wrote, “that Miss Anthony had no more to do with the 

convention of 1848 than did the man in the moon.”23

 Although these objections and corrections were understandable, no-

body challenged the most insidious silence in the myth of Seneca Falls: its 

whiteness and its relentless narrowing of many women’s movements to 

the achievement of suffrage by middle-class reformers. That silence grew 

louder in 1922, when NAWSA published two fi nal installments of the History 

of Woman Suff rage, volumes 5 and 6, which powerfully reinforced the ra-

cial inequities inherent in that guiding story. Catt commissioned Harper to 

write the volumes in 1919, when chances for women’s enfranchisement on a 

national scale looked hopeful. Harper fi nished them after the ratifi cation of 

the Nineteenth Amendment. “The effort of women in the ‘greatest republic 

on earth’ to obtain a voice in its government began in 1848 and ended in 

complete victory in 1920,” Harper explained. Like the now well-established 
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origins point, this end point denied the racial dimensions that had chal-

lenged the movement for seventy-fi ve years. Catt and Harper’s “complete 

victory” completely overlooked women of color, who still could not vote 

in most southern states, where white supremacists continued to disenfran-

chise their race (through poll taxes, literacy tests, and outright intimida-

tion, among other tactics). Black women appealed in vain to the main suf-

frage organizations for help in securing their own voting rights after 1920. 

White feminists deemed such “race problems” outside their purview. The 

ways in which black women had been largely written out of the dominant 

movement memory encouraged white women to overlook the needs and 

concerns of black women as the movement evolved. But for all of Stanton 

and Anthony’s animus over women’s exclusion from the Fifteenth Amend-

ment after the Civil War, the so-called Negro’s Hour did not really arrive 

until the 1960s, when black women and men won the legislative victories of 

the modern civil rights movement. Only with the 1965 Voting Rights Act did 

many women of color win the right to vote. But 1920 rendered the story, if 

not the victory, “complete.”24

Yet the myth of Seneca Falls has remained an important rallying point 

for women’s rights work throughout the twentieth century as well as an 

actor in the ongoing struggle for which it stands. Feminists organizing in 

the 1960s and 1970s adopted the story readily and used it strategically and 

productively—to legitimate activism and to attract support from women 

who may not have considered themselves activists. The story was ready-

made—full of drama, compelling personalities, and promises of inevitable 

victory. When the United Nations declared 1977 the International Women’s 

Year, feminists pressured Congress to allocate money for a national wom-

en’s congress to mark the occasion. That National Women’s Conference, the 

fi rst federally funded women’s rights meeting, opened in Houston, Texas, in 

1977. It drew 20,000 women from across the country. Over four days, they 

deliberated on how to set and pursue a feminist agenda. (Another 10,000 

women and men assembled in another Houston convention center to op-

pose women’s rights.)25

A torch carried from Seneca Falls to Houston offi  cially opened the cer-

emonies. Its entrance into the hall proved electric. Organizers anticipated 

the opening of the Houston convention by meeting fi rst in Seneca Falls, 

two months before. There, a relative of President Jimmy Carter read a new 

Declaration of Sentiments written by the noted African American poet 

Maya Angelou, who obliquely highlighted the myth’s racial overtones by 

proclaiming that “we promise to accept nothing less than justice for every 
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woman.” The next day, a descendant of one of the signers of the Declara-

tion of Sentiments handed the torch to the fi rst runner. Women took differ-

ent legs of the journey, sprinting the torch closer and closer to Houston—

carrying the torch of Seneca Falls both literally and fi guratively. The relay 

took fi fty-one days, crossed fourteen states, and covered 2,600 miles. As 

it approached the convention hall, roughly a thousand women, including 

noted feminist leaders Bella Abzug and Betty Friedan, ran with the torch 

for the last mile. Three fi rst ladies of the United States—Lady Bird Johnson, 

Betty Ford, and Rosalynn Carter—received the torch inside the hall. With 

the spirit of Seneca Falls and the energy of the foremothers entering the 

proceedings, women opened a historic convention that helped set the move-

ment’s ongoing agenda.26

A year later, feminists transformed Seneca Falls into uncharted commem-

orative territory: they got the National Park Service to consider establishing 

a new national historical park dedicated to women’s rights. Historic preser-

vation had long centered upon the deeds of great men or the soldiers they 

sent to die in battle, but now a coalition of feminist groups and female poli-

ticians began to make headway. Over the years, the Wesleyan Chapel, where 

the 1848 meeting took place, had been a car dealership, a movie theater, and 

a laundromat. New York had much earlier erected a historical marker at 

the site, and women occasionally assembled there to hold makeshift com-

memorations for Seneca Falls anniversaries—sometimes with nothing more 

than a card table and a few folding chairs. Post–World War II deindustri-

alization hit Seneca Falls as it had the nation’s larger cities, and facing a 

rapidly disappearing industrial base, area citizens began to recognize the 

economic potential of tourism. Later in 1978, when representatives from the 

National Park Service visited the area, they were mobbed by enthusiastic 

supporters, and the next year, they recommended to Congress that Seneca 

Falls become home to a new national historical park. Support from Stan-

ton’s descendants proved important as well. “One fall day,” one historian 

explains, “they arrived in Seneca Falls with a load of books and furniture 

that had once belonged to Stanton.” Stanton’s elderly great-granddaughter, 

who had continued to guard Stanton’s memory through her nearly seventy-

fi ve years spent in eclipse, declared: “It’s time they came home.” Stanton 

was well on her way to being rediscovered, thanks to the historical digging 

of new generations of feminists, and part of the initiative for the park in-

volved preserving not just the Wesleyan Chapel, but also her home in Seneca 

Falls.27

In 1980, Jimmy Carter declared 8 March the start of women’s history 
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week, and U.S. representatives introduced legislation in the House for the 

creation of a Women’s Rights National Historical Park. The measure almost 

died, but thanks to the unfl agging pressure of supporters, President Carter 

signed the park into law that December. A promise of funding did not ac-

company it, however. The question of how to proceed was mind-boggling. 

Moreover, three weeks after Carter signed the park into law, Ronald Rea-

gan took offi  ce, and a new conservative ethos arrived in Washington, D.C. 

This further threatened the park’s creation, as Reagan instructed his new 

secretary of the interior, the inimitable James Watt, to freeze all funding 

for the acquisition of new park lands. The Elizabeth Cady Stanton Founda-

tion tried to raise enough money to purchase Stanton’s former house, which 

they intended to deed to the National Park Service, thus enabling the park’s 

creation. They could not raise suffi  cient funds, however. Then, out of the 

blue, actor Alan Alda called the foundation to say he was sending a check 

for the balance needed. Celebration was cut short, however, as more ob-

Makeshift commemoration 

for the 130th anniversary 

of the Seneca Falls conven-

tion, in Seneca Falls, N.Y., 

July 1978 (Seneca Falls 

Reveille, 26 July 1978, 

courtesy of John Siccardi)
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stacles ensued, with politicians and activists having to creatively maneuver 

around Reagan and Watt. At the end of June 1982, an ominous sign dawned, 

when the ERA, which Alice Paul had fi rst introduced in Seneca Falls in 1923, 

again failed to be ratifi ed within the congressionally specifi ed time limit. 

The political tide of the nation was turning, and women clung nervously 

to hope for a park. That same spring, historian Gerda Lerner became the 

Organization of American Historians’ fi rst female president in roughly fi fty 

years, and she mobilized the resources of professional historians behind the 

initiative.28

Suddenly and almost miraculously, after four years of constant agitation, 

the Women’s Rights National Historical Park received enough funding to 

open to visitors. To coincide with the original convention, the park was ded-

icated on 17 July 1982, complete with a dramatic reenactment of the 1848 

meeting. Over time, park offi  cials have acquired additional buildings, in-

cluding the old chapel where the meeting took place and the nearby homes 

of its organizers. Today, the Women’s Rights National Historical Park re-

mains an important destination for many women’s rights supporters.29 Stan-

ton could never have imagined this in 1848; neither could Anthony have 

imagined it fi fty years later, in 1898, despite her gift for shaping collective 

memory. The park not only pays tribute to Stanton and Anthony’s activism 

and their skill as storytellers; it ratifi es their pioneering assertion that wom-

en’s history mattered—as both a heritage and a scholarly discipline. This 

has arguably been the greatest reality achieved by the myth of Seneca Falls.

The seventy-fi fth anniversary of the Nineteenth Amendment in 1995 and 

the sesquicentennial of Seneca Falls in 1998 inspired women to pressure 

Congress to move the Portrait Monument—Johnson’s hulking sculpture 

of Stanton, Anthony, and Mott—from the crypt back up to the Rotunda. 

That fi ght underscored the ongoing challenges of getting women’s history 

deemed worthy of national recognition. Women had demanded for years 

that the sculpture be moved to a more prominent place. But those efforts 

had failed repeatedly. In 1995, legislation to move it to the Rotunda passed 

the Senate. House Speaker, Republican Newt Gingrich, however, managed 

to kill the bill by refusing to allow it off his desk. The House recessed with-

out being able to take a vote. The issue was revived the following year and 

managed to pass. But this time Speaker Gingrich, together with several Re-

publican congresswomen, blocked the appropriation of funds necessary to 

move it. The congresswomen claimed the statue was simply “too ugly” to 

take a place of honor in the Rotunda, an argument that people had been us-

ing for decades to denigrate it (and by implication, the feminist movement). 
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The nearly $75,000 needed had to be raised from private donors. After an 

engineering study determined the Rotunda fl oor could support its weight, 

the statue was at long last moved in 1997, in anticipation of the 150th anni-

versary of Seneca Falls. There, in the Capitol’s symbolic and physical heart, 

the Portrait Monument disrupted the Rotunda’s all-male statuary. Congress-

woman Carolyn Maloney, a Democrat from New York, addressed opponents 

as Johnson’s sculpture parted company with the crypt’s restrooms: “It took 

72 years for women to get the vote and 76 years to get the statue moved. 

They said the statue was too ugly to stand in the Rotunda. Have you looked 

at Abraham Lincoln lately? He wasn’t placed in the Rotunda because of his 

good looks and neither were these women. They are placed here because of 

their accomplishments.”30

That same fi ght, however, exposed the ongoing racial fi ssures in the myth 

of Seneca Falls, fi ssures inherent in the movement’s past but also in the sto-

ries we choose to celebrate and remember in the present. Underscoring the 

ways in which Stanton and Anthony built both a movement and a memory 

centering on white women, the National Congress of Black Women (NCBW) 

had moved to block the monument’s relocation. They objected that black 

women, active participants in the long struggle for rights, were not repre-

sented. “We have been left out of history too much, and we’re not going 

to be left out anymore,” explained the organization’s president C. DeLores 

Tucker. When it became clear the monument would be relocated, Tucker—

a civil rights activist, women’s rights advocate, and politician—urged that 

the image of Sojourner Truth be carved into the sculpture’s unfi nished col-

umn, thus writing Truth (and black women, more generally) into the heart 

of women’s rights narratives. Legislation toward this end was introduced 

in 2004, but the bill failed. Yet the group kept up pressure, under the joint 

leadership of E. Faye Williams, the NCBW’s new chair, and Representative 

Sheila Jackson Lee of Texas. In 2006, they persuaded Congress to accept 

their donation of a Truth statue, as an antidote to the Portrait Monument, 

or at least as a companion to it.31

Intensive fundraising efforts followed, and a bronze bust of Truth was 

unveiled at a ceremony in April 2009 in Emancipation Hall in the U.S. Capi-

tol Visitors Center, where it remains on permanent display. Actress Cicely 

Tyson delivered Truth’s famous 1851 “Ar’n’t I a Woman” speech, which itself 

has been handed down to us in problematic form through the pages of the 

History. First Lady Michelle Obama addressed the crowd and underscored 

the fault lines in inherited narratives. “Just as Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton, [and] Lucretia Mott would be pleased to know that we have a 
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woman serving as the Speaker of the House of Representatives, I hope that 

Sojourner Truth would be proud to see me, a descendant of slaves, serving 

as the First Lady of the United States of America,” Obama began, to rejoin-

ders of “yes” and “amen!”32

Perhaps such achievements may give us the courage to ask whether the 

myth of Seneca Falls is fi nally becoming obsolete. Stanton and Anthony 

created it in response to a particular, intensely racialized moment in post–

Civil War politics, but what does it mean to tell that story today? Seneca 

Falls continues to frame almost all present-day stories about early women’s 

rights, whether told in an academic setting or on historical tours. And femi-

nists still employ it shrewdly. Former secretary of state Hillary Clinton, for 

example, lit up the so-called Twittersphere with this tidbit on 19 July 2013: 

“Seneca Falls, 165 years ago today, began a movement that remains the un-

fi nished business of the 21st century.”33 An essential actor in the decades of 

drama leading to the achievement of the Nineteenth Amendment, Seneca 

Falls may now, a century later, be more of a hindrance than an inspira-

tion—in its whiteness, which ignores the rights of women of color; in its 

emphasis on the vote, which downplays other kinds of rights strategies; and 

in its middle-class sensibility, which diverts us away from other radicalizing 

experiences and theoretical foundations. Myths like Abraham Lincoln as 

the Great Emancipator or Rosa Parks as a tired seamstress can be useful and 

play important roles in the quest for universal human rights, but eventually 

all myths constrain the very causes they promote. Seneca Falls is inextrica-

ble from the limitations of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century progres-

sivism. And by continuing to foreground it, we leave ourselves little room to 

create new founding stories that might better address the challenges of the 

twenty-fi rst century.

Moreover, the myth of Seneca Falls has created a rigid chronology that 

scholars have had trouble revising. The years 1848 and 1920 frame the pe-

riod that historians and activists alike refer to as “fi rst-wave” feminism. 

“Second-wave” feminism is said to be the next large surge of women’s rights 

activism, that of the 1960s and 1970s. Neither framing has been very use-

ful for understanding the complexity of nineteenth- or twentieth-century 

feminism. These periodizations narrow the wide continuum of issues cham-

pioned by activists and the wide array of women involved. The myth of 

Seneca Falls, which early feminists bequeathed to much later generations, 

also simply cannot encompass the spectrum of social justice causes not ex-

plicitly marked as feminist, but which have nevertheless been important 

to the evolution of feminist thought and action, both personal and politi-
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cal. In turn, the periodization implied by Seneca Falls obscures points of 

continuity and discontinuity between the so-called waves. For some time 

now, scholars have been trying to reconceptualize American women’s his-

tory outside of these models.34

My goal has been to aid those efforts by undoing the master narrative 

itself. I have sought not to write around that narrative, as so many scholars 

have effectively done, but rather to dissect that still-powerful story, expose 

its historical life, and thereby help free the historical record. Because origin 

narratives promote the forgetting of struggles within the struggle, histori-

cizing those narratives can help us counteract those effects and hopefully 

move in new directions. I have wanted to contribute to an understanding of 

why scholars and activists alike have been so constrained by a Seneca Falls 

periodization along with that story’s moral (white political rights above all 

other rights)—constraints that ultimately limit our imaginations, our abili-

ties to form coalitions, and even our potential.

Anthony’s painful decision to burn large portions of her archive under-

scored an important tension in her role as historian-activist. She wrote the 

campaign’s fi rst and most enduring master narrative as a guide to action, 

and she intended for it to outlive her. One drastic way of achieving that 

goal was to deny future generations the chance to examine and reinterpret 

much of the source material. Although it is impossible to reconstruct the 

motivations behind the destruction, it could not have taken place against 

her will. Anthony was not unique in wanting to shape what was bequeathed 

to future generations. Many statesmen and stateswomen prune and con-

sciously shape the archives to one degree or another. And she was not the 

only suffragist to destroy records. But given her conscious, long-standing 

cultivation of that record, perhaps the ultimate irony of her bonfi res is that, 

in protecting the myth of Seneca Falls, she has ended up challenging his-

torians while also constraining activists. As an activist fi rst and foremost, 

Anthony was less interested in the past for its own sake than in the creation 

of a usable past that would advance her political work and goals. We cannot 

understand her historical works or her decision to burn documents outside 

of that reality. Both underscore the central premise of this book: memory is 

made, not found, and what we remember matters.
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